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1. Convened by the Director General of WIPO, the Intergovernmental Committee on 
Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (“the 
Committee” or “IGC”) held its Twentieth Session in Geneva, from February 14 to 22, 2012. 

2. The following States were represented:  Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Argentina, 
Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belgium, 
Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burundi, 
Cameroon, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Cuba, Cyprus, 
Czech Republic, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, 
El Salvador, Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Haiti, Holy See, 
Honduras, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, 
Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Morocco, Mexico, Monaco, Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Republic of Moldova, Romania, 
Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, 
United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United Republic of Tanzania, United States of America, 
Uruguay, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of), Viet Nam, Zambia and Zimbabwe (111).  The 
European Union was also represented as a member of the Committee. 

3. The following intergovernmental organizations (“IGOs”) took part as observers:  
African Regional IP Organization (ARIPO), African Union (AU), Eurasian Patent Organization 
(EAPO), European Patent Office (EPO), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO), International Organization of La Francophonie (OIF), International Union for  
the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV), Patent Office of the Cooperation Council  
for the Arab States of the Gulf (GCC), Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(SCBD), South Centre, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), World Trade Organization (WTO) (13). 

4. Representatives of the following non-governmental organizations (“NGOs”) took part as 
observers:  Akuaipa Waimakat;  American IP Law Association (AIPLA);  Assembly of Armenians 
of Western Armenia;  Assembly of First Nations (AFN);  B.I.S.O.N. International;  Center for 
Studies and Research in Law of the Intangible (CERDI);  Central sanitaire suisse romande;  
Centre for International Intellectual Property Studies (CEIPI);  Civil Society Coalition (CSC);  
Comisión Jurídica para el Autodesarollo de los Pueblos Originarios Andinos (CAPAJ);  
Coordination of African Human Rights NGOs (CONGAF);  CropLife International;  Culture of 
Afro-Indigenous Solidarity (Afro-Indigène);  European Law Students’ Association (ELSA 
International);  Foundation for Aboriginal and Islander Research Action (FAIRA);  Friends World 
Committee for Consultation (FWCC);  Health and Environment Program;  Ibero-Latin-American 
Federation of Performers (FILAIE);  Indian Council of South America (CISA);  Indian Movement 
“Tupaj Amaru”;  Indigenous Peoples’ Center for Documentation, Research and Information 
(doCip);  Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB);  Institut du développement 
durable et des relations internationales (IDDRI);  Instituto Indígena Brasileiro para Propriedade 
Intelectual (INBRAPI);  Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO);  International 
Association for the Protection of Intellectual Property (AIPPI);  International Association of 
Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishers (STM);  International Center for Trade and 
Sustainable Development (ICTSD);  International Chamber of Commerce (ICC);  International 
Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associations (IFPMA);  International Indian Treaty 
Council (IITC);  International Seed Federation (ISF);  International Trademark Association 
(INTA);  International Video Federation (IVF);  Knowledge Ecology International, Inc. (KEI);  
Nepal Indigenous Nationalities Preservation Association (NINPA);  Nigeria Natural Medicine 
Development Agency (NNMDA);  Pacific Islands Museums Association (PIMA);  Russian 
Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON);  The International Committee for the 
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Indigenous Peoples of the Americas (INCOMINDIOS);  The World Conservation Union (IUCN);   
Tin-Hinane;  Traditions for Tomorrow;  World Trade Institute (WTI) (44). 

5. The list of participants is annexed to this report as Annex I.  

6. Document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/2 provided an overview of the documents distributed 
for the Twentieth Session.  

7. The Secretariat noted the interventions made and the proceedings of the session were 
communicated and recorded on webcast.  This report summarizes the discussions and provides 
the essence of interventions, without reflecting all the observations made in detail or necessarily 
following the chronological order of interventions.  Certain delegations handed opening 
statements in to the Secretariat, which are included in this report.   

8. Mr. Wend Wendland of WIPO was Secretary to the Twentieth Session of the IGC. 

AGENDA ITEM 1:  OPENING OF THE SESSION 

 
The Director General, Mr. Francis Gurry, opened the session by welcoming participants to  
IGC 20, being the first session since the renewal of the mandate of the IGC by the WIPO 
General Assembly, at its meeting in September 2011, which foresaw that the present session 
would be devoted entirely to the issue of genetic resources (GRs) and intellectual property (IP).  
In view of the importance of the subject matter, it had been decided to devote eight days to the 
present meeting.  He said that the WIPO General Assembly had set out a clearly defined work 
plan which foresaw three sessions of the IGC in 2012. There were two other sessions that 
would take place in 2012, namely a session in April devoted exclusively to traditional knowledge 
(TK) and a session in July devoted to traditional cultural expressions (TCEs).  He further 
recalled the mandate set by the WIPO General Assembly, stating that it was for the Committee 
to present the text(s) of an international legal instrument(s) to the WIPO General Assembly 
when it meets in October 2012, and that “the General Assembly in 2012 will take stock of and 
consider the text or texts, the progress made and decide on convening a Diplomatic Conference 
and will consider the need for additional meetings taking into account the budgetary process.”  
He said that the subject matter for this particular session concerned very complex and sensitive 
issues that had been discussed over many years and in many different fora and the Director 
General urged the participants to be as constructive and cordial as possible.  He further 
extended a special welcome and thanks to the indigenous experts present at the meeting and, 
in this regard, thanked, in particular, the Governments of South Africa and Australia for their 
generous contributions to the WIPO Voluntary Fund for Accredited Indigenous and Local 
Communities which had facilitated the presence of six indigenous experts at the session and 
enabled the Committee to foresee the continued participation of indigenous experts in the 
sessions of the IGC in 2012.   
 

AGENDA ITEM 2:  ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

 
Decision on Agenda Item 2: 
9. Upon the proposal of the 
Delegation of Paraguay, on behalf of 
the Group of Countries of  
Latin America and the Caribbean, 
seconded by the Delegation of the 
United States of America on behalf of 
Group B, and supported by the 
Delegation of Egypt on behalf of the 
African Group, the Delegation of 
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Hungary on behalf of the Group of 
Central European and Baltic States 
and the Delegation of Algeria on behalf 
of the Development Agenda Group, 
the Committee elected as its Chair, 
His Excellency Ambassador Wayne 
McCook of Jamaica, unanimously and 
by acclamation, for the 2012-2013 
biennium.  Upon the proposal of the 
Delegation of the United States of 
America, on behalf of Group B, 
seconded by the Delegation of Egypt 
on behalf of the African Group and 
supported by Hungary on behalf of 
 the Central European and Baltic 
States, the Committee elected as  
its Vice-Chair, for the same period,  
Ms. Alexandra Grazioli of Switzerland.  
The Committee decided to elect a 
second Vice-Chair at its next Session. 

10. The Chair, His Excellency Ambassador Wayne McCook of Jamaica, upon his election, 
thanked the Director General for having commenced the work of the Committee in a direct and 
efficient manner.  He also thanked the delegations that had proposed him and placed 
confidence in his Delegation to undertake this important responsibility and further expressed his 
commitment to all delegations that it would honor the commitment to serve the Committee as 
Chair.  He also recognized the observers, in particular representatives of indigenous 
communities who had a particular interest in the subject matter before the Committee for 
deliberation.  In his remarks, he noted that the IGC had consulted over many years and was 
presently at an important stage in its work.  The Committee had a mandate, as had been 
alluded to by the Director General, which set out clearly the work before the Committee.  In this 
regard, he recognized the tremendous contribution of his predecessor, His Excellency 
Ambassador Philip Owade of Kenya.  On organizational matters, the Chair proposed to meet 
with regional coordinators plus one other person, to discuss the session’s work program and 
methodology in advance of his further reporting on that aspect to the plenary to help advance 
the work in the most effective manner.  He reminded the participants that the session was a 
working, negotiating session and he hoped for a constructive working atmosphere.  To this end, 
no opening statements had been provided for in the Agenda.  Regional groups or states wishing 
to make general opening statements were advised to hand them in to the Secretariat and they 
would be reflected in the report.  To make the most effective use of time, he stressed the need 
for punctuality and delegations or groups wishing to meet during the official hours of the meeting 
might wish to do so.  However, the sessions would start on time.  In a similar vain, there would 
be no tea or coffee breaks or as such.  It was his hope that the Committee would use all of the 
time allocated to it as fully as possible.  As indicated in the mandate provided by the WIPO 
General Assembly, the Committee would also meet on Saturday, February 18, 2012.  He once 
again acknowledged the importance and value of the representatives of indigenous 
communities present at the session.  He, however, reminded participants that insofar as drafting 
proposals were concerned, observers’ proposals could remain in the text only if supported by a 
Member State.  On that understanding, he would enable observers to make statements and 
proposals at all times and they could do so interspersed with Member State proposals.  Further, 
Member States and observers were strongly encouraged to interact with each other informally 
as that increased the chances that States would be aware of, understand and perhaps support 
observer proposals.  He also intended to meet with the indigenous representatives during the 
course of the week.  He advised that the IGC should reach an agreed decision on each agenda 
item as it went along.  On the last day, Wednesday, February 22, 2012, the decisions, as 
already agreed, would be circulated for formal confirmation by the IGC.  The report of the 
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session would be prepared after the session and circulated to all delegations for comment.  As 
IGC documents, including the full reports, were made available in all six official languages of  
the United Nations, at the next session of the IGC, which was only seven weeks away,  
the report of the present session would be presented in all six languages for adoption at the 
Twenty-Second Session of the IGC, which was taking place from July 9 to 13, 2012. 
 

AGENDA ITEM 3:  ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

 
11. The Chair reaffirmed that any delegations which wished to submit written opening 
statements may do so and indicated that these would be reflected in the session’s report.  A few 
delegations availed themselves of this opportunity and submitted the following written 
statements.  Other general statements which related to specific agenda items were also handed 
in and these are reported on in this report under those agenda items.  

12. The Delegation of Brazil congratulated the Chair on his election, and expressed its 
pleasure in seeing a representative of the GRULAC presiding over the work of the IGC.  It was 
confident that under the Chair’s stewardship the present session could achieve substantive 
results.  It also congratulated the outgoing Chair, Ambassador Owade, for all the work 
accomplished during the last biennium, noting that it had taken careful note of the report 
prepared by Ambassador Owade.  The Delegation said that the Committee had been discussing 
Objectives and Principles related to the treatment of issues regarding the protection of GRs in 
the IP system.  These discussions had allowed for a better comprehension of Member States’ 
positions and possible points of convergence.  However, as pointed out by the Development 
Agenda Group (DAG), and in order to fulfill the recently renewed mandate, an additional step 
and move to text-based negotiations was required.  It said that concrete, operational proposals 
for a future international instrument on that subject should be discussed.  The Like-Minded 
Countries, of which Brazil was part, provided a significant contribution to the Committee on the 
subject.  It urged the Committee to strive for a consolidated, single working text, which would 
serve as a basis for future negotiations of the IGC on GRs and said that its Delegation 
recognized that there were still divergences regarding how to make the IP system supportive of 
the international commitments in the field of access and benefit sharing (ABS) relative to GRs 
and associated TK.  However, these divergences could not prevent the IGC from effectively 
fulfilling the mandate.  Negotiations being carried out in the IGC were instrumental in the efforts 
to fight against misappropriation of GRs and associated TK, which directly affected traditional 
communities and developing countries.  It considered that it was high time to effectively make 
progress in the negotiations, and that depended on a coordinated political effort among Member 
States.  The subject had been discussed for more than a decade, not only at WIPO, but also in 
other fora.  Experts had already provided technical information and it was clear that only 
effective mechanisms, such as mandatory disclosure requirements of the origin of the GRs, its 
derivatives and/or associated TK, and evidence of PIC, could prevent relevant authorities from 
granting patents that violated international norms on ABS.  It stressed that appropriate sanctions 
had to be part of these mechanisms, in order to promote enforcement of the rules.  When ABS 
was disrespected, it was at the expense of the rights of traditional communities and States that 
held GRs.  In its view, an international instrument on GRs should cover two objectives:  (i) to 
make the IP system supportive of the international provisions on ABS, consolidating it as a 
checkpoint of compliance with ABS requirements;  and (ii) to ensure that patent examination 
takes due account of prior art and the requirements of novelty and inventiveness, in order to 
prevent erroneous patents from being granted.  It considered that, by covering those objectives, 
WIPO could contribute to an effective implementation, in the IP system, of the provisions of the 
Nagoya Protocol.  Text-based work should be undertaken so that those two objectives would be 
clearly distinguished, especially in operational articles.  In conclusion, the Delegation affirmed its 
commitment to participate constructively in the Committee’s discussions, so as to contribute 
towards a productive and successful outcome. 
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13. The Delegation of Ethiopia congratulated the Chair and the Officers elected at the session 
and affirmed its full support and cooperation.  It also expressed its gratitude to the Director 
General, Mr. Francis Gurry, and the Secretariat for their support in this norm-setting process 
and its support for the proposals submitted by the African Group.  The Delegation said that it 
attached great importance to the new mandate of the IGC and stressed the need for tangible 
progress in a timely manner.  The protection of GRs, TK and TCEs, as assets with direct impact 
on economic, cultural and social development of all countries, particularly developing countries, 
was of paramount importance.  It stated that WIPO had taken a significant step forward in 
recognizing the importance and relevance of protecting GRs, TK, and TCEs through the 
establishment of the IGC.  Since its establishment, the Committee had undertaken substantive 
discussions and produced valuable working documents, which had led to the development of 
single draft text.  The Delegation said that Ethiopia was a culturally, ethnically and linguistically 
diverse nation with long-standing traditions and rich biodiversity and it, therefore, firmly believed 
that it was imperative for that process to lead to the adoption of globally binding agreement on 
the protection and utilization of GRs and associated TK.  It also observed that the draft 
proposals tabled by different regional groups were geared to facilitate and expedite the effective 
system of protection of GRs associated with TK from misappropriation.  The conclusion of the 
negotiations on the text of the international legal instruments would end the current imbalance in 
the global IP protection system.  It was of the view that the protection of GRs should comprise 
the various elements of protection:  principles of mandatory disclosure, PIC, the utilization of 
GRs, derivatives and the TK associated with GRS and fair and equitable benefit-sharing.  These 
elements should be considered as pillars of discussions in developing binding international 
regimes for protection and utilization of GRs and associated knowledge.  In this respect, the 
relevant international instruments such as the CBD, the Nagoya Protocol on Access to GRs and 
the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the Convention on 
Biological Diversity (Nagoya Protocol), the International Treaty on Plant GRs for Food and 
Agriculture (ITPGRFA), should be given due regard in the development of norms.  The 
Delegation further welcomed the new mandate for the IGC which gave new momentum to the 
Committee and stood ready to constructively engage in the work of the Committee to ensure 
that the texts were ready by 2012 for consideration by the WIPO General Assembly, for the 
purpose of adopting binding norms. 

14. The representative of Tupaj Amaru said that that Committee should examine GRs in light 
of the environmental crisis, climate change, and the food and financial crisis threatening the 
survival of humanity.  The capitalist system was the great predator of genetic and biological 
resources which constituted the material basis of humanity.  GRs needed to be protected 
because the diversity of GRs constituted the material and spiritual source for the survival of 
humanity.  However, the western world and its powerful multinational companies continued to 
plunder and destroy biological resources, which were the foundation of life forms on Mother 
Earth.  The CBD recognized the close and traditional dependence of many indigenous and local 
communities on biological resources, and the desirability of sharing equitably benefits arising 
from the use of TK relevant to the conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable use of 
its components.  GRs and TK constituted the intrinsic heritage of indigenous nations and local 
communities, and formed part of the common heritage of humanity.  Consequently, he said that 
the Committee should examine genetic material not only in terms of the market gains and 
profitability, and investments between suppliers and receivers, but in the spirit of their 
conservation, protection and sustainable development for the survival of humanity.  Towards 
infinite economic growth, genetic and natural resources were destroyed with complete impunity.  
By contrast, the owners of such resources had been stripped, without their prior consent, of their 
lands, resources, knowledge and living traditions, and were deprived of the right to fair 
distribution of the benefits deriving from the use and misuse of their age-old wisdom. 
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Decision on Agenda Item 3: 
15. The Chair submitted the draft 
agenda circulated as 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/1 Prov. 2 for 
adoption and it was adopted.   

AGENDA ITEM 4:  ADOPTION OF THE REPORT OF THE NINETEENTH SESSION 

 
Decision on Agenda Item 4: 
16. The Chair submitted the revised 
draft report of the Nineteenth Session 
of the Committee 
(WIPO/GRTKF/IC/19/12 Prov. 2) for 
adoption and, subject to certain 
amendments, it was adopted. 

AGENDA ITEM 5:  ACCREDITATION OF CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS 

 
Decision on Agenda Item 5: 
17. The Committee unanimously 
approved accreditation of all the 
organizations listed in the  
Annex to document 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/2 as ad hoc 
observers, namely:  ADJMOR;  
Association for Integration and 
Sustainable Development in Burundi 
(Association pour l’Intégration et le 
développement durable au Burundi) 
(AIDB);  Association of Kabyle Women 
(Association de femmes de Kabylie);  
Association of Kunas United for Mother 
Earth (Asociación Kunas unidos por 
Napguana) (KUNA);  Civil Society 
Organizations’ Network for Sustainable 
Agriculture and Environment in East 
Africa (CISONET);  Christ is calling 
you (Cristo te llama);  Committee for 
the Promotion and Protection of 
Human Rights (Comitato per la 
promozione e protezione dei diritti 
umani);  Copyright Agency Limited;  
Institute for European Studies at the 
Vrije Universiteit Brussel;  Kabylia for 
the Environment (Kabylia pour 
l’environnement) (AKE);  Massai 
Experience;  Ontario Federation on 
Indian Friendship Centres (OFIFC);  
and Punto Verde Association 
(Asociación Punto Verde). 
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AGENDA ITEM 6:  PARTICIPATION OF INDIGENOUS AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES:  
VOLUNTARY FUND 

 
18. The Chair introduced documents WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/3 and WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/5.  
He recalled the decision by the WIPO General Assembly to create a Voluntary Fund for 
Accredited Indigenous and Local Communities (the Fund) to support the participation of 
indigenous and local representatives of accredited NGOs and noted that the Fund had operated 
successfully and was widely regarded as transparent and efficient.  He acknowledged the 
significant contribution made by the Delegation of Australia which had enabled the Fund to 
operate in respect of IGC 20, IGC 21 and IGC 22.  Further, he noted that the second 
contribution last year by the Delegation of South Africa was also critical.  He thanked those 
Delegations.  The Chair advised that the Fund would, however, run short of funds after IGC 22 
and there would be no funds to cover IGC 23 and beyond, which would be a great shame and 
could have the effect of harming the credibility and quality of the process.  He reminded the 
Committee that the Secretariat had initiated a fundraising drive and a “Case for Support” was 
attached to document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/3.  States were asked to make pledges to contribute 
to the Fund and the Chair requested them to seek authority to do so from capital, if needed.  He 
said that he would revert to this question during the week.   

19. In accordance with the decision of the IGC at its seventh session (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/7/15, 
paragraph 63) IGC 20 was preceded by a half-day panel of presentations, chaired by  Mr. Stuart 
Wuttke, General Counsel,  Assembly of First Nations, Ottawa, Canada.  The presentations were 
made according to the program (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/6).  The Chair of the Panel submitted 
a written report on the Panel to the WIPO Secretariat which is contained below in the form 
received: 

“The following indigenous panelists discussed the theme “IP, GRs and Associated TK:  
Community Perspectives on Access and Benefit-Sharing”:  Mr. Maui Solomon, General 
Manager, Hokotehi Moriori Trust, Porirua, New Zealand;  Dr. Sreedharan Nair 
Rajasekharan, Scientist G (Director Grade), Head, Division of Ethnomedicine and 
Ethnopharmacology, Tropical Botanic Garden and Research Institute, Kerala, India;  and 
Mr. Alejandro Argumedo, Associate Director, Asociatión ANDES, Cusco, Peru. 
 
Mr. Maui Solomon, the keynote speaker, discussed non-commercial and commercial 
ventures with the Moriori people.  The non-commercial case-study involved the kopi tree 
that had been used by the ancestors of the Moriori for a number of purposes, including 
nutrition, shelter and the carving images on living trees, which were of considerable 
spiritual significance to the people.  As there were only about 150 of the carved kopi trees 
left, their preservation was of high priority to Moriori people.  As a result, a 
non-commercial revival research partnership was established with the University of Otago.  
The relationship was based on respect for the Moriori culture and ethical standards 
created by the Moriori.  The revival project consisted of digital photography of the kopi tree 
images, removal of dead trees, preservation of the carvings and the creation of a 
database, as well as the revival of the art of tree carving and the branding of the Rakau 
Momori images as a distinctive form of IP.  He stated that the relationship with the 
University of Otago was a positive one with both parties benefiting from the relationship.  
Mr. Solomon mentioned the blue cod as an example of a commercial venture based on a 
benefit sharing agreement.  The Moriori people had used the blue cod for sustenance, 
nutrition and medicinal purposes, and the TK utilized in the development of Moriori 
medicines could be exploited commercially.  In developing a relationship with a 
commercial partner, the Moriori had agreed to provide their TK to industrial researchers 
with the hope of finding innovative ways to extract medicinal properties of the blue cod oil.  
If a new extraction process were to be developed under the project, the partnership 
required parties to be assigned various IP rights, as well as ownership of bioactive 
compounds.  In addition, he noted that the Moriori fishers supplied the project with blue 
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cod, providing the Moriori community with spin-off benefits.  In highlighting the benefits of 
the projects to the Moriori people, he referred to the database which provided a thorough 
recording of TK, elder interviews, recording of ancestral grave sites, and models for land 
use and resource management which would be accessible to future generations.  In 
conclusion, Mr. Solomon encouraged WIPO to take note of the lessons learnt from the 
Moriori, such as the crucial role of early engagement, building trust between parties as an 
essential element for long-term relations, the short and long-term benefits of establishing 
a relationship, and finally benefits in byproducts as an ethical function of benefit-sharing. 
 
Dr. Sreedharan Nair Rajasekharan presented a critical appraisal of the Kani model of 
ABS.  At the outset, Dr. Rajasekharan stated the Kani model had been developed before 
the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol and, as a result, was somewhat limited in comparison.  
Nevertheless, the Kani model addressed the value of benefit-sharing in bio-prospecting 
GRs and TK of indigenous peoples.  Drawing on a unique ABS agreement, the monetary 
value of plant genetic information from the TK holders could be assessed and 
compensated.  He stated that the Kani tribe possessed unknown information on the 
medicinal and nutritional value of a large number of wild plants in India.  He briefly 
provided details on the ABS agreement, as well as key milestones of the project.  He said 
that added value measures, such as the employment of tribal members, capacity-building 
and technology-transfer had been carried throughout the project.  The model 
demonstrated that indigenous communities could be empowered to preserve and protect 
their TK and at the same time market their innovations in the global economy.   Describing 
the shortcomings of the Kani model, he referred to the lack of awareness among tribal 
members of ABS terms, difficulties associated with not obtaining the free prior and 
informed consent of tribal members and inadequate compensation.  In addition, he 
discussed the lack of protection in terms of bio-piracy and trademark law and the need for 
patent officers to check international patent registries.  Dr. Rajasekharan concluded that 
the project had not included tribal knowledge holders as co-inventors which should have 
been the case.    
 
Mr. Alejandro Argumedo provided a bio-cultural heritage case study on the potato park, 
which had involved the repatriation of native potatoes traditionally used by the indigenous 
peoples of Peru.  The case study served as a good example of a non-monetary 
benefit-sharing agreement. Referring to the agreement between the International Potato 
Centre and the indigenous peoples of Peru, he stated that the indigenous peoples had 
obtained over 100 varieties of potato seeds.  In return, they conserved the repatriated 
potatoes in a 15,000 hectare park, collectively owned by six indigenous communities, as a 
living library of potato diversity.  He stated that the benefit-sharing agreement, which was 
the first of its kind, aimed to ensure that the control of GRs was kept and managed by 
indigenous people who were aware of the value of the plants.  He noted that the 
agreement would not hamper collaborative research of scientists elsewhere.  The 
economic benefits included sharing research results, participation in product development, 
access to ex situ databases, resource management, the registration of a trademark, 
tourism programs, as well as pharmaceutical and cosmetic production.  Mr. Argumedo 
concluded that payments made to a trust fund were shared equitably between the 
parties.” 

 
20. The Advisory Board of the Fund met on February 16 and 17, 2012 to select a number of 
participants representing indigenous communities to receive funding for their participation at 
IGC 21.   

21. Following the Advisory Board’s deliberations, it proposed to the Director General of WIPO 
to reiterate the invitation to all funded participants to submit a structured and brief report about 
their own participation in the meeting for which they had been funded.  Such report would be 
annexed to their application for due consideration by the Advisory Board, should those funded 
participants decide to reapply for funding. 
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Decision on Agenda Item 6: 
22. The Committee took note of 
documents WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/3, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/5 and 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/7.   

23. The Committee strongly 
encouraged and called upon members 
of the Committee and all interested 
public or private entities to contribute 
to the WIPO Voluntary Fund for 
Accredited Indigenous and Local 
Communities.   

24. The Chair proposed, and the 
Committee elected by acclamation, the 
following eight members of the 
Advisory Board to serve in an 
individual capacity:  Mr. Clinton 
DENGATE, Executive Officer, 
International IP Section, Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 
Australia;  Mr. Mandixole MATROOS, 
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission 
of the Republic of South Africa, 
Geneva;  Ms. Zoraida RODRIGUEZ 
MONTENEGRO, Legal Counselor, 
Permanent Mission of Panama, 
Geneva;  Mrs. Maria ROJNEVSCHI, 
Director, IP Promotion and Publishing 
Department, State Agency on IP 
(AGEPI), Chisinau, Republic of 
Moldova;  Mrs. Larisa SIMONOVA, 
Deputy Director, International 
Cooperation Department, Federal 
Service for IP (ROSPATENT), 
Moscow, Russian Federation;   
Mr. Estebancio CASTRO DIAZ, 
Consultant, International Indian Treaty 
Council (IITC), Panama City, Panama;  
Mr. Rodion SULYANDZIGA, First  
Vice-President, Russian Association of 
Indigenous Peoples of the North 
(RAIPON), Moscow, Russian 
Federation;  Ms. Saoudata WALET 
ABOUBACRINE, President,  
Tin-Hinan, Ouagadougou, Burkina 
Faso.  The Chair of the Committee 
nominated Ms. Alexandra GRAZIOLI, 
Vice-Chair of the Committee, to serve 
as Chair of the Advisory Board. 
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AGENDA ITEM 7:  GENETIC RESOURCES  

 
25. The Chair stated that he had consulted with the representatives of groups on a working 
methodology and work program, and that he wished to set out the proposed working 
methodology and work program.  He stated that the IGC should, under its mandate, undertake 
“text-based negotiations”.  The IGC had before it a number of documents, which included 
specific textual and other proposals, draft objectives and principles, and options for future work.  
Iin order to undertake “text-based negotiations”, the IGC should move as quickly as possible to 
having a single document before it.  Only then could the work of the IGC be focused and 
structured.  Such a single document would initially include all proposals, draft objectives and 
principles, and options for future work.  It should not leave any proposal, objective and principle 
or option out.  In other words, such a single document should simply be a compilation of all 
existing proposals.  He had been informed that previously the IGC had successfully used 
“facilitators” to compile and prepare documents for the IGC plenary and he would propose 
following a similar route.  He could imagine two or three individuals - with expertise in that 
complex and technical subject matter and who had perhaps been facilitators before - to be 
facilitators.  Their instructions would be clear and straightforward:  they should compile, in a 
single document, the various ideas, proposals, and options set out in the documents already 
before the IGC, namely, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/6, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/8, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10; 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/11, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/12.  He would leave it to the facilitators to 
organize and structure the document as they thought best, but it should be what one regional 
representative had referred to as an “intelligent compilation”.  It should clearly set out and be so 
structured so as to facilitate the work of the plenary.  He imagined that it could begin with 
objectives and principles from WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4 and other documents, and then address 
the various issues raised in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5 and WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/6.  The other 
proposals from the European Union, Japan, Switzerland and the African Group would be fitted 
into the structure where they belonged.  The facilitators would then bring the document back to 
the plenary, where it would be reviewed, discussed and amended or negotiated.  At that stage, 
new text could be added if delegations so wished.  Preferably, however, the IGC would move 
towards reducing rather than expanding the number of options and alternatives.  It was 
important to stress the point that the facilitators had neither the mandate to remove any element 
in the documents he had mentioned, nor to add new text that was not already in the documents 
before the IGC.  Their job was not to negotiate among themselves nor to seek to consolidate or 
converge existing proposals.  Their role was simply to copy all proposals, objectives and 
principles, and options into a single document to provide a basis for the IGC’s textual 
discussion.  The policy discussion would take place in the plenary.  There would be enough time 
for the IGC to discuss the entire single document from beginning to end.  The text could be put 
up on the screen and amendments (deletions, additions, amendments to language) proposed 
by participants could be entered directly into the text.  The drafting would, therefore, take place 
in full transparency and inclusively.  He believed that the IGC had also in the past conducted 
such “live drafting”, and the same procedure as before could be followed.  The text, as it was by 
the end of the session, would be “work in progress” but would reflect the state of play at the end 
of the session.  It would be noted by the IGC and transmitted to the WIPO General Assembly for 
its consideration.  The text would not need to be adopted as such by IGC 20.  The earlier 
documents would also remain on the table.  In the interim, as the first step, he proposed an 
initial plenary discussion.  That should be a structured and focused engagement addressing, in 
turn, the “objectives and principles” and then each of the sets of issues so usefully set out by the 
past Chair of the IGC, Ambassador Owade (in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/4).  He would propose 
discussing each option in turn;  for example, A.1, A.2, etc.  The opening plenary would allow 
earlier proposals to be introduced (or reintroduced as the case might be) and to be elaborated 
upon should their proponents so wish.  He would welcome this as it would also assist the 
facilitators in their work.  The opening plenary would guide and give shape to the work of the 
facilitators.  No new textual proposals should be added at that initial stage - that could come 
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later once the IGC had the facilitators’ single document.  If so agreed, the facilitators would 
listen to that initial plenary discussion and, in the margins, work on the single document.  
Regarding the timing, he thought that there would be perhaps a session and a half or two 
sessions (i.e., four to six hours for those initial discussions), depending on how many 
delegations wished to take the floor.  In summary, the initial plenary would commence right after 
the consultations among the groups and discussions would be continued for one or two 
sessions.  He would expect the introduction of the single document into the plenary by the 
facilitators by Thursday morning (or sooner if possible).  The rest of the session would discuss 
the single document.  The Chair sought the delegations’ indulgence on one matter.  He fully 
understood and recognized the need for delegations to work in their respective UN languages.  
However, he would be grateful if delegations would proceed immediately to work on the single 
document when it became available in English.  There would be interpretation and he would 
read out each paragraph so that it could be translated via the interpreters.  The Chair then 
adjourned plenary to allow the groups to meet and agree on the proposed methodology and 
program. 

26. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of), speaking on behalf of the Asian Group, 
hoped that under the Chair’s able leadership, the IGC would be able to move forward in carrying 
out its mandate.  The Delegation recalled the terms of the IGC’s mandate as provided by the 
2011 WIPO General Assembly.  The Group was committed to contributing substantially to the 
fulfillment of that mandate.  However, the IGC had unfortunately not been able to embark on 
text-based negotiations on GRs as mandated by the 2009 mandate.  It welcomed the work 
program as approved by the WIPO General Assembly for IGC 20 which was to undertake  
text-based negotiations on GRs with a focus on considering options for a draft legal text, as 
detailed in WIPO/GRTKF/IF/19/7.  In developing that text, the IGC should also carefully 
consider texts already submitted by Member States.  The Group thought that the work program 
would expedite the work of the IGC on GRs.  Since IGC 20 was the only dedicated session on 
GRs before the WIPO General Assembly in 2012, the method of work should be chosen in such 
a way to fulfill the mandate and ensure preparation of a text on GRs to the upcoming WIPO 
General Assembly so it could decide on convening a Diplomatic Conference.  To achieve those 
objectives, the IGC should work on the basis of a single text and the Group supported the idea 
of having facilitators to prepare the text.  That text should be compiled from the existing working 
documents.  The key points from each document could be extracted and accommodated in the 
single text in the format of text of an international legal instrument.  It would be helpful if the 
essential clusters for that instrument could be identified to guide the work of the IGC.  Those 
clusters could include: preamble, beneficiaries, scope of protection, prior informed consent, 
remedies and sanctions, limitations and exceptions, and the relationship with other treaties.  In 
addition, concepts contained in all draft objectives and principles documents should be taken 
into account in the consolidated text without emphasis on any particular working document.  As 
for the negotiations on the Draft Objectives and Principles Relating to IP and GRs, the IGC 
could continue its work in parallel.  That document contained important elements which could be 
incorporated in the preamble of the instrument and could provide the context for its 
interpretation.  However, it was time to start the substantive negotiation on GRs and go beyond 
objectives and principles.  This proposed method of work was in line with the suggestion of 
Ambassador Owade, the Chair of the IGC in 2010/2011.  In his report, he had also outlined the 
importance of consolidating the various proposals on GRs into a single text to form the basis of 
text-based negotiations to be able to advance negotiations.  

27. The Delegation of Paraguay, speaking on behalf of the Group of States of Latin America 
and the Caribbean (GRULAC), supported the Chair’s proposal on compiling the various ideas 
and proposals in a single document.  However, GRULAC was concerned that the structure 
might be ineffective and would lead to endless discussion which would be far from the 
substance.  It supported the appointment of facilitators, particularly bearing in mind that they 
would not take decisions that could compromise the different positions of Member States.  
GRULAC thanked the Secretariat for the preparation of the documents and Mr. Francis Gurry 
for his continuing support.  It made special mention of the outgoing Chair, Ambassador Owade 
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from Kenya, who had led the negotiations through a participatory process taking into account 
the interests and priorities of all Member States and other parties.  It appreciated Ambassador 
Owade’s report.  It further noted that the work of the IGC was particularly important for the 
developing countries, particularly for Latin America and the Caribbean, especially considering 
the recommendations of the Development Agenda.  GRULAC referred to the mandate of the 
IGC for the 2012-2013 biennium.  It urged the Committee to make progress and to reach a 
greater consensus.  It also recognized that, since the IGC was negotiating an international legal 
instrument on GRs, the process had to be inclusive and oriented toward members, taking into 
account different levels of development.  Therefore, the IGC needed to consider all the working 
documents and come up with a text which addressed the concerns of the developing countries.  
The Group reiterated that the text had to recognize the sovereign rights of States over their 
biological resources, and had to ensure a clear and unequivocal respect and obligatory 
character of the special arrangements for ABS.  It was essential that access was legal, and that 
the country of origin of GRs and the communities providing associated TK were involved in a 
fair and equitable way in benefit-sharing arising from the use of those resources.  GRULAC 
believed that it was important to have further discussion on the concept of disclosure of origin.  
The final results should also reflect mutually agreed terms (MATs) on the basis of the PIC of the 
holders of biological resources and associated TK.  Additional proposals, such as the 
establishment of databases on GRs and TK, could be studied in the future.  The Group 
reiterated its full readiness to advance those discussions to reach concrete results that would 
help all countries.   

28. The Delegation of the United States of America, speaking on behalf of Group B, agreed 
with the Chair’s proposal, although Group B still had reservations as far as the structure was 
concerned.  The Group believed that WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4 should serve as a basis for moving 
forward and the work should be done without prejudice to the outcome, leaving open the 
possibility of any new document that might come up during that session.  Group B rejected the 
idea of working in treaty format or on any type of articles.  It said that the IGC should focus more 
on options rather than articles.   

29. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group, supported the  
Chair’s proposal in accordance with the following understanding:  (1) the work of the facilitators 
should be in line with the mandate of the WIPO General Assembly and it should expedite the 
work on text-based negotiations and fulfill the IGC’s responsibility to prepare a single legal text 
that could be presented to the WIPO General Assembly;  (2) the plenary discussion should be 
based on three documents, namely WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5 and 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/6;  and (3) the Group had previously expressed detailed comments and 
views on the document on objectives and principles.  Hopefully, that document would contribute 
to the preamble of the draft legal text.  

30. The Delegation of China supported the Chair’s proposal, which it believed was a practical 
way forward.  It suggested that Member States should have enough time to study the text 
prepared by the facilitators before discussing that text in the plenary, taking into account that the 
text would be only in English.  Only after a full study of the text could the IGC carry out a 
comprehensive discussion.   

31. The Delegation of Hungary, speaking on behalf of the Group of Central Europe and Baltic 
States (CEBS), supported the Chair’s proposal, bearing in mind the transparency requirement.  
It stressed that the IGC should not at that stage prejudge the format or the structure of the 
facilitators’ work.  It supported the reservation expressed by the United States of America, on 
behalf of Group B.   

32. The Delegation of Algeria, speaking on behalf the Development Agenda Group (DAG), 
stressed the importance of the process for its Member States.  The DAG supported the Chair’s 
proposal.  It expected that the facilitators would work towards achieving a legal text.  As to the 
issue of timing, it insisted that the discussion had to be constructive and limited in time so as to 
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give more time for discussing the consolidated text which the facilitators were going to prepare.  
It recalled that the mandate IGC stated clearly that the IGC would have to work on a single legal 
text.  The text at the end of IGC 20 should allow the WIPO General Assembly in 2012 to make a 
decision on how and when to convene a Diplomatic Conference. 

33. The Chair thanked the Delegations for their constructive interventions.  He proposed that 
Ian Goss from Australia, Tom Suchanandan from South Africa and Ms. Chandni Raina from 
India be the facilitators.  He believed that there was broad agreement that the discussion could 
be guided by Ambassador Owade’s generous contribution of a roadmap.  In that regard, general 
discussion in initial plenary could be comprised of three elements:  (1) objectives and principles;  
(2) defensive protection of GRs;  and (3) the consistency and synergy between the IP system 
and the CBD.  The GRs item was complex and sensitive.  After ten years of the IGC, and with 
eight days within which to work, the Chair thought that the IGC should be ambitious in what it 
hoped to achieve.  As Mr. Francis Gurry had pointed out in his remarks, that was the last 
session of the IGC before the WIPO General Assembly in 2012, when the Member States of 
WIPO would take very important decisions on the future of the work, including the possible 
convening of a Diplomatic Conference.  The Chair was grateful to Ambassador Owade for 
having prepared a short Note on what he saw were the key outstanding issues remaining at the 
end of that mandate.  That note was reflected in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/4.  The Chair had 
found the Note very useful in preparing himself for the session, and in now sketching for the 
delegations the main issues and options as he saw them.  As the Note indicated, GRs were 
subject to ABS regulations, in particular within the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol, as well as by 
the ITPGRFA.  Furthermore, GRs as encountered in nature were not IP.  They were not 
creations of the human mind and thus could not be directly protected as IP.  Therefore, WIPO 
was not the relevant forum for regulating access to GRs or their direct protection as such.  
However, as the IGC had identified, there were certain IP issues associated with GRs.  The 
Chair tried to map the main issues and identify which documents applied to which issue.  He 
said that the IP issues associated with GRs could be considered in the following context:  (1) the 
defensive protection of GRs, which referred to preventing patents being granted over inventions 
based on or developed using GRs which did not fulfill the existing requirements of novelty and 
inventiveness.  In that context, to help patent examiners find relevant prior art and avoid the 
granting of erroneous patents, certain options had been discussed by the IGC.  Those were the 
options A.1, A.2, and A.3 in the so-called Cluster A in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5.  As could be seen, 
implementation of those options might not necessarily require new international norms, as they 
could be implemented, if agreed upon, through practical projects on databases and guidelines.  
He believed that some of them had already been implemented in practice.  With regard to the 
defensive protection of GRs, there were also some Member State proposals before the IGC, 
notably the Japanese proposals relating to databases contained in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9 
and WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/11.  Also relevant there were the cross-cutting proposals from the 
African Group in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/12 and the Like-Minded Countries’ Contribution in 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/6;  (2) consistency and synergy between the IP system and the CBD.  A 
number of countries had enacted domestic legislation putting into effect the CBD obligations 
that access to a country’s GRs should depend on securing that country’s prior informed consent 
and agreeing to fair and equitable benefit-sharing.  The IP issue seemed to be whether, and to 
what extent, the IP system should be used to support and implement those obligations.  One of 
the options in that regard was to develop mandatory disclosure requirements, in other words, to 
make it mandatory for patent applications to show the source or origin of GRs, as well as 
evidence of PIC and a benefit-sharing agreement.  Other related options were B.2 and B.3.  
Member States had tabled several proposals and other information on that issue, namely the 
European Union (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/8), Japan (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9), Switzerland 
(WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10), the African Group (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/12) and the LMCs 
(WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/6).  Regarding the proposed disclosure requirement, the following could 
be considered as the key issues that needed to be discussed:  subject matter;  nature of 
disclosure (mandatory or voluntary);  information to be disclosed;  trigger for disclosure; and 
consequence of non-compliance.  Member States had also sought to identify certain more 
general objectives and principles related to the relationship between IP and GRs, the latest draft 
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of those could be found in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4.  Finally, the IGC had discussed the role of IP 
in MATs for fair and equitable benefit-sharing.  WIPO had been engaged in the development of 
model IP clauses, which might be considered for inclusion in contractual agreements and a 
database of existing ABS agreements had been created under the IGC’s oversight as a 
capacity-building tool.  As the IGC had itself recognized, those were non-normative, practical 
tools which had been developed some time ago and were already being updated and improved 
upon.  At IGC 19, the IGC had requested that the Secretariat finalize and update those activities 
and provide information thereon to the IGC.  The Secretariat had done that in 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/14.  The Chair also mentioned briefly the glossary, presented as an 
information document in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/13.  That document was simply a resource 
and was not intended to be adopted in any form.  The Chair opened the floor for a plenary 
discussion on objectives and principles.   

34. The representative of Comisión Jurídica para el Autodesarrollo de los Pueblos Originarios 
Andinos (CAPAJ) stated that indigenous peoples had held meetings among themselves and 
had ratified a statement submitted during IGC 18.  In Points 3 and 4, they had requested that 
there be no reduction of the existing rights in the international standards that had been achieved 
by indigenous groups.  They also noted the need to respect the legitimate status of their 
peoples, particularly those in the so-called developing countries.  He welcomed the note 
prepared by Ambassador Owade, in terms of developing an international norm.  However, the 
current language in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4 seemed restricted to national legislation and 
domestic laws.  He hoped that the facilitators could harmonize it.  The new text should be 
consistent with the indigenous peoples’ statement, which called for the need to respect the 
international standards that indigenous peoples had already achieved in other fora.  The 
instrument(s) adopted by WIPO should not be a step backward, nor should it undermine the 
recognized indigenous peoples’ rights.  Regarding the statement made by the Delegation of 
Paraguay, on behalf of GRULAC, which emphasized a strong position on defending the 
sovereign rights of States over GRs and TK, he called for further consideration.   

35. The representative of Tupaj Amaru supported the comments made by the Delegation of 
Iran (Islamic Republic of), on behalf of the Asian Group, on having a consolidated, single text.  
He endorsed the comments made by the Delegation of Paraguay, on behalf of GRULAC, on 
transparency.  Indigenous peoples would not accept the text if the text was drafted without the 
participation of indigenous peoples.  His proposals had always been supported by a Member 
State or several Member States, but they were not considered in the documents.  He 
considered that to be discriminatory.  He believed that Principle 1 of Objective 1 was 
contradictory.  GRs did not belong to States.  They belonged to indigenous peoples.  States had 
to administer those GRs on the basis of the interests of indigenous peoples.  That matter had 
been discussed for a long time.  There were many resolutions about it, such as the General 
Assembly resolution 1803 (XVII) of 14 December 1962.  Regarding the term “private property 
rights”, he stated that indigenous peoples always lived on the basis of collective property.   

36. The representative of Indian Council of South America (CISA) reiterated that some of  
the objectives did not correlate with the principles.  He proposed to add “and international legal 
obligations” after “comply with national law” in Objective 1.  That would correlate with  
Principle 2.   

37. The Delegation of the United States of America appreciated the significant work on the 
objectives and principals made during IGC 19.  It looked forward to working with Member States 
to achieve further convergence on objectives and principles.  Based on the IGC’s work to date, 
the following convergences appeared to exist:  It might be agreed that Member States might 
make available clear procedures for obtaining authorized access to GRs and that equitable 
monetary or non-monetary benefits might be negotiated in exchange for authorized access.  
Such ABS procedures would be entirely independent of the filing of a patent application.  Patent 
offices should have the necessary information to enable examiners to make proper decisions on 
patentability, i.e. adequate information on prior art and pre-existing knowledge of GRs.  Clearly, 
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patents should only be granted for inventions that were new, involved an inventive step, and 
met standards of utility.  Patents should only be granted to the actual inventors and no company 
or individual should be able to obtain a patent on information obtained from others in the public 
domain or technological developments rightly attributed to another individual or group.  A final, 
but critical objective was to preserve the incentive for innovation that was provided through the 
patent system.  It hoped that further agreement could be reached on the textual language of the 
objectives and principles.  Regarding Objective 1, the Delegation suggested deletion of “and 
disclosure of origin”.  That was a mechanism that belonged in the context concerning options for 
future work.  It registered its opposition to the inclusion of “derivatives”.  The reach there was 
potentially broad and would include products remotely associated with GRs.  The inclusion of 
“applicants to IP rights” would be at odds with its view that ABS systems and patent systems 
were independent.  With respect to Principle 1, it suggested deletion of the term “derivatives” for 
the same reason noted earlier.  On Principle 2, it sought clarification as to the meaning of 
“ensure respect for the principle of self determination”.  Without a more complete understanding 
of that article, it could not support that option.  It could not support Option 1 of Objective 2, 
because the position of the Delegation was that the patent system should not be used to 
enforce other laws.  It proposed an alternative language:  “To avoid patents from being granted 
in error for inventions that are not novel or inventive in light of GRs and associated TK in the 
prior art.”  The Delegation could not support Option 2, because the reference to life and life 
forms implied that such inventions were not novel or lacked inventive step, which might not be 
true.  That also raised serious questions with respect to U.S. law and the TRIPS Agreement. 

38. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, thanked the facilitators [at IGC 19] for having diligently prepared the text in 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4, which represented a valuable step forward.  That was an extremely 
useful effort to finding convergence.  It hoped that, with some further changes and in the spirit of 
compromise among all Delegations, the IGC could refine the text further and reach mutual 
agreement.  It reserved its comments on the text for future interventions.  

39. The Delegation of Brazil confirmed the points it had made in the opening statement 
handed into the Secretariat [and contained above under Agenda Item 3].  Further, the 
Delegation proposed Objective 1 as follows:  “Ensure that applicants for IP rights involved in the 
utilization of GRs, their derivatives and associated TK comply with national law and 
requirements of the country providing (…).”  The IGC dealt with IP rights involved in the 
utilization of GRs, the term “those accessing or using GRs” seemed too open and might give 
rise to different interpretations.  The objective should be to make IP supportive to the other 
international instruments.  Regarding footnote 2, it suggested replacing “/with” with “and/or that 
has accessed”.  

40. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) believed that it was very important 
to include reference to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
(UNDRIP) in Objective 1.  Therefore, it supported the proposal of the representative of CISA to 
include “international laws” in Objective 1, because that was the only way that Objective 1 would 
be consistent with Principle 2.  It also stated that it was important to maintain the term 
“derivatives”.  It supported Option 2 of Objective 2 because it was part of its constitutional 
obligation.  That option was introduced by the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) and 
supported by its Delegation at the last session of the IGC.  With respect to the TRIPS 
Agreement, the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of), with its support, had asked for the 
review of Article 27(3)(B).  

41. The Delegation of South Africa recalled that the IGC had worked very hard to get the 
mandate that was adopted by the WIPO General Assembly.  It reminded that the IGC was not 
starting afresh.  There had been very exhaustive discussions.  It had some comments on the 
text which had been made before and did not want to repeat itself.  It thought that it would be 
important for all Delegations to be mindful of the contributions they had made in the past so that 
they did not reiterate their old positions.  The way forward was the mandate.  It was clear that 
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the IGC had to undertake text-based negotiations with a focus on considering options for a draft 
legal text.  It would be important for the IGC to start by discussing issues in the various articles.  
The Delegation highlighted that the work of the IGC should not be prejudicial to the work being 
pursued in other fora.   

42. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, hoped that the objectives and 
principles would be part of the preamble to the legal text.  It also recalled that the proposal of 
the African Group on objectives and principles contained in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/12.   
It hoped that the facilitators would reflect that proposal as part of their text.  

43. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, pointed out that the work of the IGC was intended to focus on IP and GRs, TK 
and TCEs.  When drafting or combining anything, it was important to consider that the scope of 
any text, legal or otherwise, should be concerned primarily with the issue of IP and GRs, and 
should not attempt to address that issue in a broader scope which might be beyond the 
mandate of the IGC.  

44. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) expected that the facilitators would convert 
those objectives and principles into the preamble of a legal instrument which the IGC would 
forward to the WIPO General Assembly in 2012.   

45. The Delegation of Mexico stated that the wording “conexos” in the Spanish version of 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4 in connection with TK was inaccurate and should be changed to 
“asociados”. 

46. The Delegation of Australia sought some clarification of terms.  It would find it useful if 
proponents of the term “derivatives” could clarify whether the term was intended to operate in 
the same manner as in the Nagoya Protocol.  The Delegation also questioned the term “IP 
rights” which was a broad term.  It wondered whether the intention was that IP rights should 
have such a broad meaning, or that it would be restricted to IP rights that related to 
technological advances. 

47. The Delegation of Japan emphasized that it was vital to reach a common understanding 
on the fundamental issues, which were the objectives and principles, or the part of the compiled 
text, which reflected the objectives and principles.  Regarding Objective 1, it believed that it was 
not appropriate to reopen the issue on how to deal with “derivatives” under the CBD, which had 
already been resolved to a certain extent by the adoption of the Nagoya Protocol.  Mandatory 
disclosure of information of origin of GRs in a patent application, which some Member States 
had been insisting was necessary, should not be targeted as such.  Since the objective was the 
basis for the consideration of the principle or the means for its achievement, it had to be clear 
and concise. In that sense, with respect to Objective 1, the Delegation considered that all the 
bracketed elements in the drafted objective should be deleted.  Regarding the principle of 
Objective 1, the facilitators’ explanation stated that “option 3 is reflected in recognition of state 
and indigenous rights reflected in options 1 and 2”.  However, the Delegation recognized that 
some Member States had insisted on that the original Option 3 remain untouched.  It believed 
that it should not have been merged with the original Options 1 and 2 and the original Option 3 
should therefore be brought back as an option. 

48. The Delegation of Chile stated that some of the objectives and principles were under 
development in its country, so the results of the discussions in the IGC were of tremendous 
importance to it and would help to enhance its vision and coherence.  The Delegation would 
closely follow the evolution of the discussions in the IGC.  Regarding Objectives 2 and 3, it was 
important that patent examiners in different offices had all the necessary information to conduct 
the examination of novelty and inventive step to prevent erroneously granted patents related to 
GRs and/or TK.  The Delegation supported the initiatives to collect information, either by the 
establishment of databases or other forms of compiling the information.  In relation to that, it 
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fully agreed with Principle 1 of Objective 2.  The Delegation supported and valued any initiative 
that would enable Member States to share experiences regarding disclosure of origin of GRs 
and TK.  It emphasized that Chile was currently exploring initiatives with the aim to have 
databases on GRs and TK in the future.  As part of those initiatives, it referred to a registry of 
intangible cultural heritage of Chile and a database of GRs.  It further expressed its support for 
the statement made by the Delegation of Paraguay, on behalf of GRULAC, with respect to the 
importance of focusing on substance and not making the mistake which had been made in other 
Committees.  The IGC should not spend hours or even days analyzing the structure of the 
document, but should focus on the substance.   

49. The Delegation of the United States of America suggested two systemic changes:   
(i) remove any reference to “disclosure of origin” from the objectives and principles, as that 
issue could be addressed more appropriately in the mechanism.  (ii) remove any reference to 
“derivatives” because of concerns over the breadth of that term.  The Delegation believed that 
the objectives and principles could form the basis for a legal instrument.  It did not want to see 
them shaped into a preamble. 

50. The Delegation of Bangladesh aligned itself with the statement made by the Delegation of 
Iran (Islamic Republic of), on behalf of the Asian Group.  It recalled the renewed the mandate of 
the IGC which called for the expedition its work on text-based negotiations with the objective of 
reaching agreement on a text(s) of an international legal instrument(s) which would ensure the 
effective protection of GRs, TK and TCEs.  It believed that, based on the proposals submitted 
by Member States, the IGC could have a single text for negotiation.  The Delegation expected 
that the IGC would be able to do justice to the true holders of GRs by establishing an 
international regime for the protection of GRs, based on the principles of disclosure of origin, 
PIC, ABS and MATs.  It hoped that the facilitators’ text would contain all those elements.  The 
Delegation emphasized that uniformity would bring benefit to all Member States in protecting 
GRs and TK.   

51. The Delegation of Brazil, in response to the question raised by the Delegation of Australia, 
said that it believed that the definitions had to be coherent with the definitions of the CBD and 
the Nagoya Protocol.  

52. The representative of CISA, regarding the right to self-determination proposed by the 
United States of America, said that it included culture, political rights of indigenous peoples, 
economic, and social development.  The phrase “sovereign rights of States” was used to deny 
indigenous peoples’ rights to self-determination.  There were loopholes and gaps being created 
because of lack of participation and the imposition of the sovereign rights of States.  The two 
statements made at IGC 18 and IGC 19 made it clear that the right to self-determination was 
vitally important to indigenous peoples.  He believed that they had not exhausted that 
discussion.  Member States did not understand them and wanted to take from them what was 
actually theirs.  He wondered to what degree the sovereign rights of States would be imposed.  
He stated that the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol were created without the equal participation of 
indigenous peoples.  Indigenous peoples had the absolute right to be treated equally with some 
States who were colonizing them.  He reminded Member States that indigenous peoples were 
not being given the right to participate equally.   

53. The Delegation of Indonesia supported the Chair’s work plan.  The mandate of the WIPO 
General Assembly had clearly stated that the IGC was obliged to discuss the themes of GRs, 
TK and TCEs along with their key elements and submit draft text(s) to the next WIPO General 
Assembly.  In reaching that goal, the IGC would need to pave and shape the way, and to make 
proper preparations to build such path within that critical time frame.  The Delegation noted that 
it was timely sensitive for the negotiation to be concluded in due time through work on the basis 
of a single text.  The IGC had managed to narrow the differences by simplifying the list of 
objectives and principles.  Furthermore, the LMCs had successfully come up with a draft text on 
the protection of GRs.  Taking that into account, it urged the IGC to expedite the negotiation and 
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form a proper mechanism within IGC 20, so that the negotiation would run as effectively and 
efficiently as possible.  In the past negotiations, the Delegation had realized that the process 
and results were still far from being concluded.  The lack of clear directions and less efficient 
negotiation process had resulted in no concrete conclusions.  For that reason, future efforts of 
consolidated approach should be put forward in order to facilitate effective and efficient 
negotiations.  It reminded the Committee that it was only for TCEs and TK where negotiations 
were based on text while for GRs, it was merely Objectives and Principles.  These had to be 
considered as a tool, and not as the main object that would lead to the conclusion of the 
negotiation.  The Delegation underlined key elements of WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/6 regarding the 
Preliminary Draft Articles on the Protection of GRs which was the product of the Second LMCs 
Meeting held in Bali, Indonesia, in June 2011.  That draft had been introduced during IGC 19 
and had also been accepted during the WIPO General Assembly in 2011 as one of the working 
documents. The Delegation said that the preliminary document was drafted in treaty language 
and was consistent with international practices.  It consisted of nine articles which the 
Delegation identified.  The IGC should start using a single draft text on GRs for the negotiation.  

54. The Delegation of South Africa stated that the suggestion to remove all references to 
“disclosure of source” and “derivatives” in the document would undermine the whole process.  
The documents from Switzerland, the European Union and the African Group focused on the 
issue of disclosure.  It wondered what mandate the IGC would have if the issue of disclosure 
was removed from all documents.  The Delegation supported the suggestion made by the 
Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of), on behalf of the Asian Group, in terms of the way 
forward.  Regarding the question raised by the Delegation of Australia, it stated that the 
Secretariat had prepared a glossary of terms (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/13), in which there was 
useful discussion of the term “derivatives” at page 11.   

55. The Delegation of the United States of America responded to the Delegation of  
South Africa with respect to its reference to disclosure of source in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4.   
The Delegation stated that its comments had been with respect to that particular document, as it 
was about objectives and principles.  It suggested that any reference to disclosure of source be 
maintained in other documents related to the mechanism.  Regarding the omission of Cluster C 
in the List of Options, the Delegation hoped that the IGC would have the opportunity to discuss 
that cluster as well.   

56. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) believed that disclosure requirements were 
very important as to be the heart of the text-based negotiations.  It supported the proposal of  
the LMCs.  It was the only document which was in treaty format and could be easily fitted in.   

57. The representative of Foundation for Aboriginal and Islander Research Action (FAIRA) 
expected that the facilitators’ text could meet the high standards already set in the UNDRIP.   

58. The Delegation of Sri Lanka endorsed the statements made by the Delegations of Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), on behalf of the Asian Group and Indonesia, on behalf of the LMCs.  It 
also supported the statements made by the Delegations of China and India.  They had the same 
methodology and shared the same views.  It reserved its rights to make comments at an 
appropriate time.   

59. The Delegation of China believed that the inclusion of disclosure of origin of GRs in the 
patent applications would further improve the existing IP system.  The development of such a 
mechanism would contribute to interfacing the IP system with the CBD and would facilitate the 
realization of PIC and benefit-sharing arising from the use of GRs.  Therefore, it supported the 
wording of Objective 1.   

60. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, was grateful to the facilitators for having agreed to undertake the most difficult 
task of drafting a single text to reflect the different positions in the IGC on GRs and IP, even 
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though the Delegation had a strong preference for working on the basis of 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4.  In the IGC’s mandate, there was no mention of a single text as such.  
The Delegation strongly supported the guidance given by the United States of America, on 
behalf of Group B, to avoid drafting that facilitators’ document in the form of treaty language.  
Indeed, in line with the renewed mandate, the text should encompass various options for a draft 
legal text, and by legal text (or international legal instrument), what was meant might be a treaty 
but might also be a joint recommendation or any other form.  In its view, the facilitators’ text 
should focus on the substance regardless of the form that the instrument would take, so as not 
to prejudge the decision of the next WIPO General Assembly on whether or not to convene a 
Diplomatic Conference.  It saw the objectives and principles in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4 as a 
central element of the facilitators’ text and could not agree to assimilate them to a preamble as 
suggested by some Delegations.  The Delegation agreed with the Chair’s suggestion that the 
facilitators’ texts should not necessarily be adopted at the end of that session and that earlier 
documents should remain on the table.   

61. The Delegation of France informed that Article 1 of the Constitution of France  
adopted in 1958 provided that “France shall be an indivisible, secular, democratic and social 
Republic”.  Therefore, it could not accept the existence of collective rights as included in 
Objective 1, Principles 1 and 2, and Objectives 4 and 5.  It could not accept the inclusion of the 
term “self-determination”.   

62. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) stated that, in various international fora, 
such as the WTO, the UN General Assembly, the WHO and the negotiations on the Nagoya 
Protocol, it had expressed its commitment to prevent the expansion of capitalism to essential 
spheres of life and nature.  Its vision was that nature was its home and it had infinite value but 
was priceless and not for sale.  Therefore, it expressed its opposition to privatization and 
commercialization of nature which would create imbalance in the climate and would be to the 
detriment to the indigenous peoples.  One mechanism of privatization and commercialization of 
life and nature was the patent system.  The IP system had promoted privatization of GRs and 
promoted biopiracy.  It was a danger to indigenous peoples, their cultures and beliefs and a 
harmonious, balanced and equitable relationship between human and nature.  The Constitution 
of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) prohibited the commodification of life and parts of it, such as 
GRs.  It also provided that the negotiation, signing and ratification of international treaties should 
be governed by the principles of harmony with nature, protection of biodiversity, and prohibition 
of private ownership for the exclusive use and exploitation of plants, animals, microorganisms 
and any live materials.  The patentability of life had allowed the private sector and transnational 
corporations to control innovation.  Since it was possible to patent life, important sectors such as 
food, agriculture and health were under private control.  Bolivia (Plurinational State of) was 
deeply concerned about that, and about monopoly control of the technology, which blocked 
research and innovation.  The Delegation had proposed two articles with regard to the 
prohibition of patents on life forms such as GRs to prevent patent systems from negatively 
affecting the beliefs, cultures and rights of indigenous peoples.  Since the IGC had discussed 
the objectives and principles in the past three sessions of the IGC, the Delegation believed that 
it would be important to discuss other options of Clusters A and B.    

63. The representative of CAPAJ stated that indigenous peoples had worked for more than  
20 years in the UN Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) and the Human Rights Council.   
It had been established that the principle of self-determination did not run counter to the unity of 
States, nor jeopardize States’ responsibilities.  He thought that the collective self-determination 
of indigenous peoples improved the social fabric and the internal relations of States.  Indigenous 
peoples had always lived close to nature.  As long as they had the right to self-determination, 
they would continue their past pattern of conserving and preserving natural resources.   

64. The Delegation of Kenya supported the process, in particular to propagate the inclusion of 
mandatory disclosure within the process.  With regard to the objectives and principles, it 
supported the statements made by the Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, and 
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the Delegation of South Africa.  Their position was viable in achieving the common goal as set 
out in the IGC’s mandate.   

65. The representative of Tupaj Amaru supported the statement made by the Delegation of 
Bolivia (Plurinational State of) with regard to safeguarding the GRs of indigenous peoples.  He 
thought that the history of indigenous peoples was the story of huge theft of their lands, GRs 
and TK.  He believed that States should recognize the position of indigenous peoples.   

66. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea welcomed the Chair’s proposal to let facilitators 
make a single text by compiling all the working documents on the table.  Taking into account  
the facilitators’ efforts, it hoped that the IGC could wrap up the carrying out of the new mandate 
set forth by the last WIPO General Assembly.  It thanked the Secretariat for preparing quality 
documents.  With a positive spirit in mind, for the sake of clarifying its position at that stage, the 
Delegation highlighted a few key issues and concerns.  With regard to disclosure requirements, 
it aligned itself with the statement made by the Delegations of the United States of America and 
Japan.  It believed that there was no relevance between the origin or source of GRs and the 
patentability or revocability.  Disclosure would not be able to cover commercialized GRs that 
had not been patented.  It emphasized that under no circumstances should the principles of the 
global patent system, which had been established and developed over a long period of time, be 
undermined.  To impose disclosure requirements on patent applications would only complicate 
and make patent applications more complicated and compound demands on an already 
overburdened patent administration in Member States.  Moreover, it mentioned that Article 16 of 
the CBD, which was related to patents or IP rights, did not require disclosing the source/country 
of origin of GRs and associated TK.  Therefore, the CBD did not oblige Contracting Parties to 
disclose the country of origin.  With regard to the scope of protection of GRs, the Delegation 
believed that the discussion should focus on the utilization of GRs and not include “derivatives”, 
for the purpose of avoiding potential chaos in the process of identifying the chain of users and 
beneficiaries through the possible legal instrument to protect GRs.  Regarding defensive 
protection mechanisms, it stressed that an effective and direct solution for the protection of GRs 
was to establish a database system for them and their associated TK.  It believed that that was 
a very practical and feasible way to prevent so-called erroneously granted patents in each 
Member State.  Along those lines, it supported the proposal made by the Delegation of Japan 
and outlined in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/11 which elaborated rationales, concrete methodology 
and solutions to address concerns some Member States might have.  The Delegation remained 
committed to constructively and actively participating in the upcoming discussions with a flexible 
and forward looking manner.  

67. The Delegation of Australia was unable to accept Option 2 of Objective 2.  The Australian 
Parliament had recently considered a Bill which had gone to the question contained in that 
option.  A Senate Inquiry had been established to consider the issue and the Bill and to report  
to the Parliament.  The Senate Inquiry had also considered relevant reports from the Australia 
Law Report Commission and the Advisory Council on IP.  In September 2011, the Senate 
Committee had completed its inquiry and reported to the Parliament and recommended that the 
Senate not pass the Bill.  Due to that recommendation, the Delegation was unable to accept 
that option.  However, it noted that the TRIPs Agreement provided Member States with 
sufficient flexibilities, should they wish to prohibit the granting of patents over life forms.  It 
supported the intervention made by the Delegation of the European Union that the IGC was 
tasked with the consideration of the intersection of the IP system and GRs.  It might not be 
appropriate for the IGC to consider other aspects beyond the scope of its mandate. 

68. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, shared the concerns of the Delegations of the United States of America and 
Australia regarding the definition and scope of the term “derivatives”.  As a result, it agreed that 
that term should be removed from all objectives and principles.  Since the IGC was working on 
instruments which would apply to IP rights, and more specifically patents, Objective 1 should 
focus on that in order to ensure clarity.  The Delegation preferred that Objective 1 was limited to 
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“those using GRs and associated TK in patent applications”.  Patent applications should comply 
with all relevant aspects of national law;  it was therefore unnecessary to emphasize or prioritize 
certain aspects over others.  Thus, the Delegation thought that the terms “prior informed 
consent, mutually agreed terms and fair and equitable benefit sharing” should be removed.  The 
entire last section of the objective could be better represented by the phrase “all relevant 
aspects of national law”.  It was important that the work of the IGC focused on the issue of IP 
and GRs, TK and TCEs.  It should not therefore adopt principles which related to broader 
issues, which might infringe upon the competence of other UN organizations.  The second half 
of Principle 1 of Objective 1 should therefore be deleted, and the principle should be limited to 
IP arising from GRs and associated TK.  Principle 2 of Objective 1 should also be deleted, as it 
related to issues beyond the consideration of IP and GRs and associated TK.  An important 
principle of Objective 1 was the recognition of the role of national legislation in determining 
access to GRs falling in the jurisdiction of national legal systems.  A principle should therefore 
be included to reflect that, in line with Option 3 of WIPO/GRTKF/IC/19/6.  Regarding Objective 
2, the Delegation believed that patent offices were employed to make expert decisions on 
issues of substantive patent law.  That role should not be expanded to the consideration of 
issues not relating to patentability.  It was important to ensure that information on disclosure of 
origin was collected where available so that those with an interest could monitor it, but also that 
that task did not interfere with the core work of patent offices in delivering high quality patent 
rights.  Objective 2 should only therefore refer to preventing patents from being granted where 
they did not meet the necessary requirements of established substantive patent law.  Option 2 
of Objective 2 related to issues of much broader scope than the work of the IGC and should be 
deleted.  Principle 1 of Objective 2 was a critical principle of the IP right system and should be 
maintained.  Option 1 of Principle 2 of Objective 2 was important and should be maintained.  
Option 2 of Principle 2 of Objective 2 was too detailed.  In addition to containing several 
substantive commitments which went beyond the present position of the Delegation on the role 
of patent offices in the disclosure of origin, it placed unnecessary restraints on any discussions 
at a later stage.  It also appeared to grant a quasi-legal status to the objectives and principles, 
by suggesting that they would have to be complied with directly by patent applicants.  The 
Delegation could not therefore accept that option.  Principle 3 of Objective 2 imposed excessive 
obligations on patent applicants, and did not take into account the role of national courts in 
deciding appropriate sanctions outside the field of patent law for ensuring compliance with any 
national legislation on ABS.  That was not acceptable to the Delegation.  Principle 4 of Objective 
2 was acceptable to the Delegation, providing that it referred to “relevant known information”, 
not “all background information”.  Regarding Objective 3, the Delegation agreed that patent 
offices should have access to all necessary information when considering patent applications.  
That extended to information concerning prior art on GRs and associated TK, but was not an 
area of information which should be singled out for special attention.  The information would 
however only be used in the assessment of novelty and inventive step.  In those circumstances, 
it was not necessary for the applicant to have known about the information.  Any information 
which was in the public domain would be valid prior art.  However, issues concerning PIC, 
MATs, etc. were not relevant to patent offices, since patent offices were not and should not be 
required to assess applications for matters other than the basic requirements of established 
substantive patent law.  The second sentence of Objective 3 was not therefore acceptable to 
the Delegation.  Principle 1 of Objective 3 could simply be amended to state that patent offices 
should consider all relevant prior art.  That was an underlying principle of the entire patent 
system.  Principle 2 of Objective 3 should be limited to disclosure of information of which the 
applicant was aware.  Principle 3 of Objective 3 was not acceptable, since it suggested that 
certain elements of IP might benefit from protection without the quid pro quo of disclosure, 
which was one of the founding principles of the patent system.  Regarding Objective 4, the 
Delegation stated that, if a reference was made tying the work of the IGC to discussions in other 
fora, the work of the IGC might be disrupted by developments in other discussions.  The work of 
the IGC should stand alone as a discussion on the best way to deal with the issue of IP and 
GRs, taking into account the needs of all participants, without making the discussions 
dependent on other agreements.  It should also be confined to work on IP, and not risk being 
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extended to broader issues which were the subject of detailed discussions elsewhere in the UN.  
The last clause of Objective 4 should therefore be removed.  Principle 1 of Objective 4 should 
be restricted to relevant international agreements.  It should be recalled that not all regional 
agreements apply to all WIPO Member States involved in those discussions.  That discussion 
should not make strong commitments to the support and implementation of agreements made in 
other institutions, which could be subsequently altered in a manner which might not be 
compatible with any results achieved. Therefore, Principle 2 of Objective 4 should be amended 
to remove reference to the CBD.  The Delegation believed that Objective 5 in its present form 
went far beyond the mandate and competence of the IGC in considering IP and GRs.  It 
concerned broad issues of economic development and the rights of indigenous peoples.  The 
text after “dissemination of technology” was not acceptable to the Delegation and should be 
removed.  The same applied to Option 2 of Principle 1 of Objective 5, and the text contained 
within square brackets of Principle 2 of Objective 5.   

69. The Delegation of India suggested replacing “in particular” with “including” in Objective 1.  
The wording of Principle 1 of Objective 1 would be as follows:  “Recognize the sovereign rights 
of States over GRs, their derivatives and associated TK and the rights of indigenous peoples 
and local communities in accordance with domestic legislations.”  It suggested bracketing 
Principle 2 of Objective 1 because it was not necessary as part of the document which dealt 
with interaction between IP and GRs.  Regarding Objective 2, in addition to options 1 and 2, it 
proposed to add:  “Prevent IP rights from being granted in error and/or bad faith for IP 
applications relating to GRs, their derivatives and/or associated TK that do not satisfy the 
eligibility conditions”.  It suggested replacing “are not new or inventive” with “do not satisfy the 
eligibility conditions” in Principle 1 of Objective 2.  It suggested rewording Principle 4 of 
Objective 2 as “Persons applying for IP rights involving the use of GRs and/or associated TK 
have a duty to make reasonable efforts in good faith to disclose in their applications all 
background information relating to the GRs, their derivatives and associated TK, including  
the country of source or origin”.  It suggested replacing “known to the applicant” in Principle 1  
of Objective 3 with “asserted by the applicant after making reasonable inquiries”.  It proposed  
a new sentence “In such a case the applicant shall ensure disclosure of source or origin of  
the GRs and associated TK, and evidence of prior informed consent and fair and equitable 
benefit-sharing and that it was provided in oral form” at the end of Principle 3 of Objective 3.  
Regarding Objective 4, it suggested deleting “including ensure consistency with international 
legal standards in the promotion and protection of the collective rights of indigenous peoples”.  
Regarding the principles of Objective 4, it proposed to include a new principle taken from the 
Like-Minded Countries’ proposal:  “The work of the Intergovernmental Committee on IP, GRs, 
TK and Folklore should not prejudice the work pursued in other fora”.  It suggested replacing 
“indigenous peoples” in Objective 5 with “indigenous peoples and local communities”, which 
would be consistent with the CBD.  Regarding Principle 3 of Objective 5, it proposed to add at 
the end “which has been developed in full compliance with national laws and requirements, 
including the principles of prior informed consent, fair and equitable benefit-sharing”.  

70. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported the statement made by 
the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of).  It was a constitutional principle in Venezuela 
(Bolivarian Republic of) to forbid patenting life forms and to protect the rights of indigenous 
peoples and local communities.  The fact that communities had power over their own lands and 
their cultural heritage did not mean that that could threaten the unity of Venezuela (Bolivarian 
Republic of).  It protected the rights of its indigenous peoples and local communities at both 
national and international level.   

71. The representative of FAIRA stated that indigenous peoples at IGC 19 had presented a 
number of principles which were fundamental in terms of development of an international  
legal instrument [Note from Secretariat: the principles are set out in paragraph 557 of the report 
of IGC 19, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/19/12 PROV. 2].  Indigenous peoples’ concern was that the right of 
indigenous peoples to permanent sovereignty over natural resources was not yet understood.  
While the sovereignty of states over natural resources rested upon the CBD, there had been 
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significant developments and changes in the understanding of the rights of indigenous peoples.  
Particularly, indigenous peoples had the right to self-determination.  In 2004, an expert paper 
had been presented on indigenous peoples’ permanent sovereignty over natural resources and 
he quoted from it.  He stated that the definition of permanent sovereignty basically relied upon 
the fact that alienation of those resources was not permanent.  The sovereign right could  
return back to indigenous peoples at a later stage.  He pointed out that Objective 1 dealt with 
compliance with national law, but it did not refer to “international law”.  The IGC should 
understand that national law might not have taken into account what was known to be the  
lawful rights of indigenous peoples to their natural resources.  He noted that any text should 
have enough flexibility to take into account the fact that indigenous peoples held the right to 
self-determination and accordingly held a right to sovereignty over the natural resources.  That 
would not only be reflected in Objective 1 but also in Principle 1 which referred to the sovereign 
rights of States and the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities.  He referred to the 
General Assembly Resolution 1803 (XVII) of 14 December 1962, and quoted from it.  It also 
provided that violation of the rights of peoples and nations to sovereignty over their natural 
wealth and resources was contrary to the spirit and principles of the UN Charter.  He believed 
that Principle 1 of Objective 1 needed to have a greater respect for the fact that the rights of 
indigenous peoples were not overtaken or subsumed by the sovereign rights of States.  In fact, 
the sovereign rights of States had to take into account the rights of indigenous peoples.  
Principle 2 of Objective 4 should take into account the relevant international and regional norms, 
instruments and processes which had developed an understanding of what the rights of 
indigenous peoples to self-determination meant.  He emphasized that that right was affirmed in 
2007.  

72. The Delegation of the Russian Federation stated that there had to be mechanisms for 
implementation of those objectives and principles.  In WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4, there were 
arguable provisions.  Regarding Objective 1 which included the wording “requirements of the 
country providing”, the Delegation wondered whether it was realistic that a patent office 
receiving an application should study requirements of all countries providing GRs.  It believed 
that greater precision needed to be provided.  For example, it was not clear what “ownership 
arrangements” meant in Principle 1 of Objective 1.  It stated that the objectives and principles, 
for example, Principle 2 of Objective 1, should not exceed the objectives and functions of WIPO, 
which were defined in Articles 3 and 4 of the WIPO Convention.  It suggested that previously 
prepared documents should be used for developing objectives and principles.  It found that not 
all items in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/19/6 were reflected in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4.  The Delegation 
thought that objectives and principles should be harmonized.   

73. The Delegation of Ethiopia believed that mandatory disclosure should be considered as 
one of the pillars of discussions in developing an international regime on the protection of GRs 
and associated TK from misappropriation.  Regarding the objectives and principles, it supported 
the statements made by the African Group. 

74. The Delegation of Ecuador supported the statement made by the Delegations of 
Paraguay, on behalf of GRULAC, and Algeria, on behalf of DAG, on the methodology proposed 
by the Chair to move forward.  It believed that all the options should be maintained in the 
facilitators’ text.  It particularly supported that mandatory disclosure and derivatives of GRs 
should be a part of that exercise because they were important for many countries.  It 
recommended taking into consideration the LMCs’ proposal presented by the Delegation of 
Indonesia.  It was a clear and transparent contribution and should be given consideration.  The 
Delegation reserved its right to make comments on the facilitators’ text at a later stage.   

75. The Delegation of Malaysia thanked the Secretariat for the excellent preparations which 
had provided a good overview of the main issues associated with the relationship between  
IP rights and GRs.  The Delegation supported the statements made by the Delegations of Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), on behalf of the Asian Group, and Indonesia, whereby if the IGC was to 
achieve the objectives of that meeting, the IGC should work on the basis of a single text.  It was 
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very much in support for the identification of clusters for that instrument which would include a 
preamble, scope, disclosure, remedies and sanctions, limitations and exceptions and the 
relationship with other treaties.  It was important to facilitate and ensure the effective protection 
of GRs through legally binding instruments.  The Delegation would reserve its further comments 
upon having sight of the single text.  

76. The Delegation of Oman said that the stage that the Committee had reached so far was a 
good one.  It believed that the Committee would be able to reach a consensus on a text.  It 
stated that the text to be prepared by the facilitators should also include TCEs that were related 
to GRs in objectives 1 to 5. 

77. The Delegation of Lebanon supported the statement made by the Delegation of Oman 
regarding the inclusion of TCEs.  

78. The Delegation of Peru expressed support for the statement made by the Delegation of 
Paraguay on behalf of GRULAC.  It endorsed the approach that the Chair had set up regarding 
the text on objectives and principles.  It supported the idea of creating a single compilation text 
that would go beyond the objectives and principles and cover the substantive part. 

79. The Delegation of the United States of America noted that the discussion on objectives 
and principles showed that there was a wide variety of views within the Committee on this topic. 

80. The Chair opened the floor for comments on the defensive protection of GRs (Cluster A). 

81. The Delegation of the United States of America stated that it was ready, jointly with 
several additional Delegations, to present a text at the appropriate time that would include what 
it believed were common elements that could gather support of all Delegations without prejudice 
to additional discussions or agreed outcomes.  It added that this proposal might help to move 
the Committee’s work forward and perhaps pave the way for an early harvest.  It said that it was 
planning to present this text to the Secretariat for translation and to the facilitators.  It reiterated 
its plea that mechanisms such as databases and disclosure options have no part in the 
objectives and principles but should rather be addressed in detail during the discussion on 
mechanisms in clusters A, B and C. 

82. The Chair said that the procedural difference between this section of the discussion and 
the previous one on objectives and principles was that the Committee was informed by a variety 
of documents.  He added that Delegations might wish to indicate if they are drawing on 
comments from one document or the other.  He took note of the statement made by Delegation 
of the United States of America which wished to introduce a document in due course.  At the 
same time, it urged Delegations to refrain from making new textual proposals at that stage and 
limit themselves to giving guidance and context to the facilitators. 

83. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group, believed that the 
defensive protection of GRs could be an easy item to discuss.  It was of the view that it did not 
involve norm-setting that would be related to disclosure but could be dealt with under 
complementary measures.  It recommended to the facilitators to base their work on the item on 
Option A.3.  It believed that there was a need to have recommendations or guidelines for search 
and examination procedures for patent applications, so as to ensure that disclosure of origin of 
GRs would be better taken into account.  It was of the view that the text should include legal 
provisions which facilitate access to information made available in databases relating to GRs, 
derivatives and associated TK by IP offices of Member States.  It also recommended that the 
facilitators continue to be guided by the Committee’s mandate and assist the Committee in 
reaching a draft legal text.  It expressed the hope that the facilitators’ text would adopt the 
format of a treaty, including specific provisions and perhaps complementary measures to deal 
with defensive protection of GRs. 
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84. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, stated that there was a need to ensure that options on defensive protection did 
not assume that patent offices and patent examination processes would have a substantive 
level of involvement that went beyond its position on disclosure of origin. 

85. The Delegation of Japan said that misappropriation needed to be approached from two 
different sides.  One aspect was the problem of erroneously granted patents, while the other 
was the problem of compliance with the CBD regarding ABS and PIC.  On the prevention of 
erroneously granted patents, it reminded the Committee that it had been proposing the 
establishment of a one-click database.  It took note of the support expressed from Member 
States in this regard and said that it would like to hold discussions towards the implementation 
of that system with a view of starting from agreeable grounds.  It emphasized in that line that 
Cluster A, especially Option A.2, was both essential and sufficient to this end.  

86. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the statement made by the 
Delegation of Japan and believed that Cluster A contained very important proposals.  It 
proposed that WIPO begin to develop an inventory of databases and information resources on 
GRs using contributions from Member States.  It also proposed that the Secretariat invite WIPO 
Member States to provide GRs information respective to their territories in order to ensure the 
completeness of the databases.  It stated that the use of these types of TK and GRs databases 
was very helpful in patent examination.  It recalled that the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office (USPTO) was one of the signatories to the Indian TKDL access agreement and that the 
USPTO had been using it for more than a year successfully.  It added that the searchable  
one-click database should include the species name and secondary metabolites in addition to 
the gene sequence or protein sequence in the GRs as well as any known properties of that GRs 
in order to facilitate more efficient examination.  Regarding Cluster A, it noted that some other 
proposals had been inserted in the mix of proposals related to databases.  It preferred to keep 
those distinct and discuss them separately under their respective cluster, that is, under Cluster 
B rather than A, since they related to disclosure requirement proposals. 

87. The Delegation of Canada stated that the central question regarding GRs at WIPO was 
first and foremost whether any invention that was submitted for patent was actually new or not.  
It reminded that this was the kind of determination that patent offices made on a daily basis.  It 
said that patent offices needed quality information such as prior art in order to make these 
determination.  It noted that that was what was contemplated in this cluster.  It invited the 
Committee to focus on those elements in Cluster A that were compatible with the patent system.  
It added that these elements and the different measures inspired by them could serve as 
alternatives to mandatory disclosure and could constitute measures on their own. 

88. The Delegation of China acknowledged that in the past 10 years, the Committee had done 
quite a bit of work and had established a good foundation for finding a solution to the problem of 
protecting GRs.  It stated that the inclusion of a mandatory disclosure of origin of GRs in patent 
applications could ensure PIC and ABS and prevent patents from being granted in error.  The 
IGC’s work should focus on disclosure requirements.  The Delegation supported sharing 
information regarding TK and GRs, and it believed that databases had positive value.  However, 
it noted that if protective measures could not be implemented simultaneously, databases would 
lead to the abuse of information of GRs.  The key to having protective databases was to 
establish a system which included disclosure of origin of GRs.  Therefore, the IGC should 
discuss the disclosure requirements as a priority. 

89. The Delegation of South Africa supported the statement made by the Delegation of Egypt 
on behalf of the African Group.  Regarding defensive mechanisms, it emphasized again that the 
matter concerning mandatory disclosure was one major aspect that needed to be looked at.   
It felt that different messages were expressed by some Delegations to the Committee regarding 
mandatory disclosure.  It referred, in particular, to the Delegation of the European Union, whose 
written contribution was different from what had been articulated at the present session.  It 
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invited Delegations to take position in a clear and progressive.  In addition, it noted that some 
Delegations wished to focus negotiations on the PCT and the PLT.  It disagreed and stated that 
the present negotiations were broader than just patents.  It reiterated its support for those 
proposals, and in particular for the LMCs’ one, which represented an alternative on defensive 
protection and broadened the basket of measures beyond patents.  It recognized the usefulness 
of databases as an instrument that could facilitate the examination processes by the patent 
offices and also promote invention or innovation beyond patent offices, provided that they would 
be considered as a means and not as an end in themselves.  It asked for caution though, noting 
that databases would not be as useful as intended unless they complemented the mandatory 
disclosure of origin and include the disclosure of the country of origin as a basic piece of 
information.  It added that the information in the database should be obtained with the 
permission of the communities and should include ABS arrangements.  It stated that databases 
should meet basic principles of law, like property laws.  It invited therefore the proponents of a 
database to expand their proposal accordingly.  It added that databases should not be used as 
an instrument to put knowledge that was not yet in the public domain into the public domain, 
arguing that GRs and associated TK might be publicly available in the communities of practice, 
and not be in the public domain.  It said that it was crucial that those relevant principles were 
looked at as well, in order to go beyond stumbling blocks and set up a database as a means to 
help in the processes of approving patents and beyond, as indicated in the LMCs document. 

90. The representative of the African Regional Intellectual Property Office (ARIPO) stated that 
it was concerned that the one-click database as conceived by the Delegation of Japan would 
put into the public domain GRs and associated TK which might not necessarily be in the public 
domain.  Echoing statement made by the Delegation of the United States of America, he 
pointed out that ARIPO had benefitted as well from the TKDL experience.  He noted that some 
elements of the TKDL were not made available to the public.  He was therefore hesitant to go 
along with the development of a database as an objective or as a means of addressing the 
issues that the Committee was discussing.  He supported the statements made respectively by 
the Delegations of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group and South Africa on the issue of public 
domain.  He noted that this question had not been resolved in the Committee nor in the 
Committee on Development and IP (CDIP).  He held the view that that cluster or the aspect of 
the cluster relating to database might be very relevant but should not be considered as an end 
in itself as option A.1 and A.2 contemplated, but should rather be seen as complementary to a 
legal text for the protection of GRs.  He reiterated that ARIPO was also developing a database 
in relation to publicly disclosed documented GRs and associated databases, based on improved 
guidelines that incorporate mandatory disclosure in the examination of patent applications, as 
option A.3 envisaged.  He added that ARIPO was using the Chinese searching national 
guidelines which provided for mandatory requirements regarding disclosure of origin as a 
guiding reference. 

91. The Delegation of Brazil said that it envisaged the options regarding defensive protection 
and databases as complementary measures to and not substitutes to an international binding 
instrument that would incorporate mandatory disclosure requirements and appropriate sanctions 
in order to promote the principles of ABS, PIC and MATs, which were embodied in the CBD and 
Nagoya Protocol.  It also recalled that the Nagoya Protocol provided for the establishment of a 
Clearing House mechanism, where information of this nature will be compiled. 

92. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea said that the most effective solution in order to 
avoid erroneously granting of patents on GRs and associated TK was to establish a database 
related to GRs and associated TK which would be accessible by patent examiners in all Patent 
Offices.  It noted however that the amount of work, time and money that was necessary to 
establish a database was important and that some countries were therefore reluctant to agree to 
a database.  It added that for the sake of security and confidentiality access to confidential 
information should be given to patent examiners only with the sole purpose of searching prior 
art.  In line with this, it strongly believed that one should not impose an undue burden on patent 
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offices.  It supported therefore the proposal made by the Delegation of Japan as outlined in 
document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/11. 

93. The Delegation of Zimbabwe supported the statement made by the Delegation of Egypt 
on behalf of the African Group.  It said that databases could be very good instruments that could 
be used for IP defensive protection, as far as PIC is concerned in particular.  It said however 
that databases could not in themselves guarantee that GRs and associated TK which were 
therein included were protected as such.  It said that there was a risk that those GRs and 
associated TK would fall into public domain. 

94. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) welcomed the initiative of preparing an 
inventory of databases regarding Cluster A.  It said that inventory could enhance the capacity of 
IP offices to perform more efficient prior art searches.  It added however that there were several 
issues which needed careful consideration.  The database should not be established and 
function in a way that made misappropriation or biopiracy easier.  It was therefore of the view 
that preserving confidentiality was of the utmost importance.  It added that it was essential to 
have a security database system with monitoring and tracking capabilities.  It said that the 
instances of violation should be also sanctioned by the contracting parties.  In its view, it was 
needless to say that that initiative could replace other measures, particularly the mandatory 
disclosure requirements.  It stated that use of databases should be complementary.  It noted 
that relying solely on a database system could not prevent cases where rules regarding access 
to GRs and PIC were infringed.  It stated that mandatory disclosure was therefore still crucial.  
In this regard, it expressed support for subparagraphs 1 and 2 of Article 4 of the text of the 
LMCs which facilitated access to information and at the same time ensured confidentiality of 
information while imposing appropriate sanctions in the case of possible infringement. 

95. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, responded to the question raised by the Delegation of South Africa concerning 
its previous intervention.  It did not believe that its intervention had been contradictory to its 
position on a disclosure of origin requirement.  With respect to the options that were presented 
in Cluster A on the defensive protection of GRs, it said that it had stated and continued to state 
that it could support option A.2.  It added that its concerns were that some elements of the text 
in option A.1 or some elements of the suggestions in A.1 and A.3 as they were presently 
worded could contain recommendations on how disclosure of origin could be used.  For this 
reason, it was of the view that those recommendations might prejudice the role that it 
considered as suitable for patent offices. 

96. The Delegation of India reiterated at the outset that mandatory disclosure of source of 
origin and evidence of PIC and ABS needed to be an essential part of the legal instrument that 
the Committee was envisioning.  It believed that a defensive protection through databases had 
its usefulness as an instrument or a tool that built the capacity of IP offices to examine patent 
applications that use GRs.  It was, however, of the view that databases could not be a substitute 
for mandatory disclosure.  It recalled that India realized the importance of a database and built 
the TKDL even before the discussions really began in the Committee.  Although the content of 
the TKDL was already very rich, the TKDL still reflected a miniscule part of the codified and oral 
knowledge that had been developed in India.  It added that databases could not serve as a 
substitute for mandatory disclosure because they did not document the entire universe and they 
did not help in ruling out misappropriation.  It said as well that such a universal database would 
be very difficult to maintain since it would need to take into account how this knowledge was 
actually evolving.  It noted therefore that it was essential that the present norm-setting exercise 
included a mandatory requirement of disclosure of origin, PIC and ABS.  It stated that that 
requirement would actually make sure that misappropriation did not happen and that positive 
benefits accrued to communities from where GRs were being used.   

97. The Delegation of Japan noted that the database it had proposed would drive down the 
numbers of erroneously granted patents and would therefore be beneficial to GRs holders.   
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It added that patents that would be granted through a one-stop database system would have a 
real patentability value, promote therefore innovation and the benefit-sharing based thereon.   
It was of the view that the Secretariat should consider conducting a study on the feasibility of its 
proposal and in doing so, using the findings which were obtained through various TKDL related 
events held by WIPO last year, such as the international conference held in India last March, 
and the workshop held in Oman last June.   

98. The Delegation of Norway supported the work on all the options under Cluster A and B.   
It stated that there was a need to consider several measures with regard to GRs.  It added that 
the different options under Cluster A and B did not exclude each other, noting that the different 
measures on defensive protection and disclosure requirement could and should in its view be 
complementary.  It was of the view that a disclosure requirement could be partly seen as a 
mechanism on defensive protection, since such requirement would contribute to providing 
relevant information in terms of novelty and inventive step.  It reiterated therefore that it 
supported the introduction of a mandatory disclosure requirement.  It believed that mandatory 
disclosure would be the most important single measure that could be introduced to ensure that 
rights on GRs and TK associated with GRs were safeguarded within the patent system.   

99. The representative of the Hokotehi Moriori Trust supported the comments made by the 
representative of ARIPO.  He said that databases might have a limited utility to the extent that 
not all GRs and associated knowledge was in the public domain.  He noted as well that a 
significant part of TK was held within communities and passed on by oral means.  He said that 
the onus should be on the patent applicant to disclose whether he had access to TK associated 
with GRs or not and not on the TK holders to publish their TK on a database.  He stated 
therefore that databases should not constitute a substitute for mandatory disclosure.  To this 
extent, he supported the remarks made by the Delegation of India. 

100. The Delegation of Ecuador said that a database could be complementary to an instrument 
on GR but could not serve as a substitute.  It was ready to participate in a broad discussion on 
GRs but without limiting it to defensive protection.  It said that the Committee needed to take 
into account various aspects like disclosure of origin and PIC of States or the indigenous 
communities and peoples, as well as confidentiality.  It supported the statements made 
respectively by the Delegations of South Africa and Iran (Islamic Republic of) in that regard.   

101. The Delegation of Colombia recognized the usefulness of databases in supporting the  
IP offices in prior art search.  It added that it should however complement measures and legal 
procedures regarding the mandatory disclosure of origin with respect of GRs and associated 
TK.  It said also that it was necessary to grant to Member States a margin of flexibility as far as 
national implementation was concerned.  It stated that the proposal of the LMCs was a good 
starting point for the negotiations. 

102. The Delegation of Kenya supported the statements made respectively by the Delegations 
of Egypt on behalf of the African Group, South Africa, Zimbabwe and the representative of 
ARIPO.  It had no doubt that databases could be used to prevent the erroneously granting of 
patents.  It said that Kenya was pursuing participation in the TKDL system.  It added though, 
that database and defensive protection could only be used and seen as a complementary 
measure towards achieving the mandate of the Committee and not otherwise.  It supported the 
statement made by the Delegation of Egypt on behalf of the African group in this regard. 

103. The Delegation of Mexico stated that databases for GRs and associated TK were 
complementary to positive protection and needed to be set up correctly, ensure confidentiality, 
to be restricted to the patent offices and with the PIC of the indigenous and local communities. 

104. The Delegation of Oman reported a mistake in document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5 on the 
name of the expert who made the comment reported under paragraph 21.  It expressed support 
for the position that was expressed previously by Delegations regarding the importance of a 
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mandatory disclosure requirement.  On the other hand, it supported the establishment of a GRs 
database provided that the information therein contained would be accessible to patent offices 
only.  It realized that it might prove to be difficult to set up a one-stop database and as an 
alternative, patent offices could tap into national databases to check whether the source or the 
country of origin was disclosed and whether the material was obtained illegally or not.  It added 
that this would prevent the erroneous granting of patents. 

105. The Delegation of Bangladesh was of the view that the database would be useful and 
complementary to other means and norms that would protect GRs and associated TK.  It said 
that the system should enable the offices to verify whether the database is properly consulted.  
It noted that no database, however comprehensive it might be, would contain all the GRs and 
associated knowledge.  It added that the legal text would need to include a provision of 
mandatory disclosure along with the database in order to ensure compliance with ABS norms.   
It noted that mandatory disclosure would put the burden on the applicant and alleviate the 
pressure on the patent offices. 

106. The Delegation of Peru said with respect to defensive protection of GRs that databases 
were tools that helped to establish prior art.  It noted, therefore, that the main objective of 
databases would be to improve the quality in the granting of patents and ensure legal certainty 
for patent owners and third parties.  However, databases could not be responsible for the 
accomplishment of the objectives of the Committee.  It stated that databases were 
complementary to the protection of GRs and did not ensure their protection as a whole.  It was 
of the view therefore that databases were not an end in themselves but rather a tool that would 
contribute to the implementation of other elements like disclosure of origin. 

107. The Delegation of Sri Lanka pointed out that a mandatory disclosure requirement of origin 
should be included under that cluster.  It referred to the statements made respectively by the 
Delegations of Iran (Islamic Republic of), on behalf of the Asian Group and India. It recognized 
that the content of the databases should not be in the public domain and that databases should 
be governed by national laws as well.  However complicated that might be for patent offices, it 
believed that those principles upheld.  It was of the view that those Delegations’ views might be 
helpful to the facilitators in view of the need to constitute a single text. 

108. The Chair opened the floor on the issue of consistency and synergy between the IP 
system and the CBD. 

109. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group, supported Option B.1 
that provided for a mandatory disclosure requirement.  It stated that this option should constitute 
the basis of any proposed text.  It did not believe that the other options could ensure the desired 
consistency and synergy between national, regional and international IP systems and the CBD 
and Nagoya Protocol.  It said that cluster B should address the five key issues as identified by 
Ambassador Owade, namely, subject matter, nature of disclosure, information to be disclosed, 
trigger for disclosure and consequences of non compliance.  It believed that the subject matter 
should include the GRs, the derivatives and associated TK.  It stated that the disclosure should 
be mandatory so as to ensure consistency and synergy with the CBD.  Regarding the 
information to be disclosed, it believed that the facilitators’ text, with regard to disclosure of 
information as part of the IP application, should include the following:  the country of origin, the 
source of GRs, derivatives and associated TK, PIC, either by certificate of origin or by any other 
document in accordance with the domestic laws of the country of origin, evidence of 
benefit-sharing and MATs as well as the beneficiaries.  Written and oral information should also 
be required regarding TK associated with GR, including the details of the holder of the TK, in 
order to enable search and examination of the IP application.  It stated that the trigger regarding 
disclosure should be the time of filing of the application at the IP office concerned.  Regarding 
consequences of noncompliance or sanctions, it believed they should be effective, appropriate 
and proportionate and constitute a deterrent.  It reminded the Committee that the African Group 
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had outlined specific examples of sanctions as part of its proposal.  It wished to see them 
reflected in the forthcoming text of the facilitators. 

 

110. The Delegation of the United States of America stated that it supported the objectives of 
the CBD and in particular its requirements for PIC and MATs to establish fair and equitable 
benefit-sharing.  It believed that there were many ways that the IP system could promote 
benefit-sharing and support patent quality.  It said that with increased international cooperation, 
owners of high quality patents would be able to reap more rewards from patents, thereby having 
greater benefits to share.  It recalled however that it did not believe that mandatory disclosure 
requirements were a suitable mechanism to further these objectives.  It said that such 
disclosure requirements would not apply in all cases, since not all commercial uses were 
patented and a very small percentage of patents were actually commercialized and profitable.   
It added that ambiguity of patent disclosure requirements would undermine the objectives of PIC 
and benefit-sharing by discouraging research involving GRs due to legal uncertainties.  It said 
that the risks involved in identifying source of origin in patent applications were enormous and 
that issues of traceability could render the patent system into one that discouraged rather than 
promoted innovation in that area.  It stated that a mandatory disclosure requirement could not 
be seen as an end in itself and could not ensure the protection of GRs.  It argued that many 
innovations related to GRs were not patented.  It was of the view that only laws on ABS systems 
outside the patent system could cover all GRs.  It believed that detailed national laws outside 
the patent system to regulate conduct would be a most effective means of managing access to 
genetic materials and noted that such systems had international relevance as well.  It expressed 
the wish to study how these systems of permission or permits and contracts of benefit-sharing 
worked and how international contracts had been successfully enforced and indeed what role 
the WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center might play in the transnational enforcement of 
benefit-sharing contracts.  It also wished to further study how national laws outside the patent 
system could be used to promote transparency and monitoring.  It noted that the Committee 
should not prejudge the outcome with regard to how to promote the shared objectives.  It said 
that the agreement to undertake text based negotiations in the Committee had not altered its 
strongly felt position that work should focus on reaching a consensus on objectives and 
principles before deciding on what particular mechanisms might be helpful to achieve the 
objectives and principles.  It requested therefore that under Cluster B one option must be no 
mandatory patent disclosure.  It added that it could not support Options B.1 through 3 in Cluster 
B, but agreed to further explore Option B.4.  It opposed, however, language regarding 
disclosure of origin in that option.  In considering the creation of an international information 
system on disclosed GRs, it supported the proposal made by the Delegation of Japan in 
document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/INF/9.  It noted that paragraph 42 in that document made reference 
to mandatory requirement related to evidence of PIC and ABS, in order to improve patent 
examination.  Though it failed to see the link between mandatory disclosure of source and 
improved patent examination, the Delegation of the United States of America remained open to 
facts-based discussion on disclosure.  It proposed the development of a study or voluntary 
survey concerning disclosure of GRs-related provisions adopted by countries and the 
transparency effects resulting from the requirement.  It believed in particular that the Committee 
would benefit from a detailed discussion concerning the impacts of a disclosure requirement, 
notably based on specific information on benefits received and transparency gained for each 
country with a GR disclosure requirement system.  It said that the following questions, at the 
minimum, should be addressed to those national IP offices that required the disclosure of 
source or origin of a GR or TK:  how many disclosures have patent applicants made under your 
law to date?  What guidance by the IP office was given to applicant on whether a specific 
application should disclose the origin of GRs or TK?  What was the additional cost of processing 
such an application?  How often was such a requirement met?  If so, how often have the GRs 
directly been accessed, that is, in situ or accessed from a seed bank or purchased as a 
commodity?  Has the imposition of a disclosure requirement and the number of patent 
applications filed in this area of technology increased or decreased?  If they had decreased, had 
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any research been done to determine whether applicants who might have previously filed patent 
applications had decided to maintain their inventions as a trade secret rather than filing a patent 
application?  What quantity of benefits has been received since the imposition of a disclosure 
requirement?  How many ABS agreements have been signed?  Are criminal sanctions and fines 
imposed for failure to disclose a GR or associated TK in a patent application?  If so, please 
describe the situations in which these sanctions were imposed and what sanctions, if there 
were.  If there was a disclosure requirement, did the office also require the disclosure of prior art 
that is material to the patentability of the intention?  And if not what was the basis for having a 
disclosure requirement of the source of the GR or TK, but not for prior art that is material to 
patentability?  How did disclosure improve examination?  How often was the source of origin 
material to patentability for countries with an IP law that require disclosure?  Was there also a 
national law that more directly related to misappropriation or misuse of GRs? 

111. The Delegation of Japan emphasized that the problem of misappropriation of GRs was 
composed of two sub-problems, one of which was erroneously granted patents and, the other of 
which was the CBD compliance regarding ABS and PIC.  As regards the sub-problem of the 
CBD compliance, it said that the Nagoya Protocol was adopted at theCOP10, which was held in 
Nagoya, Japan, in October, 2010.  It expressed the hope that the modality of the Protocol would 
successfully function just as provided in its relevant provisions, agreed on by the contracting 
parties.  It strongly believed that the ABS issue should be continuously considered as an issue 
of implementation of the Nagoya Protocol in the context of the CBD.  It was gravely concerned 
however that mandatory disclosure, should it be introduced, could have a chilling effect on the 
industry’s motivation for applying for patents, due to the legal uncertainty on patentability of 
patent applications or validity of patents, as well as the prospect of patent prosecution 
procedure.  It stated that that could harm industry’s motivation for innovation, which was 
accomplished with their ceaseless research and development efforts driven by the incentive 
granted by the patent regime.  It invited the Committee to note that benefit sharing would also 
become unsuccessful, should the industry’s motivation for innovation utilizing GRs decline.  It 
maintained therefore that Option B.1 would not be an appropriate measure to cope with the 
problem of misappropriation of GRs. 

112. The Delegation of Namibia noted that part of the problem of the divergent opinions among 
Delegations on the issue of mandatory disclosure had been succinctly captured in the earlier 
question of the Delegation of the United States of America with respect to GRs purchased as 
commodities and subsequently used as subjects of patent applications.  It considered that 
practice as unacceptable, especially in light of the clear standards set by the CBD and the 
Nagoya Protocol, because the PIC of the country of origin had not been obtained to utilize the 
commodity as a GR.  It added though, that nobody believed that a mandatory disclosure 
provision in the patent system would sort out all problems of misappropriation.  It agreed with 
the view of the Delegation of the United States of America in this regard.  It recognized that 
other means were also necessary, like product registration, marketing regulation or ABS 
compliance checkpoints.  It added though, that the patent system although it did not constitute a 
major part of GRs utilization, was nevertheless a very important part of the system.  It believed 
therefore that the IP system and the CBD needed to be mutually supportive.  It said that this 
was what the majority of the countries believed when they adopted the Nagoya Protocol.  It said 
therefore that it was essential that there must be a mandatory disclosure provision within the 
patent system.  It accordingly insisted that the system be changed to introduce such mandatory 
disclosure provision for all patent offices.  It was aware of the burden that that would impose 
and of the reservations made by the Delegation of Japan.  It said that it was in the interest of its 
country as well to encourage investment in GRs and create further benefits.  It suggested that 
the Committee discuss those details when it reached that stage.  It said that it was not 
acceptable that mandatory disclosure was kept out of the negotiations and noted that the 
proposal made by the Delegation of European Union was a way forward. 

113. The representative of CAPAJ referred to article 8j of the CBD that concerned indigenous 
peoples.  He believed that those Member States which were arguing that benefit-sharing 
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mechanisms were governed by national legislation could be a bit more flexible.  He noted that 
national legislations up until now had been very restrictive with regard to ways of compensation 
either by payment or benefit-sharing whenever the TK of indigenous peoples was concerned.  
He was of the view that a supranational norm was necessary in order to allow other and better 
types of compensation.  He said that indigenous peoples’ claims which had diversified seeds for 
example should be recognized.  He reminded the Committee that an indigenous community had 
developed more than 2,000 different types of potato seeds and kept it for itself.  He stated that 
this indigenous community wanted some economic payment in return in order to promote 
well-being for its peoples.  He added that there were other types of national legislation that 
disregarded the rights of the indigenous peoples.  He referred in particular to the expropriation 
of lands where indigenous peoples produced these seeds.  He said that supranational norms 
would prevent this from happening.  He said that the ban of biopiracy requested international 
norms as well. 

114. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, recalled that it had on previous occasions introduced its position on disclosure 
of origin contained in document WIPO/IC/GRTKF/20/INF/8 and reiterated some of the reasons 
for its position.  It believed that a disclosure of origin could be included in patent applications 
which included technology directly based on GRs.  It said that this would enable interested 
parties to monitor the use of GRs in order to assess compliance with relevant rules regarding 
ABS.  It added though, that disclosure requirements should not present an unfair burden on the 
applicant, requiring them to disclose information which they themselves did not have, or punish 
them for not disclosing information which was not available to them.  As stated in a previous 
intervention, it said that patent offices were employed to make expert decisions on issues of 
substantive patent law.  It added that this role should not be expanded to the consideration of 
issues not related to patentability.  It was of the view that while information on disclosure of 
origin might be collected by patent offices when that information was available, so that those 
with an interest could monitor it, this task should not interfere with the core work of patent offices 
in delivering high quality patent rights.  Referring to its proposal of a binding disclosure 
requirement, it clarified that that simply meant a disclosure requirement which would be 
implemented in all Member States and nothing more than that.  It pointed out that the European 
Union did not accept consideration of the disclosure as part of the substantive examination of 
the patent.  It added that where the country of origin was not known to the applicant, the 
applicant should instead disclose information on the source of the specific resource available to 
him.  It said that a consequence of its proposal was that incomplete or incorrect disclosure 
would not lead to sanctions being applied in the field of patent law.  It stated that attacking the 
validity of a patent, as had been suggested previously by other delegations, would in many 
cases be excessive in terms of the punishment imposed, and would limit the ability of national 
legal systems to exercise discretion with respect to individual circumstances.  It added that that 
would also limit the ability of anyone to commercially exploit or otherwise profit from the IP 
concerned.  The Delegation considered its outlined proposal to be a balanced and proportionate 
method of collecting information on the use of GRs in patent applications, which could form part 
of a balanced overall agreement on how to address the issue of IP and GRs.  It reiterated that it 
was important to move forward equally on all issues before the Committee. 

115. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) strongly believed that a mandatory disclosure 
of origin should be considered and placed at the center of any system on GRs that the 
Committee would finally come up to.  It said that this would make it possible for contracting 
parties to enforce their rights to GRs when they were subject to patent applications.  It said that 
effective realization of CBD provisions on PIC and equitable benefit-sharing required such a 
disclosure.  It stated that to have mandatory disclosure in place would be a significant step 
towards giving effect to the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol provisions and would enhance 
transparency.  It was of the view that the Committee should start negotiation on how to capture 
the concept in an international legal instrument.  It looked forward to seeing mandatory 
disclosure in the consolidated text of the facilitators, to start text based negotiations. 
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116. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) stated that the option on mandatory 
disclosure of origin was very important, since GRs and associated TK were not important just 
for development but for the very survival of the indigenous peoples that had this knowledge.   
It added that a mandatory disclosure was fundamental because this could lead to curbing 
biopiracy and would contribute to the survival of the indigenous peoples who held this 
knowledge. 

117. The Delegation of South Africa noted that the statement of the Delegation of the  
European Union was consistent with its submission as contained in document 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/8 and the European Patent Convention.   With regard to  
the consistency and continuity between the IP system and the CBD, it said that the Committee 
should not look at the CBD separately but together with its subsequent Nagoya Protocol, with a 
view to linking those to the IP system.  It was clear in its view that the Nagoya Protocol left the 
issues around the IP discussions to WIPO, since the CBD was not a competent body to deal 
with IP issues.  It stated that the present session of the Committee bore the burden of pursuing 
the alignment of the IP system with the provisions of the CBD.  Observing that the expression 
“mutually agreed terms” seemed to be an acceptable phrase for Delegations, it noted that MATs 
in themselves promoted disclosure and as such, its use presented a form of alignment with the 
Nagoya Protocol.  The relationship between the IP system and the CBD provisions needed to 
be further examined.  It stated that the absence of an international mandatory disclosure 
requirement constituted a deterrent against promotion and research, contrary to what other 
Delegations said, because of the legal uncertainty that this absence created.  It said that times 
for studies had elapsed and noted that a considerable amount of information was easily 
accessible regarding mandatory disclosure.  It stated that South Africa adopted a legal system 
in 2005 that included such requirement and was able to answer most of the questions that were 
asked by the Delegation of the United States of America after having gained experience from 
the system.  It recognized though, that the patent system did not capture all the users of GRs 
and that different instruments might be added.  It mentioned the Bayh-Dole legal provision of the 
United States of America which looked at publicly funded research and noted that a mandatory 
requirement for researchers to declare the sources of origin of the GRs was included therein.   
It invited the Delegation of the United States of America to inform the Committee about its own 
experience with regard to the mandatory disclosure requirement that it had adopted, adding that 
it was a good case for the Committee to learn from.  It added that the mandate of the Committee 
was not to define national policies and regimes but to set up an international binding regime 
which would bring together national experiences. 

118. The Delegation of Switzerland said that its country had already introduced a mandatory 
disclosure requirement for GRs and TK in its national law.  Against the background of this 
experience in Switzerland, it was convinced that with a moderate and pragmatic approach, 
disclosure requirements could be implemented in a way that would not be burdensome for 
patent applicants or patent offices.  It reminded the Committee that it had submitted a proposal 
regarding the declaration of the source of GRs and TK in document 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10.  It noted that the proposal aimed at amending the PCT Regulations 
in order to explicitly enable countries to introduce mandatory disclosure requirements and to 
allow such disclosure in international patent applications.  It said that the proposed disclosure 
requirement was intended to increase transparency in ABS with regard to GRs and associated 
TK, as well as to allow the providers of GRs and TK to keep track of the use of their resources 
or knowledge in research and development resulting in patentable inventions.  It added that the 
requirement would assist patent examiners and judges in the verification of technical prior art 
with regard to inventions that related to GRs or TK.  It supported therefore the approach that 
disclosure requirements and databases were complementary.  It identified a number of features 
of its proposal:  first, the use of the terms “GRs” and “TK associated with GRs” ensured 
consistency with the terminology used in the three principal international instruments on ABS, 
that is, the CBD, the Nagoya Protocol and the FAO International Treaty;  second, the concept of 
“source” employed in the proposal ensured consistency with these three international 
instruments on ABS, which foresaw a number of different entities to be involved in ABS, 
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including, for example, the Contracting Party providing GRs, indigenous and local communities, 
and the Multilateral System of the FAO’s International Treaty.  It noted that other approaches 
focused exclusively on the country of origin.  It did not see however how a disclosure of the 
country of origin could possibly be made if the GR or TK had been accessed from the 
Multilateral System of FAO, from an indigenous or local community, from the virus sharing 
mechanism of WHO, or from an area outside national boundaries.  It was the reason why it 
applied the broad concept of source.  As a third element of its proposal, it said that the invention 
must be directly based on the GRs or the related TK in order for the disclosure requirement to 
apply;  fourth, it proposed to apply the disclosure requirement to international patent 
applications;  fifth, it proposed to apply sanctions for failure to disclose or wrongful disclosure of 
the source, including post-grant sanctions outside the patent system such as criminal sanctions 
and the publication of the judicial ruling;  sixth, in order to further strengthen the effectiveness of 
the requirement to disclose the source, it proposed to establish an internet-based list of 
government agencies competent to receive information about the declaration of the source.   
It explained that patent offices which received patent applications containing a declaration of the 
source would inform the competent government agency about this declaration.  The seventh 
feature of the proposal was that the proposed amendment to the PCT would also apply to the 
PLT and thus to national and regional patent applications, based on the reference to the PCT 
contained in Article 6.1 of the PLT.  Accordingly, it said that the Contracting Parties of the PLT 
would also explicitly be enabled to require in their national patent laws that patent applicants 
declare the source of GRs and/or TK in national patent applications.  It noted that numerous 
countries had put in place national disclosure requirements, which differed considerably with 
regard to points such as the object of disclosure and the sanctions applied.  It was of the view 
that this variety of regimes around the world undermined certainty for users of the patent system 
and providers of GRs.  It stated that its proposal constituted a way out of the multitude of 
approaches, noting that an international harmonization would enhance legal certainty for all 
stakeholders involved.  It saw the disclosure requirement as one measure in the context of IPRs 
and GRs, and the Committee should carry out work on the other options mentioned in  
document WIPO/IC/GRTKF/20/5, namely options A.1 to A.3.  In that context, it noted with 
interest the proposal submitted by the Delegation of Japan on a one-click database, which 
appeared to be similar to the proposals that the Delegation of Switzerland had made on an 
international gateway for TK. 

119. The Delegation of Brazil shared some principles and experiences regarding mandatory 
disclosure requirements from its own perspective.  It said that that requirement should be 
mandatory in order to avoid distortion from a competition perspective, noting that companies 
wishing to pursue some ethical goals would make efforts that others would not be required to 
make.  It said that sanctions would be necessary as an incentive for applicants.  It reminded that 
the law in Brazil also required evidence of ABS and disclosure of the origin of GRs and TK that 
has been used in developing the invention.  Regarding the additional burden that it presented to 
the Brazilian IP office, it said that the IP office checked first whether an applicant had met those 
legal requirements or not.  It added that it was a distinct entity, namely the “substantive 
authority” which proceeded in a second phase with the substantive examination of the patent 
application.  It was therefore very conscious that any new instrument to be established, in order 
to ensure consistency with the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol, should be designed in such a 
way that it did not constitute an unbearable additional burden for the IP offices. 

120. The Delegation of Bangladesh referred to the questions asked by the Delegation of the  
United States of America and some other Delegations regarding the disclosure of origin of GRs 
and TK.  It recognized that these questions were helpful for furthering the discussion regarding 
mandatory disclosure.  Member States needed to have an international legal remedy that would 
ensure that GRs and associated TK were accessed lawfully and that GRs and associated TK 
could be exchanged for the benefit of mankind in accordance with international law.  It realized 
that each Member State, just like Bangladesh, had its own approach in accordance with its 
culture and customs.  But it urged the Committee to find a common ground that would be 
neutral and beneficial to all the citizens of the world. 
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121. The Delegation of Thailand said that mandatory disclosure was really crucial to the 
negotiations and requested that that requirement be included as an essential feature in the text 
that was being prepared by the facilitators.  It also requested that consistency between the  
IP system and the CBD, and in particular the Nagoya Protocol, be ensured. 

122. The Delegation of China supported the statements made respectively by the Delegations 
of Egypt on behalf of the African Group and the Iran (Islamic Republic of) on behalf of the  
Asian Group.  It thanked the Delegation of Brazil for having shared its experience.  It stated that 
establishment of a database of GRs and associated TK was an additional measure to protect 
GRs.  However, it would not solve all the problems that arose regarding patent applications.   
It was of the view therefore that a mandatory disclosure element that would ensure PIC and 
ABS and contribute to prevent erroneous granting to patents was necessary. 

123. The Delegation of Indonesia emphasized the need to expedite the discussion and made 
the following proposals in order to assist the facilitators in their work.  It noted that the LMCs 
proposal, built on a single text, included Cluster B and took into consideration the proposal 
made by the African Group.  It recalled that the African Group proposal was built upon the 
proposals submitted respectively by the European Union and by Switzerland.  It also 
emphasized that the TK and TCEs texts were created from proposals made by the LMCs, 
reflecting the majority of Member States’ concerns and expectations, although it recognized that 
the Bali text was not a complete text.  It said that the Bali text was consistent with the objectives 
and principles and could serve to set up a text or text(s) for eventual endorsement.  It 
emphasized as well that it was written in a treaty language form.  It stated that three issues had 
been discussed within the LMCs draft which consisted of objectives and principles, defensive 
protection and consistency.  It noted that mandatory disclosure requirements had been included 
and added that synergy between the IP system and the CBD was reflected under a chapter 
concerning complementary measures and relationship with other agreements.  It stated that the 
facilitators could lessen their burden by expediting their work through the LMCs draft text.  It 
recalled that article one of the LMCs draft text dealt with subject matter of protection and tried to 
reflect a general view regarding the definition of GRs;  article two dealt with the individuals or 
groups which had the rights over GRs and tried to regulate to whom GRs should be associated 
with;  article three regulated the scope of protection for GRs based on key provisions which 
would guide Member States in the setting up of mechanisms regulating the use of GRs by 
individuals or groups;  article four regulated complementary measures for Member States which 
were part of this treaty, giving the opportunity to other Member States to check and share 
information regarding GRs;  article five emphasized the relationship of supportiveness and 
consistency of those draft articles with other international agreements;  article six came up in 
support of the disclosure requirement and requested Members States to create and develop 
some kind of guidelines in order to make sure that relevant patent requirements would be 
supportive of such disclosure;  article seven mainly dealt with the steps which needed to be 
taken by contracting parties that shared the same TK;  article eight dealt with sanctions, 
remedies and exercise of rights in accordance with Member States national law;  article 9 dealt 
with technical assistance in support of the implementation of the forthcoming treaty.  The 
Delegation of Indonesia invited all the remaining Delegations which did not wish to expedite the 
work of the Committee on that basis to understand at least the intention of majority of the 
Member States and join them for the benefit of human kind.  It urged the Committee to use the 
Bali Text as a basis in order to expedite its discussion. 

124. The Delegation of Cameroon reiterated its option for mandatory disclosure and welcomed 
the fact that this position was shared beyond African Delegations, including the Delegation of 
Switzerland and the Delegation of the European Union.  It stated that mandatory disclosure 
provided great advantages, referring to the statements made by the Delegation of China and the 
Delegation of Indonesia.  It added that such requirement would represent an improvement in 
documentation, enhance transparency and ensure consistency with the objectives of the 
Nagoya Protocol.  It recognized that implementing the disclosure requirement would require the 
establishment of a database, as other Delegations had stated.   
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It stated though, that the database was not a panacea, since all GRs and associated TK were 
not put in writing, referring to the oral transmission of TK that prevailed in Africa. 

125. The Delegation of the United States of America referred to the question asked by the 
Delegation of South Africa regarding the Bayh-Dole reporting requirement.  It said that the 
Bayh-Dole was a contract-based system that applied to government funded research.  It 
explained that under a contract with the funding agency, the recipient agreed to report to the 
agency information on inventions created with government funding, adding that reporting was 
made to the funding agency, not to the patent office.  It emphasized therefore that it was not a 
disclosure requirement that was placed on all private parties or patent applicants.  It said that 
the requirements under the Bayh-Dole Act merely recognized that inventions made with  
United States government financial support gave the United States government certain rights.   
It said that the required disclosure did not applied to source of origin, PIC, or benefit-sharing for 
GRs, but only required reporting of inventions made with government funding.  It added that 
failure to make the disclosure under Bayh-Dole Act did not affect patentability, because it was 
not material to patentability.  It explained that disclosure was an element of the funding 
requirement, not a patentability criteria that would serve as grounds for denying or delaying the 
grant of a patent or for revoking a patent.  It stated that the Bayh-Dole Act in its country had 
vastly increased collaboration between the government, research institutions and the private 
sector leading to the commercialization of government funded inventions, the creation of entire 
new industries and economic benefits for government funded institutions, the private sector and 
society at large.  It said that this transparent contract-based model was one that could be very 
instructive as a case study into how the contract-based approach as opposed to a mandatory 
patent disclosure requirement actually worked to share benefits broadly.  It thanked therefore 
the Delegation of South Africa for raising the Bayh-Dole model.  It noted that any reporting 
under ABS systems should likewise be made to ABS authorities and not to patent offices.  

126. The Chair closed the discussion on the three sections, namely objectives and principles, 
cluster A and cluster B.  He invited the facilitators to start preparing a consolidated text for 
further discussion.  The Chair opened the discussion on document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/14 
prepared by the Secretariat that reported on the implementation of Cluster C activities (“options 
on mutually agreed terms for fair and equitable benefit-sharing”). 

127. The Delegation of the United States of America supported option C.1, noting that this 
database would facilitate ABS by disseminating useful examples of IP clauses in ABS 
agreements.  It added that another aspect that should be considered was linking the WIPO 
Arbitration and Mediation Center to this option, thereby addressing previous comments 
concerning trans-boundary dispute questions.  It said that WIPO’s alternative dispute resolution 
options for the resolution of international commercial disputes between private parties could be 
of particular relevance.  It recalled that the subject matter of these proceedings included 
contract and noncontract disputes, involving parties based in different jurisdictions.   
It believed that this addition would help to improve the usefulness of the model of contractual 
approach.  It reminded the Committee that it had provided a number of sample clauses for 
material transfer agreements used by the United States Department of Agriculture, the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.   
It encouraged other delegations to make similar contributions.  It supported option C.2 as well.  
Regarding option C.3, namely the study on licensing practices on GRs, it supported further 
consideration of that option.  It did not support limitations on this option for “distributive 
innovation and open source”.  It said that it would be helpful instead to develop case studies on 
licensing practices in the field of GRs that had developed over the years, for example, through 
the use of material transfer agreements.  It proposed therefore that the Secretariat undertake a 
study on ABS systems and their effects at the national level, looking at the following issues:   
the impacts of ABS systems on licensing agreements, research collaborations, investment in 
natural products research, and innovation in the field of natural products. 
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128. The Delegation of Namibia thanked the Delegation of the United States of America for 
reminding the Committee that there was a lot that could be done with contracts.  It stated that  
its main concern focused on the users of GRs who assumed they could use GRs without a 
contract.  It reiterated that for users of this type a mandatory disclosure requirement would be 
the only effective dissuasive measure to take. 

129. The Chair closed the discussion on document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/14. 

130. [Note from then Secretariat:  This part took place after completion of the first consolidated 
draft by the facilitators]  The Chair invited Mr. Ian Goss to take the floor as a facilitator.  

131. Mr. Ian Goss, on behalf of the three facilitators, expressed the hope that the consolidated 
text that they had submitted would meet the expectations of at least the majority of participants.  
He noted that the facilitators had had to take into account divergent proposals and views at 
different levels of maturity and purpose.  He certainly saw this as an initial first draft of a 
compilation of the documents the facilitators had been asked to review.  He recalled that the 
focus of the facilitators had been to attempt to capture all the key elements, proposals, and 
concepts within the documents without prejudice to any position.  He said that the facilitators 
had not, to their knowledge, removed any key proposal, concept, or text, noting that they had 
had very limited time to complete the work.  He invited the Committee to note that the facilitators 
had put comments, for the sake of transparency, regarding where the text was taken from.  He 
acknowledged that the facilitators might not have comprehensively identified everything in the 
limited time available to them, adding that the facilitators obviously were looking to the 
Committee over the next few days to address these gaps.  He said that in addressing their task, 
the facilitators had identified that the key outcome was to present a single document with all 
elements, proposals and concepts without prejudice and in a coherent way.  In that way, the 
Committee could identify commonalities in texts, concepts, and proposals, so the IGC could 
more readily see areas of convergence or divergence.  He said that the purpose was in  
essence to set a textual base for the development of a more mature text in order to support the 
text-based negotiations as reflected in the Committee’s mandate.  He stated that the facilitators 
would not see the document that they submitted at this stage as a negotiating text, as it required 
further work and needed to be informed by the Committee’s discussions during the present 
session.  He said, however, that, as a first step, the facilitators had faithfully completed their task 
within the limited time available.  In summarizing the document, he said that the first part of the 
document addressed objectives and principles, noting that in that section, the facilitators had 
essentially retained document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4.  He recalled that that document had been 
refined during IGC 19.  He said that there was still work to be done to further reduce this 
section, noting that there were still areas of duplication as well as areas of text which might be 
considered as implementation mechanisms rather than objectives or principles and were 
repeated in other documents.  The facilitators understood the reason behind those elements 
being repeated in that section.  He mentioned objective 2, principle 2, last two sentences, as an 
example of what could be considered as mechanisms for implementation rather than principles.  
He said that the second section focused on options for implementation of the objectives and 
principles and was structured in relation to options for future work with cluster A regarding 
defensive mechanisms and cluster B regarding offensive mechanisms.  That section obviously 
included the different proposals presented by Member States.  He referred to the table which 
tried to identify similar ideas and concepts.  He highlighted though, that while these proposals 
were currently in table form, the facilitators were currently working to provide them as options in 
a similar form as the principles and objectives section and trying to complete that work before 
the end of the day.  He recalled that this was essentially how the Committee progressed with 
the texts in relation to TK and TCEs, noting that tables and matrixes were initially used to 
identify common areas and break them down into options and text, which could then be 
bracketed, as a step-by-step process.  Considering the different maturity of the concepts and 
proposals, he said that the facilitators tended to follow that approach.  It was their intention to 
check with those countries which put forward proposals to ensure that they had captured them 
appropriately, but they understood that there was some sensitivity with this approach.  He 
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acknowledged therefore that some countries would need to review whether their particular 
proposals had been captured accurately, noting that some of them were conceptual in nature, or 
presented in plenary in a way that might have looked different in the eyes of some Delegations, 
referring in particular to the proposals made respectively by the Delegation of Switzerland and 
by the Delegation of the European Union.  He also noted that the African Group had given 
support in the past to the proposal made by the LMCs and might wish to revisit its own proposal 
in light of this, based on some divergence that the facilitators did see.  He added that another 
section might be needed to captures issues that Member States might raise and would require 
further examination and analysis, referring to the comments made in plenary the day before.   
He acknowledged that the facilitators did not have to address that.  He said that the facilitators 
noted that the proposals addressed the following broad categories of relevant issues:  the 
relation of the IP and ABS systems;  the extent of misappropriation of GR and TK;  and the 
economic value of innovation of GR, including the value of resulting patent rights.  Referring to 
option B.1, he said that the facilitators had made a one-line sentence to note that in relation to 
those mechanisms, some countries had not, at the present time, supported a disclosure regime, 
as they had the feeling that it was worth, without prejudice, to reflect that view.  

132. The Delegation of the United States of America requested that the “no-mandatory 
disclosure” option should be a full-fledged option in the forthcoming revised text of the 
facilitators. 

133. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) noted the continued use of “national 
laws”, and requested the recognition and insertion of “international laws” in the first part, as this 
was really important for indigenous peoples.   

134. [Note from the Secretariat:  After several interventions, the facilitators were requested to 
transform the draft from tabular format into narrative/textual format, and delegations were invited 
by the Chair to begin to consult on the reformatted draft.  The plenary adjourned to enable such 
informal consultations]. 

135. [Note from the Secretariat:  This part took place after informal consultations among 
participants].  The Chair opened the floor for editorial comments by proponents on the 
reformatted text, laid out in narrative/textual form, as prepared by the facilitators.  He requested, 
as a preliminary step to the substantive discussions on the text, that proponents of elements 
contained within the text make their interventions with respect to the adequate capture within 
the text, of their proposed elements.  The Chair said that the Committee would proceed by way 
of live drafting in reviewing the text submitted by the facilitators.  He said that the proposed 
insertions and additions would be underlined and that proposed deletions or questioned 
passages would be square bracketed.  He announced that there would be slashes for separate 
drafting options.  He said that there were options for stand-alone paragraphs or articles.  He 
added that those might be numbered where appropriate. 

136. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, in proposing its amendments, reserved its right to propose further changes 
following subsequent consultations with its capitals regarding the substantive content of the 
document.  Such further amendments, the Delegation explained, would not relate to changes to 
its already submitted proposal, but rather would be geared at ensuring that its proposal was 
reflected accurately in the present document, in the eyes of its capitals.  Regarding the section 
titled “Subject Matter of Protection”, the Delegation noted that its proposal was contained in 
option 2 and requested paragraph (b) of option 2 to be deleted and replaced with “‘in situ 
conditions’ means conditions where genetic resources exist within ecosystems and natural 
habitats, and, in the case of domesticated or cultivated species, in the surroundings where they 
have developed their distinctive properties (Article 2, CBD)”.  On the section dealing with “Scope 
of Protection”, it asked for the deletion of the phrase “Contracting parties” at the beginning of 
option 2, and its replacement with the phrase “The disclosure requirement”.  It proposed the 
insertion of “be mandatory”.  This implied that it should be” after the word “should”, and the 
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replacement of “implement” with the word “implemented”.  It suggested the insertion of a full 
stop after the word “manner”, and a replacement of the phrase “the following in the event that a 
patent applicant used” with the phrase “The invention must be directly based on the specific”.  It 
proposed the insertion of a full stop after “genetic resources” in the introductory paragraph, the 
insertion of “In such circumstances” immediately after the full stop, and the deletion of the rest of 
the sentence.  The Delegation proposed the deletion of “or” at the end of paragraph (ii), the 
deletion of the entire paragraph (iii) and also the deletion of the introductory section of sub-
paragraph (a).  It requested the insertion of the phrase “The applicant should declare “ at the 
beginning of the remaining text of sub-paragraph (a) and that this text should constitute a 
standalone unnumbered paragraph beneath paragraphs (i) and (ii).  It proposed a new 
paragraph under this standalone paragraph:  “In the exceptional case that both the country of 
origin and the source are unknown to the applicant, this should be declared accordingly”.  On 
the section dealing with “Relationships with International Agreements”, it requested the deletion 
of the word “such” in the first paragraph of option two, and the insertion of the word “of” before 
“regional”.  At the end of the first paragraph, the Delegation suggested that the full stop be 
replaced by a comma and that the phrase “will be necessary” be added thereafter.  The 
Delegation finally proposed, with regard to option two of the section dealing with “Sanctions, 
Remedies and Exercise of Rights”, that the words “Contracting State” in the second paragraph 
be replaced with the word “Country”.   

137. The Delegation of the United States of America proposed the inclusion of an option for  
no mandatory disclosure under Cluster B.  It stressed that under this option, laws outside  
the patent system could be used to ensure PIC and benefit sharing under MATs.  It explained 
that although a variety of civil and criminal laws may be used, including legal requirements for 
permits, contracts could also provide a flexible means of capturing MATs and transferring 
benefits.  Under their no-disclosure proposal, national laws outside the patent system, including 
contract based approaches would be used.  The Delegation cited the example of the Bayh-Dole 
style system of the United States of America and indicated that its proposal for the inclusion of a 
specific no-disclosure requirement option under Cluster B was supported, not just by the  
United States of America, but also by several Member States.  

138. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group, thanked the facilitators 
for their work.  It suggested the insertion of numbers into the paragraphs of the text so as to 
facilitate the understanding of the text.  The Group also suggested that the facilitators’ personal 
comments, which were not included as part of the Member States’ proposals, be grouped and 
presented as part of the end notes, and not as part of the text.  It requested the deletion of the 
sub-items or sections within the text that did not contain proposals, as they seemed to be 
redundant.  The Group proposed a reorganization of the text, by moving the definitions, as 
contained under the section dealing with “Subject Matter of Protection”, to the top of the 
document, before “Objectives and Principles”.  This, the Group explained was necessary as it 
contained important terms and options which would guide the Plenary in an informed 
discussion.  Also, the Group requested that Cluster A.2, “Information systems on GR for 
defensive protection” be moved and placed under the section dealing with the “Proposal on 
Complementary Measures” as it would facilitate a focused discussion on databases and how 
they can be used to provide protection for genetic resources.  It finally requested for its proposal 
to be reflected in the text so as to facilitate future discussions on it.  

139. The Delegation of Switzerland thanked and commended the facilitators for their efforts in 
assembling all the proposals into one text.  It proposed that option two of Cluster A.2 
(Information Systems on GR for Defensive Protection), under the “Options for Implementation of 
Objectives and Principles”, be amended by inserting a reference to the “establishment of an 
international gateway on traditional knowledge”, as contained in paragraph 10 of its proposal in 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10.  The Delegation proposed the insertion of text from paragraph 14 
of WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10 at the end of option four of the section relating to “Scope of 
Protection”:  “Based on the reference to the PCT contained in Article 6.1 the PLT, the proposed 
amendment to the PCT would also apply to the PLT.  Accordingly, the contracting parties of the 
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PLT would also explicitly be enabled to require in their national patent laws that the patent 
applicants declare the source of genetic resources and/or traditional knowledge in national 
patent applications”.  This was necessary so as to indicate that its proposals also applied to  
the PLT.  The Delegation clarified that under option four of the section relating to “Sanctions, 
Remedies and Exercise of Rights”, the patent office had to invite the patent applicants to comply 
with the disclosure requirements and set an adequate time limit for this.  It proposed in that 
regard, the following text as contained in paragraph 26 of WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10 to be 
added to option four – “If the national law applicable by the designated office requires the 
declaration of the source of genetic resources or traditional knowledge, the proposed amended 
Rule 51bis.3(a) of the PCT regulations requires the designated office to invite the applicant, at 
the beginning of the national phase, to comply with this requirement within a time limit which 
shall not be less than two months from the date of the invitation.”  The Delegation finally 
observed that Appendix I of WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10 contained proposals by the Delegation 
of Switzerland on specific wordings for the amendment of the PCT regulations which were not 
contained in the draft facilitators’ compilation, and requested their inclusion in the compilation 
document.  

140. The Delegation of Japan expressed its support for the intervention made by the  
United States regarding Cluster B on no-mandatory disclosure, and argued that the  
no-mandatory disclosure was implied in paragraph 42 of its proposal on databases, as 
contained in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9.   

141. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) observed that the interventions 
made by the Delegations of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union 
and its Member States, the United States of America and Switzerland were substantive in 
nature, and not mere editorial drafting interventions.  With regard to Switzerland’s intervention, it 
expressed its concerns on two issues.  First, it sought to clarify the implication of replacing 
databases with the international gateway on TK.  Second, it expressed concern over the 
proposal regarding the PCT norms and explained that five members in Latin America, were not 
members of the PCT, and it would therefore make sense to have a norm for all members, which 
would also apply to delegations which were non-members.  

142. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea expressed its support for the interventions made 
by the Delegations of Japan and the United States of America.  It also proposed that the draft 
text include no-mandatory disclosure requirement in Cluster B.  

143. The Delegation of Algeria, speaking on behalf of DAG, expressed satisfaction with the 
draft text prepared by the facilitators, as it reflected the substance of the three IGC working 
documents which formed the basis of the facilitators’ work. 

144. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group noted that it had gone  
through WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9 and was unable to locate wording in support of the 
no-mandatory disclosure requirement as argued by the Delegation of Japan, in support of the 
proposal of the Delegation of the United States of America.  It indicated that it had consulted 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5 which contained options on disclosure requirements and submitted that 
only four options existed;  B1 - mandatory disclosure, B2 - further examination of issues relating 
to disclosure requirements, B3 – guidelines/recommendations on disclosure requirements, and 
B4 – alternative mechanisms.  It pointed out that all these options were already contained in the 
facilitators’ text.  The Group therefore opposed the proposal, as an attempt to introduce a new 
proposal that was not contained in any of the documents under consideration.  

145. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, observed that some of the changes proposed by the Delegation of Egypt on 
behalf of the African Group, in its first intervention were not merely editorial, but rather implied 
substantive consequences.  It opposed the deletion of titles and sections which contained no 
proposals, as well as the repositioning of the definition section, as proposed by the Group.  
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146. The Delegation of Japan expressed its appreciation for the intervention made by the 
Delegation of Egypt on behalf of the African Group, and suggested that paragraph 42 of 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9 be included in the text.   

147. The Delegation of India, in response to the proposal by the Delegation of Japan to include 
the entire paragraph 42 in the text, suggested that the first part of the insertion “no disclosure 
requirement” be removed.   

148. The Chair closed the segment on editorial interventions by proponents, and opened the 
floor to delegates for substantive interventions on paragraph one of the draft text.  

149. The Delegation of Canada thanked the facilitators for their excellent work.  It offered 
structural comments, and noted the usefulness of the draft text in identifying the points of 
convergence on general points.  It thanked specially the Delegations of the United States of 
America, Japan, Norway and the Republic of Korea for their editorial comments.  It observed 
that the negotiations would be facilitated if the structure of the document on GRs corresponded 
to the current documents on TCEs and TK as contained in Annex A and B of WO/GA/40/7.  It 
noted that the draft text prepared by the facilitators could guide in preparing a format, which 
would include a preamble, consisting of the objectives and principles discussed to date, 
followed by definitions.  Third, the provisions on the implementation mechanism as contained 
under Clusters A and B of WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5 as well as in the multiple proposals of Member 
States and Groups would follow. This would enable the Member States to reflect the diversity of 
proposals as well as identify the points of convergence to date, and thereby advance in the work 
as mandated by the General Assembly.  

150. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of), speaking on behalf of the Asian Group, 
thanked the facilitators for their considerable efforts in preparing the compilation text.  The 
Group noted that the draft document contained necessary elements for an international legal 
text.  It however observed that the text could be restructured to facilitate its understanding, by 
according equal treatment to TCEs, TK and GRs within the IGC.  It suggested aligning the 
structure and format of the three texts to the optimum extent through the insertion of identical 
titles.  This would however take into account the different nature of the subject matter.  It 
suggested that the objectives and principles be placed in the preamble, while the operative 
paragraphs in the objectives and principles be removed and transferred to the operative parts of 
the text.  The Group also proposed that the sequence of titles in the draft text on GRs, be 
adjusted to conform to the two other texts.  It noted that some titles like:  the duration of 
protection, limitation and exception, formalities, transitional measures and national treatment, 
were missing and should therefore be added to the draft text on GRs.  As in the case of TCEs 
and TK, the Group was in favor of starting negotiations from subject matter of protection which 
was Article 1 in the TCE and TK text.  It supported the suggestion by the Delegation of Egypt, 
on behalf of the African Group, to number the articles. 

151. The Delegation of Paraguay, speaking on behalf of GRULAC, considered the document 
as being a basis for negotiation of an international instrument, as it properly took account of the 
proposals presented previously by countries.  It urged the IGC to further evolve the document 
into a consolidated single text which would enable members to save time and begin the 
discussions based on Articles.  Other subsequent documents, the Group suggested, were to be 
included in a joint consolidated proposal. 

152. The Delegation of Indonesia, speaking on behalf of the LMCs, expressed appreciation to 
the facilitators for their efforts in preparing the single draft document.  It supported previous 
speakers from the regional group with regard to the principles of the session to negotiate an 
international legal instrument, which would ensure the effective protection of GRs.  It 
recommended that the instrument should be drafted as a single text.  It identified the three main 
issues to be discussed in the context of the draft as being the objectives, Cluster A and Cluster 
B, and pointed out that the discussion on Cluster B would be the most important in arriving at a 
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draft document.  The LMCs proposed four options with a view to narrowing down the existing 
differences in the draft.  It suggested the deletion of options which were similar in terms of 
paragraphs or wordings, and recommended that complementary options be merged or 
rephrased into single options.  It called on the plenary to reflect on the possibility of producing a 
text in the context of its proposed adjustments.  Finally, it noted that this would enable the 
Member States analyze which options would be bracketed, and those which would eventually 
constitute the decisions of the plenary.  

153. The Chair thanked Delegations for their interventions and proposed a relay-type approach 
in achieving the goals of the session.  He urged Delegations to proceed on to the “second leg”, 
by examining the text substantively in a “paragraph by paragraph” fashion, in the light of the 
structural comments which had been received.  He opened the floor for interventions on 
paragraph one. 

154. The Delegation of Algeria, speaking on behalf of DAG, noted with respect to objective 
one, that it included elements which were preambular as well as those which were operative.   
It therefore proposed taking out all operative elements in the various objectives, and placing 
them in Cluster B.  This would prevent repetition of elements in the text.  It urged delegates to 
concentrate on standard setting through the preamble in line with their agreement that the first 
part of the document would include the preambular part.  

155. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, thanked the facilitators for the work done, and supported the approach 
proposed by the Chair, as it pointed out that all the elements of the document were important.  It 
opposed the suggestion of some delegations to progress in terms of articles.  The Delegation 
relied on its earlier statement made with respect to WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4 for its reasoning with 
respect to its present intervention.  It proposed that the bracketed text in objective one, “and/or 
using”, “their derivatives” and “in particular applicants for intellectual property rights” should 
remain in brackets.  Further, it proposed the deletion of the text, “national law and requirements 
of the country providing for prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms, fair and equitable 
benefit-sharing and disclosure of origin”, and its replacement with “relevant conditions for 
access, use and benefit-sharing under national law”.  

156. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) proposed the insertion of 
“international rights and national legislation” after the word “with” to ensure that obligations were 
carried out in accordance with international laws and national legislation.  It supported the 
intervention of the Delegation of Algeria on behalf of DAG with regard to placing all elements 
that related to standard setting in Cluster B.   

157. The Delegation of Brazil proposed the insertion of the text “applicants for intellectual 
property rights involving the utilization of” after the word “Ensure that” at the beginning of 
objective one.  It requested the phrase “those assessing and/or using” to be deleted.  It also 
proposed the deletion of “in particular applicants for intellectual property rights”.  The Delegation 
based its proposal on the need to express in clear terms that the instrument referred to 
applicants for IP rights.  It proposed, with regard to the definition of the country providing in 
footnote two, a deletion of “/with”, and its replacement with “and/or that has accessed”.  

158. The Delegation of Indonesia proposed the removal of all the brackets in objective one,  
on “derivatives”, “prior informed consent” and “disclosure of origin”.  It reasoned that this was 
important as patent applications were practically based on the use of derivatives from GRs.   
It also reasoned that all the requirements of country providing, with respect to PIC, MATs, or fair 
and equitable benefit-sharing were relevant to the Nagoya Protocol and were also important 
considerations within the context of the present negotiations.  It expressed its support for the 
inclusion of the phrase “applicants for intellectual property rights involving the utilization of”, as 
proposed by the Delegation of Brazil, as it maintained that the discussions were extremely 
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relevant within the field of IP and GRs.  It however expressed its willingness to be flexible on the 
inclusion of the phrase. 

159. The Delegation of India expressed its support for the statement made by the Delegation of 
Indonesia, on the removal of the brackets, as the bracketed terms constituted essential 
elements in the context of the negotiations.  However it requested an editorial amendment by 
replacing “in particular”, with “including”.  It submitted that WIPO was a multilateral body 
discussing norm-setting on the intersection of IP and GRs, and should therefore reflect the 
application of IP rights for it to achieve its purpose.  

160. The representative of the FAIRA expressed its support for the amendments proposed by 
the Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of), pointing out that the amendments 
proposed ensured that objective one overlapped with the objectives of the CBD and Nagoya 
Protocol.   

161. The Delegation of the United States of America proposed the insertion of brackets around 
“applicants for intellectual property rights involving the utilization of” and also “relevant 
conditions for access, use and benefit-sharing under national law”.  It suggested the insertion of 
alternative language, “are not burdened with unreasonable procedures when seeking patent 
protection” at the end of the paragraph.  

162. The Delegation of Ecuador aligned itself with the proposals made by the Delegations of 
Indonesia and India in removing the original brackets in objective one.  

163. The Delegation of Japan observed that the mandatory disclosure of information on origins 
of GRs with the patent applications was not to be targeted as such. It also noted that the 
objective was the basis for consideration of the principles, or the means for its achievements 
and was therefore required to be clear and concise.  In conclusion, it submitted that all the 
bracketed elements in the draft objective should be deleted.   

164. The Delegation of Canada supported the comments by the Delegation of the United 
States of America with respect to the bracketing of “relevant conditions for access, use and  
benefit-sharing under national law” and its suggested text at the end of the paragraph.   
The Delegation further proposed bracketing the text starting after “comply with” and ending  
just before “are not burdened with unreasonable procedures when seeking patent protection”.   
It noted that it would like that the original square brackets as present in the facilitators’ text be 
maintained.  Finally, it proposed the replacement of the iterations of the word “intellectual 
property rights” with “patents”. 

165. The Delegation of Egypt proposed the removal of the brackets on “that” in the opening line 
of the paragraph.  

166. The Delegation of the Russian Federation, on Objective 1 regarding compliance with 
conditions of access to GRs, recalled the discussions in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4, and pointed out 
that where an objective had been formulated, there was a need to indicate the mechanism 
which would enable the implementation of the objective.  That was lacking in the text.  In the 
present text there were arguable provisions such as compliance with the requirements of the 
country providing.  It noted the importance of indicating that Member States were to comply with 
the domestic provisions and legislations of providing countries, and pointed out that for that 
objective to be attained, patent offices receiving applications had to take into account the 
applications, as well as the requirements of all States which were providers of GRs.  That, the 
Delegation observed, was barely neither possible nor implementable.  It therefore proposed the 
insertion of a full stop after “national law”. 

167. The Delegation from Iran (Islamic Republic of) supported the removal of brackets from 
“their derivatives” and also “and/or using”.  It further proposed the placing of brackets around 
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“are not burdened with unreasonable procedures when seeking patent protection”, proposed by 
the Delegation of the United States of America.   

168. The Delegation of South Africa rendered its support for the insertion of “applicants for 
intellectual property rights involving the utilization of” as proposed by the Delegation of Brazil.   
It also supported the interventions of the Delegations of Indonesia and India.  It expressed 
support for the proposal of the Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) to remove the brackets 
around “their derivatives” and place brackets on “patents”, as proposed by the Delegation of 
Canada, as a replacement for “intellectual property rights”.  It requested the insertion of brackets 
on the proposed text by the Delegation of the European Union, “relevant conditions for access, 
use and benefit-sharing under national law”. 

169. The Delegation of the Plurinational State of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) opposed, and 
sought clarification on the proposal the Delegation of Canada to replace “intellectual property 
rights” with “patents”, pointing out that the patents were subsumed within the definition of IP.  It 
further supported the suggestion by the Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) to 
include “international rights”. 

170. The Delegation of Canada clarified its position regarding the replacement of “intellectual 
property rights” with “patents”.  It explained that the issue at hand was more relevant to patents 
than IP rights and should therefore refer only to patents.  

171. The Delegation of the United States of America expressed its support for the intervention 
by the Delegation of Canada in this regard.  It reasoned that copyrights and trademarks bore no 
relevance to GRs, and therefore preferred the text to focus on patents.  It viewed the use of the 
term “Intellectual Property” as being too broad, and in the absence of other alternative 
proposals, it preferred to use the term “patents”.   

172. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea offered support to the proposal made by the 
Delegation of Japan to delete all brackets of clear and concise text in objective one.  The 
Delegation aligned itself with the interventions of the Delegations of Canada and the United 
States of America, and proposed the deletion of “intellectual property rights”, and its 
replacement with “patents”.  It argued that IP rights covered copyrights, trademarks, designs 
amongst others, and that its introduction in the context of the text could be contradictory, as the 
current emphasis was on inventions related to GRs within the patent system.  It cited the 
example of the discussions on disclosure requirements which were aimed directly at the patent 
system, and excluded other areas like copyrights and geographical indications.  The definitions 
and subject matters of trademarks, designs and other IP rights were different from patents 
according to Article 15 through Article 25 of the TRIPS Agreement.  It concluded that “patents” 
was to be used instead of “intellectual property rights” in objective one, objective two and further 
discussions as well. 

173. The Delegation of Cameroon proposed the deletion of “that”.  It expressed support for 
maintaining “derivatives” in the text.  It sought clarification on the proposal by the Delegation of 
Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) for the inclusion of “international rights and national 
legislation” as it reasoned that where a country had ratified an international agreement, such an 
agreement fell directly within the public order of that country.  With respect to the proposal to 
substitute “intellectual property rights” with “patents”, it submitted that adopting the more 
restrictive interpretation of “patents” could result in the risk of delegations returning to make 
amendments.  The Delegation opposed for being superfluous, the latter part of the text proposal 
made by the United States:  “are not burdened with unreasonable procedures when seeking 
patent protection”.  It explained that the term “unreasonable” could be subjected to several 
interpretations.  

174. The Delegation of China proposed a deletion of the brackets around “comply with national 
law”.  
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175. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) proposed the deletion of the 
brackets around “their derivatives”.  

176. The Chair closed the discussions on Objective 1 and opened the floor for interventions on 
Objective 2. 

177. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the Africa Group, proposed the deletion of 
brackets around “their derivatives” in principle one.  It suggested embarking on amendments to 
the text which would facilitate a cleanup of the text.  It suggested placing the interventions by 
Delegations below the original text, with a view to keeping the text clean, while yet ensuring that 
members’ positions are clearly registered. 

178. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, proposed the deletion of the second half of principle one from “including the 
sovereign rights” till the end of the principle.  It also proposed the insertion of the phrase “in 
patent applications” at the end of the paragraph.   

179. The Delegation of Algeria proposed the removal of the square brackets from “their 
derivatives” and opposed the deletion of the second half of Principle 1 as proposed by the 
Delegation of the European Union.  

180. The representative of the OEAB proposed the deletion of the term “their derivatives” in 
Principle 1.  

181. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) requested the deletion of brackets 
around “their derivatives”.  It opposed the proposal of the Delegation of the European Union to 
delete the second half of the Principle 1.  It proposed the deletion of “states” and the insertion of 
“nations and peoples” in accordance with Declaration 1803 of the UN General Assembly 1992. 

182. The Delegation of South Africa expressed its support for the proposal by the 
representative of the OEAB, to remove the brackets from “derivatives”.  It also opposed the 
proposal by the Delegation of the European Union for the deletion of the second part of 
Principle 1, commencing with “including the sovereign rights”, and requested it to be retained.  

183. The Delegation of Canada proposed to insert a square bracket around the term 
“ownership” in Principle 1, and expressed its support for the two earlier proposals by the 
Delegation of the European Union, namely the square bracketing of the second part and the 
addition of “in patent applications” at the end.   

184. The Delegation of the Russian Federation sought to clarify the ownership arrangements 
envisaged in Principle 1, and proposed the insertion of the words “kinds of” before “ownership”.  
It explained that where such ownership related to ownership over natural objects, including 
GRs, which could be owned either by the State or the individual, the text should refer not to 
“ownership arrangements”, but rather to the diversity of ownership arrangement forms.  

185. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, expressed its support for maintaining the brackets around “their derivatives” in 
Principle 1.  

186. The Delegation of Indonesia aligned itself with the earlier proposals to remove the 
brackets from “their derivatives”, and proposed to put in brackets the phrase “in patent 
applications”.  It expressed its support for the proposals of the Delegation of Algeria, the 
Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) and the Delegation of South Africa with 
respect to maintaining the text of the second part of Principle 1, commencing with “including the 
sovereign rights”. 
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187. The Delegation of the United States of America requested to maintain the existing 
brackets throughout the text, but with a particular emphasis on the brackets around the phrase 
“their derivatives” in Principle 1.  

188. The Delegation of Ecuador offered its support to the deletion of brackets around “their 
derivatives”.  

189. The Delegation of India proposed to replace the text “the wide variety of ownership 
arrangements pertaining to” with the text “sovereign rights of States over”.  It read out the 
amended text with an incorporation of its proposals on Principle 1 as follows:  “Recognize 
sovereign rights of States over genetic resources, their derivatives and associated traditional 
knowledge and the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities in accordance with 
domestic legislation”.  It requested the deletion of the brackets around “their derivatives” and the 
placing of brackets around “in patent applications”. 

190. The Delegation of Brazil expressed its support for maintaining “their derivatives” in the 
text.  

191. The Delegation of Ethiopia supported the removal of the brackets around “their 
derivatives”.  It also requested that “in patent applications”, as proposed by the Delegation of the 
European Union, be kept within brackets.  It supported the retention of the second part of 
Principle 1, starting at “including the sovereign rights of State”. 

192. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) expressed its support for the inclusion of 
“their derivatives” in the text, and sought a removal of the brackets around it.  It aligned itself 
with the proposal of the Delegation of India, with respect to the insertion of “sovereign rights of 
States over”.  It finally offered its support to the proposal by the Delegations of Venezuela 
(Bolivarian Republic of), South Africa, Indonesia and India with respect to bracketing the 
proposed text by the Delegation of the European Union, at the end of the paragraph.   

193. The Chair closed the floor for interventions on Principle 1 and opened the floor for 
interventions on Principle 2.  

194. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, proposed that the entire text of Principle 2 be deleted, and proposed the 
following text as a replacement:  “Sovereign States have the authority to determine access to 
genetic resources in their jurisdiction.  Subject to national legislation, persons accessing 
traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources from the knowledge holder(s) and 
applying that knowledge in the development of an invention should obtain approval from the 
knowledge holder(s) and seek their involvement.”  It clarified that the “s” in knowledge holders 
be placed in brackets. 

195. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) sought to maintain Principle 2, and 
proposed to place brackets around the text proposed by the Delegation of the European Union.  

196. The Delegation of the Syrian Arab Republic noted, with respect to Principle 2, that the 
rights of peoples under partial or total colonization over TK and GRs must not be merged with 
the rights of indigenous peoples.  It therefore proposed the following separate paragraph with a 
view to clarifying the need to respect the rights of peoples partially or totally colonized over their 
TK and GRs, including PIC, MATs and total and complete participation:  “To ensure respect for 
the rights of people partially or entirely under occupation over their genetic resources and 
associated traditional knowledge, including the principle of prior informed consent and mutually 
agreed terms and total and effective participation”.   

197. The Delegation of India proposed the deletion of the entire Principle 2.  
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198. The Delegation of the Russian Federation expressed its reservations on the competence 
of WIPO to handle issues relating to the rights of indigenous peoples to self-determination, and 
rather noted the importance of concentrating on the protection of intellectual property.  On this 
basis, the Delegation proposed the deletion of Principle 2, and offered support to the text 
proposed by the European Union. 

199. The Delegation of Egypt proposed the deletion of “including”, and its replacement with “as 
well as”.  The Delegation, on behalf of African Group, urged Delegations to exercise restraint in 
bracketing principles which had already been agreed upon at the international level.   

200. The Delegation of Japan expressed its support for the proposal of the Delegation of the 
European Union.  It noted that despite the fact that some Delegations had insisted that the 
original option three as stated in WIPO/GRTKF/IC/19/6, which seemed to be the same as the 
proposed text of the Delegation of the European Union, remain untouched, it had been merged 
with options one and two.  It objected to this, and proposed that option three be restored as a 
separate option in the present text. 

201. The Delegation of Mexico offered support to the proposal of the Delegation of the 
European Union, however, it requested to replace the term “holders” with “owners”.  

202. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, proposed the deletion of the additional text proposed by the Delegation of the 
Syrian Arab Republic. 

203. The representative of the Assembly of Armenians of Western Armenian identified itself as 
a representative of an autonomous nation and affirmed the ongoing natural sovereignty of GRs 
by the autonomous peoples, particularly according to the rights of indigenous peoples as 
contained in the UN General Assembly Resolution 1514.  He submitted that this Resolution was 
enshrined in Principle 2, and it therefore expressed its support for Principle 2.  

204. The representative of FAIRA expressed support for Principle 2 in its original format, with 
the incorporation of the suggested proposals by the Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian 
Republic of).  He proposed brackets around the alternative text proposal made by the 
Delegation of the European Union. 

205. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) proposed the insertion of brackets around 
Principle 2, and offered support to the proposal made by the Delegation of the Arab Republic of 
Syria.   

206. The representative of CAPAJ noted that Principle 2 was of immense concern to 
indigenous peoples as indigenous peoples based their lives, creations and innovations on the 
principle of living in freedom.  He pointed out that the principle of freedom was the framework 
that enabled indigenous peoples to make contributions to new creations.  He therefore 
proposed that Principle 2 be retained.  The representative further argued that the principle did 
not in any way contradict the mandate which had been given to the IGC, as this mandate 
specifically promoted creations, and innovations, and indigenous peoples could make 
innovations only in an environment of freedom with full enjoyment of the rights to 
self-determination.  

207. The Chair then closed the floor to interventions on Principle 2 of Objective 1 and opened 
the floor to interventions on Objective 2.  

208. With respect to Objective 2, the Delegation of the Republic of Korea proposed the deletion 
of “intellectual property rights”, and the removal of the brackets around “patents” in option one.  
It also proposed, in option one, the insertion of brackets around the text beginning at “where 
there is no prior informed consent” and ending at “inherent rights of the original owners”.  The 
Delegation requested a deletion of the entire option two, as it noted it contradicted the WTO 
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TRIPS Agreement.  It explained that Article 27.3 of the TRIPS Agreement, which dealt with 
patentable subject matter, clearly indicated that microorganisms, non-biological and 
microbiological processes all constituted patentable subject matter.   

209. The Delegation of Brazil observed that objective two made reference to two important 
issues:  disclosure requirements, and bad or wrong patents.  It therefore suggested a division of 
objective two into two objectives, with one focused on disclosure requirements, and the other 
focused on bad/wrong patents.  It proposed, with respect to option one, the deletions of “in bad 
faith”, as well as “in error for inventions that are not novel or inventive”.  It also requested the 
deletion of the last sentence, “or that was granted in violation of the inherent rights of the 
original owners.”  The Delegation proposed the creation of a separate objective addressing 
specifically the question of bad or wrong patents.  It proposed the following text:  “Prevent 
intellectual property rights from being granted in error and/or bad faith for intellectual property 
applications relating to genetic resources, their derivatives and/or associated traditional 
knowledge that do not satisfy the patentability criteria”.  It suggested the inclusion of a new 
principle to this objective:  “Intellectual property rights should not be granted to inventions that 
are not new nor inventive”.  It therefore proposed a separation of the treatment of bad/wrong 
patents from the treatment of disclosure.  

210. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, proposed a removal of the 
brackets around “intellectual property rights” and a deletion of the term “patents”.  It argued that 
the choice of “intellectual property rights” was based on the fact that the protection of GRs was 
not an issue exclusive to patents.  It pointed out that Article 27.3 of the TRIPS Agreement 
mandated Member States to provide protection for plant varieties, an issue central to the 
discussion on protection of GRs, either by patents or an effective system, or any combination 
thereof.  It further requested the removal of brackets from “their derivatives” and “in bad faith”.  It 
proposed the deletion of the text, “in error for inventions that were not novel or inventive”, and 
the removal of the brackets around “where there is no prior informed consent, mutually agreed 
terms and/or fair and equitable benefit-sharing, and disclosure of origin”.  The Group finally 
expressed its support for the proposal made by the Delegation of Brazil.  

211. The representative of the OEAB proposed the deletion of “intellectual property rights”, 
“derivatives” and “ in bad faith” in Objective 2.  She proposed the removal of brackets around 
the text with respect to patents granted in error and the insertion of a full stop immediately 
thereafter.  The representative proposed that the rest of the text be removed as it failed to 
comply with existing agreements on IP protection, notably the PCT, and the TRIPs Agreement 
and exceeded the competence of the IGC. 

212. The Delegation of Japan expressed its support for option one of objective two, but 
requested the deletion of the second and third bullets, as well as the phrase “in bad faith”.   
It argued that the introduction by some Member States of the mandatory disclosure requirement 
of origin of GRs had been a mere means for achieving short term goals, pointing out that the 
origin of GRs was not directly connected to the IP system from the outset.  It noted that in such 
situations, it was not reasonable to link patent protection with the mandatory disclosure 
requirement by targeting the requirement as an objective.  It submitted that the second bullet 
point in option one, which began with “where” was not appropriate.  Secondly, the Delegation 
offered support for the first bullet and noted that the chapeau of option one still maintained the 
ambiguous expression “in bad faith”, which could be interpreted differently, according to the 
context of use.  The third bullet contained an ambiguous phrase, “inherent rights of the original 
owners”.  It requested the deletion of these two ambiguous phrases.  Third, it noted that the 
broadness of the meaning of the term “intellectual property rights”, made it preferable to adopt 
the term “patents”, as proposed by the Delegations of Canada, the United States of America 
and the Republic of Korea.  Fourthly, it proposed the deletion of “derivatives”, as it considered it 
inappropriate to reopen the issue on how to deal with derivatives under the CBD which had 
already been resolved to a large extent through the adoption of the Nagoya Protocol.  Finally it 
argued that there was no international consensus regarding the issue of patents on life or life 
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forms being granted for GRs or associated TK.  It considered such patents crucial to advancing, 
in particular, medical technology.  It requested the deletion of option two.   

213. The Delegation of Ecuador wished to delete the square brackets around “their derivatives” 
and insert “/or” before “associated traditional knowledge.” 

214. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) did not agree with putting brackets 
around Option 2 of Objective 2.  It explained that Option 2 of Objective 2 would ensure that IP 
Offices did not grant patents on biological and GRs and their derivatives as found in nature.  
This idea had its foundation on two realms, the moral and ethical and the technical.  In the moral 
and ethical realm, patents could not be granted on life forms when they were merely isolated 
from their natural state, as this would go against the principles and beliefs of the indigenous 
original peoples of Bolivia (Plurinational State of).  In the technical realm, merely isolating life 
and life forms from the natural state would not satisfy the patentability requirement of “inventive 
step”.  It reiterated its position that Objective 2 in Option 2 should be maintained in the text.  It 
reminded all the countries and participants that the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) 
had looked at the revision of Article 27.3(b) as regards patentability criteria.   

215. The Delegation of China stated that prevention of IP rights involving the illegal access and 
utilization of GRs from being granted would be essential for the protection of GRs and benefit-
sharing.  It supported Option 1 and suggested an addition to the second bullet point.  It wished 
to add “or related national law and requirements are not satisfied” at the end of the second 
bullet point. 

216. The Delegation of Brazil wished to put square brackets around “and/or” before “fair and 
equitable benefit-sharing” in the second bullet point of Option 1, and added that fair and 
equitable benefit-sharing and disclosure of origin were not optional but necessary requirements. 

217. The Delegation of Algeria proposed the deletion of “patents” and the retention of 
“intellectual property rights” in Option 1 for the same reasons expressed by the Delegation of 
Egypt.  It further proposed the deletion of the brackets around “their derivatives”.  It agreed with 
the proposal to delete the first bullet point, and supported the proposal of the Delegation of 
Brazil to put brackets around “and/or” in the second bullet point.  It supported the retention of 
Option 2 with the drafting proposal by the Delegation of Brazil and emphasized that that was 
important to ensure that no patents on life and life forms were granted for GRs and associated 
TK. 

218. The Delegation of Trinidad and Tobago supported the proposal of the African Group and 
the Delegation of Algeria to remove the brackets around “intellectual property rights” in Option 1 
as it felt that that would cover new plant varieties within its jurisdiction. 

219. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to remove the brackets in Option 1 
around “their derivatives” and to delete “patents” in the first line, along with the whole fourth line 
from “in error for inventions … “ and the last line from “or that was granted …“. 

220. The Delegation of Colombia wished to endorse Option 1 of Objective 2 and supported the 
proposal of the African Group to remove the brackets around “intellectual property rights” and 
delete “patents”.  It proposed to delete the brackets around “their derivatives” and endorsed the 
drafting proposal by the Delegation of Brazil that IP rights should not be granted for inventions 
that were not new nor inventive.   

221. The Delegation of Indonesia associated itself with those who wished to keep “intellectual 
property rights”, delete “patents”, keep “their derivatives”, and delete “in bad faith”.  It also 
wished to remove the brackets in Option 1 bullet point 2. 
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222. The Delegation of Switzerland supported the deletion of “their derivatives” in Option 1 and 
aligned itself with several other delegations that supported the deletion of Option 2.  On the text 
proposal of the Delegation of Brazil, it proposed to put “their derivatives” in square brackets. 

223. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, requested to delete the brackets 
around “in bad faith”.  Speaking on behalf of both the African Group and the Delegation of 
Egypt, it wished to remove brackets around Option 2. 

224. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, in Option 1, supported the position of the Delegations of the Republic of Korea 
and Japan in maintaining brackets around “intellectual property rights” and in maintaining the 
word “patents”.  It supported the Delegations of Japan and Switzerland in maintaining brackets 
around “their derivatives”.  It also supported the Delegations of Brazil, Japan, Indonesia and the 
African Group in maintaining brackets around the phrase “in bad faith”.  It wished to maintain the 
phrase “in error for inventions that are not novel or inventive” and supported the deletion of the 
two subsequent bullet points in their entirety, as well as the deletion of Option 2.  With respect to 
Objective 2bis, proposed by the Delegation of Brazil, it supported the Delegation of 
Switzerland’s proposal that “their derivatives” be deleted.  It wished to delete “bad faith”.  It 
proposed to replace the phrase “intellectual property rights” with “patents” and “intellectual 
property applications” with “patent applications” and to apply this principle in the rest of the text. 

225. The Delegation of the Sultanate of Oman supported the comments made by the 
Delegation of Egypt.  It supported the removal of brackets around “intellectual property rights” 
and proposed the deletion of “patents.”  It wished to delete the brackets around “their 
derivatives” as in its view, derivatives were more likely the subjects of IP rather than GRs per 
se.  It also supported the deletion of “in bad faith”, and the deletion of the brackets around the 
second bullet point, from “where there is no prior informed consent”. 

226. The Delegation of the Russian Federation preferred Option 1 of Objective 2 in relation to 
preventing erroneous grant of patents that were not novel or inventive.  It wished to maintain the 
brackets around “in bad faith”.  It proposed, in conformity with several other Delegations, to 
delete Option 2 because it ran counter to Article 27 of the TRIPS Agreement. 

227. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea reiterated its earlier suggestion to delete “where 
there is no prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms and/or fair and equitable benefit-
sharing, and disclosure of origin” and “or that was granted in violation of the inherent rights of 
the original owners”. 

228. The Delegation of Thailand supported the statement made by the Delegation of Egypt and 
several other speakers.  It wished to delete the term “patents” and maintain the phrase 
“intellectual property rights”. 

229. The Delegation of the Holy See supported the position of the Delegation of Bolivia 
(Plurinational State of) on Option 2 of Objective 2.  It explained that in relation to human life, 
Article 4 of the Universal Declaration of the Human Genome and Human Rights stated that the 
human genome in its natural state should not give rise to financial gains.  In a similar vein, he 
referred also to the Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Dignity of the Human Being, and the UN Declaration on Human Cloning.  Thus the TRIPS 
Agreement, other WTO rules and all other international regional and bilateral trade and IP rights’ 
agreements should not reduce the ability of states to govern the aspects of IPR related to 
human life and dignity.  Mere commercial control of production and distribution of new life forms 
could affect both food security and development prospects of poor countries.  Private, 
monopolistic rights should not be imposed over those biological resources from which the basic 
food and medicine requirements of human life were derived.  An inclusive approach to IP rights 
should not ignore the major economic, environmental and ethical concerns about the patenting 
of life since such action would exert a negative impact on consumer rights, biodiversity 
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conservation, environmental protection, indigenous rights, scientific and academic freedom and, 
ultimately, the economic development of many developing countries, insofar as it depended on 
new technologies.  For those reasons, the Delegation of the Holy See supported Objective 2.   

230. The representative of CAPAJ supported the retention of the words “in bad faith”, because 
in order to protect GRs and associated TK, it was necessary that IP rights granted in bad faith 
should be sanctioned. 

231. The Delegation of India supported the removal of brackets around “intellectual property 
rights” and “their derivatives” in Option 1.  It wished to keep “patents” in brackets or to delete it, 
and to retain the brackets around “in bad faith”.  It proposed that the brackets be removed from 
the phrase “where there is no prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms and/or fair and 
equitable benefit-sharing, and disclosure of origin” and that the word “or” should be deleted.  It 
supported the text proposal of the Delegation of Brazil on the subject of bad faith and proposed 
that the text of Option 2 should not be in brackets.   

232. The Chair made it clear that no decision taken on procedure could have the effect of 
diminishing the ability of any Member State to reflect precisely its wish for inclusion or deletion 
in the text.  The Chair further proposed that for tidiness, the names of proponents and 
opponents would not be included in the text.  He further proposed that where new proposals 
were made, the Chair would ask whether the proposal was acceptable.  If a delegation stated 
that it was not, the proposal would be put in square brackets, and the discussion would move on 
unless a Delegation insisted on providing a rationale for the position that had not been 
articulated by the delegation proposing or opposing the item.   

233. The Delegation of Australia was unable to support the use of the term “intellectual 
property rights”.  Though it had heard other Delegations express the need to include a broader 
term of the concept rather than patents, with the example of plant breeders’ rights, it recalled 
that the discussions were taking place within a WIPO Committee that the competency on plant 
breeders’ rights was probably better addressed in another forum, particularly the UPOV.  Thus, 
it supported the deletion of the text “intellectual property rights” in Objective 2 Option 1, as well 
as in Option 2bis.  It joined other Delegations that wished to put square brackets around Option 
2 of Objective 2, reflecting interventions made earlier regarding the WTO and law surrounding 
that, as well as the intervention it made two days before regarding the Australian Parliamentary 
Committee that recommended Australia not change its domestic law and that there were 
sufficient flexibilities in TRIPS that allowed States to act in accordance with their own ideas.   

234. The Delegation of the United States of America proposed a new Option 2 that would read 
as follows:  “Enhance the availability of patent protection for life forms and new uses for known 
substances in order to create benefits and support benefit-sharing from the use of genetic 
resources and associated traditional knowledge”.  It explained that the intention of the 
amendment was not to promote the protection of substances that exist in nature, but rather, to 
promote the protection of new, useful and unobvious inventions.  Further, with the 
understanding that brackets could not be removed without consensus, it explained that it had 
not been intervening to add its voice to the list of those requesting that original brackets or new 
brackets remain.  But, in general, it supported retaining the brackets, as proposed by the 
Delegations of Japan, Republic of Korea, the European Union and its Member States, Canada, 
and Switzerland.   

235. The Delegation of Brazil expressed the need for time to analyze the proposed text and the 
implications on the whole context.  Thus it was not in a position to accept the suggestion right 
away, and it proposed the inclusion of square brackets around the new text. 

236. The Delegation of Sri Lanka wished, on Option 1 of Objective 2, to retain “patents”, 
remove the brackets around “their derivatives” and delete both “intellectual property rights” and 
“in bad faith”.  It wished to delete the second bullet point of Option 1 and the entire Option 2.  It 
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supported the position of the Asian Group and the LMCs with few reservations until the text was 
finalized.  It thanked the facilitators for their hard work. 

237. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) supported the retention of the term 
“intellectual property rights,” because it included patents and other patent terminology, and as it 
pointed out earlier, the whole range of intellectual property rights should be covered by this 
Committee.  It also supported the inclusion of the term “derivatives” because “derivatives” were 
part and parcel of genetic resources, as it had previously expressed its interventions.  It 
explained that “derivatives” were included in access to GRs, and that molecules or mixtures of 
molecules were naturally derivatives, and should be included under the concept of GRs.   

238. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 1 of Objective 2.  There were no 
comments on Principle 1 of Objective 2.  The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Option 1 
of Principle 2.   

239. The Delegation of Brazil wished to put Principle 2 Option 1 in square brackets. 

240. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Option 2 of Principle 2. 

241. The Delegation of Australia wished to put square brackets around the last two paragraphs 
of Option 2, because they could be considered mechanisms and were replicated in Cluster B.1. 

242. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete the whole of Option 2 and supported Option 1. 

243. The Delegation of Brazil wished to delete the first paragraph of Option 2, consistent with 
its position that there was a need to establish checkpoints in the IP system.  It also wished to 
delete “and monitoring utilization” in the second paragraph. 

244. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket the words “intellectual 
property” in the first line of the first paragraph of Option 2 and replace it with “patent”.  It wished 
to place brackets around the word “their derivatives” and supported the proposal of the 
Delegation of Australia to put brackets around last two paragraphs of Option 2. 

245. The Delegation of South Africa wished to bracket Option 1 and remove the brackets 
around Option 2.  It wished to retain “intellectual property” and put brackets around “patent”.  It 
preferred to retain paragraphs 2 and 3 of Option 2. 

246. The Delegation of the Russian Federation expressed preference for Option 1 and wished 
to put square brackets around Option 2. 

247. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to delete Option 2 in its entirety. 

248. The Delegation of Ethiopia wished to retain Option 2, and proposed that the newly-
inserted word “patent” be placed in brackets.  It also wished to retain “intellectual property”. 

249. The Chair reiterated his request that if the point of support or opposition had already been 
articulated, then perhaps other Delegations could restraint from repeating those points. 

250. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) wished to delete Option 1 and keep 
Option 2, minus the first paragraph.  It wondered whether the Committee was part of WIPO or 
the World Patent Organization, because it could not understand the new trend of having to 
substitute “patent” for “intellectual property” each time. 

251. The Delegation of India wished to delete Option 1 and accept Option 2. 

252. The representative of OEAB wished to delete Option 2 of Principle 2 and accept Option 1, 
and proposed the deletion of “derivatives”. 
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253. The Delegation of Japan aligned itself with the intervention of the Delegation of the 
Republic of Korea, which proposed the bracketing of Option 2 in its entirety. 

254. The Delegation of Zimbabwe supported Option 2, and proposed the addition of a sub-item 
“(d)” in the third paragraph, which would read “assign intellectual property rights to another 
person or body”.  

255. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, wished to remove the brackets 
around Option 2. 

256. The Delegation of Canada asked for more time to review the proposal, and wished to 
extend the square brackets to include the new text. 

257. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported the proposal of the 
Delegation of Zimbabwe because, in its opinion, the proposed text brought in something that 
had been left out.   

258. The Chair opened the floor for discussion on Principle 3. 

259. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete Principle 3. 

260. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to put Principle 3 in brackets. 

261. The Chair opened the floor for discussion on Principle 4. 

262. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete “intellectual property rights” and replace it with “patents”.  
It also wished to delete the phrase “all background information” and replace it with “relevant 
known information”. 

263. The Delegation of Brazil preferred to use “intellectual property rights” instead of “patents” 
throughout the text. 

264. The Chair asked whether Delegations could accept to have the alternative of patents 
inserted wherever IP rights appeared and for both to be square bracketed since it was clearly a 
recurring item, based on the positions articulated so far by Delegations.  The Committee agreed 
to that proposal and the facilitators were requested to take note of the agreement. 

265. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) requested that the same be done for 
“their derivatives” because it was clear that wherever “their derivatives” occurred it had been put 
in square brackets.  There were many Delegations who would be opposed to bracketing 
“derivatives”, so it requested similar treatment as outlined by the Chair.   

266. The Chair explained that the only consideration was that there was no alternative text to 
“their derivatives” being offered.  So if the text was automatically in brackets, with no alternative 
text offered, then the situation might not be similar.  The Chair had however taken note of the 
intervention.   

267. The Delegation of India wished to delete “of good faith and candor” in Principle 4. 

268. The Delegation of Canada wished to place square brackets around Principle 4 in its 
entirety.  On the treatment of “their derivatives,” as raised by the Delegation of Venezuela 
(Bolivarian Republic of), it suggested that an alternative option to “derivatives” would be the nil 
option.  It wondered if a way could be found to reflect that throughout the text. 
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269. The Chair explained that by definition, the alternative option to bracketed text was no text 
at all, or the nil option, and asked whether the Delegation of Canada would be able to accept 
just putting brackets around “their derivatives”, to which the Delegation agreed. 

270. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to insert “their derivatives” in the 
fourth line after “genetic resources,” and wished to bracket “source or” in the last part of the 
paragraph. 

271. The Delegation of South Africa preferred to keep Principle 4 without brackets and 
supported the proposal of the Delegation of Iran (the Islamic Republic of), such that wherever 
“genetic resources” appeared, it would be followed by a comma and “their derivatives.”  It 
wished to have the addition reflected throughout the text. 

272. The Chair asked if it would be acceptable if the proposed addition were put in square 
brackets throughout the text, similar to the treatment of “intellectual property rights” and 
“patents”, to which the Committee agreed. 

273. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) wished to remove the square 
brackets around Principle 4.  It observed that there was a difference between the English 
version and the Spanish version because in the English version it said “and/or”, whereas it just 
said “or” in the Spanish version. 

274. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, wished to append “and 
associated traditional knowledge” to “genetic resources” and “their derivatives”, wherever such 
phrases were found, all throughout the document.  It wished to put brackets around “patents” in 
the first line.  In the fourth line, it proposed to add the word “all” before “relevant known 
information” so that it would be “all relevant”, and then to put square brackets around 
“known” so that the phrase would be “all relevant information”. 

275. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Objective 3. 

276. The representative of OEAB wished to maintain the reference to patents in Objective 3, 
and to delete the phrase “the intellectual property offices”, as well as the last section that was in 
square brackets, beginning with “Such information” and so forth. 

277. The Chair explained that in some territories, patents might not be handled by a designated 
patent office, and wondered whether Delegations would reflect on whether, without prejudice to 
the distinction in the coverage of IP more broadly as opposed to patents, there was a form of 
words that would include jurisdictions where patent processes were handled by offices not 
designated as patent offices.  For instance, some handled patents through their Ministries of 
Industry and other structures.  Perhaps there could be a formulation to prevent unintended 
consequences.  The Committee was invited to reflect on how to address what was clearly a 
policy difference between Delegations.  

278. The Delegation of Japan was of the opinion that the bracketed last sentence of Objective 
3 was not appropriate and, therefore, should be kept in square brackets.  It would not be proper 
to relate the notion of PIC and benefit-sharing to IP rights or patents. 

279. The Delegation of Jamaica suggested, in relation to the Chair’s invitation for reflection, 
that perhaps the phrase “the office that has responsibility for processing and/or management of 
patent applications” be used in place of “intellectual property offices”. 

280. The Chair thanked the Delegation of Jamaica for its contribution of language and invited 
other Delegations to consider the suggested text in respect of the points made earlier. 

281. The Delegation of Ecuador recalled the agreement that “intellectual property” and 
“patents” would be in square brackets throughout the text, and reiterated its preference for 
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“intellectual property”.  It wished to put “/or” before “associated traditional knowledge” and 
replace “have appropriate information” with “ have access to appropriate information”. 

282. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea associated itself with the statement made by the 
Delegation of Japan.   

283. The Delegation of Brazil observed that in order to maintain a logical flow of text, the last 
sentence of Objective 3 should remain in brackets.  The last sentence reflected objectives of the 
ABS, while the first sentence related to patentability criteria, and they did not belong together.  
As an informative note, in the case of between Africa and Brazil, all the required information had 
been provided before ABS agreements could be concluded.  But once patent examination took 
place, the burden was on Africa to provide information.  It was not a burden of the patent office 
to audit information that had already been accredited by another body within the Brazilian 
government. 

284. The Delegation of the Russian Federation aligned itself with the position of the Delegation 
of Japan on Objective 3. 

285. The Delegation of the United States of America proposed to replace, in Objective 3, 
“processing and/or management of” with “examining”. 

286. The Delegation of Algeria wished to remove the brackets from the second sentence and 
also from “their derivatives”.  On the first sentence, it wished to add “intellectual property and” 
before “patent applications” in the new text proposed by the Delegation of Jamaica. 

287. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to bracket “access to”, as it needed more time to reflect on the 
implication of the change in language. 

288. The Delegation of United States of America wished to place brackets around “intellectual 
property rights”. 

289. The Delegation of Nicaragua wished to add “should” before “have” and add “all the” before 
“appropriate information”, and requested that this be reflected in the entire document. 

290. The Chair opened the floor for discussion on the Principles of Objective 3, beginning with 
Principle 1.   

291. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete “as far as known to the applicant relating to genetic resources, 
their derivatives and associated traditional knowledge”, and then the sentence would continue 
with “when assessing”.   

292. The Delegation of Algeria wished to clarify whether the earlier agreement on the treatment 
of “intellectual property rights” and “patents” would be reflected in Objective 3 or not, because 
the brackets seemed not to be reflected on the screen. 

293. The Chair recalled the earlier agreement on text that would reflect the fact that in some 
jurisdictions it was not the patent office but some other designated office that was responsible 
for patents and other IP rights, without prejudice to the discussion on whether the more 
appropriate expression was “intellectual property rights” or “patents”.  Upon reflection, the Chair 
realized that the issue could be addressed at a later stage, perhaps in the preamble or the 
definitions, and invited the facilitators to reflect in the later version of the text the principle that 
the definition should encompass whatever manifestation the patent or IP responsibility took in a 
jurisdiction.  The Committee agreed on the Chair’s proposal.  
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294. The Delegation of Japan wished to replace “the eligibility for grant of intellectual property 
rights” with the text “the patentability of an invention” covered in square brackets. 

295. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea supported the proposal of the Delegation of the 
European Union.  In addition to that, it wished to delete “intellectual property rights” in the end of 
the sentence. 

296. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 2 of Objective 3.  

297. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported the deletion of Principle 2. 

298. The Delegation of Algeria wished to retain Principle 2 in the text. 

299. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 3 of Objective 3.  

300. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported the deletion of Principle 3.   

301. The Delegation of South Africa wished to retain Principle 3.  It recalled that the matters 
being discussed had already been taken up and concluded at IGC 19 and that, in fact, the 
document had already gone to the General Assembly.  It seemed the process had become 
repetitive, and the Delegation wondered why the matter had been opened again.   

302. The Delegation of Brazil sought confirmation on the rule that when a given Delegation 
stated that it wanted an entire principle or objective to be bracketed, the remaining text within 
the brackets would still remain in the working document for future consideration. 

303. The Chair recalled the agreement that discussions would proceed in rounds or stages, 
and if brackets were placed, the expectation was that, in keeping with multilateral practice, 
Delegations with interest in the bracketed elements would conduct informal consultations with a 
view to moving other Delegations to their position.  If Delegations remained unmoved at the end 
of the consultation process, there was no supervening authority to change that position.  
Therefore, it was clear that the process was such that each Delegation, as instructed by its 
authorities, had the right to put and maintain the positions it had been instructed to, and that the 
Chair could do nothing to divest any Delegation of the right to do so, including to update the 
positions that it would have taken, as, indeed, all representatives of their countries realized they 
were obliged to do.   

304. The representative of Instituto Indígena Brasileiro para Propriedade Intelectual (INBRAPI) 
clarified that indigenous peoples possessed some knowledge, and GRs  that contained such 
knowledge, which were considered sacred and to have spiritual and cultural values.  Therefore, 
it was very important for States, mainly the States that had indigenous peoples, to respect the 
desire of indigenous peoples not to catalog sacred knowledge, because there was no legal 
certainty or security that would prevent catalogued resources and associated indigenous 
traditional knowledge from being put in the public domain.  Thus, she wished to maintain 
Principle 3 and to remove the square brackets around it.  She invited States to understand that 
the principle was more than economic interest and went into the importance of culture for 
indigenous peoples. 

305. The Delegation of Iran (the Islamic Republic of) understood the concerns over the 
Principle but, nonetheless, wished to put Principle 3 in brackets.  

306. The Delegation of Sri Lanka, with due respect to the indigenous people, was of the 
opinion that Principle 2 of Objective 3 should remain, but that some words could be changed.  It 
suggested rewording it as “an applicant must disclose to the intellectual property office all 
background information”.  The rest of the text could remain the same. 
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307. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) proposed to maintain Principle 3 
without square brackets, and supported the fact that there existed TK that went beyond the 
economic aspect.  Such knowledge would deal with the cultural and religious aspect of 
indigenous peoples and cultures, and they were quite entitled not to have this documented in 
any database.  Thus, it wished to maintain Principle 3 as it was in the text, without square 
brackets. 

308. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Objective 4.   

309. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket “Establish a” in the first 
line, and insert in its place “Recognize the.”  In the fifth line, it wished to bracket “and regional.”  

310. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported the retention of existing brackets in the text, particularly the brackets 
around “system,” around “derivatives,” and at the end of the sentence.  It agreed with the 
proposal of the Delegation of the United States of America to put brackets around “and 
regional.”  It wished to insert “relevant” before the word “international”. 

311. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) wished to remove the square 
brackets around the word “derivatives” and around the last part of the sentence, beginning with 
“including,” until the end. 

312. The Delegation of France wished to put square brackets around “collective” at the end of 
the sentence, because the term was not consistent with its Constitution. 

313. The Delegation of Mexico wished to replace “agreements and treaties” by “instruments”. 

314. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to put the word “existing” between 
brackets.   

315. The Delegation of Brazil was of the view that it was important to keep the first part of the 
sentence “Establish a coherent and mutually supportive system,” because such a system did 
not yet exist.   

316. The Delegation of Japan supported the insertion of brackets as suggested by the 
Delegations of the European Union and the United States of America, and also suggested 
inserting, as an alternative, the original text of Objective 4, Option 1, in document 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/19/6: “Promote a mutually supportive relationship with relevant international 
agreements and processes”.   

317. The Delegation of Egypt wished to maintain word “Establish” and put brackets around the 
word “Recognize,” as such mutually supportive system was not yet established. 

318. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 1 of Objective 4.  

319. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to bracket, in Principle 1, the phrase “and regional.” 

320. The Delegation of Brazil wished to place brackets around “and processes.” 

321. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket “and seek consistency 
with.”  It wished to insert “relevant” before “international,” and supported the proposal of the 
Delegation of the European Union to place “and regional” in brackets.  

322. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea associated itself with the position of the 
Delegation of the United States of America.  

323. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 2 of Objective 4.   
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324. The Delegation of Brazil wished to bracket “and processes” in Principle 2, and proposed 
text for a final sentence that would read:  “The work of the International Committee on 
Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore should not 
prejudice the work pursued in other fora.” 

325. The Delegation of Australia wished to consider further detail in the text proposed by the 
Delegation of Brazil, and requested that the text be put in square brackets.   

326. The Delegation of Cameroon sought clarity on a recurring question, similar to the debate 
on “patent” and “intellectual property”, concerning the use of “international instruments” and 
“regional instruments.”  It wondered whether it would be a good idea to retain both expressions, 
given the tenor of the interventions so far, considering that what was international was 
necessarily regional, though the inverse was not true.  As an example, Cameroon was located 
in Central Africa and had regional agreements within the CEMAC.  But a country outside of the 
CEMAC area could not really say that it was part of the agreement.  International instruments 
like UN agreements would apply internationally.  The Delegation expressed confusion on the 
nature of the problem, whether it was just semantics, wording, or a tactic to avoid certain things.  
It felt that there was a need to reach an agreement on the matter. 

327. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the statement of the Delegation 
of Cameroon, and wished to place brackets around “cooperation” in line 1 of Principle 2, and 
around “and regional” in line 2, consistent with the position of the Delegation of Cameroon.   

328. The Delegation of Algeria wished to put “and processes” within brackets, and remove the 
brackets around the last part of the sentence beginning with “and support” until the end. 

329. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Objective 5.  

330. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete the text beginning with “to the mutual advantage of holders” in 
line 2 until the end. 

331. The Delegation of Peru presented some suggestions for wording on Objective 5.  It 
wished to replace the word “maintain” in the first line with “strengthen”.  In the first bullet point, it 
wished to replace the word “contributing” with “ensuring.” 

332. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) wished to remove the square brackets 
around “derivatives” in the first paragraph and in the first bullet point.  It wished to maintain the 
second bullet point in the text and to remove the square brackets around it.  It explained that 
prevention of the adverse effects of the IP system on the rights of indigenous people had the 
effect of recognizing and protecting the rights of indigenous peoples to use, develop, create, 
and protect their knowledge and innovation in relation to genetic resources. 

333. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to insert square brackets starting 
in line 5 before “in a manner conducive to” until “genetic resources” at the end of the second 
bullet point.   

334. The Delegation of the Russian Federation supported the proposal made by the Delegation 
of the European Union. 

335. The Delegation of Ecuador wished to insert “/or” before “associated traditional 
knowledge” in the first paragraph and in the first bullet point.  It also supported the removal of 
the square brackets in the first bullet point. 

336. The representative of FAIRA wished to insert the word “cultural” in line 4 after the words 
“conducive to social.”  He wished to delete “welfare” after “economic” and replace it with “well-
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being and development.”  In the second bullet point, he wished to replace “customs, beliefs, and 
rights,” with “laws, practices, knowledge systems and rights.” 

337. The Chair asked if there was a delegation that would, in keeping with the procedure, 
support FAIRA’s intervention.   

338. The Delegation of South Africa endorsed proposals that FAIRA had made.  It also wished 
to place brackets around “/or”, for the reason that GRs and associated TK were linked and it did 
not make sense to dismember that state of ideas.  It appealed to Delegations not to complicate 
the work and to be reasonable in their contributions.  

339. The Delegation of Algeria wished to keep “strengthen” in brackets.  It was of the opinion 
that it was important to keep the two bullet points in the document, and proposed the removal of 
brackets around the text of both bullet points.  

340. The Delegation of Australia supported the previous intervention to remove 
“strengthen” and, for consistency of language, to remove “and” so it would read “Recognize the 
role of the patent system.”  

341. The Delegation of Japan supported the proposal of the Delegation of the United States of 
America. 

342. The Delegation of Egypt wished to insert “providers,” in Line 3, after “to the mutual 
advantage of.” 

343. The Delegation of Indonesia wished to put in brackets the term “indigenous peoples” that 
appeared twice in the second bullet point, and replace it with “indigenous and local 
communities,” in line with the CBD.   

344. The Delegation of Sri Lanka wished to delete “maintain” in the first line and replace it with 
“strengthen”, and replace “holders” after “mutual advantage of” with “stakeholders”. On the 
second bullet point, it wished to add “and traditional knowledge” after “customs, beliefs and 
rights” and insert “local communities” before “to use, develop, create and protect” towards the 
end of the sentence.  

345. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Option 1, Principle 1 of Objective 5.   

346. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to put the whole of Option 1 in 
brackets. 

347. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to support Option 1 and delete Option 2. 

348. The Delegation of the Russian Federation wished to maintain Option 1. 

349. The Delegation of Japan aligned itself with the position of the Delegation of the European 
Union. 

350. The Delegation of Algeria wished to keep Option 1 in square brackets and maintain 
Option 2. 

351. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) wished to delete Option 1 and 
maintain Option 2. 

352. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to insert brackets from “and in the 
protection of” in line 4 of Option 2 until the end of the sentence. 
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353. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea supported Option 1, and endorsed the proposal 
of the Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, to delete Option 2 entirely. 

354. The Delegation of Ethiopia wished to maintain Option 2.   

355. The representative of CAPAJ wished to know if any Delegation of those supporting Option 
2 could support the text insertion “of indigenous peoples” after “associated traditional 
knowledge” in the third line, because it was not clear in the existing text who was the subject of 
traditional knowledge.  

356. The Chair asked if any Delegation could support the proposal by CAPAJ.  There was 
none.   

357. The Delegation of Oman wished to keep Option 2 of Principle 1 of Objective 5 and delete 
Option 1.   

358. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 2 of Objective 5.   

359. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported the deletion of the text contained in the brackets from “noting the 
relationship” until the end of the Principle. 

360. The Delegation of Sri Lanka wished to replace “maintain” in the first line of Option 2, 
Principle 1 with “strengthen” similar to its earlier position on Objective 5.  

361. The Chair noted that discussions on Principle 1, Option 2 had been completed and the 
discussion had moved Principle 2.  He asked if the Delegation of Sri Lanka could withdraw its 
proposal and revisit it, if necessary, at the next round.  The Delegation of Sri Lanka agreed. 

362. The Delegation of Algeria wished to retain the paragraph in square brackets, beginning 
with “noting the relationship” up to the end. 

363. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of), upon analysis, wished to support the 
proposal of the representative of CAPAJ, because not including indigenous peoples would go 
against its Constitutional framework.  However, as discussions had proceeded to Principle 2, it 
requested the inclusion of its comments in the record. 

364. The Chair recommended that the matter be revisited in the next phase of the work.  The 
proposed text would be removed for the moment, with the understanding that further 
intervention would be anticipated from the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) during 
discussions on Option 2, Principle 1 of Objective 5 in the next phase.   

365. The representative of CAPAJ wished to add, in the fourth line of Principle 2, the words “of 
indigenous peoples” after “associated traditional knowledge,” in order to clarify who was being 
referred to in the sentence.  And then in the following paragraph, he also wished to add “and 
indigenous peoples” after “benefit-sharing with the knowledge holders.”  He wondered if any 
Delegation could support the addition he had proposed.   

366. The Chair asked if any delegation could support the proposal of the representative of 
CAPAJ.   

367. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) wished to take out the square 
brackets in the first line up to the end, and supported the proposal of the representative of 
CAPAJ to add “of the indigenous peoples” after “associated traditional knowledge.”  But at the 
end where it said “knowledge holders”, it wished to insert “traditional” so that the text would read 
“traditional knowledge holders.”   
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368. The Delegation of Japan supported the proposal of the Delegation of the European Union.   

369. The representative of INBRAPI wished to support the statements of the Delegations of 
Bolivia (Plurinational State of) and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) and thanked them for 
supporting the inclusion of indigenous peoples.  She wished to propose a slight modification in 
the text of Principle 2, where “indigenous peoples” would not be at the end of the sentence, but 
before the word “traditional knowledge holders.”  This would clarify that the text covered both 
indigenous peoples and local communities, who were also TK holders.  She hoped that other 
Delegations would support the proposal.   

370. The Chair asked if any delegation could support the further amendment proposed by the 
representative of INBRAPI.   

371. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported the proposal of INBRAPI 
because it was consistent with the CBD, therefore, “local communities” should be included. 

372. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) supported the proposals of the 
representatives of CAPAJ and INBRAPI, and the Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic 
of), for the inclusion of indigenous peoples and local communities, because they were entitled to 
the necessary respect, as provided in the CBD. 

373. The Delegation of South Africa wished to delete the brackets from “noting” until the end of 
the Principle.  It recalled that the purpose of the document was to clarify the relationship 
between IP rights and GRs and, without the section in brackets from “noting” until the end, the 
logic was broken.  It was not possible to break up the two concepts, they had to be both 
maintained.  It also wished to support including “local communities” wherever “indigenous 
peoples” was found in the text, though it would be redundant to also include “traditional 
knowledge holders” because that was precisely who indigenous peoples and local communities 
were.  Finally, it recalled that discussions had been going on since IGC 17, and wondered what 
was the purpose of going through the same process continuously and not really relating to the 
purpose of the document.  It wished to put on record that, from the point of view of the 
Delegation of South Africa, the afternoon’s activities had been wasted, because the 
achievements of IGC 19 had been reversed.   

374. The representative of Tupaj Amaru wished to replace “promote” with “to strengthen legal”.  
Since the language used in the text was legal language, he requested that Secretary clarify the 
meaning of “legal certainty” and the difference between “legal certainty” and “legal 
protection,” which had been used extensively in the negotiations on TK and folklore.  He also 
requested a definition of “clarity” and wondered if “scope” could be used instead of “clarity”.  He 
recalled that for the last 10 years, indigenous peoples had wanted to protect their TK from 
biopiracy or piracy at an international level.  Thus, the text must be absolutely clear and precise 
and consistent with other international instruments.  He wished to add “from national and 
international biopiracy” after “Protect” in the second paragraph.  He agreed with the proposal by 
the Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) to add “traditional” and say “traditional 
knowledge holders.”  

375. The Chair asked if any delegation could support the proposed amendments made by the 
representative of Tupaj Amaru.   

376. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) clarified that while State representatives 
were the ones negotiating text in the Committee, it did not mean they should set aside 
indigenous peoples.  There must be a position that was clear and in favor of indigenous 
peoples, and this was recognized in the Constitution of Bolivia which spoke of a Plurinational 
State.  Thus it supported the inclusion of indigenous peoples and local communities in the text.   

377. The Chair recalled that the specific recommendation was with respect to strengthened 
legal certainty.  Specific references to indigenous peoples and local communities had already 
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been supported by other Delegations earlier.  He asked if the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational 
State of) endorsed the textual recommendations in respect of “to strengthen legal certainty”.  

378. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) supported the comments made by  
Tupaj Amaru and the other representatives of the indigenous peoples. 

379. The Delegation of Cameroon recalled the addition of “indigenous peoples” to Principle 2 
and sought clarification on the implication of the text.  Did it mean that indigenous peoples 
would be the sole beneficiaries?  It was clear in the statement made by the Delegation of  
South Africa, and from the fact that there was a need to add “local communities” in the text, that 
there were many other beneficiaries.  It recalled a section in the document on “Beneficiaries,” 
and wondered, if Delegations started adding new beneficiaries, did it mean that those not 
mentioned were excluded?  It was surprising to hear the proposal to replace “States” with 
“Nations.”  In itself, there was nothing objectionable in the proposal, but it was of the opinion that 
in defending one’s own interest, the interest of others should not be forgotten.  There were 
countries which were States but not yet Nations, and the reverse.  Thus, there was a need to 
accommodate everyone and to mention each in the appropriate places. 

380. The Delegation of Sri Lanka supported the position of Delegations of Venezuela 
(Bolivarian Republic of) and Bolivia (Plurinational State of) and the representatives of 
indigenous communities to support inclusion of “indigenous peoples and local communities”.   
It recalled that in the Oxford dictionary, indigenous meant native and explained that Sri Lanka 
also had indigenous people, who might be original people, natives, or migrants.  “Indigenous” in 
the context of Sri Lanka was not necessarily the same as in South America.  Nonetheless, it 
supported the inclusion of “indigenous communities” as well as indigenous peoples’ TK. 

381. The Delegation of Mexico wished to replace “holders” in the end of the second paragraph 
with “owners”.  

382. The representative of INBRAPI was of the opinion that there were no new categories of 
beneficiaries being created by adding “indigenous peoples” and “local communities.” Article 8(j) 
of the CBD and Article 7 of the Nagoya Protocol clearly identified indigenous peoples and local 
communities, and not any other category, as the holders of TK.  Therefore, what had been done 
was simply to bring the text in line with existing international instruments dealing with similar a 
subject matter.  As for the addition in the end of the second paragraph, the idea was not to say 
indigenous peoples and local communities and TK holders or owners, but to identify indigenous 
peoples and local communities as the TK holders, thus it should not be “and” between “local 
communities” and “traditional knowledge holders” but a comma.  This would make the text clear 
and consistent with the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol as to who are the knowledge holders or 
owners of TK. 

383. The representative of Tin Hinane expressed appreciation to the States who understood 
and supported the indigenous peoples and local communities.  She invited all the other 
Delegations, particularly those of the African Group, to have some discussions on the issue with 
Delegations of African States taking part in the CBD meetings, because they had good 
understanding of the relationship of indigenous peoples to their knowledge.  She drew the 
Committee’s attention to Article 8(j) of the CBD and the UNDRIP. 

384. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished for clarification on the proposal of the representative of Tupaj Amaru in 
the beginning of Principle 2.  It wished to put in brackets the proposed additions “Strengthen 
legal” and “scope.” 

385. The Delegation of Canada wished to place the paragraph in square brackets.  It also 
wished to place in brackets the word “derivatives”, and “owners” at the very end. 
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386. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) agreed with the intervention by the Delegation 
of Cameroon, specifically that there were different categories of TK holders.  It was of the 
opinion that TK holders were not limited to indigenous people or local communities.  Therefore, 
it proposed to utilize the Committee’s experience in the TK and TCE negotiations and avoid the 
enumeration of each category of TK holders and instead use the general term “beneficiaries.”   

387. The Delegation of Mexico supported the proposal made by the representative of INBRAPI, 
referring to “indigenous and local communities,” as it was in accordance with established 
language in Article 8(j) of the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol.  It proposed to use the language in 
a uniform and consistent manner throughout the text.   

388. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported the proposal of the 
representative of Tupaj Amaru, explaining that the reason for its participation in the discussion 
was to obtain legal certainty in the whole process.  It also wished to support the intervention of 
the representative of INBRAPI and to put in square brackets the whole topic of beneficiaries, 
because in its opinion it was not necessarily indigenous peoples who were the beneficiaries.  
Indigenous peoples might be the holders and owners but they were not necessarily the 
recipients of benefits.   

389. The Delegation of Brazil supported the reference to indigenous peoples and local 
communities.  

390. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 3 of Objective 5. 

391. The Delegation of Egypt wished to add “and ensure prior informed consent and fair and 
equitable benefit-sharing” after the word “investment,” and to delete the rest of the paragraph.   

392. The Delegation of India wished to add after “new invention” the following sentence:  
“which has been developed in full compliance with national laws and requirements, including the 
principles of prior informed consent, fair and equitable benefit-sharing.” 

393. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete the amendment proposed by the Delegation of India. 

394. The representative of CAPAJ wished to add “public, private and community” before 
“investments”.  He explained that including public investments would be encouraged, and 
specifying private investments would promote investment by companies.  Community 
investment must also be included because it was recognized by many Constitutions in  
Latin America.  He wondered whether Delegations would support his proposal.  

395. The Delegation of South Africa supported the inclusion of “public, private and 
community”.  It also supported the addition proposed by the Delegation of India, and wished to 
add after “equitable benefit-sharing,” the words “mutually agreed terms.” 

396. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported the wording proposed by 
the Delegation of India.   

397. The Delegation of Japan wished to revert to the original text of Principle 3, without any of 
the proposed amendments and without any deletion.   

398. The representative of Tupaj Amaru supported investments from the public and from local 
communities, but did not agree with private investments coming into communities to explore the 
use of indigenous peoples’ strategic basic resources, such as GRs.  He recalled that even 
during the negotiations on the UNDRIP, indigenous peoples had always been opposed to such 
measures.  He supported “Protect creativity”, but wished to specify only public investment 
coming from the State, and set aside any foreign investment, whether from the World Bank, 
International Monetary Fund, and multinational corporations, as this would not result in 
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protection and development of GRs.  He recalled that he had said quite clearly that there should 
be no reference to foreign investment, thus he wished to add after “investments” the words 
“should come from the States or public investments,” and as to participation “just as the 
participation of indigenous peoples in the development of new inventions.” 

399. The Chair asked if any Delegation could support the proposal of the representative of 
Tupaj Amaru that all investments should come from the States or public investments.  There 
was none. 

400. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the proposal of the Delegation 
of Japan on Principle 3.  It was of the opinion that the language that had so far been inserted 
into the original Principle 3 made it redundant with Objective 1. 

401. The Delegation of Bangladesh supported the proposal of the Delegation of India.   

402. The Delegation of Australia was of the opinion that the changes proposed to Principle 3, 
which was a relatively simple one-line sentence, had made it redundant with the second 
paragraph of Principle 2, which dealt with protection and creativity of rewarding investment.  
Thus, it supported the proposal of the Delegations of Japan and the United States of America to 
go back to the original text.  With respect to the insertion of the terms “public, private, and 
community” while it could support the notion, it was of the opinion that there was no need to be 
so specific as to the source of investment. 

403. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Principle 4 of Objective 5 

404. The Delegation of China supported the measures to promote transparency and 
dissemination of information in Objective 5.  It wished to delete the brackets around “where not 
in contrast with public morality and/or ordre public,” and to add after that “and providing 
sufficient protection.”  The proposal would ensure that the providing countries and holders of 
GRs and TK could get relevant moral rights and benefit-sharing.  Disclosure should be based on 
protection.  

405. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported the deletion of text contained in the brackets of the chapeau, which 
said “where not in contrast with public morality and/or ordre public.”  It also wished to delete the 
second and third bullet points, but wished to maintain the first bullet point. 

406. The Delegation of Algeria wished to delete the brackets around “where not in contrast with 
public morality and/or ordre public.”  It also wished to remove the brackets around all three 
bullet points. 

407. The Delegation of India wished to put brackets around “where appropriate and where 
publicly available” in the second bullet point.  It also wished to remove the brackets around the 
text of the bullet points. 

408. The Delegation of the Holy See wished to remove the square brackets around “where not 
in contrast with public morality and/or ordre public,” and also to remove the square brackets 
around the second bullet point. 

409. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to maintain the first bullet point and 
delete the second and third bullet points.   

410. The Delegation of Egypt wished to insert “by disclosing country of origin of genetic 
resource” after “Promote transparency and dissemination of information.”  
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411. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to bracket in the chapeau the amendments introduced by the 
Delegations of Egypt and China. 

412. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Cluster A “Options on defensive protection 
of genetic resources”, beginning with A.1. 

413. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to keep Section A.1, pending elaboration of options for consideration. 

414. The Delegation of the United States of America proposed an option under A.1 “That WIPO 
begin developing an inventory of databases and information resources on genetic resources.” 

415. The Delegation of Canada supported the proposal by the Delegation of the United States 
of America. 

416. The Delegation of Egypt observed, on proposal the by the Delegation of the United States 
of America, that WIPO could not begin developing an inventory of databases without a request 
from Member States.  Therefore, it proposed to add “with requesting of Member States” in the 
text proposed by the Delegation of the United States of America.  

417. The Delegation of South Africa wished to follow up on a proposition that had been made 
by the Delegation of Egypt, that elements of A.1 and A.2 could be seen as complementary 
measures.  That being the case, the proposal from the Delegation of the United States of 
America was part of those complementary measures.  It observed that the approaches were not 
norm-setting, but were projects that the WIPO Secretariat could undertake as part of its 
mandate.   

418. The Delegation of Japan supported the proposal of the Delegation of the United States of 
America.   

419. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea supported the proposal made by the Delegation 
of the United States of America. 

420. The Delegation of Sri Lanka observed that A.1 was something that could be done in the 
future by WIPO.   

421. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) supported the proposal of the African Group 
to transfer A.1 under complementary measures, since it was not a norm-setting activity.   

422. The representative of FAIRA wished to add, after the insertion by the Delegation of the 
United States of America, a comma, then “but at the same time, maintaining protection of 
indigenous sources where such cultural protocols exist.”  He explained that the idea behind the 
proposal was that those were existing databases and there might not be protection over the 
indigenous information, which could bring into play some cultural protocols.  Therefore, he 
wished to make sure that those sensitivities were maintained during the inventory.   

423. The Delegation of Australia supported the proposal made by the representative of FAIRA. 

424. The Delegation of China supported the proposal by the Delegation of Iran (Islamic 
Republic of) and the African Group.   

425. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of DAG, wished to transfer the text to the section on 
complementary measures, since it was not a norm-setting activity.  
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426. The representative of INBRAPI wished, in order to be consistent with other parts of the 
text, to add at the end of A.1 “to ensure the prior informed consent of the indigenous peoples 
and local communities.” 

427. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported the text proposed by 
INBRAPI. 

428. The Delegation of Brazil supported the statements made by DAG. 

429. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket the word “requesting,” 
and replace it with “the assistance of”.  In response to those delegations that believed that 
section A.1 should be moved to complementary measures, it did not agree with that idea, since 
A.1 had been discussed as a separate cluster as part of norm-setting for some time. 

430. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of ) wished to put Option 1 in brackets, in order to 
study carefully that new proposal. 

431. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) supported the inclusion of the text 
proposed by INBRAPI. 

432. The Delegation of India wished to add “and associated traditional knowledge” after 
“genetic resources”.  It also wished to shift section A.1 to Complementary measures. 

433. The Chair opened the floor on A.2.  Information systems on GRs for defensive protection. 

434. The Delegation of Japan supported Option 1 of A.2 and thanked to all Member States who 
had supported that proposal.  It recognized the excellent work made by the facilitators in 
summarizing document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9 and document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/11 
into Option 1.  It reiterated that, to prevent erroneously granted patents and to secure defensive 
protection of GRs, it was significant and useful to develop a database accessible by examiners. 

435. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to bracket Option 1, in order to conduct more internal consultations on 
that option.  It also wished to amend Option 2.  It wished to add, in the first sentence, after the 
word “collect”:  “genetic resources and associated”.  It requested the same adjunction to be 
made in the third sentence, after “local, regional and national databases of”. 

436. The Delegation of Switzerland supported the additions suggested by the Delegation of the 
European Union. 

437. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, recalled the proposal of the 
African Group to deal with section A.2 under Complementary measures.  It also proposed to 
marry options 2 and 3, using the following language:  “Develop databases related to genetic 
resources, derivatives and associated traditional knowledge accessible to relevant competent 
authorities, indigenous peoples and local communities in order to avoid the erroneous granting 
of patents for genetic resources and related traditional knowledge and ensure transparency, 
traceability and mutual trust taking into account access and benefit sharing arrangements as 
provided for under the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol.”  The second paragraph would read as 
follows:  “Efforts should be made to codify the oral information related to genetic resources, their 
derivatives and associated traditional knowledge for the purpose of enhancing the development 
of databases.” 

438. The representative of INBRAPI supported the proposal made by the Delegation of Egypt, 
on behalf of the African Group.  It wished to complement that proposal by adding “ensure the 
free prior informed consent”. 

439. The Delegation of Egypt wished to bracket the addition suggested by INBRAPI. 
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440. The Delegation of Sri Lanka endorsed the statement made by the Delegation of Egypt.   

441. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to bracket options 2 and 3.  It favored 
the African Group proposal but wished to amend it.  It wished to bracket “indigenous peoples 
and local communities”.  It explained that, since the purpose of the proposal was to avoid 
erroneous patents, databases should be accessible only by relevant authorities.  Access by 
other parties may endanger the confidentiality.   

442. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket “intellectual property” 
and replace it with “patent”, throughout Option 3.  It wished to replace the word “shall”, in the 
first line of the third paragraph, with the word “should.”  In the second line of the third paragraph, 
it wished to bracket “information” and replace it with “prior art.”  After “their derivatives and 
associated traditional knowledge” in the third paragraph of Option 3, it wished to insert “which is 
available to them.” 

443. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete Option 3.  It also wished to bracket the proposal made by the 
Delegation of Egypt of two new paragraphs under a new option merging Options 2 and 3. 

444. The Chair opened the floor on A.3.  Guidelines or recommendations on defensive 
protection. 

445. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete Option 1.   

446. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, proposed the replacement of 
Option 1 with the following language:  “Contracting Parties of the PCT shall take steps to amend 
the guidelines for search and examination procedures for patent applications to ensure that they 
take into account the disclosure of the origin of genetic resources, their derivatives, and 
associated traditional knowledge.  The provision is applicable to regional patent authorities as 
well as the international search and examination authorities under the PCT.” 

447. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket “intellectual property” 
and insert “patent” in the first and third lines of Option 1, and to bracket “shall” and insert 
“should” in the first line of Option 1.  It also wished to bracket the alternative text, to have time to 
consider it.  The Delegation also noted that the co-sponsors to the joint recommendation wished 
to introduce, at the appropriate time, their work.  It wished to work with the Chairman to find the 
appropriate place in the text or otherwise fit it into the work of the Committee.   

448. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to delete the entire Option 1 and its 
alternative. 

449. The Delegation of Japan supported the intervention made by the Delegation of the  
United States of America. 

450. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete Option 2.  Nevertheless, it wished to retain section A.3, 
pending further options to be presented.   

451. The Chair opened the floor on Cluster B, B.1.  Mandatory disclosure, and on Subject 
matter of protection. 

452. The Delegation of Indonesia, on behalf of the LMCs, extended its highest appreciation for 
the facilitators who had done well in preparing the draft.  It noted that Cluster B would be the 
most important part in the international legal instrument for the protection of GRs.  It wished that 
the clusters would be the context of the text-based negotiation with the objective of reaching an 
agreement to set an international legal instrument.  With regard to the structure, it stressed that 
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a single text was needed.  It wished to see the draft produced with the format of the TK and 
TCEs texts. 

453. The Chair reminded that the format had already been discussed and that it had been 
agreed that the recommendations made would be taken into account when the facilitators return 
to their work.   

454. The Delegation of Indonesia, on behalf of the LMCs, suggested that all the sections 
starting from “Subject matter of protection” be put as articles.  With regard to the four options 
mentioned earlier, it suggested looking at what they had in common and, when there were 
similar terms or wordings, to try to see which one was more suitable and the rest would be 
deleted.  Regarding the issues within the options that were different in nature, it suggested not 
having long debates and to try to compromise or put in brackets the divergences.  Regarding 
the substance, on Subject matter of protection, the Delegation requested the deletion of options 
2, 3 and 4.   

455. The Delegation of the United States of America offered an alternative option to be 
introduced in B.1:  “Patent disclosure requirements shall not include a mandatory disclosure 
relating to genetic resources unless such disclosure is material to the patentability criteria of 
novelty, inventive step or enablement.”  The alternative option would replace the language that 
was placed there by the Delegation of Japan.  The Delegation explained the reasoning behind 
the alternative option.  It pointed out that its stakeholders were currently experiencing serious 
problems in countries that imposed onerous disclosure requirements.  They experienced patent 
processing delays and uncertainty in obtaining and exercising patent rights.  In some cases, 
such requirements could not be complied with, where ABS systems were not established or 
were not functioning properly.  It stressed that there was a dearth of evidence that mandatory 
disclosure requirements provided any benefit and that there was growing evidence that they 
were in fact harmful to innovation.  While WIPO had collected some information on the legal 
nature of existing patent disclosure requirements, there was no fact-based evidence to examine 
how they were actually working in practice.  The impact of mandatory disclosure requirements 
had not been analyzed yet.  Prior to norm-setting in WIPO in the past, evidence had been 
gathered to support new norms.  No such evidence existed to support GR related disclosure 
requirements.  It stated that, prior to adopting a one-size-fits-all approach to address disclosure 
requirements, the consequences on national laws, innovation, the marketplace, research, 
innovation and the actual sharing of benefits had to be considered.   

456. The Delegation of Japan supported the intervention made by the Delegation of the  
United States of America.  It pointed out that each option in each item described in section B.1 
rested on the premise of the introduction of a mandatory disclosure requirement.  However, as 
the Delegation and other Member States had stated, the position against the mandatory 
disclosure requirement existed and it should be written as an alternative.  It suggested to add 
after B.1, after Paragraph 42, which had been inserted previously, and before Subject matter of 
protection:  “Alternative 1:  no mandatory disclosure requirement” and “Alternative 2:  mandatory 
disclosure requirement”.  It also wished to bracket the whole text from Subject matter of 
protection to the end of B.1. 

457. The Delegation of Italy, on behalf of Group B, indicated, in response to the comments 
made by the Delegation of Indonesia on behalf of the LMCs, that it was reluctant to dramatic 
changes in the structure of the documents, namely to start work on articles or rename clusters 
in articles.  It considered that discussions on the structure were premature and should be left for 
a later stage. 

458. The Delegation of Brazil wished to replace the title and proposed that, instead of “Subject 
matter of protection”, it read “Objective”.  On Option 1, in the first line, it wished to replace 
“Protection” with “This instrument”, and “extend” with “apply”.  It also wished to replace 
“utilization of” with “intellectual property right derived from”.  It also proposed to separate the first 
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part which referred to the object, by inserting a new title before “For the purposes of this 
instrument”, which would read “Use of terms”.  Regarding the terms already provided, it 
considered that “Associated Traditional Knowledge” should not be defined in the document, and 
wished to have it deleted from the text, since it was being discussed in the TK forum and would 
be defined on the discussions on TK.  It did not wish to preclude the discussions on the other 
forum with the work being done at that moment.  On b) “Derivative”, it wished to insert, in the 
first line, after “means”:  “naturally occurring”.  On e) Utilization of Genetic Resources, it wished 
to delete “their derivatives and associated traditional knowledge”, since the objective of the IGC 
was related to Intellectual Property Rights associated with GRs.  The Delegation wished to 
insert a new sub item:  “In accordance with Article 5 of the Nagoya Protocol, a providing country 
is the country of origin or that has acquired the genetic resources/accessed the traditional 
knowledge in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity.” 

459. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported the statement made by Group B on the structure of the text.  On 
Option 1, it did not support at that stage the restructuring proposed by the Delegation of Brazil.  
It wished to delete the first sentence of Option 1, and paragraphs a), b) and e), as well as the 
new paragraph f) proposed by the Delegation of Brazil.  Concerning the first sentence, it 
considered that disclosure of origin related to identifying GRs used in patent applications but 
was not an issue of protection of any use of GRs.  It retained paragraphs c) and d), which were 
identical to those contained in Option 2, which was the option presented by the European Union 
and its Member States.  It supported Option 2 and wished the deletion of options 3 and 4.  
Regarding Option 4, it was not in disagreement with the substance of what was proposed 
specifically in paragraphs a) and c), but preferred stand-alone definitions.  It had a problem with 
the substance of paragraph b). 

460. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, considered that the facilitators’ 
comments should be removed or be placed under end notes and should not be made an 
integral part of the text.  It saw overlap between the proposal made by the Delegation of Japan 
and the proposal made by the Delegation of the United States of America, which was supported 
by the Delegation of Japan.  It proposed to remove the original proposal made by the 
Delegation of Japan, since that Delegation supported both proposals.  It proposed to delete in 
the first line of Alt. 1 the word “not”.  It wished to remove the phrase “unless such disclosure is 
material to the patentability criteria of novelty, inventive step or enablement”.  It wished to add 
after “genetic resources”:  “their derivatives and associated traditional knowledge”.  It stressed 
that that kind of disclosure did not affect innovation.  There were several cases of developed 
countries applying the disclosure requirement and it actually enhanced innovation, and did not 
affect innovation.  It also increased confidence in the patent system and provided predictability 
for the stakeholders.  The disclosure requirement was not a one size fits all.  Each Member 
State would apply or implement that requirement as part of its national law, and could adjust this 
requirement according to its own national context.  It wished to put brackets around Alt. 1 and 
keep Alt. 2.  Regarding the definitions, the Delegation wished to ask the facilitators to compile 
the definitions and remove any overlapping or redundant items, because it saw some overlap.   
It wished to remove Option 3, because it did not include any definition of terms. 

461. The Chair asked the Delegation of Japan whether it wished to respond to the request for 
the deletion of its earlier proposal bearing in mind the intervention of the Delegation of the  
United States of America, which introduced an alternative proposition.   

462. The Delegation of Japan pointed out that it would not mind the deletion of Paragraph 42 
itself as long as a no mandatory disclosure alternative was retained. 

463. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea agreed with the Delegations of the United States 
of America and Japan on that disclosure requirement was not relevant to patentability and on 
that it would only complicate and make worse an already overburdened patent system.  It was 
concerned that the disclosure requirement might undermine the principles of the global patent 
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system which had been established and developed over a long period of time.  It pointed out 
that Article 16 of the CBD, which was related to patents and IP rights, did not require disclosing 
the source of origin of GRs.  It supported Alt. 1 No mandatory disclosure requirement.   

464. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to insert “Article 1” on the title “Subject 
matter of protection”.  It also supported Option 1 with the additional suggestions made by the 
delegations of Brazil and Egypt.   

465. The Delegation of Mexico requested that the options on “Use of terms” be brought 
together in a single option.  It also asked the facilitators to add a definition of “inventions directly 
based on genetic resources”, because that term was used in the European Union proposal and 
in the Swiss proposal and it did not understand the scope of that term.  That definition could 
facilitate the understanding of the various proposals. 

466. The Delegation of Australia pointed out that the amended definition of “Derivative” was in 
agreement with the definition in the Nagoya Protocol.  However, there was some difference 
between the definition of “Utilization of genetic resources” of the draft document under 
discussion and the one included in the Nagoya Protocol, in that the reference for including the 
application of biotechnology was not cross referenced to Article 2 of the CBD.  It also noted that 
the Protocol provided a definition of biotechnology, which picked up a cross reference to 
derivatives.  He wished to know the views of the proponents of that definition and, in particular, 
whether they sought to have that sort of level of consistency with the Nagoya Protocol in the 
draft document under discussion. 

467. The Delegation of Canada noted that many square brackets had been added which very 
much changed the meaning of a paragraph or a section.  It considered that it might be more 
useful if the addition of square brackets were limited to nuances in the text, and to create 
alternative paragraphs, if the objective were to indicate a different political approach.  That 
suggested procedure would help to clarify matters.  It mentioned the example of the proposal of 
the Delegation of Egypt in Alt. 1, which represented a policy approach that was antipodal to the 
original submission.  It considered that it would be more efficient and clearer if Delegations that 
had suggestions that were new or different from the original submissions put those in stand-
alone options, and if square bracketing only be used to insert nuances into text but not different 
policy approaches.  It also suggested inserting, after the proposal of the Delegation of the 
United States of America in Alt. 1:  “Patent disclosure requirement should only pertain to those 
elements that are material to the patentability criteria of novelty and inventive step”. 

468. The Chair pointed out that throughout the document amendments had been taken within 
options as they existed.  He considered that it would be difficult to change the process and 
disaggregate the alternatives as suggested by the Delegation of Canada.   

469. The Delegation of Canada agreed to withdraw its suggestion on procedure. 

470. The Delegation of Sri Lanka supported the insertion of “Article 1” proposed by the 
Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of).  It fully endorsed the intervention of the Delegation of 
Indonesia.  It wished to add in paragraph a) of Option 1:  “Traditional Knowledge means the 
content or substance of knowledge that is the result of intellectual activity and inside a traditional 
context and includes the know-how, skills, innovations, practices and learning that form part of 
Traditional Knowledge systems.”  It supported the position of the LMCs.   

471. The Delegation of India wished to put in brackets the suggestion made by the Delegation 
of Canada.  In paragraph e) of Option 1, it wished to add after “to conduct research and 
development”:  “including commercialization”. 

472. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the statement of Group B.  It 
suggested, following the suggestion of the Delegation of Japan, putting under Alt. 1 the clear no 
disclosure options.  In Alt. 1, in the first paragraph, it wished to bracket the language “, their 
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derivatives and associated traditional knowledge”, that had been added to the text.  It wished to 
add two new subparagraphs to Option 1:  “h) A patent disclosure requirement related to genetic 
resources and associated traditional knowledge shall not apply to the following:  1. all human 
genetic resources including human pathogens.  2.  derivatives.  3.  commodities.  4.  traditional 
knowledge in the public domain.  5.  genetic resources found outside of national jurisdictions.   
6.  All genetic resources acquired before the national implementations of the Convention on 
Biological Diversity and the Nagoya Protocol.”  and “i)  Provide that countries which revoke 
patents for failure to disclose the source of origin of a genetic resources or failure to comply with 
ABS laws shall pay adequate remuneration to both the country of origin and the patent holder.” 

473. The Delegation of Namibia wished to insert, after Alt. 2, two stand-alone paragraphs:  
“Mandatory disclosure requirements shall be met by providing an internationally recognized 
certificate of compliance as described in Article 17.2 of the Nagoya Protocol.”  “Patents granted 
without disclosing country of origin or source shall be subject to issuing of mandatory licenses, 
as foreseen in Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement.”  On Option 1 under Use of terms, it wished 
to insert at the end a definition:  “Internationally recognized certificate of compliance shall mean 
the instrument foreseen in Article 17.2 of the Nagoya Protocol.”  Under e), at the end, after 
“biotechnology”, it wished to insert “as defined in Article 2 of the CBD”.  It also wished to insert, 
after e), some text from article 2 d) of the Nagoya Protocol:  “Biotechnology as defined in Article 
2 of the CBD means any technological application that uses biological systems, living organisms 
or derivatives thereof, to make or modify products or processes for specific use.” 

474. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete the insertion of “Article 1”, made by the Delegation of Iran 
(Islamic Republic of).  It wished to bracket that kind of insertion throughout the text, if it were to 
be made.  It wished to delete the new paragraphs h) and i).  It needed further time to consider 
all those new proposals.  It wished to bracket all the changes just made by the Delegation of 
Namibia. 

475. The Delegation of South Africa noted that it had become very clear over the last 48 hours 
that there were probably two broad trends.  There was a good collection of people that were not 
for mandatory disclosure and those that were for mandatory disclosure.  It was also obvious that 
the text under discussion was organized in such similar ways.  Certain options went for 
mandatory disclosure and others did not.  It considered that it might be a useful idea, to follow 
up on the suggestion of the Delegation of Canada on the methodology, to group the options 
around those areas.  It considered that the way the meeting was going what was suggested by 
a Delegation was neutralized by another.  Regarding the comments made that there was 
increasing information to show that mandatory disclosure did not work, it wondered how would 
such information be available when mandatory disclosure had not been put in place in the 
countries.  Such information needed to be verified.  Contrarily, it pointed out that evidence of 
biopiracy and misappropriation was overwhelming.  It supported the position of the African 
Group in terms of the structure of the document, and the statement made by the African Group 
on why the mandatory disclosure would serve both the supplier, the user and the knowledge 
holder.  It supported the inputs that the Delegation of Namibia had put on the table.  It wished to 
bracket the new paragraph h), proposed by the Delegation of the United States of America.  It 
supported Alt. 2 in terms of its content. 

476. The Delegation of Brazil, with relation to a comment raised earlier by the Delegation of 
Australia relating to the definition of “Utilization of genetic resources”, supported the insertion 
made by the Delegation of Namibia at the end of the definition in e).  It pointed out that in terms 
of definitions the IGC should rely on existing texts.  It also supported the insertions made on Alt. 
2 by the Delegation of Namibia.  It further supported the earlier intervention made by the 
Delegation of South Africa on bracketing the items of the proposal of the United States of 
America, which needed to be analyzed. 
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477. The Delegation of Cameroon suggested to capitalize the definitions included in 
document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/13 (Glossary of key terms related to IP and GRs, TK and 
TCEs), since it was detailed enough.  Additions could be made but work should not start from 
scratch.  It stressed that it was essential to exclude human GRs, as the Delegation of the United 
States of America had indicated.  It was also opposed to retroactivity, otherwise, one would 
move into an arbitrary realm.  It expressed its satisfaction with the wealth of detail and the 
warmth exuded by the colors of the national dresses of the different Delegations.  It hoped that 
in the next meetings everyone could wear its national costume.   

478. The Delegation of Japan supported the deletion of the word “Article”.  It wished to bracket 
Alt. 2, in order to make a better balance responding to the suggestion made by the Delegation 
of Egypt which put brackets around Alt. 1. 

479. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, supported the statement made 
by the Delegation of Indonesia on behalf of the LMCs on the importance of structuring the 
document in the form of an instrument.  The IGC should be guided by its mandate, which was to 
seek to draft a legal text.  It requested to insert the article number at the beginning of each title. 

480. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of DAG, considered that it would be preferable to put 
the definitions outside the text which dealt with disclosure requirements, since they concerned 
different parts of the instrument.  It stated that the Group was in favor of the mandatory 
disclosure of GRs.  It said that it supported the proposals of the African Group and could go 
along with Option 1 and Option 3.  Definitions for Option 3 could be borrowed from Option 1.  
Different international instruments, mainly the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol, could provide all 
the needed definitions.  It pointed out that Option 1 and Option 3 could be mixed. 

481. The representative of INBRAPI stated that more time was needed to look at the proposal 
by the Delegation of the United States of America, as indicated by the Delegation of Brazil.  In 
accordance with the CBD, including article 8 j), it was not possible to accept that TK be 
considered as public domain without the full approval and participation of the indigenous 
peoples.  With regard to h) 4, she pointed out that it was not possible to refer to TK in the public 
domain without considering two principles:  Whether or not one had complied with the PIC of the 
indigenous peoples and local communities; and whether they had participated in the benefits.  
The Nagoya Protocol made a reference in its Preamble to the UNDRIP.  Article 31 of the 
Declaration had good examples of what was considered as TK and it included GRs.  She urged 
Member States to consider carefully the issue of TK in the public domain and to always respect 
the principles of PIC and fair and equitable benefit-sharing. 

482. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to bracket the alternative definition of TK.  
It supported the insertions proposed by the Delegation of the United States of America in  
Option 1. 

483. The Chair opened the floor on Benefits/Beneficiaries of the Proposals. 

484. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported Option 2 and wished to delete Option 1 and Option 3.  It wished to 
delete sub-paragraph c) in Option 4, since disclosure of origin was not relevant to patent 
examination. 

485. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) wished to insert “Article 2”·before the title.   
It wished to bracket the term “Benefits” in the title.  It supported Option 1 and wished to insert 
“/national” at the end of its third paragraph after “domestic”. 

486. The Delegation of Brazil wished to insert in the first paragraph of Option 1, after 
“Measures”:  “related to the compliance with existing rules of access and benefit-sharing derived 
from the utilization”.  It wished to delete “for the protection” in that same paragraph, and to 
replace “of origin of genetic resources” with “providing such resources and knowledge”.  On the 
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second paragraph of Option 1, after “domestic legislation”, it wished to insert:  “and existing 
international agreements and treaties, in particular the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol”. 

487. The Delegation of Switzerland considered that the title of that part of the document did not 
fully cover the content of the options below, in particular Option 4.  It wished to place in the title 
the word “Objectives”, instead of the current title. 

488. The Delegation of Egypt wished to retain Option 1, considering that the section dealt with 
beneficiaries.  Option 2 did not refer to beneficiaries and it should therefore be removed.  Option 
3 and Option 4 tended to address objectives and principles related to the instrument and not in 
particular the issue of beneficiaries.  It wished to remove Option 4 and place it under the section 
on Objectives and principles.  It requested the facilitators to take note of that and to try to delete 
or remove any redundancy or overlap with options 3 and 4 and other objectives and principles 
already contained in that section.   

489. The representative of FAIRA supported the comments made by the Delegation of Iran 
(Islamic Republic of) on Option 1. 

490. The Delegation of Algeria supported Option 1 and could accept the amendment proposed 
by the Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) concerning the reference to national legislation.  
It also agreed with the insertion of a reference to international agreements and treaties 
proposed by the Delegation of Brazil.  It supported the proposal of the Delegation of Egypt 
regarding Option 4. 

491. The Delegation of India indicated that, since the term “country providing” had been 
inserted, it wished to insert the definition of “country providing” as it existed in the Nagoya 
Protocol:  “Country providing is the country of origin or that has acquired the genetic resources 
with traditional knowledge in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity”.  The 
insertion could be placed in the footnotes or in the definitions.   

492. The Delegation of Sri Lanka supported Option 1.  However, it wished to replace 
“domestic”, in the last line of the last paragraph, with “national”.  It supported the proposal made 
by the Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) to insert “Article 2”. 

493. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the suggestion of the 
Delegation of the European Union that the term “article” be bracketed throughout the text.  It 
thanked the Delegation of Brazil and other delegations who had suggested that additional study 
of very technical topics was needed.  It also thanked the Delegation of Cameroon for its 
intervention regarding the retroactive application of disclosure requirements.  It supported an  
in-depth study of the actual impact of existing mandatory disclosure requirements.  It 
understood that impacts were being felt and that some of the proposals on the table might 
create additional impacts.  

494. The Delegation of Kenya supported Option 1 and the amendments suggested by the 
Delegation of Brazil with regard to paragraph 2 under Option 1.  

495. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to delete Option 4, since it was not 
related to beneficiaries.  It stated that Option 4 should go to a different section such as 
definitions, after fully discussing each terminology in that option. 

496. The Delegation of South Africa wished to support the African Group position.  In looking at 
rearranging some of the articles, it was clear that there were only two options, Option 1 and 
Option 2.  Option 3 was largely administrative and Option 4 could go to Use of terms.  With 
regard to the call for studies and the argument that studies had been done that conclusively 
indicated that the mandatory disclosure did not contribute any added value, it stressed that one 
should put an end to studies and focus on the norms and standards.   
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497. The Delegation of Zimbabwe wished to amend the title by deleting the words after 
“Beneficiaries”. 

498. The Chair opened the floor on Scope of Protection. 

499. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported Option 2 and requested the deletion of options 1, 3 and 4.  It 
explained that it wished to delete Option 4, because it had a strong preference for mandatory 
disclosure, but not because it opposed voluntary disclosure. 

500. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) supported Option 1.  It wished to delete 
Option 2.  It wished to insert “Article 3” before “Scope of Protection” in the title. 

501. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, requested to insert the article 
number throughout the text.  It wished to retain Option 1 in its entirety.  Regarding Option 2, it 
supported reaching a legally binding instrument as proposed by the Delegation of the European 
Union, but the rest needed to be discussed.  It wished to leave “legally binding” not bracketed 
but the rest at that stage could be bracketed.  It proposed an alternative for Option 3:  “Amend 
relevant provisions of the PCT and PLT, in particular Rules 4.17, 26ter and 51bis, to include a 
mandatory disclosure requirement of the origin and source of the genetic resources, their 
derivatives and associated TK.  The amendments shall also include requiring confirmation of 
prior informed consent, evidence of benefit-sharing under mutually agreed terms with the 
country of origin”.  It announced that the African Group was currently working on the list of the 
proposed textual amendments to the identified articles in the PCT and PLT and would be 
making them available to the plenary in due time. 

502. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket Option 2 and Option 3 
Alt which was just added.  It wished to bracket paragraph d) of Option 1.  In the first line of 
paragraph e) of Option 1, it wished to bracket “intellectual property” and to insert “patent”;  and 
to bracket “shall” and to insert “should”.  In the first line of (i) under paragraph e) of Option 1, it 
wished to delete “information” and replace it with “prior art”.  In the second line of (i) under 
paragraph e) of Option 1, it wished to insert “that is available to the examiner” after “associated 
traditional knowledge”.  In the last line of (i) under paragraph e) of Option 1, it wished to bracket 
“intellectual property” and to insert “patent”.  In the second line of (ii) under paragraph e) of 
Option 1, it wished to bracket “intellectual property” and to insert “patent”.  In the final portion of 
paragraph e) of Option 1, it wished to bracket the language starting with “Contracting Parties” 
through “monitoring”. 

503. The Delegation of Brazil wished to change the title to “Mandatory disclosure 
requirements”, instead of “Scope of protection”.  It wished to insert additional language taken 
from the proposal W/59 of the WTO, which was a proposal made by a number of countries 
including Brazil to amend the TRIPS Agreement in order to insert provisions regarding 
mandatory disclosure requirements.  The language it wished to insert in Option 1 read as 
follows:  “Where the subject matter of a patent application involves utilization of genetic 
resources and/or associated traditional knowledge, parties shall require applicants to disclose:  
1. the country providing such resources, that is, the country of origin of such resources or a 
country that has acquired the genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge in 
accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity, and, 2. the source in the country 
providing the genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge.  Parties shall also 
require that applicants provide a copy of an internationally recognized certificate of compliance 
(IRCC).  If an IRCC is not applicable in the providing country, the applicant should provide 
relevant information regarding compliance with prior informed consent and access and fair 
equitable benefit-sharing as required by the national legislation of the country providing the 
genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge, that is, the country of origin of such 
resources or a country that has acquired the genetic resources and/or associated traditional 
knowledge in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity.  Parties shall publish 
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information disclosed in accordance with the previous paragraph, jointly with the publication of 
the application or the grant of patent, whichever is made first”.   

504. The Delegation of Japan reiterated the necessity of deletion of all of the options under 
Scope of Protection.  The introduction of a mandatory disclosure requirement would cause legal 
uncertainty of IP rights, which would lead to chilling effects on R & D activities of the industries 
in cooperation with in particular GRs providing countries.  Therefore, such requirement would 
end up with failure in sharing the benefits based upon the relevant GRs, which otherwise  
would have been produced through such R & D activities.  Hence, it considered that none  
of the options was appropriate or acceptable, especially from the viewpoint of successful 
benefit-sharing with GRs producing countries.  

505. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) supported Option 1, and particularly  
sub-paragraph d).  It wished to have the square brackets around that sub-paragraph removed.  
It wished to add language under sub-paragraph e) in Option 1:  “(iii):  not grant patents on life 
forms, or parts thereof, in the form of biological or genetic resources as they are found in nature, 
that are only isolated or characterized as such, as well as their derivatives and associated 
traditional knowledge”. 

506. The Delegation of Switzerland wished to change the title of that part of the document, 
since it did not fully reflect the contents of the text that followed.  It wished to limit the title to 
“Scope” instead of “Scope of Protection”.  It wished to bracket (iii) in sub-paragraph e) of  
Option 1. 

507. The Delegation of Australia noted that there seemed to be an inaccuracy in a number in  
Option 3, which probably arose from the date of the proposal preceding the CBD Secretariat’s 
finalization of the numbering of the Nagoya Protocol.  Article 13 of the Nagoya Protocol referred 
to national focal points.  The correct number of the article referred to in Option 3 seemed to  
be Article 17 of the official version of the Nagoya Protocol.  It pointed out that, according to 
its reading of that article, associated TK was not a subject of that article. 

508. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of DAG, wished to retain Option 1 as it was proposed 
in the text, and Option 3.  It considered that the two options could be complementary.  It wished 
to delete Option 2. 

509. The Delegation of South Africa, on behalf of the African Group, agreed with the input of 
the Delegation of Brazil, in particular, with the renaming of the article under discussion.  It 
wished to maintain “Scope of Protection”.  Considering that the mandate of the IGC was broader 
than the amendment of the patents and the PCT, it wished to add three elements regarding the 
scope of protection in Option 1:  “1. The contracting parties shall provide legal protection to 
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge as a unique knowledge system that has 
the following characteristics:   

- Traditional knowledge, genetic resources, landscapes, cultural and spiritual values and 
customary laws, are inextricably linked and together maintain the integrity of knowledge 
systems; 

- genetic resources and biodiversity cannot be separated from traditional knowledge as 
intangible and tangible components cannot be separated; 

- genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge is part of the collective, 
ancestral, territorial, spiritual, cultural and intellectual heritage; 

- genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge is transmitted from generation to 
generation in diverse forms and is inalienable, indivisible and imprescriptible.  
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The beneficiaries of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge under this 
instrument shall have the following exclusive rights that:  

- arise out of the existence of knowledge (de facto rights); 

- are inalienable and in perpetuity as long as knowledge exist; 

- are intergenerational, i.e., passed on to future generations; 

- to authorize or deny access to the use of genetic resources and associated knowledge. 

No registration of knowledge is required for rights to be legally recognized.” 

510. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket the language suggested 
by the Delegation of South Africa at the end of Option 1 and the preceding proposal at the end 
of the same option by the Delegation of Brazil.  It needed more time to consider those 
proposals.  It wished to bracket the beginning of Option 1 through the end of paragraph c)  It 
wished to propose a new option:  “Option 5.  Patent applicants shall be under no requirement to 
disclose the source, origin or other information relating to genetic resources unless such 
information is material to the patentability requirements of novelty, inventive step or enablement.  
The patent system should provide certainty of rights for users of genetic resources and 
traditional knowledge and shall not impose requirements that detract from legal certainty such 
as mandatory disclosure requirements relating to genetic resources and traditional knowledge.”  
It proposed an alternative to d) under Option 1:  “d) alt.  Enhance the availability of patent 
protection for life forms and new uses for known substances in order to create benefits and 
support benefit-sharing from the use of genetic resources and associated traditional 
knowledge.” 

511. The Delegation of Sri Lanka supported Option 1 and the proposal of the Delegation of 
Bolivia (Plurinational State of).  Sri Lanka had a national legal system and also domestic laws.  
It had a unique legal system, which included Roman law, Dutch law and British law.  It had its 
own domestic law, Kandyan law, Muslim law and the law for the Tamils.  It might face problems 
in the future, if the word “domestic” was inserted.  It wished to delete the reference to “domestic 
law” and refer to national law always.  It believed that reference to national law would not create 
problems to other delegations.  It fully supported Option 1.  It wished to delete the word 
“checkpoint” in the last paragraph of the original text of Option 1 and replace it with the term 
“focal point”. 

512. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported Option 1 with the addition 
proposed by the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of). 

513. The representative of FAIRA supported the amendments proposed by the Delegation of  
South Africa.   

514. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to delete options 2, 3 and 4.  With regard 
to Option 1, it wished to delete the entire option, including the added paragraphs, with the 
exception of paragraph e), which should be maintained with a few changes of wording.   
In paragraph e) of Option 1, it preferred “should” instead of “shall”.  In (i) under paragraph e),  
it preferred the reference to prior art in its first line and the reference to patent rights in its final 
line.  In (ii) under paragraph e), in the end, it wished to delete what came after “considering 
existing” and put instead “prior art accessible to the examiners, as appropriate”. 

515. The Delegation of Japan supported the insertion of Option 5 as suggested by the 
Delegation of the United States of America, since it reflected its position. 

516. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, noted that Option 5 seemed to 
be a repetition of the position of the United States of America under Alt. 1.  It wondered whether 
that position could be kept in one place and not be repeated.  In the alternative that the 
Delegation of the United States of America preferred to keep it, it wished to put brackets, in the 
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first paragraph, around the word “no” and around the phrase starting from the word “unless” until 
the end of the paragraph.  Regarding the second paragraph of Option 5, it was not related to the 
issue of scope of protection and seemed more related to an objective about the best patent 
system and what it should provide or not provide.  It considered that the second paragraph of 
Option 5 could be placed under the Objectives and principles part and be removed from Scope 
of protection, and, therefore, requested its deletion.  The Delegation supported the proposal 
made by the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) and the proposals pronounced by the 
Delegation of South Africa as part of the African Group’s proposal. 

517. The Delegation of Brazil supported the statement of the Delegation of Egypt relating to 
Option 5.  Regarding the replacement of the word “checkpoint” with the term “focal point”, it 
pointed out that Article 17 of the Nagoya Protocol used the term “checkpoints”.  It considered 
that the more one remained coherent with existing legal texts the best the final result one could 
achieve in gathering consensus from the plenary on existing language.  

518. The Delegation of Indonesia sought for clarification from the Chair with regard to the 
additional options which were being included.  It was its understanding that the document 
prepared by the facilitators had been tabled and should be the only issue to be discussed.  
Opening up again the Pandora box of other options would lead nowhere.  It wished to have 
Option 5 deleted. 

519. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) wished to have Option 5 in square  
brackets, to allow its experts to analyze it.  Regarding d) alt, suggested by the Delegation of  
the United States of America, it wished to bracket it. 

520. The Chair explained, in response to the Delegation of Indonesia, that it had been outlined 
at the outset that new submissions could be taken as the meeting progressed.  It had been 
indicated that the facilitators could neither add nor subtract what was given to them, but 
delegations remained empowered to represent their national positions and intervene and 
contribute in accordance with their instructions at all stages of the process. 

521. The Delegation of Indonesia asked the Chair whether it was possible to introduce other 
options other than those that had been proposed previously.  It considered that it would be more 
relevant to enrich the options that had already been stated by the facilitators. 

522. The Chair was not certain about the fact that closing the possibility of proposing new 
sentences, new paragraphs, or new options would be within the Chair’s gift.  That had to be in 
the hands of Member States.  He had taken note of the recommendations that had been made 
for changes in approach and would consider them for the next phase of the work.  For the time 
being, he could not prevent the submission of new alternatives and options should a delegation 
so wish. 

523. The Delegation of Australia reiterated the question it posed regarding Option 3 and the 
cross reference to an article number in the Nagoya Protocol, and its comment on the content of 
the articles and whether or not those articles referred to associated TK. 

524. The representative of INBRAPI congratulated the Delegations of Brazil, Bolivia 
(Plurinational State of) and South Africa for their sound proposals, which had captured the spirit 
of her concerns, in particular the South African proposal.  She did not agree with Option 5, 
because an international instrument had to provide legal security not only to users but also to 
the providing countries and the holders of TK and GRs.  Therefore, Option 5 was not complete 
and was not acceptable legally. 

525. The Delegation of Cameroon noted that, regardless of whether reference was made to 
IPRs or to patents, the tendency to date was the sharing and acknowledgement of the rights of 
everyone.  In that context, it stressed the need to formalize disclosure requirements, to take into 
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account everyone’s interests.  It wished to bracket the proposals made by the Delegation of the 
United States of America. 

526. The Delegation of Namibia confirmed, in response to the question of the Delegation of 
Australia, that the correct article number, to be used in Option 3, should be 17.  It pointed out 
that Article 17 of the Nagoya Protocol might not be explicit about associated TK.  Nevertheless, 
when reading that article together with the user obligations in Article 16 of the Nagoya Protocol, 
and considering the indivisible nature of GRs and associated TK, it was clearly its 
understanding that Article 17 would also require checkpoints to check the use of Associated TK 
where in fact it had occurred. 

527. The Delegation of Australia thanked the Delegation of Namibia for its explanation. 

528. The Delegation of Sri Lanka agreed with the Delegation of Brazil on that it would be 
preferable to use the word “checkpoint” in the last paragraph of the original text of Option 1, 
instead of the term “focal point”.  

529. The Chair opened the floor on Complementary Measures.   

530. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported Option 2 and requested the deletion of options 1, 3 and 4. 

531. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket options 2, 3 and 4.  In 
paragraph a) of Option 1, it wished to insert some language at the end:  “, except where the 
information is cited as prior art during the examination of a patent application”.  In the first and 
second paragraphs of Option 1, it wished to strike “Contracting Parties” and replace that with 
“Countries”.  It wished to add a new option:  “Option 5.  Any patent relating to genetic resources 
or traditional knowledge, the commercialization of which is subject to regulatory review, shall be 
entitled to extension of the term of the patent to compensate for delays caused by such 
regulatory review.  Such patent term restoration shall be made available for a period that 
corresponds to the period of delay in commercialization caused by the regulatory review.”  The 
second paragraph of Option 5 would read:  “Any patent relating to genetic resources or 
traditional knowledge whose grant is unduly delayed by the imposition of a mandatory 
disclosure requirement relating to the same shall be entitled to an extension of the patent term.  
Such patent term extension, corresponds to any period of delay in patent grant caused by the 
imposition of such mandatory disclosure requirements.”  

532. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea proposed to replace “Proposal on 
complementary” with “Protection”, in the title, because complementary measures implied 
databases, which were a sufficient way to protect GRs. 

533. The Delegation of Canada wished to bracket Option 5, since it needed more time to study 
that proposal. 

534. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of DAG, wished to retain Option 1. 

535. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, pointed out that options 1, 2, 3 
and 4 did not prima facie seem to be mutually exclusive; therefore, they could be numbered and 
be considered as sub-provisions.  With regard to Option 5, it recalled the mandate of the IGC, 
which was to look at a legal instrument that would provide effective protection to GRs.  Option 5 
related to an extension of the patent term, which did not affect at all protection of GRs.  It 
expected Member States to have the mandate of the IGC in mind when making proposals.  
Option 5 should be deleted entirely. 

536. The Delegation of Sri Lanka supported Option 1.  It wished to replace “domestic” with 
“national” in paragraph a) of Option 1.  
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537. The Delegation of Indonesia wished to maintain Option 1.  It pointed out that 
“Complementary measures” would be the most correct title, considering that databases were 
not sufficient and that a legal instrument was needed for protection.  It wished to bracket  
Option 5. 

538. The Delegation of Colombia supported the statement of the Delegation of Indonesia.  
Regarding Option 5, which should be bracketed, it pointed out that it was unable to support 
options that would extend the period of validity of a patent. 

539. The Delegation of Brazil supported Option 1 but had reservations about the second part 
which started with “Contracting Parties” and ended with “provided in this instrument”.  It wished 
to bracket that part of Option 1. 

540. The representative of FAIRA proposed the insertion of “international rights and law” in 
paragraph a) of Option 1. 

541. The Delegation of Namibia supported the proposal made by the representative of FAIRA. 

542. The Delegation of South Africa supported the proposal of FAIRA.  It supported Option 1 
without the inclusions made by the Delegation of the United States of America.  It wished to 
bracket those inclusions.  In the second line of paragraph a) of Option 1, it wished to bracket the 
clause 1.1.  In agreement with the African Group position, it considered that Option 5 was 
predetermining the outcome of the negotiation and tracking it in only one direction, the patent 
system.  It could be that the IGC was not the right forum for that discussion.  It supported the 
Delegation of Indonesia on bracketing the term “Protection” in the title.  It wished to keep 
“Complementary measures” as the title. 

543. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to insert, under Option 1, two new 
paragraphs:  “(c) they share information on best practices in tech transfer and contracts related 
to genetic resources through WIPO databases for such information and further develop 
guidelines for model contractual provisions;  (d) they share information on intellectual property 
guidelines for access and equitable benefit-sharing and request WIPO to conduct a study on 
licensing practices on genetic resources.” 

544. The Delegation of Namibia wished to bracket “except where the information is cited as 
prior art during the examination of a patent application” that had been inserted by the Delegation 
of the United States of America.  It explained that there was a concern that TK would be placed 
in the public domain by being cited as prior art and, therefore, would lose protection.  It could 
see the concern from the prior art point of view, but there were a lot of subtle implications that 
would need to be fleshed out before it could go along with that particular provision.  Thus in the 
meantime it had to be bracketed. 

545. The Delegation of Brazil supported the intervention made by the Delegation of Namibia. 

546. The Chair opened the floor on “Relationship with International Agreements”. 

547. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported Option 2 and wished to delete Options 1, 3 and 4.  

548. The Delegation of Brazil supported Option 1. 

549. The Delegation of South Africa supported Option 1 and wished to have the rest deleted.  

550. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, supported Option 1.  It 
encouraged the parties to the CBD and Nagoya Protocol to reach a mutual commitment to 
those instruments and not to undermine them by requesting the deletion of Option 1.  As to 
Option 2, it noted that the first paragraph was covered under Option 3 of Article 3 “Scope of 
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Protection.”  So there was no need to repeat it under Option 2.  Further, the second paragraph 
was also a repetition of the paragraph in Option 2 in “Proposal on Complementary Measures,” 
so it could also be deleted. Finally, it requested the deletion of Options 3 and 4.   

551. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of the DAG, supported Option 1.  Generally, it wished 
to place the article number before each subject. 

552. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of), on behalf of the Asian Group, supported  
Option 1 and supported the deletion of Options 2, 3 and 4.  

553. The Delegation of Thailand supported Option 1.  

554. The Delegation of Indonesia supported Option 1.  

555. The Chair opened the floor on the topic of International Cooperation. 

556. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete the entire paragraph.  It believed it was not relevant to search 
and examination processes.   

557. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the statement made by the 
Delegation of the European Union.  

558. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of the DAG, wished to maintain that paragraph.  

559. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, stated that the PCT could help 
achieve the objective of mandatory disclosure and therefore it wished to keep that provision in. 

560. The Delegation of Namibia indicated that mandatory disclosure could in fact be an 
administrative requirement;  it did not go to “search and examination.”  It wished to bracket 
“search and examination” and to insert “administrative disclosure of origin or source.” 

561. The Delegation of Sri Lanka supported the views expressed by the Delegation of the 
European Union.  It added that the international cooperation clause was not necessary as the 
discussions were in relationship with an international agreement.  Therefore, there was no need 
for such a clause at that stage. 

562. The Chair opened the floor on Transboundary Cooperation.   

563. The Delegation of South Africa recalled the principle that the documents on TCEs and TK 
should read in a similar way because they were covering the same area.  It also recalled that 
these clauses, which were about the same trans-boundary cooperation, had to be in line with 
the TCE and TK documents.   

564. The Delegation of Sudan wished to replace the word “shall” with the word “should” 
because cooperation was a sovereign right of States.    

565. The representative of CAPAJ noted that the TK rights holders were absent from the text.  
TK was not found by itself; rather, it was something which came from indigenous peoples or 
local communities.  So in order for the paragraph to be effective, if there was a State that could 
support him, he proposed to add, after the words in the first line “in instances where traditional 
knowledge”: “of indigenous peoples and local communities.”  The addition was made to be 
consistent with the provisions of the CBD.   

566. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) supported the proposal made by the 
representative of CAPAJ.   
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567. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) supported the inclusion of “of 
indigenous peoples and local communities.”   

568. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to add “genetic resources and 
associated” before “traditional knowledge.”  

569. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, stated that it was not opposed to having a paragraph on trans-boundary 
cooperation.  But it could not agree to the present wording of the paragraph.  It did not have any 
language to suggest at that stage.  It wished to have it in brackets and to further consult 
internally to propose language. 

570. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of DAG, supported the retention of the paragraph as 
stated.   

571. The Delegation of Bangladesh wished to insert, in the first line, after “traditional 
knowledge” “associated with genetic resources.”  Otherwise it would not be transparent.  It also 
wished to bracket the proposal made by the representative from CAPAJ, because there were 
countries where there were no indigenous peoples. 

572. The Delegation of Kenya said that it had dealt with issues of TK located within different 
territories, i.e., neighboring countries.  Therefore, it supported the retention of that clause.   

573. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to replace the term “contracting 
parties” as used twice in the paragraph with the term “countries”. 

574. The Vice-Chair opened the floor on “Sanctions, Remedies and Exercise of Rights.” 

575. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to delete Options 1, 3 and 4, although it had some considerations 
concerning Option 4, but still needed to consider them internally.  It supported Option 2.  

576. The Delegation of the Russian Federation supported Option 2.  

577. The Delegation of South Africa, on behalf of the African Group, supported Option 3, but 
could give consideration to Option 4.  

578. The Delegation of the United States of America, in Option 1, proposed bracketing 
“contracting parties” and inserting “countries.”  It also wished to bracket the second paragraph 
beginning at “contracting parties” and ending at the end of subparagraph (d).  In the last 
paragraph, before the period, it proposed inserting “such as the WIPO Arbitration and Mediation 
Center.”  It also supported the Delegation of the European Union in bracketing Options 3 and 4.  
It wished to insert a new Option 5:  “There shall be no sanction within the patent system for 
failure to meet any mandatory disclosure requirement relating to genetic resources or traditional 
knowledge nor shall failure to meet such requirements cause delay in processing or grant of the 
patent.”  

579. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to bracket Option 5, just proposed by the Delegation of the United 
States of America, until it had had further considerations among its members.  

580. The Delegation of Brazil preferred Option 1.  It added two new paragraphs.  First: “Parties 
shall put in place appropriate, effective and proportionate measures so as to permit effective 
action against the noncompliance with the mandatory disclosure requirements.  Patent 
applications shall not be processed without completion of such requirements.”  Second: “If it is 
discovered after the grant of a patent that the applicant failed to disclose the information 
required or submitted false and fraudulent information, or it is demonstrated by the evidence 
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that the access and utilization of genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge 
violated the relevant national legislation of the country providing genetic resources and/or 
associated traditional knowledge, that is, the country of origin of such resources or a country 
that has acquired the genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge in accordance 
with the CBD, parties shall impose sanctions, which shall include administrative sanctions, 
criminal sanctions, fines and adequate compensation for damages.  Parties may take other 
measures and sanctions, including revocation, against the violation of the mandatory disclosure 
requirements.”  The Delegation explained that the proposal was taken from a proposal at the 
WTO with some adjustments.  It was necessary to establish effective and strong sanctions 
against noncompliance with the mandatory disclosure requirements.  Otherwise there would be 
no incentive for any applicant to comply with such requirements.  It reiterated its position that 
there should be a possibility of sanctions within the world of patents;  it was not only sanctions 
outside the IP world, but within the IP realm.   

581. The Delegation of Japan strongly supported Option 5, as proposed by the Delegation of  
the United States of America.  Although the original or some other newly introduced options on 
sanctions, remedies and exercise of rights were provided on the premise of introduction of 
mandatory disclosure requirement, the Delegation strongly believed that such a requirement 
had better not be introduced.   

582. The Delegation of South Africa, on behalf of the African Group, made an addition to 
Option 3:  “Contracting parties shall, in accordance with their national legal systems, provide for 
adequate measures for the refusal of patent applications on the grounds of noncompliance and 
willful infringement of the protection of genetic resources, their derivatives and associated 
traditional knowledge in pursuance of the applicable provisions of these regulations.”  It also 
wished to bracket Option 5 and supported the inclusions made by the Delegation of Brazil.  

583. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea proposed deleting Options 1, 2, 3, and 4 (even 
the newly added text) and supported Option 5.   

584. The Delegation of Canada wished to put in brackets the text proposed by the Delegation 
of South Africa, on behalf of the African Group. 

585. The Delegation of Cameroon said that there were a lot of discussions about the PCT, the 
PLT and the CBD, while other international conventions like CEDAW were forgotten, which 
reminded that it was a bipolar world.  In the optic of giving and receiving, where sharing was 
important, it stated that the approach of IP was inclusive, it included patents.  It shared the 
position of the African Group, because it was an IP approach.  It excluded though that of the 
Delegations of the United States of America, Japan and the Republic of Korea, notably 
regarding Option 5.  

586. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of DAG, supported Options 1 and 3.  It also 
supported the proposal made by the African Group.  

587. The Delegation of the United States of America stated that, in Option 2, it wished to 
change “contracting state” to “country.”  Similarly, concerning the proposal made by the 
Delegation of Brazil, it suggested changing “parties” to “countries” in all places.  But it supported 
the Delegation of the Republic of Korea in bracketing the Delegation of Brazil’s entire text.   

588. The Delegation of Kenya supported the proposal made by the African Group.  It saw it as 
a viable means of providing appropriate measures for future noncompliance by patent 
applicants.   

589. The representative of the Assembly of First Nations wished to insert, in Option 1, after 
“willful”:  “or willfully blind.”  He explained that there could be a defense for someone not 
knowing, but there could be cases where someone should have known or ought to have known 
that it was misappropriating, and he did not want to give them defense in that respect.  
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590. The Vice-Chair asked if there was any Member State that could support the proposal.  As 
there was no endorsement, the proposal was not be kept.  She opened the floor on “Technical 
Assistance, Cooperation and Capacity Building.” 

591. The Delegation of the United States of America stated that in general it was a strong 
supporter of technical assistance, cooperation and capacity building.  But it believed that at that 
time, it was not possible to know what sort of technical assistance would be necessary and it 
was premature to include it in the text.  It proposed that it be bracketed.  

592. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, supported the statement made by the Delegation of the United States of 
America and also thought it was premature to insert that section.  It suggested waiting until a 
text had been finalized, in order to consider what kind of technical assistance would be relevant.   

593. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of DAG, thought that that part of the document was 
important and wanted to keep it.  It was open to discuss the substance at any time.   

594. The Delegation of South Africa, on behalf of the African Group, recognized the 
significance of technical assistance, cooperation and capacity-building, as those were generic 
issues.  The article was merely making a provision for that.  It supported the retention of the 
text.  

595. The Delegation of Brazil supported the interventions made by DAG and the African Group.  

596. The Delegation of Namibia made a general remark on disclosure requirement in B.2.  It 
was glaringly obvious that there was a very significant divide between countries that absolutely 
insisted on there being a disclosure provision, and countries who absolutely refused to even 
consider the option.  It was necessary to acknowledge that it would prevent the IGC from 
coming to conclusion on its work, unless it held further discussions about it.  It recommended 
that the leadership of the meeting find an innovative way to further examine the issues relating 
to disclosure requirements, and see if there was anything that could be done in the remaining 
time during the session to move forward on that point of division.   

597. The Delegation of Japan stated that the mandatory disclosure requirement could not be 
an end in itself.  Rather it had to be a means or mechanism to achieve shared objectives without 
causing unintended undue burdens.  It neither contributed to the prevention of erroneous grants 
of patents, nor was necessary to CBD compliance, despite its undue burdens on industries and 
IP offices.  Therefore, its introduction was not appropriate.  In that regard, the Delegation shared 
the view presented by the Delegation of the United States of America, that one of the big 
problems was the lack of fact-based analysis.  Before putting mandatory disclosure requirement 
into the text, at least the effectiveness and burden on the system had to be thoroughly analyzed 
and illustrated based on evidence.  Otherwise, one could not be certain that it would contribute 
to the achievement of the benefit-sharing objectives.  Since mandatory disclosure requirement 
was a relatively new concept, it was not introduced in many countries, and therefore there was 
little knowledge grounded on real cases.  From a logical standpoint, such a factual analysis had 
to be planned and conducted by the Secretariat.  

598. The representative of FAIRA stated that the concept of mandatory disclosure protected 
those who lacked the power of legislation and to implement laws.  Mandatory disclosure meant 
that the colonizing States and governments would at least give some recognition, and affirm 
rights, as the General Assembly had done, over natural resources, GRs and TK.  To rely solely 
on voluntary disclosure put them at the willingness of those in power to only instigate their lack 
of ability to protect themselves, to enable them to have sustainable livelihoods later on, and also 
to protect indigenous peoples’ cultural knowledge and spirituality and other assets.  

599. The Delegation of Namibia, in response to the intervention made by the Delegation of 
Japan, said that the disclosure requirement was necessary to make sure that patents were not 
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issued over knowledge or resources acquired illegally.  In other words, the disclosure 
requirement was there to check that patents were not issued as a reward for biopiracy.  It had 
heard the Delegations of the United States of America and Japan repeatedly stress that the 
important things to protect were the patentability criteria of novelty and inventive step, but there 
was more to patentability than that.  There was also patentable subject matter. At least in the 
United States of America, there was legislation preventing people from profiting from the 
proceeds of organized crime or racketeering.  It could not see why in principle one would want 
to protect under the IP system patents issued on subject matter that the patent applicant was 
not authorized to investigate in the first place.  What was happening was that companies came, 
took resources, either buy them as commodities or take them from ex situ collections or come in 
as tourists and simply take them out in their backpacks, and they did research and development 
on them.  They applied for patent protection over those innovations.  The current patent system 
granted patents because it did not look to see whether they had PIC to do the research which 
had led to the innovation in the first place.  From the point of view of both CBD compliance and 
Nagoya Protocol compliance, also simply from the point of view of justice and equity within the 
patent system, there was more to it than simply protecting innovation.  That needed to be 
acknowledged by those bodies that were adamantly not supporting disclosure requirements.   
If disclosure requirements were absolutely unacceptable, then it was up to them to make an 
alternative proposal about how to stop biopiracy, stop misappropriation of resources and stop 
rewarding those companies that stole GRs and associated TK, and unfairly protected them and 
their patent system which no longer served to protect the interests of all WIPO members, but 
only those that were already powerful within the system.  

600. The Delegation of Canada supported the intervention made by the Delegation of Japan.   
It also said that several of the options that appeared on the screen and that were in many of the 
documents were based on the existence of a natural link between the patent system and the 
benefit-sharing system; the patent system was not the most appropriate foundation to work on 
benefit-sharing.  The patent system served to check the novelty and inventiveness of inventions. 
The use of those criteria could actually prevent erroneous grants of patents.  That was worth 
thinking about.  

601. The Delegation of the United States of America thanked those delegations, including the 
Delegation of Japan that had called for further fact-based impact analyses and studies, and 
reminded the IGC that it had made a very detailed proposal for such a study during preliminary 
discussions.  It was pleased to make that available to the Secretariat or to read through those 
questions again.  They went to actual facts about existing patent disclosure requirements:  how 
they were operating, what impacts they were having, whether they were actually transferring 
benefits, functioning to help meet the objectives, and what negative impacts were being felt from 
disclosure requirements.  It also proposed a methodology to help move forward.  As stated, it 
was imperative to have the evidence before committing to a course of action that could be 
potentially quite harmful.  It briefly responded to the Delegation of Namibia, stating that the 
patent system was never intended to be a system to enforce other laws or even to discourage 
inappropriate behavior.  Other laws outside the patent system had to exist to address theft and 
other inappropriate behavior.  The patent system’s purpose was to promote innovation and 
dissemination of information.  

602. The Delegation of India responded to the points made by the Delegation of Japan on the 
fact that corporate profits would get affected if disclosure norms were introduced.  It stated that 
most of the countries supporting disclosure requirements were concerned about livelihoods, a 
vast majority of which depended on those various resources which were under threat as the 
Delegation of Namibia had mentioned.  All that evidence of biopiracy was very much there, and 
a massive amount of free-riding was taking place based on TK.  The Delegation said that it had 
provided a lot of evidence to that effect, not just at WIPO.  The Delegation of the United States 
of America could look at that evidence.  It also mentioned that the IGC was set up based on 
fact-finding mission that had taken place in 1998, which had collected a huge amount of 
evidence, as mentioned by the Delegation of South Africa.  So there had been 14 years of very 
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hard evidence collected.  The reason for the concern was an instance of misappropriation of TK 
which had been found in India:  the much talked-about case of the turmeric patent for wound 
healing.  The cost of fighting that patent had run into billions of dollars.  There was no point 
wasting precious taxpayers’ money on such litigations.  The problem had to be nipped in the 
bud.  In light of all that evidence, it asked for disclosure requirements which would prevent 
misappropriations of TK and biopiracy.   

603. The Delegation of Kenya recalled that the work of the IGC begun almost 10 years ago.  
The statements made by the Delegation of Japan and others, calling for further studies with 
special regard to mandatory disclosure, led to a clear concern, which was informed by the 
concern that in Kenya, for example, there were erroneously granted patents, and there had 
been practical economic losses to the country.  Therefore, it reiterated that the mandatory 
disclosure requirements provisions, as articulated by the African Group, would act as a 
precautionary measure against future biopiracy activities.   

604. The Delegation of Brazil reiterated that disclosure requirements should be mandatory.  It 
did not view it as a heavy burden on IP offices, as their role in that process was that of check 
points that merely made sure that the ABS, MAT and PIC requirements of the international 
provisions were met.  It was an effective measure to fight the misappropriation of GRs and TK.  
The IP system, including the patent system, was very effective to protect IP.  The Delegation 
was worried that if adequate measures were not taken, it could open the door for biopiracy and 
theft of GRs and TK.  Basically, it supported the delegations that had stated that a mandatory 
disclosure requirement was compatible with an operational and effective IP system.  There were 
many ways to implement it in a smooth way that would not cause any additional problem to IP 
offices. Brazil also had an interest in not creating anything that would make the life of IP offices 
worse, so that figure of checkpoint, which was also a provision in the Nagoya Protocol, had to 
be implemented.  It would not require any major change in the current system.  But it would 
prevent the theft of IP, GRs and TK.   

605. The representative of Tin Hinane, on Article 9, shared the view of the representative of 
FAIRA as to the addition of “indigenous peoples” after “developing countries”, because 
indigenous peoples needed consistent support even just to become aware of the existence of 
those legal tools.  Furthermore, many types of knowledge about plants and other GRs were 
disappearing, because elderly people were passing away, and had not managed to pass on 
their knowledge to the younger generations.   

606. The Delegation of South Africa, following up on the general discussion on disclosure, 
reminded the IGC of the mandate:  “the Committee will, during the next budgetary biennium and 
without prejudice to the work pursued in other fora, expedite its work on text-based negotiations 
with the objective of reaching agreement on a text of an international legal instrument which will 
ensure the effective protection of GRs, TK and TCEs.”  The mandate was very clear:  “expedite 
the work on text-based negotiations.”  The calling for further studies would not expedite 
discussions.  It was meant to delay the processes.  The IGC had been given eight days in which 
to come up with a text.  Such studies and research took a long time.  Research in sophisticated 
areas such as that one (if it had not been done in the last 14 years) could not be done in the 
next two years.  It was in that light that the IGC had to keep to the mandate.  It did not think that 
the IGC wished to hear more about further call for studies, because it had had adequate time.  
The Delegation added that it appeared that the discussions were deliberately focusing only on 
GRs.  But the theme was:  GRs and associated TK.  If the theme was GRs only, it would not be 
discussed in the IGC.  The reason it was being discussed in the IGC was the associated TK.  
That was the right place to be discussed.  In much of the discussions, there was a deliberate 
focus only on GRs, and one had to be cautious not to move in that direction.  To that end, apart 
from studies, there were countries where mandatory disclosure had been introduced.  The 
Delegation joined the Delegations of India and Brazil and stated that since 2005 South Africa 
had a mandatory disclosure.  It had not increased the workload and cost, nor had it brought 
complications.  It consisted of a single line that had to be filled in a form that could be tracked 
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and traced.  Even in the IGC there was no calling for a substantive change of the patent system.  
It was not asking to change the novelty, the inventiveness or the industrial application criterion.  
It was calling for a simple administrative inclusion of a field which would cost very little, but could 
be tracked, monitored and evaluated.  It was a preventive measure.  And before the patent 
could even be revoked, at the application stage, one could make sure that that field was filled. It 
sought the indulgence of other delegations to seek a common goal to work towards a common 
purpose of doing that which was right.  

607. The Delegation of Algeria, on behalf of the DAG Group, supported the intervention made 
by the Delegation of South Africa on behalf of the African Group.  When looking at the item on 
the document provided by the facilitators, it had expected the document to be drafted as a 
document that would be sent to the General Assembly.  At the moment, the IGC was not 
focused, and was looking at activities that had been requested seven or eight years ago.  The 
Delegation was not convinced that it was going to assist the process.  Experts had made 
interventions on disclosure, explaining their expectations in terms of introduction into national 
legislation.  It had expected to hear about various experiences in terms of laws dealing with 
disclosure:  what actually happened, what elements were involved, what were the related costs, 
etc.  It therefore wished to focus on the mandate and that the IGC continue to focus on the 
document.  It hoped the interventions on the next two items would go in that direction, and that 
the IGC would not have a similar experience as the one just had.  

608. The representative of the Hokotehi Moriori Trust said that he had been coming to the IGC 
or been involved in the process for about 14 years, including the fact-finding missions.  During 
that time, he had heard and read the plethora of examples of biopiracy and misappropriation of 
TK that had led to the inappropriate granting of patents.  It was beyond dispute that there was a 
large body of evidence that indicated that there had been and would continue to be the granting 
of inappropriate patents on the basis of the wrongful obtaining of GRs and associated TK;  that 
was without question.  He had heard the request by some States to have studies undertaken 
into the “potential” adverse effects on the innovation system and granting of patents or indeed 
application for patents should the mandatory disclosure requirement be added.  He said that 
there was already a significant and unquestionable body of evidence that showed the damage 
already done and that continued to be done by there not being mandatory disclosure.  It was a 
matter that the States who were resisting mandatory disclosure needed to think very carefully 
about.  It was also beyond dispute that the peoples most vulnerable to misappropriation and 
biopiracy were indigenous peoples and local communities.  Therefore, the onus had to be on 
patent applicants to disclose that there had been prior informed consent, as well as the origins 
of the GRs and TK.  That should be a minimum requirement.  Finally, although he had been 
involved in the process for 14 years, he had also been involved with the International Society of 
Ethnobiology for over 20 years.  That society was established in 1988 by Dr. Darrell Posey, a 
professor from the United States who had worked with the Kayapó people in the Amazon basin 
for many years.  He had established that international society out of concern over the very 
issues being discussed: misappropriation of TK and biopiracy, particularly in the Amazon.   
Dr. Posey was an advocate for looking beyond IP rights as a way and means of protecting 
indigenous knowledge and GRs.  The IGC had come down to a very narrow point of arguing 
about whether or not mandatory disclosure should be a requirement.  It had to be a minimum 
requirement.  It was no coincidence that those States that were most vociferous in resisting 
mandatory disclosure were also those that held the most patents in the world.   

609. The Delegation of Ethiopia said that when talking about the mandatory disclosure from the 
very beginning, the focus was on the issue of piracy, especially in developing countries and 
LDCs.  It was well-known that nowadays in the world there were two or three types of patent 
applicants.  The Delegation was not challenging the existing patent system.  It was simply 
demanding one intervention, that is, the issue of misappropriation of GRs.  It requested 
colleagues from different corners of the world to feel the pain, to share the problem.  It could 
quote a number of cases from Ethiopia.  The country had lost ownership of its grain product to a 
patent in Europe.  That was a practical case.  The IGC was not a forum to mention details.   
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It said it was facing the problem and felt pain.  It requested brothers from different parts of the 
world to share the problem.  These were procedural requirement to protect the livelihood of 
populations, especially in developing countries and LDCs.  For that reason it request mandatory 
disclosure, which was a procedural, administrative issue.  If one could feel such pain, ideas 
could be shared.  There could be a compromise on existing issues.  It was facing the problems 
of piracy and misappropriation of GRs.  Therefore it requested friendly cooperation and 
introducing that very sensitive issue which was associated with the livelihood of its population.   

610. The representative of INBRAPI supported strongly the statement made by the Delegation 
of South Africa, and recalled that it had called for a larger discussion on what was going to 
happen with the disclosure requirements.  In B.5 on “Future Work,” paragraphs 16 and 18 dealt 
with the Brazilian experience on the disclosure requirement, which had been implemented in 
Resolution 34.  It was an important instrument to push forward the IP system, especially the 
patent system.  She also supported the statement made by the representative of the Hokotehi 
Moriori Trust.  

611. The Vice-Chair opened the floor on item B.3: “Guidelines or Recommendations on 
Disclosure.” 

612. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to put that item in brackets, until 
the outcome of deliberations would be decided.  It added that the Delegation and its like-minded 
delegations had made clear that it supported the shared objectives of promoting prior informed 
consent and access and benefit-sharing.  To the extent that there was biopiracy or potential 
biopiracy because of a lack of disclosure requirements, it had yet to see evidence that 
mandatory disclosure requirements had been effective in reaching those shared objectives. 
Many of the requirements put in place were relatively new.  No data had been presented to 
show whether those current requirements were having positive or adverse impacts.  Its 
stakeholders had reported that they were experiencing serious adverse impacts.  As far as the 
IGC mandate was concerned, data and analysis could only help accelerate the work, by helping 
to build consensus on how to move forward on those difficult issues.  

613. The Delegation of the Russian Federation joined those speakers proposing concise 
factual studies.  There was a series of real situations that existed in countries where mandatory 
disclosure was included in national legislation.  In the context of that request for studies, it 
recalled that it had already made a proposal along those lines, at the 10th session of the IGC, 
but it had not managed to have it done.  It might have been premature, because it was only 
beginning to change legislation.  But since then, a lot of time had elapsed.  No more time should 
be wasted before compiling what already existed.  

614. The Vice-Chair opened the floor on item B.4 “Alternative Mechanisms.”   

615. The Delegation of Namibia believed that the issue was a credibility test for all of WIPO.  
One of the alternative mechanisms that sprung to mind was a treaty among developing 
countries to institute mandatory disclosure requirement, to issue compulsory licenses on IP, and 
not just IP to do with GRs and associated TK.  That would fundamentally undermine some of 
the cornerstones not only of the international IP system, but of the international trade system.   
It did not believe that it was an issue that could be swept under the carpet for any longer.  It was 
becoming urgent to apply their minds to it, because some of the alternative mechanisms were 
too frightful to contemplate.   

616. The representative of FAIRA supported the comments made by the Delegation of 
Namibia, especially if indigenous peoples could be included among the developing countries.  

617. The Delegation of the United States of America said that throughout the “no disclosure” 
discussion, it had proposed a number of alternative mechanisms.  It did not have text prepared, 
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but those included laws outside the patent system to enforce ABS obligations.  It could present 
more detailed text in due course.   

618. The Chair noted that discussion of the consolidated  text had been completed for the time 
being and that he wanted to propose the way forward.  [Note from the Secretariat:  The Chair 
then made certain proposals, which were discussed at some length by the plenary.  In sum, the 
IGC agreed that the facilitators would prepare, based on the plenary discussion thus far, a 
further version of the consolidated text (“Rev. 1”) and that it would be presented to the plenary 
for further discussion.]   

619. [Note from the Secretariat:  Upon resumption of the plenary].  The Chair stated that the 
plenary would commence discussion of Rev. 1 with the following objectives:  (1) establish with 
the proponents of proposals, not the textual proponents, whether the material options proposed 
by them had been adequately captured in the Rev. 1 text;  (2) establish whether in the view of 
delegations there had been any additions to or deletions of any material option that had been 
proposed from the Rev. 1 text;  (3) establish whether the text adequately captured the essence 
of the material proposals that had been made.  Once that was completed, the discussion would 
be open once again to see if there could be further convergence on any element of the text.  
Afterwards, should there be any new proposals to be made— that is, any proposal or material 
option that had not been captured in the current text—delegations should be prepared to 
propose them as distinct options.  Of course, proposals for the deletion of options and further 
consolidation of the text would be welcome.  The Chair then invited facilitator Ian Goss to 
explain the work of the facilitators in preparing Rev 1.  

620. Mr. Ian Goss said that their tardiness in submitting the text reflected the difficult nature of 
their task and the immaturity of the document they had started with.  What they had attempted 
to do— without changing the text provided, except where there was duplication or where minor 
edits were needed—was firstly to bring all the terms and their variations together.  There was a 
list of terms with different variations and options that had been expressed in different 
documents.  The second step was to give clarity to the objectives and principles which had been 
somewhat lost through the process.  One of the things that the facilitators had added was the 
boxed text and bolded headings, which attempted to focus and give clarity to the document, to 
the subsequent text in that area.  They were purely the facilitators’ language and there was 
opportunity to change those or remove them if they did not appear to add value.  The area 
below was substantive original text.  They had used some of the language used in the TK and 
TCE texts’ guiding principles.  They had also given those principles some headings as reflected 
in the TK and TCEs texts.  Essentially they had kept the text the same in relation to the 
objectives and principles, except in one area, where there was duplication between principles 
and objectives and mechanisms or operational parts of the document.  There were still five 
objectives.  The next area which was perhaps the more challenging task, was to, in relation to 
the operational mechanisms required to deliver those objectives, clearly identify convergences 
and divergences in relation to those key areas.  The facilitators had generally kept the same 
headings as in the last document:  “subject matter of protection”, “benefits/beneficiary”, “scope”, 
“sanctions, remedies,” etc.  They had tried, in each of those areas, to identify the different 
options in the different proposals, to clearly identify where the divergences and convergences 
were.  They were expressed as options.  In a sense the brackets were not as relevant anymore, 
except where there was clearly one option.  However, there were still some brackets in those 
options.  For example, “their derivatives” was still an issue to be resolved, so there was no 
convergence on whether that term should be included.  Additionally, under “scope” and 
“remedies and sanctions”, which were key areas, the facilitators had created “sub-options”.  For 
example, under “disclosure”, there was a lot more detail around the types of patent rights or 
triggers which would relate to a disclosure requirement, and the different proposals were 
presented as “sub options.”  The same in “content of disclosure”;  there were different variations 
or options with what would be in the content of that disclosure.  The facilitators had broken up 
the proposals, and split them up into key issues or subject areas.  That was an important step, 
because they needed to move past simply reflecting proposals to identifying where there was 
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convergence and divergence.  That was the best way to achieve this.  In essence, it followed 
the same process used when developing the TCEs and TK texts.  Now, in developing those 
different convergences and divergences, it was relatively clear that under “mechanisms,” there 
really were three broad options.  The first was utilizing defensive protection only, with some 
improvements in relation to provision of information to IP or patent offices to ensure they did not 
grant patents in error.  In other words, that was the “non-mandatory disclosure” approach.  Then 
there was the mandatory disclosure which basically had two themes to it, which essentially 
went— without going into all the other technical divergences—into the character of sanctions.  
The two streams were sanctions which affected the status of a granted patent, and other 
sanctions which were administrative in character or outside the patent system.  That said, the 
paper also picked up a number of technical and policy issues, and those related to things like 
definitions, e.g., derivatives, patent rights versus IP rights, the role of the PCT and PLT, the 
actions of IP offices in relation to disclosure, including triggers, the content of that disclosure, 
such as source or origin, and the rights and roles of States, indigenous peoples and local 
communities, including recognizing respect for the rights of indigenous peoples. Another key 
issue raised in the proposals was patents on life forms and naturally occurring GRs, to mention 
a few.  In summary, within the time given, the facilitators had probably done an 80/20 job, and 
they may have missed some issues.  Thus a key exercise would be to identify the gaps and 
issues.  Hopefully, they had not inadvertently deleted anything.  In relation to brackets, if there 
was an option, they had removed the brackets, because if there was more than one option, it 
should not have brackets, except for example “their derivatives,” because it was clearly still not 
agreed.  Hopefully the removal of brackets helped to give clarity.  Lastly, he reminded that it was 
important to reflect and focus attention on the objectives, because sometimes they got lost in 
the discussions.  There were five clear objectives to achieve:  preventing IP rights or patents 
relating to GRs and associated TK from being granted in error;  clearly ensuring that IP or 
patent offices had the information required to make informed and proper decisions in granting 
patents or IP;  addressing the relationship between related international regional agreements 
and instruments—the CBD was a key instrument—and;  maintaining the role of the IP system in 
promoting innovation, knowledge and technology transfer.  The text in bold reflected the 
essence.  Mr. Goss thanked his fellow facilitators for their cooperative and balanced approach.  
He said that they had not always agreed, but had come up with a solution that they could agree 
on.  Their role, as facilitators, was to be bipartisan.  They had no position other than to present 
the information in a balanced way.   

621. The Chair reminded delegations that the second Vice-Chair had to be elected preferably 
before the end of the session.  He called on regional group coordinators to discuss and advise 
the Secretariat on that matter.   

622. The Chair said that the meeting would review Rev 1 provided by the facilitators.  The text 
of Rev 1 had been made available the previous afternoon and all delegations had had the time 
to consider it and get instructions as needed.  He recalled the objectives of the discussion as he 
had set them out earlier.  He added that he did not intend to allow existing language to be 
modified, except for the discussion on the three elements mentioned earlier.  The text, however, 
remained open, in the sense that any proposals that were not in any way covered by the 
existing language could be added as distinct options.  As mentioned, proposals for the reduction 
in the number of options through convergence or deletion would be welcome.  Those drafting 
changes (adding distinct options and/or removing options where possible) would be entered into 
the text on the screen directly but would not be highlighted in any way as had been done during 
drafting, or else the text would not have a uniform style.  Any drafting proposal by an observer 
needed Member State support to remain in the text.  He also recalled that comments and 
observations made during that part of the plenary would be recorded in the session’s report.  
Actual drafting proposals made in the text were simply recorded in that form in the text.  On 
bracketing, Rev. 1 bracketed specific terms, phrases and other language which at least one 
delegation had placed in question.  However, entire options did not need to be bracketed 
because options were by definition options and, therefore, understood to be notionally in 
brackets.  He recalled that the aim was not for the text to be agreed upon or adopted at that 
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stage.  In line with the IGC’s work on TK and TCEs, Rev. 1 was work in progress.  He 
envisaged completing a review of the text on the basis outlined above.  The IGC could then  
take note of the progress made on the text and transmit the draft, as it was, to the WIPO 
General Assembly in September 2012 as required by the mandate.  He opened the floor to 
establish whether material options presented by other proponents had been adequately 
captured in Rev. 1.  In other words, were there any material options missing from Rev. 1?   

623. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) appreciated the work done by the 
facilitators with respect to the compilation of various text proposals from delegations at the 
meeting.  The proposed text was a good basis for the IGC’s future work and obviously could be 
improved throughout the course of the work.  However, the Delegation requested a change in 
terms of the spacing and placement of some of the proposals.  And therefore, it wished that the 
text it had proposed (in Article 3 on “Protected Subject Matter”, particularly in “3.15”, Option 3, 
but not patenting life forms) be put under “Actions of the IP offices” within the same Article 3 
after 3.22.  That proposal was to better reflect the actions that could be taken by national IP 
offices in not granting patents on life forms or their parts, on genetic or biological forms of TK as 
found in nature.  

624. The representative of Tupaj Amaru wished to speak about procedure first.  He pointed 
that the text that had been received had been drafted behind closed doors without any 
transparency.  He indicated that there were procedural errors in the text itself and that the 
proposals of the indigenous peoples didn’t appear in the text or had been eliminated. 

625. The Chair asked the representative of Tupaj Amaru to cite the omitted proposal and 
invited him to submit a copy thereof.  

626. The Delegation of Cuba expressed its appreciation for the work that had been done on the 
text.  The text was still unfinished but it was nonetheless a good basis for the work that was 
being undertaken.  The Delegation wished to support the proposed amendment that had been 
made by the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) and move the paragraph to the section 
on actions of intellectual property offices.  It reserved the right to speak on other points at a later 
stage. 

627. The Delegation of the Syrian Arab Republic noted that its proposal had been placed under 
“Respect for Rights of Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities” in section 1.1.2.  However, 
it stressed that its proposal had nothing to do with that section.  It was speaking of the rights of 
peoples who were under occupation, and that was something very different from indigenous 
peoples or local communities.  For that reason, it had asked to introduce this change and to 
have its proposal in a separate paragraph.  The Delegation requested that the paragraph be 
placed under rights and duties of indigenous peoples and local communities.  It had to be taken 
from the place where it was now and be put in the previous section.  This would require some 
minor amendments.  With respect to the word “people” as used in English, the Delegation 
wanted that to be put in the plural and read “peoples” rather than “people”.  In addition, it wished 
to add sovereign rights.  On Paragraph 1.2.1, it wished to take out the sentence that said 
“peoples partially or entirely under occupation”.  This concerned the second and the third lines 
so that the two concepts would be separate and clear. 

628. The Chair pointed that work was moving on three aspects of the review and that the first 
was whether the option had been captured.   

629. The Delegation of the Syrian Arab Republic confirmed that the option had been taken into 
account. 

630. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) wished to support the proposal 
made by the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) to change the location of a particular 
paragraph. 
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631. The representative of Tupaj Amaru referred to Option 1, Paragraph 1.1.1, where it said 
“recognize the sovereign rights of States over genetic resources, their derivatives”.  This had 
been taken directly from Article 3 of the CBD.  He stressed, however, that the indigenous 
peoples had advocated that genetic resources and natural resources belong to the indigenous 
peoples.  The second part of that paragraph should read “including the sovereignty of the 
indigenous peoples over their genetic and natural resources”.  In the last paragraph on 
intellectual property rights, indigenous people had repeatedly said that in the CBD there was no 
private property so he did not understand why this superfluous concept had to be used.   

632. The Chair asked the representative of Tupaj Amaru to cite the paragraph that had not 
been reflected in accordance with the submission that was originally made. 

633. The representative of Tupaj Amaru had just read out the text which was under “Guiding 
Principles”.  In his view, Option 1, Paragraph 1.1.1, did not reflect the views and the proposals 
and contributions of the indigenous peoples to recognize their permanent sovereignty. 

634. The Chair noted the comments of the representative of Tupaj Amaru.  

635. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and  
its Member States, thanked the Chair for the opportunity to comment again.  Starting on page 2, 
it wished to put the definition of derivatives in square brackets.  On Paragraph 1 of the 
objectives, after the phrase “national law and”, it wished to add “relevant conditions for”.  It also 
wished to add the words “access and” before the word “benefit-sharing”.  In Paragraph 1.1.1 it 
wished to put the words “sovereign rights of States” in square brackets.  Respecting the need to 
move forward, the Delegation proposed to make its other comments at a later stage when the 
Chair would ask for further proposals to be made.   

636. The Delegation of Switzerland indicated that it wished to make four comments.  The first 
comment concerned Paragraph 1.4.  It wished to introduce a new heading since the guiding 
principle for Paragraph 1.4 did not deal with procedural issues.  It suggested the sub-heading to 
be “transparency in ABS”.  Second, the Delegation wished to include a reference to Appendix 1 
of document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10 in paragraph 3.25.  It proposed to add a sentence, in 
brackets, at the end of the first sentence of that paragraph that would read “proposals for 
specific wording are contained in Document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10 Appendix 1”.  The third 
comment concerned paragraph 3.26.  The Delegation proposed that Sub-Paragraphs (a) and 
(b) be deleted since these duplicated the text of Paragraph 3.9.  Fourth, the Delegation 
considered that paragraph 4.5 should be moved to become paragraph 5.3 as it related to the 
heading of “Relationship with International Agreements”.  It wished to add the text “the 
disclosure of source requirement enables” at the very beginning of that paragraph, to clarify that 
it was the disclosure of the source requirement which did the enabling. 

637. The Chair found that no delegation was opposed to the deletion of Paragraphs (a) and (b) 
as proposed by Switzerland and noted that the paragraphs were deleted. 

638. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, stated that in relation to 
Objective 3, Paragraph 3, there had been a slight omission from the Friday text as to the 
types of information that would need to be available to the patent offices.  As mentioned in  
Objective 3, on Page 5 of the Saturday text, the Delegation wished to add, in the fourth line after 
“knowledge”, the words “including evidence of prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms, 
access and benefit-sharing”.  The Delegation explained that there was a long paragraph which 
stated that “such information shall include confirmation through the mandatory disclosure 
requirements that prior informed consent has been obtained and access has been granted on 
mutually agreed terms which can be made through an internationally recognized certificate of 
compliance”.  It proposed that, alternatively, this language could be captured and transported to 
this text, if the Chair so wished, and the omission could then be ignored.  The Delegation also 
noted that in Paragraph 1.1.1, on page 2 of the Saturday text, the words “the sovereign rights of 
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States over” were not bracketed, and it wished that they remained so at that stage.  It pointed 
that this principle, as well as the definition of genetic resources, were both taken from the 
Nagoya Protocol, which had been accepted by 90 Member States including the European 
Union.  The Delegation also wished to unbracket the definition of “derivatives”. 

639. The Chair asked the facilitators to take note of the suggestion to restore the omission to 
Objective 3, Paragraph 3 of the Saturday text.  The IGC could come back to it provided there 
was no substantive addition.  The request of Egypt to unbracket the words “the sovereign rights 
of States over” in Paragraph 1.1.1 was accepted as there was no opposition by other 
delegations. 

640. The Delegation of Indonesia, on behalf of the LMCs, welcomed the approach that was 
being followed under the newest document.  It noted that in relation to  
Article 8 “Sanctions, Remedies, and Exercise of Rights”, a proposal by one of the Like-Minded 
Countries was missing.  This proposal was reflected on the Friday text under “Alternative 
Dispute Resolution”, Option 1, page 15.  It read “where a dispute arises in relation to mutually 
agreed terms between users, beneficiaries and providers of genetic resources, their derivatives 
and associated traditional knowledge, each Party may be entitled to refer the issue to an 
alternative dispute resolution mechanism recognized by domestic legislation”.  The Delegation 
wished that this proposal be inserted in the new document under Article 8, Sub-Option 5, 
Paragraph 8.8.   

641. The Delegation of the United States of America recalled, with respect to the change 
suggested by the Delegation of Egypt for Objective 3, that the exercise undertaken with the 
facilitators was to try to remove mechanisms from the principles and objectives, and that the 
facilitators, in consultation with the Chair, had done a very good job of this.  The Delegation of 
Egypt’s suggestion brought back a mechanism into Objective 3 by requiring intellectual property 
or patent offices to deal with issues of prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms and 
access and benefit-sharing.  It could not support that addition to the text.  The Delegation could 
make that suggestion in the third round if that was preferable. 

642. The Chair noted the observation of the Delegation of the United States of America and its 
willingness to defer.  He wished to accept that approach so that consultations could take place 
on this issue.   

643. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, wished to come back to the Delegation of Egypt’s intervention on Paragraph 
1.1.1.  As it had indicated previously, it wished to see the words “sovereign rights of States over” 
bracketed.  In addition, in relation to the definition of “derivative”, it also asked that this definition 
be bracketed in consistency with what had been done by the facilitators to bracket “derivative” 
throughout the whole text.  Finally, concerning the adjunction of text that had been proposed by 
the Like-Minded Countries under Paragraph 8.8, it also wished to bracket that new paragraph.  

644. The Chair reminded the Delegation of the European Union that it had been agreed that 
derivatives would not be unbracketed.  On the matter of the bracketing of the words “sovereign 
rights of States over”, he reminded that at the time of the intervention he had asked delegations 
to indicate whether there were objections to the removal of the brackets and there had been 
none. 

645. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, pointed that it had raised its flag at the time, but maybe hadn’t been seen.   

646. The Chair noted that his decision on this issue had to be reversed and that the brackets 
had to be restored. 

647. The Delegation of Egypt, on behalf of the African Group, recalled that the current exercise 
was to compare the texts and to indicate omissions.  The Saturday text did not include brackets 
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around that phrase and by introducing brackets now the IGC was going beyond the process that 
it had embarked upon.   

648. The Chair stated that the brackets would be removed and that he expected delegations to 
reserve their rights to come back to this when new proposals would be put forward.   

649. The Delegation of Cuba wished to refer to Paragraph 1.1.1 in relation to the mention of 
“private property”.  It recalled that the IGC had considerable responsibility in developing legal 
texts that had an international impact, and that existing international agreements couldn’t be 
ignored.  It recalled that the CBD didn’t recognize private property rights over traditional 
knowledge and genetic resources.  Consequently, it considered that the words “private property 
rights” should not appear in the text, nor was it necessary for them to be in the text.   

650. The Chair reminded the Delegation of Cuba that the current phase of work was only 
looking at omissions from the Saturday text and that it should come back and make that 
suggestion at a later stage. 

651. The representative of Tupaj Amaru expressed his opinion that the text should not be 
regarded as untouchable, in which case there would be no meaning in having a plenary 
meeting.  He wished to support the proposal that had been made by the Delegation of Cuba in 
relation to Paragraph 1.1.1 to take out the words “private property”.  He also supported the 
bracketing of the words “sovereign rights of States over”. 

652. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to point out that its suggestion that had 
been made on Saturday in page 16 under “guidelines or recommendations on defensive 
protection” in Paragraph 3.44 of Option 1 had not been reflected.  It had proposed that the 
words “and additional information provided by the applicant, as well as accessible to the 
examiners” be replaced by the words “prior art accessible to the examiners, as appropriate”.   
It wished that that proposal be reflected. 

653. The Delegation of Angola found the proposal of the African Group to be an excellent one.  
The IGC was dealing with new concepts and however it decided on these matters would have a 
great impact on the future and be very important for indigenous peoples and local communities.  
The Delegation hoped that all delegations would look carefully at the various options.  It pointed 
that things seemed to be moving backwards and forwards and that was a difficult way to work.  
The IGC needed to always think in terms of the future. 

654. The Chair opened the floor for proposals for new options.  

655. The Delegation of Cuba wished to repeat its statement on Objective 1, Paragraph 1.1.1.   
It proposed the deletion of the phrase that referred to “private property” in relation to genetic 
resources.  It recalled that when drafting this convention, international agreements on the matter 
had to be bourn in mind.  The Delegation stressed that the CBD did not recognize private 
property under the heading of genetic resources, so it believed that this phrase should not 
appear in Paragraph 1.1.1. 

656. The representative of INBRAPI, on behalf of the Indigenous Forum, stated that the 
indigenous peoples and nations present at the International Indigenous Forum at IGC 20 had 
assessed their participation in all the processes of the Committee and noted, with concern, the 
continuing reduction in the quantity and level of their participation.  The indigenous peoples 
present at the IGC had thought seriously about their role in this process and had decided to 
withdraw their active participation in the work done by the Committee until the States changed 
the Rules of Procedure so as to allow their full and fair participation in the elaboration of the 
IGC’s work.  The statement would be handed in writing.  

657. The Delegation of Norway proposed a new Sub-Option 4 under “trigger points” for 
disclosure, which would read “The disclosure requirement shall apply to inventions that 
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concerns or uses genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge.  For genetic 
resources, the disclosure requirement shall apply even where the inventor has altered the 
structure of the received material”.  It also proposed a new Sub-Option 6 under “content of the 
disclosure”.  The first paragraph would be:  “The patent application shall include information on 
the country from which the inventor collected or received the genetic resources and/or 
associated traditional knowledge (the providing country).  If it follows from the national law in the 
providing country that access to genetic resources or traditional knowledge shall be subject to 
prior consent, the application shall state whether such consent has been obtained”.  The second 
paragraph would be:  “If the providing country is not the same as the country of origin of the 
genetic resources and/or the associated traditional knowledge, the application shall also state 
the country of origin.  For genetic resources, the country of origin means the country from which 
the material was collected from its natural environment and, for associated traditional 
knowledge, the country in which the knowledge was developed.  If the national law in the 
country of origin requires that access to genetic resources and/or associated traditional 
knowledge shall be subject to prior consent, the application shall state whether such consent 
has been obtained”.  The third paragraph would be:  “If the information set out in paragraph one 
and two is not known to the applicant, the applicant shall state the immediate source from which 
the inventor collected or received the genetic resources and/or associated traditional 
knowledge”.  The last paragraph would be:  “If access to genetic resources has been provided 
in pursuance of Article 12.2 and Article 12.3 of the International Treaty on Plant Genetic 
Resources for Food and Agriculture, a copy of the standard material transfer agreement 
stipulated in Article 12.4 of the Treaty shall be enclosed with the patent application instead of 
the information stipulated in the first and second paragraphs.  If the applicant has obtained an 
internationally recognized certificate of compliance as mentioned in Article 17.3 and Article 17.4 
of the Nagoya Protocol that covers the genetic resources the invention concerns or uses, a copy 
of the certificate shall be enclosed with the patent application instead of information stipulated in 
the first and second paragraphs”.  The Delegation explained that this last proposal was based 
on the disclosure requirement in the Norwegian Patent Act.  It believed that it was important that 
not only the internationally recognized certificate of compliance mentioned in the Nagoya 
Protocol, but also the material transfer agreement set out in the FAO’s International Treaty, was 
reflected in a disclosure requirement.  It believed that it would be relevant to also include 
references to the material transfer agreement and the International Treaty in other parts of the 
text in the facilitators’ document.  However, it had not had the opportunity to examine this in 
detail.  It noted that if the applicant was in possession of a material transfer agreement or an 
internationally recognized certificate of compliance, an easy way to comply with the disclosure 
requirement would be for the applicant to submit a copy of the agreement or the certificate to 
the patent authority. 

658. The Delegation of Canada wished to make three cross-cutting points regarding the text.  
First, it believed that the term “traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources” needed 
to be understood as a subset of traditional knowledge as a whole.  The Delegation wished that 
the term used to refer to “traditional knowledge” in the context of the discussions taking place 
within the IGC on GRs and, indeed, in any WIPO instrument on genetic resources, be 
“traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources” and not “associated traditional 
knowledge”.  This point was also made in the interest of promoting consistency with other 
international discussions and instruments in which “traditional knowledge associated with 
genetic resources” was used.  The Delegation was open for discussing how to integrate the 
term “traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources” in any text under consideration 
such as the facilitators’ compilation.  Second, the Delegation believed that there should be 
separate provisions to have any text for GRs, on the one hand, and TK associated with GRs, on 
the other hand.  On this point too, it was open to discussing how to achieve this.  Third, the text 
made extensive use of binding language such as “shall” or “must” which prejudged the outcome 
of the discussion.  In addition, with respect to the sections’ relationship with international 
agreements and sanctions, remedies and exercise of rights, it considered that these sections as 
a whole prejudged the outcome of the IGC’s discussions.  Therefore, the Delegation wished to 
see these sections square bracketed and sought confirmation from the Chair that its presence in 
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the text was not definitive and that no such article option was either implied or could be inserted.  
It reserved the right to make further suggestions on all of the aforementioned matters at a later 
stage. 

659. The representative of the FAO, following on from the textual suggestions that had been 
made by the Delegation of Norway, offered three simple horizontal textual amendments.  These 
were based on the draft Article 5 of the text and would, at this early stage, ensure a general 
technical consistency and symmetry in the interfaces with the various elements of the 
international regime on access and benefit-sharing.  The broader context was the following:   
the decision of the CBD which had adopted the Nagoya Protocol recognized as the elements of 
the international regime on access and benefit-sharing the Convention itself, the Protocol, the 
Bonn Guidelines and the FAO’s International Treaty.  That Treaty covered all plant genetic 
resources for food and agriculture to ensure food security and access and benefit-sharing.  In 
fact, the core of the treaty was its multilateral system of access and benefit-sharing to which 
countries exercised their sovereign rights over their plant genetic resources for food and 
agriculture.   
The system substantiated a multilateral approach to access and benefit-sharing which was a 
unique creation of the Treaty, such that certain genetic resources should only be dealt with 
under the rules and terms and conditions of the multilateral system for uses therein comprised.  
The multilateral system was fully operational at that point and supported by a global information 
system on plant genetic resources for food and agriculture and a database on all transfers of 
genetic material that occurred within the system.  Consequently, the following three possible 
horizontal additions could be inserted in the text.  First, to add “the International Treaty on Plant 
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture” wherever there was reference to the CBD and the 
Nagoya Protocol.  Second, to add “the multilateral system of access and benefit-sharing” 
wherever there was mention of country of origin.  And third, to add “the global information 
system of the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture” where 
there was a reference to databases for the clearing house mechanism. 

660. The Delegation of Switzerland wished to support the intervention made by the 
representative of the FAO as it considered the International Treaty to be of major importance for 
the IGC as well.  The multilateral system of the FAO was one of the main reasons why 
Switzerland had adopted the broad concept of source to cover all possible sources and origins 
of genetic resources.  It wished to add a new sentence at the end of Paragraph 3.15:  “In case 
the source is unknown, this must be confirmed by the patent applicant.”  That sentence was 
actually part of the Swiss proposal contained in document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10.   

661. The Delegation of Morocco supported the proposals by the Delegation of Egypt, on behalf 
of the African Group, and wished to make an observation on the list of terms.  It noted that the 
list of terms began with “Associated Traditional Knowledge” and suggested that it should begin 
with the definition of “Genetic Resources” which was at the beginning of page 3, to be followed 
by the definitions of “Derivative” and “Associated Traditional Knowledge”. 

662. The Chair expressed his regret at the withdrawal of certain indigenous people’s 
representatives.  The rationale offered for the withdrawal was that further participation would be 
contingent on a status that would allow for direct participation in a manner that was not currently 
afforded.  He recalled that a discussion had taken place the previous week on the proposed 
amendments to the Rules of Procedure.  There had been no decisions taken on a change to the 
Rules of Procedure.  Therefore, that consideration could not have been taken by the IGC in this 
session and it was with regret that he noted that they had withdrawn.  The Chair remained open 
to the continued participation of indigenous communities in line with the Rules of Procedures 
that guided the IGC and he welcomed any further submissions that might be made in respect to 
the improvement of those rules.  He took note that, as he understood it, the representative of 
INBRAPI had spoken for the Indigenous Forum but that there were other representatives of 
indigenous communities that were still present.  
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663. The Chair then opened the floor for comments on deletions and consolidations in the text.  
Where such deletions were agreed, they would be shown in the text.  The discussion should 
proceed paragraph by paragraph.  He also opened the floor for broader comments on the 
document, which would be noted in the record. 

664. The Delegation of Canada wished to come back to the intervention it had made earlier 
about the terms “traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources”.  It proposed to start 
adding, at every iteration of the term “associated traditional knowledge” throughout the text, a 
bracket around “associated traditional knowledge”, followed by a slash and then again the 
bracketed expression “traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources”.  This was 
because when the terms “associated traditional knowledge” were being used, this could imply 
that there would always be traditional knowledge associated with any given genetic resource;  
whereas with the formulation “traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources”, this was 
not necessarily the case.  In addition, the Delegation wished to ensure that the text only 
captured traditional knowledge associated with GRs, and did not start to go over the other 
traditional knowledge that were being treated in other texts and in other fora.   

665. The Delegation of Cameroon observed that what was the most obvious was always the 
most difficult to demonstrate.  It stated that since discussions had focused, from the beginning, 
on traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources, it would have been redundant to 
repeat this indefinitely, all the more so since the fears of the Delegation of Canada may have 
been justified.  It pointed that there was already an Option 3, which was quite explicit and might 
smooth out this fear.   

666. The Delegation of Morocco recalled the proposal it had made earlier to start that section 
by defining genetic resources.   

667. The Delegation of Canada thanked the Delegation of Cameroon and pointed that Option 3 
actually linked the definition to the CBD, and also encompassed other issues.  It would defer to 
the Chair on the final decision.  

668. The Chair proposed to have Canada’s and Morocco’s recommendations on the record. 

669. Mr. Ian Goss noted that in relation to the “country of origin”, Option 4, in the original text, 
the previous text had actually been merged into two from the proponents.  

670. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to make a comment on the 
definition of “utilization of genetic resources”.  It appeared that the term was used in different 
contexts inside the document, and for that reason, it preferred to put brackets around the entire 
definition, until that issue could be revisited in the text later on.   

671. The Chair said this would be noted in the record. 

672. Mr. Ian Goss noted, in relation to the title for Objective 1, that the ordering of the text of 
the different key issues had been changed to reflect the substantive text in Paragraph 1.  In 
addition, he indicated that highlighted areas in the text reflected where proponents had said that 
brackets were needed to be placed as per their original proposals.  

673. The Delegation of Egypt asked why there were brackets around “sovereign States” in 
Paragraph 1.1.2 as it believed all States were sovereign.  

674. Mr. Ian Goss indicated that “sovereign States” had been bracketed at the request of the 
Delegation of the European Union, which was actually the proponent of that particular text. 

675. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and  
its Member States, stated that it was currently comfortable with the way this term was used in 
Paragraph 1.1.2 and it agreed that the brackets could be removed.   
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676. The Chair decided that the brackets were therefore removed. 

677. The Delegation of the Syrian Arab Republic thanked the facilitators for having taken into 
consideration its proposal to change the location of Paragraph to 1.1.3.  It requested that two 
further amendments be taken into consideration.  These were to place the term “people” in the 
plural form “peoples” and to add the term “sovereign” to ensure respect for the sovereign rights 
of the peoples.  

678. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to bracket “the sovereign rights of 
peoples partially or entirely under occupation” in Paragraph 1.1.3.   

679. The Delegation of India wished to bracket Paragraph 1.2.  

680. The Delegation of the United States of America wished to clarify a typographical error in 
section 1.3, by inserting in the first line the words “To ensure that” before “patent” in order to 
more accurately reflect that objective.   

681. The Chair said that he saw no objection to that.  

682. The representative of FAIRA wished Paragraph 1.2, second line, second sentence, to 
read “ensure respect for the principles of self determination of indigenous peoples and the rights 
of local communities”, because local communities did not necessarily have the right of  
self-determination.  He also wished to take the opportunity to let the Chair and the delegates 
know, that not all indigenous peoples’ delegations had withdrawn from the discussions, and that 
FAIRA was not so fixated on the procedures so as to ignore the development of the text on 
genetic resources.  However, he pointed that if the text no longer adequately acknowledged and 
supported the rights of indigenous peoples, FAIRA would seriously consider also withdrawing 
from the IGC.  He repeated FAIRA’s submission to the IGC, that indigenous peoples’ 
delegations that represented self-determining populations should have elevated status in these 
proceedings and be respected for the capacity to directly negotiate with the states on the 
purpose of particular text.  It was FAIRA’s purpose, in this IGC meeting on genetic resources, to 
ensure that indigenous peoples’ right to permanent sovereignty over natural resources, and 
hence, the resulting genetic resources, was legally respected in the proposed international 
instrument of WIPO.  

683. The Delegation of Australia supported the intervention of the representative of FAIRA. 

684. The Chair asked that this be noted so as to be taken into account at a next stage.  

685. Mr. Ian Goss indicated that in the next area, under “Certainty of Rights”, in Paragraph 
2.2.1, there was a footnote added to the words “legitimate users”, noting that this actually 
needed to have a definition as there wasn’t one at the moment.  The next change was under 
“Patents on Life Forms”.  Two aspects of it had changed:  first, a footnote had been added 
saying that there could also be a no option to these options, and second, in relation to Option 3, 
this had been included from page 19 of the previous text.  This was just included as a repetition 
from the mechanism.  

686. The Delegation of Brazil wished to comment on Paragraph 2.7, “Patents on Life Forms”.  
It though that a third option had been added, that was taken from page 19, and wished to point 
out that there was also a possibility of utilizing what, on the morning text, was under Paragraph 
3.48, which stated that “no intellectual property rights shall be granted to genetic resources that 
naturally occur in situ and ex situ”.  Its suggestion was to also make it one of the options 
available for “Patents on Life Forms” without prejudice to it being there, but this was because it 
was related to an executive provision. 

687. The Chair indicated that the intervention of the Delegation of Brazil would be noted in the 
record. 
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688. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) indicated it had asked that Paragraph 3.5 
of the morning’s version, be moved up to 3.3.  In addition, it considered that the Paragraph 
which was currently 2.7.3 was not a repetition of Paragraph 2.7.1, because Paragraph 2.7.1 
was trying to define a principle and Paragraph 2.7.3 was an operative paragraph with operative 
wording.  It wished the text to reflect a principle and an assertion, both of which were operative, 
and should be properly reflected in the work to be developed by patent and intellectual property 
offices.  It recognized that within the context of this discussion, many elements could be placed 
in different situations, but here it wished to reflect it in this way because they were two different 
things.  The one above was a positive assertion, a principle while below it wished to see 
something which was operative.  Paragraph 2.7.3 had to be moved to Article 3, after  
Paragraph 3.22.   

689. Mr. Ian Goss said that the change would be made. 

690. The Chair indicated that the proposal of the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) 
would be noted in the record and taken into account by the facilitators. 

691. The Delegation of Egypt stressed that there was a repetition of Paragraph 4.3.2 in the last 
sentence of Paragraph 4.4.  In addition, the sentence was bracketed in Paragraph 4.4, but not 
in Paragraph 4.3.2.  

692. The Chair noted that there was general agreement on the deletion of the highlighted 
section and decided it was deleted. 

693. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea wished to comment on the title of  
Paragraph 2.4, in Objective 2, which was “compliance with disclosure, prior informed consent 
and fair and equitable benefit sharing requirements”.  It suggested “disclosure” in the title should 
be removed, because Paragraph 2.5 already dealt with disclosure requirement, while  
Paragraph 2.4 focused on meeting the requirements of prior informed consent and fair and 
equitable benefit sharing.  With regards to Paragraph 3.2.1, it wished to bracket the word 
“must”.  Finally, in the title of Paragraph 3.4, it wished to replace “traditional knowledge” with 
“traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources”. 

694. The Chair pointed that the recommendation of the Delegation of the Republic of Korea to 
bracket the word “must” in Paragraph 3.2.1 was not in the previous text so it would be noted in 
the record. 

695. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) asked what would be the result of the 
suggestions that were being made in the room.  It wished to know if the facilitators would 
prepare a new text for the next day, on the basis of suggestions that were being made. 

696. The Chair explained that for some of the input text, as for example completing a sentence, 
that would be put in the record.  For cases where there was text that had not been correctly 
reflected, that text would be corrected in the text.  For new recommendations, such as for 
shifting of bracketing, that was not present before, these were going in the record.  The Chair 
asked the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) if it wished to revisit its observation from 
the morning on the matter of the positioning of the life form issue. 

697. The Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) stated that in the morning, it had 
identified, together with other countries, that there might be a better placement for its proposal.  
Its current position lead to confusion as the Delegation wished its proposal to have an operative 
paragraph with principles.  It was ready to speak with the facilitators to look again at the 
placement of the text in a place that would be more appropriate. 

698. The Chair asked the Delegation of Bolivia (Plurinational State of), on the basis of its 
recommendation, to consult with the facilitators to see if this adjustment could be done in time to 
have it in text before the conclusion of the afternoon session. 
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699. Mr. Ian Goss identified some of the next changes.  In Paragraph 3.1, the word “legal” was 
inserted, but it was bracketed.  In Paragraph 3.10, the terms “their derivatives” were bracketed 
in consistency with previous practice.  In relation to the role of PCT and PLT, there was a  
Sub-Option 1 and a Sub-Option 2, which had been put together, but the proponents had wanted 
them to be split out, so they better reflected their position.  There was no textual change to them 
other than the split.   

700. The Delegation of Canada pointed out that, Paragraphs 2.4 and 2.5 did not have options 
and were just clear text.  If there were options, it understood that it did not need the brackets 
because there were distinct options, but when there were no options and there was only one 
text for a principle, it wished to bracket Paragraphs 2.4 and 2.5 in their entirety, because at that 
stage it was not in a position to accept that concept.   

701. In response, the Chair advised that the request by the Delegation of Canada would be 
noted in the record.  He then requested the facilitators to introduce the text in the chapeau and 
invited comments from delegations. 

702. Mr. Ian Goss indicated that in relation to the first paragraph, the agreement was to make 
reference to the Committee’s mandate.  Secondly, the headings had been inserted by the 
facilitators and were indicative of the content only and did not form a framework for the 
document.  He further said that the articles in brackets remained unchanged as they had not 
been inserted by the facilitators.  Any headings put in by the facilitators were in a block, so that it 
would be easy to see what the facilitators had included and it would not affect the actual 
headings as contained in the original draft articles. 

703.  The Delegation of the Philippines wondered if the chapeau would be better included in 
the report of IGC 20, rather than being reproduced in the negotiating text. 

704. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, noted that the amended draft of the chapeau was acceptable.  It felt that it 
clearly captured the idea that it was a working document, and that there was still a degree of 
flexibility for Member States to support multiple options or zero options, as they wished.  It also 
indicated the idea that this was not a framework as such in the eyes of some Member States.  
With regard to the location, the Delegation felt it was essential that it remained as part of the text 
that was being considered, because the chapeau served to explain how the text should be read. 
It said that in future negotiations, it may be essential for it to be included in a separate part of 
any documents produced as a result of this meeting, and this could mean that it could become 
separated from the text.  As a consequence, the added value of it had the potential to be lost. 

705. The Delegation of the Philippines noted that if it was the understanding of the Committee 
that the chapeau reflected the Committee’s basic agreement, there was value in indicating that 
in the report.  This could even be included in the Chair’s summary, and the Chair’s summary 
could be used by the next IGC or even the WIPO General Assembly in assessing the merits of 
the text that would be submitted to it.   

706. The Delegation of Egypt indicated that the Committee should have a clear focus on what it 
wished to achieve at IGC 20.  It emphasized that IGC 20 should conduct text-based 
negotiations in order to reach a draft legal text to be submitted to the WIPO General Assembly.  
It noted that there was a contradiction between the first and second paragraphs, as the first 
paragraph referred to the mandate, but the second paragraph said that the work had neither 
been agreed upon nor adopted.  It proposed that this issue be dealt with as part of the future 
steps which would be discussed later on, or as part of the Chair’s summary, and if some 
delegations wished to include caveats, these could be included as footnotes.   

707. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) supported the suggestion made by the 
Delegations of Egypt and the Philippines, that the paragraph in question could be included in 
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the Chair’s summary.  In relation to the mandate, it preferred to have a complete reference to 
the whole mandate of the IGC, which was to create an international legal instrument to ensure 
the effective protection of GRs, TK and TCEs.  

708. The Delegation of Algeria supported the comments made by the Delegation of the 
Philippines noting that it was not the tradition in any of the texts that had been discussed at 
WIPO to have the chapeau appear where it was.  It suggested that the content of the chapeau 
could be reflected in the Chair’s summary or as a footnote.  The Delegation agreed with the 
content of the first paragraph. 

709. The Chair noted that no progress had been made on this item and therefore gave a brief 
moment for consultations.  

710. The Chair stated that, following consultation with a number of delegations that had 
particular positions on this matter, the recommendation was that the position expressed would 
now be reflected in a Chairman’s note, which would be a part of the document, but would 
precede the text.  He felt that that would satisfy the concern that the provisions there would 
always be seen together with the text, but that, bearing in mind the observation of the 
Delegation of the Philippines and others, it would not be inserted into the text itself, which would 
have been unusual in terms of drafting practice.   

711. The Delegation of Australia said that it had understood from the consultations that the 
proposal was to merge paragraphs 1 and 2.  It would therefore read:  “this text represents the 
results, at the conclusion of the IGC’s 20th session, in accordance with the mandate of the 
WIPO General Assemblies [contained in WO/GA/40/7].  It represents a work in progress, and is 
without prejudice to the positions of the participants”.  That would be a merging of the first and 
second paragraphs.  Paragraphs 3 and 4 would also be included in the Chair’s note.   

712. The Chair asked that paragraphs 3 and 4 be transferred to the Chairman’s note, and that 
the rest be deleted from the current chapeau, indicating that discussions on the text had been 
completed.  It was, as the note said, work in progress and the text was the result of text-based 
negotiations on GRs during the session.  He said that, as required by the IGC’s mandate, this 
text would be transmitted to the WIPO General Assembly in September 2012, as a basis for the 
IGC’s further work on IP and GRs.  A suitable decision paragraph reflecting this proposal would 
be tabled, when all decisions were presented for adoption.   

713. The Delegation of Paraguay, speaking on behalf of GRULAC, welcomed the work carried 
out by the facilitators and appreciated the revised Consolidated Document relating to IP and 
GRs.  GRULAC believed that that updated document was fundamental because it fulfilled the 
very important objective of having a single document on which the IGC could work.  It could not, 
however, make comments on the substance at that stage.  It said finally that the IGC had to 
study the objectives and principles and focus especially on legal terms. 

 
Decision on Agenda Item 7: 
714. The Committee discussed all 
the working and information 
documents prepared for this session 
under this Agenda Item, in particular 
documents WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/4, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/5, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/6, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/4, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/8, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/9, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10, 
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WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/11, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/12, 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/13 and 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/14.  The 
Committee developed, on the basis of 
these documents and comments made 
in plenary, the “Consolidated 
Document Relating to IP and GRs” in 
accordance with the General Assembly 
mandate contained in document 
WO/GA/40/7.  The Committee decided 
that this text, as at the close of the 
session on February 22, 2012 (copy 
attached), be transmitted to the WIPO 
General Assembly for consideration by 
the General Assembly in accordance 
with the Committee’s mandate 
contained in document WO/GA/40/7.  

AGENDA ITEM 8:  DRAFT STUDY ON THE PARTICIPATION OF OBSERVERS IN THE 
WORK OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE ON IP AND GRS, TK AND 
FOLKLORE  
 

715. The Chair recalled that the WIPO General Assembly, in September 2011, had invited the 
IGC to review its procedures with a view to enhancing the positive contribution of observers to 
the IGC process.  In order to facilitate that review, the Secretariat of WIPO was requested to 
prepare a study on the participation of observers in the work of the IGC.  According to the 
decision of the WIPO General Assembly, the study outlined current practices and potential 
options in this regard.  In order to assist the Secretariat in preparing the study IGC participants 
were invited, in October 2011, to submit comments to the Secretariat.  In this regard a “Note  
on Existing Mechanisms for Participation of Observers in the Work of the WIPO 
Intergovernmental Committee on IP and GRs, TK and Folklore” was made available by the 
Secretariat.  IGC participants were invited to submit comments before November 30, 2011.  
Several States and observers responded to that invitation and made comments.  All comments 
were available on WIPO web site.  The draft study, as prepared by the Secretariat, was 
contained in document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/7.  It was executive summary of a slightly longer 
paper which was also available online.  Many of the comments from States and observers 
underscored the vital importance of guaranteeing the participation of observers in the IGC’s 
negotiations, particularly the participation of indigenous peoples and local communities as 
holders of TK and TCEs. 

716. The representative of FAIRA reiterated the importance of more effective participation of 
indigenous peoples in the meetings.  He stated that the right of self-determination had been 
established, including the right to sovereignty over natural resources including GRs.  He 
expressed hope that the need for textual proposals submitted by indigenous peoples 
representing self-determining communities and nations to be considered and remain under 
consideration whether or not it were supported by States in their process would be seriously 
considered during the discussion. 

717. The representative of Tupaj Amaru noted that, under Article 24 of the WIPO General 
Rules of Procedure, observers could take part in the discussions at the invitation of the Chair, 
but they were not authorized to submit proposals, motions or amendments to drafts that were 
being reviewed.  In his view, there was a need to clarify that the fundamental difference 
between indigenous peoples and observers consisted in the fact that the former were owners of 
TK and TCEs and the latter, for the most part, represented multi-nationals in the 
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pharmaceutical, agriculture and biotechnology fields or anthropologists, patent attorneys and 
powerful lobbies with interests different from those of indigenous peoples.  Although indigenous 
peoples were the guardians of such knowledge and GRs they had been marginalized and 
reduced to silence.  On the other hand, States from the North and their large NGOs, or 
observers, continued their impeccable campaign to put the TK and GRs and TCEs of 
indigenous peoples at the service of the voracious multi-nationals. He noted that indigenous 
peoples did not come to WIPO to thank the Voluntary Fund for the contributions and not just to 
warm their seats but to negotiate with States the protection of their cultural and spiritual 
heritage, to prevent piracy and to demand fair access to the benefits derived from their TK and 
GRs.  He referred again to Article 24 of the WIPO General Rules of Procedure under which the 
IGC, composed of Member States of WIPO, decided to reserve to indigenous peoples and local 
communities selective and discriminatory treatment based on double standards.  In applying this 
provision, the States denied recognition to indigenous peoples as rights-holders, historical 
players and depositories of permanent sovereignty over their TK and cultural expressions and 
GRs, and as a part of a negotiating process on international instruments.  In his view, the 
Western States considered Indians as mere subjects of anthropological study, and those who 
favored culture alienation endeavored to reduce indigenous wisdom to mere folklore and 
considered their languages as mere dialects.  Given such cultural alienation States failed to 
recognize indigenous peoples as equal partners and rights-holders and users of TK and did not 
accept that their contributions, comments and amendments be regarded as constructive 
contributions to the negotiating process for international instruments.  He noted that after years 
of sterile debate on the participation of indigenous peoples and local communities one could 
regrettably see that rich countries were continuing with their incoherent policies to deny the 
effective participation of the indigenous peoples and local communities.  Nonetheless, many 
indigenous representatives complied with the participation rules, i.e., the principles of 
representativeness, independence, moral integrity and recognized knowledge in the area of IP.  
In terms of participation of observers, the IGC should have adhered to the same rules and 
procedures that had been established by the UN system and its specialized agencies, and 
applied the principles of equity adopted by the international conferences and recognized by 
human rights instruments.  He referred to Vienna Declaration and Program of Action adopted in 
1993 by the World Conference on Human Rights that urged States to “ensure the full and free 
participation of indigenous people in all aspects of society, in particular in matters of concern to 
them”.  In the dialectic sense, one could understand the right to participate in the societal matter 
as full, free and effective participation of indigenous peoples, both individually and collectively, 
being historical players, rights-holders and depositories of permanent sovereignty over genetic 
and natural resources.  Article 71 the UN Charter provided that Economic and Social Council 
that could make appropriate arrangements for consultations with NGOs who dealt with matters 
related to its mandate.  In that spirit, Resolution 1996/31 of the Economic and Social Council 
established participation modalities for NGOs and civil society both in the Human Rights Council 
and its subsidiary bodies, as well as in the United Nations international conferences and 
regional fora.  Moreover, WIPO should have taken its inspiration from the work of the 
Open-Ended Working Group established under Resolution 1995/32 of the Commission on 
Human Rights with the exclusive purpose of developing a draft declaration on the rights of 
indigenous peoples.  Active and free participation of indigenous representatives on the basis of 
equality with States in the process of negotiating the draft declaration over a period of 11 years 
had set a positive precedent.  Their proposals, comments and amendments had been widely 
distributed and debated and had become an integral part of the Declaration.  The activities of 
the indigenous peoples’ organizations that had been authorized to take part in the Working 
Group in accordance with the established procedures were governed by the provisions of Rules 
75 and 76 of the Rules of Procedure of the Functional Commissions of the Economic and Social 
council.  In conclusion, he stated that as States had failed to recognize participation of 
indigenous peoples and accept their contributions and proposals, indigenous peoples were 
willing to withdraw their participation from that session which was of great importance to their 
survival. 
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718. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, thanked the Secretariat for its draft study on the participation of observers in 
the work of IGC.  It note that the nine proposals presented by the Secretariat dealt with different 
aspects of the participation of observers.  Therefore, the Delegation was of the view that those 
proposals should not necessarily have been seen as a package and could be discussed 
independently.  The Delegation was particularly supportive of those proposals which sought to 
fortify and rationalize the selection of observers and their financing mechanism.  It was 
interested in the idea of establishing a standing advisory mechanism and in electing the board 
of the Voluntary Fund for two years with the understanding that both entities would work 
intersessionally and by electronic means.  It also saw particular interest in further developing 
communication tools and outreach activities.  The Delegation stood ready to further discuss the 
proposals. 

719. The representative of Indigenous Peoples’ Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB), speaking on 
behalf of the Indigenous Caucus, stated that indigenous peoples saw this process as 
fundamentally about States and industry wanting to access indigenous peoples’ resources and 
knowledge.  In this context, they asserted their rights to be treated as equals in this forum, and 
not as marginalized participants as they were.  The Caucus referred to the positions that it had 
already presented at IGC 18 and 19.  Indigenous peoples, in numerous meetings, had stated 
clearly their position regarding their territories and resources, i.e., that they were the owners of 
their territories and resources that they held collectively.  Their rights were not those of 
stakeholders, NGOs, observers, special interest groups, a group, a population or a community.  
Indigenous peoples protected their resources through their own sovereignty and own legal 
systems.  The Caucus emphasized that indigenous peoples were nations and affirmed their 
right to self-determination.  Their rights were inherent and not based on goodwill of a particular 
State.  As right-holders, indigenous peoples did not accept that one could categorize indigenous 
peoples.  In view of the Caucus, there was no recommendation in the draft study on changes to 
the rules of procedures for the General Assembly of WIPO or for the diplomatic conference if 
one were to take place.  The whole work was based on the notion of gaining access to their TK 
and their GRs and IP.  The Caucus also referred to the right of free, prior and informed consent 
that was their right as peoples, in accordance with the international law.  Indigenous Peoples 
required that States accepted them as having the right to participate in the IGC and other WIPO 
processes as equals, with the possibility to make interventions that would stand on their own 
merit, as well as to make suggested changes to the text of the documents within the IGC 
without a State agreeing. 

720. The representative of the Assembly of First Nations stated that indigenous peoples were 
different from other groups or classes of stakeholders.  Classes of stakeholders included NGOs, 
industry, artists, and representatives of indigenous peoples and others.  Indigenous peoples 
were different from other groups, and, as nations, they had their own territories, languages, 
history, and the right of self-determination.  Many of indigenous communities were 
self-governing or governed their populations, and they had rights that other groups in the IGC 
did not have.  Based on those facts, indigenous people should have had equal or an elevated 
status compared to other stakeholders in the IGC forum.  Contributions of indigenous peoples 
should have stood on their own merit.  He further requested the Member States to consider 
those factors in looking at the classifications of the observers. 

721. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group, thanked the Secretariat 
for having prepared the draft study on the participation of observers in the work of the IGC.  The 
Group took note of the nine proposals presented and indicated that several of those proposals 
needed to be carefully and cautiously studied, understood and digested.  The Group also felt 
the need to seek further clarification on several proposals, in particular Proposal 2, and to 
understand how it would impact the nature of the IGC as a Member States-driven process.  The 
Group also requested clarification on whether and to what extent those proposals could be 
considered as alternatives or presented in a form of a package.  In the meantime, the Group 
expressed its support for the normal practice which was captured and contained in paragraph 
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24 which explained that the Chair generally allowed observers to intervene during IGC sessions 
on any issue on the agenda and to make drafting proposals when negotiating text and other 
working documents for consideration by Member States.  It had been the practice for some time 
that such drafting proposals were incorporated in the text of the discussion if supported by at 
least one Member State.  They were nonetheless reflected in the reports of the sessions in 
cases where reports of sessions did record drafting proposals.  At that stage the Group wished 
to continue to reflect on the proposals. 

722. The Delegation of Peru thanked the Secretariat for the preparation of the draft study on 
the participation of observers in the work of the IGC and for the interesting alternatives and 
options regarding the participation of the observers in the IGC.  The Delegation also thanked all 
the participants who presented comments for a high level of commitment in furthering the fruitful 
participation of observers.  The Delegation felt that with such an approach the benefits of the 
work of the IGC could continue to be extended to all.  The Delegation favored all proposals that 
would further the participation of observers and in particular representatives of indigenous 
communities.  It welcomed the ideas contained in the draft study which it was willing to continue 
considering collectively.  It further wished to share some additional ideas that could be part of 
the proposal to promote the widest possible participation of observers in substantive matters of 
negotiation.  To that end, the Delegation suggested that prior to the sessions of the IGC and 
when the negotiating texts were circulated the observers and in particular those who were 
unable to attend for lack of financing or other reasons could send their comments to the 
Secretariat.  The Secretariat could systematically compile that into a single document that would 
be supplied before the session to the Member States.  Any comments from the observers could 
then be structured on the basis of an established format including general statements, positions 
on the proposed text, documentation of related cases for matters of discussion, etc.  Joint 
submissions would also be allowed.  Therefore, in addition to providing an opportunity to the 
observers to express their views and comments, it would give Member States an opportunity to 
have sufficient time to absorb those contributions and to incorporate them into the discussions 
of the IGC.  As an additional proposal, the Delegation suggested that the Secretariat pull 
together all the various opinions expressed by the observers in the course of a week of sessions 
and put them in to a document to be drafted and circulated for next sessions.  This would also 
allow Member States to have these inputs ahead of time in order to have national authorities 
take them into account in developing negotiating text. 

723. The Delegation of Namibia was of the opinion that there was a very important role for 
indigenous peoples to play in the process because, to a very large extent, the subject matter 
under discussion was about their cultural property.  However, it also felt that there was a real 
issue of representation and legitimacy that needed to be addressed.  To be an accredited 
observer to the IGC it was necessary to demonstrate the substantial constituency that one 
represented and that constituency must have a legitimate interest in the subject matter.  It felt 
that it was not equitable and just that NGOs representing or claiming to represent indigenous 
peoples were allowed to participate in the proceedings on equal footing with recognized 
indigenous nations and national organizations of indigenous peoples.  It was necessary to 
distinguish between those types of observers and allow those who were legitimate indigenous 
peoples to contribute fully to the proceedings while weeding out those who represented nobody 
but themselves and came simply for the pleasure of hearing their own voices.  

724. The representative of Tin Hinan noted that she represented an organization of indigenous 
women from West Africa.  She emphasized that effective participation of indigenous peoples in 
the work of the IGC would have financial impact, if real consideration were given to indigenous 
peoples’ financial situations.  She noted that she was the only indigenous participant in the 
meeting from Africa.  This fact highlighted the scarcity of resources, as well as the need for 
indigenous peoples to consult each other at the regional level.  In Africa, the means of 
communication was almost non-existent in the areas where indigenous communities lived, and 
there were a limited number of people who could attend the sessions. 
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725. The representative of CISA referred to documents that indigenous peoples had presented 
in the previous two sessions.  He saw it as a crass act of deliberate omission that in the draft 
study there was no recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples in their capacity to represent 
themselves as nations and peoples with the right to self-determination.  He believed it was 
either a communication problem or a crass act of deliberate omission.  He proposed to add an 
additional proposal - rights of indigenous peoples and nations as full subjects of international 
law - to the list of proposed options because he saw it as something different from what States 
and the Secretariat perceived given that self-determination had not been included in the draft 
study.  Having presented those documents to previous sessions, indigenous peoples still did not 
understand why that issue was not brought up.  He pointed out that the Constitution and the 
Rules of Procedure were created in the wake of colonization and dispossession of indigenous 
peoples’ territories and resources including the denial of their right to self-determination.  

726. The Chair suggested that the proposals presented in the draft study be introduced one by 
one, and agreement be reached on each proposal as discussion proceeded.  He introduced and 
opened discussion on Proposal 1.  

727. The representative of FAIRA noted that among the categories of observers recognized in 
the IGC there should have been a category which related to self-determining communities. 

728. The representative of INBRAPI supported the views expressed by the representative of 
FAIRA and underlined that indigenous peoples were not stakeholders.  Indigenous peoples 
were internationally recognized rights-holders.  They could not be included in the same category 
as NGOs, for example, because they had a different status.  She reminded the delegations in 
the IGC that indigenous peoples needed to participate more effectively because the discussions 
in the IGC concerned their future, their rights to territories and to GRs that they had preserved, 
and TK which identified them as peoples.  For them, it was a question of survival and not just a 
legal issue.  She underlined that the delegations should have considered more effective 
participation of indigenous peoples as a different category. 

729. The representative of Tupaj Amaru thanked delegations for having placed this issue on 
the agenda.  However, he was surprised the draft study did not reflect its terms of reference, but 
included just elements for discussion and some of them were contradictory.  The draft study 
distinguished between indigenous peoples and NGOs.  In his view, the mandate of the General 
Assembly was rather to recognize that indigenous peoples had the right to negotiate as States.  
The definition of the different observers was a problem created by the Secretariat.  Each year 
NGOs or representatives of representatives of indigenous peoples were accredited by WIPO, 
and neither the Secretariat nor the Chair ever identified who these organizations were, what 
their objectives were, what their possibilities were to contributing to the discussion in terms of 
IP.  In other words, the Secretariat must explain which categories of observers were present in 
WIPO.  In his opinion, for indigenous peoples it was the same whether an observer was an 
NGO or an indigenous representative.  The diversity of observers, including NGOs, indigenous 
representatives, lobby groups from multinational companies, pharmaceutical companies and 
anthropologists who came to study psychology and behavior of indigenous people, should be of 
concern to WIPO and not to indigenous peoples.  He emphasized that indigenous peoples 
wanted to be recognized not as just sort of folklore representatives but rather as right-holders 
because they were owners, guardians and right-holders of TK and GRs.  

730. The representative of Hokotehi Moriori Trust stated that indigenous peoples had not been 
involved in the drafting of the study.  While there were some useful observations in the draft 
study, it did not reflect what indigenous peoples had requested from the IGC.  He reiterated that 
indigenous peoples, their resources and TK were at stake in the process of the IGC.  In order 
for the outcomes of the process to be robust and durable, indigenous peoples should have been 
accorded quality treatment.  He concluded by fully endorsing, on behalf of Hokotehi Moriori 
Trust and the three tribes that he had represented in the Wai 262 claim, namely Ngati Kuri, 
Ngati Wai and Ngati Kahungunu, the statement made by the Chair of Indigenous Caucus, and 
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reiterated that indigenous peoples required States to accept them as having a right to 
participate in the IGC and other WIPO processes as equals.  Indigenous peoples were 
empowered to make interventions that could stand on their own merit, as well as to make 
changes to draft texts without agreement of at least of State.  That would be an appropriate way 
to clarify the relationship between States and indigenous peoples in the process. 

731. The representative of the Assembly of Armenians of Western Armenia stated that 
indigenous peoples had a particular status which was recognized by the UN.  He urged States 
to take that into account and to differentiate indigenous peoples from local community or others 
which did not correspond to their true status.   

732. The representative of Culture of Afro-Indigenous Solidarity noted that she represented 
indigenous peoples of Honduras who could not attend the meeting in Geneva due to the lack of 
resources and other circumstances.  Her organization was an NGO that also represented and 
worked with an African organization, the African Commission of Health and Human Rights, and 
had previously represented the coordination of African NGOs.  She had over 30 years 
experience particularly in human rights and had participated in establishing the Secretariat of 
Indigenous Peoples and Afro-descendants who were the rights-holders of TK.  She had difficulty 
in understanding the proposed distinction between civil society and indigenous peoples, 
because one could work ethically or help other people without having any particular label of any 
category.  She also supported the statement made by the Indigenous Caucus.  

733. The Delegation of the United States of America thanked the Secretariat for the draft study 
on the participation of observers in the work of the IGC.  The participation of observers was 
important to the decision-making of the IGC and important input into all of the work at WIPO.  
Observers, particularly those representing indigenous peoples and local communities, had 
made important contributions to the work of the IGC and were able to fully contribute.  The 
Delegation was interested in the proposals that would enhance the dialogue towards the 
decision-making in the IGC, such as Proposals 7 and 8.  The Delegation was concerned that 
expanding the fora for dialogue and changing the dynamics of the dialogue could dilute the 
focus of the IGC.  Finally, the Delegation thanked those who had made comments on the study 
and looked forward to continue to support and facilitate the participation of observers.   

734. The representative of CAPAJ recognized that the draft study generated an atmosphere of 
frankness regarding the relationship with different actors who contributed to the discussion in 
the process.  He recalled that representatives of indigenous peoples who were active in the 
international arena had participated in the Open-ended Intersessional Working Group on the 
Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and when WIPO established the 
mandate of the IGC, the Secretariat invited them to apply to participate as observers.  They had 
been participating in a human rights process on equal footing with States, while throughout their 
participation in the IGC they were treated as regular observers.  However, their experience in 
the IGC showed that indigenous peoples and nations were moving outside the category of 
regular observers since circumstances and timelines required that they be considered as 
full-fledged participants.  Although such category did not exist, he suggested that the Secretariat 
take that into account in order to enrich the negotiations.  That would allow the participants in 
the IGC to see that the continuation of the dialogue would require indigenous peoples to be 
treated as creators of TK and TCEs.  He noted that State Governments with constitutional 
recognition did not have the capacity of indigenous peoples to create TCEs, songs, dances and 
folklore. 

735. The Delegation of Pakistan stated that valuable participation of various categories of 
observers had been recognized in the draft study.  The distinction between participating 
observers had been necessitated.  The IGC was urged to consider establishing a standing 
advisory mechanism.  The Delegation supported establishment of a working group consisting of 
volunteering States to work on developing the advisory mechanism. 
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736. The Delegation of the Russian Federation aligned itself with other delegations in its high 
appreciation of the useful contribution of observers, particularly indigenous peoples, and 
thanked the Secretariat for the preparation of the draft study which also incorporated the 
proposals that had earlier been submitted by the Delegation.  In accordance with paragraph 3 of 
the document, the Delegation requested the Secretariat to translate the draft study into Russian 
which would enable representatives of indigenous peoples in the Russian Federation to 
familiarize themselves with the document.  With regard to Proposal 1, the Delegation noted that 
two mechanisms had been proposed.  The Delegation supported the first proposed mechanism, 
namely amendments to the applications for accreditation to obtain more information from 
applicants, provided that additional questions would be appropriate and effective.  In relation to 
the second proposed mechanism, namely establishment of a standing advisory board, the 
Delegation noted that references had been made to the operation of the Advisory Board of the 
Voluntary Fund which in practice had included participants present at a given session of the IGC 
and operated in several languages, as not all members of the Advisory Board could work in one 
language.  While noting the proposed composition of the advisory board, the Delegation asked 
how such members would be elected and what the working language would be, if the advisory 
board were to operate on a standing basis.  In addition, not all elected members of the advisory 
board would be able to participate in all sessions of the IGC.   

737. The representative of CISA stated that in the UN decolonization process peoples were 
discriminated and struggled as peoples who were denied their proper capacity of 
representation.  They were denied their right to present themselves as proper agents and 
authorities of peoples vested with the right to self-determination.  He noted that there was a 
process where the free political institutions of the colonized peoples were taken into account by 
the General Assembly to determine whether those were puppet governments of States or 
whether or not those were actual peoples representing their peoples and not only communities, 
because indigenous peoples were peoples and not just communities as they were often referred 
to.  Indigenous peoples had the right to determine or to challenge some of those States who 
recognized only peoples who came from either non-profit organizations or nations and peoples, 
and their level or the capacity of representation in association with their right to 
self-determination.  In his view, that was important because the status of a category of observer 
would give the authority to be regarded as equal with States’ right in self-determination of 
peoples, as recognized and operated in the decolonization process.  If the IGC were to make 
the distinction among those separate categories, one needed to go back and look at the various 
categories of observers to determine whether they were peoples under foreign colonization, 
recognized under Article 73 of the Charter of the UN, or had the right to preserve and protect 
their property as indigenous peoples would with the absolute title of the right to that property.  
He concluded that colonized indigenous peoples were called troublemakers, terrorists or even 
those representing themselves who liked to listen to their own voices.  He reminded the 
Delegation of Namibia that its country had gone through the same process.  

738. The representative of Tupaj Amaru noted that in the course of 10 years of the UN 
deliberations, time had been spent to define indigenous communities before giving them their 
rights.  He believed the IGC was going back to the strategy of calling to account the credibility of 
each indigenous representative.  Representatives of indigenous communities had been working 
for 30 years and they were only answerable to the communities they represented. 

739. The Chair introduced and opened discussion on Proposal 2.  

740. The representative of Hokotehi Moriori Trust referred to the Treaty of Waitangi and the 
considerable development of law that contained the duties of a partnership between a State 
Government and indigenous tribes in New Zealand.  Many of those principles had been drawn 
from international law and from case law from the Commonwealth law countries, and provided 
that any partnership should be founded on good faith, mutual trust and mutual benefit.  He 
welcomed the opportunity for indigenous peoples to work in a true spirit of partnership with 
State parties within the IGC process. 
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741. The representative of FAIRA stated that indigenous peoples should be able to nominate 
representatives to the “friends of the Chair” group in line with their enhanced status.   

742. The representative of CAPAJ expressed his appreciation of the good will in opening up 
such possibility to participate in the “friends of the Chair” group and also to co-facilitate the work.  
That would suggest active participation in such groups on equal footing without the statements 
of indigenous communities having to be approved by any particular State.   

743. The Delegation of Sri Lanka stated that it supported the rights of indigenous communities.  
Being a country in Asia-Pacific, Sri Lanka has no conflict with indigenous peoples.  The 
Delegation believed that knowledge of indigenous peoples in various fields, especially in the 
field of traditional medicine, should be appreciated.  The Delegation fully endorsed Proposal 2 in 
relation to cooperating in the spirit of partnership. 

744. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, aligned itself with the previous statement by the African Group in requesting 
further clarification as to what precisely Proposal 2 would entail.  It was the prerogative of the 
Chair at any time to include observers or representatives of observers in a specific process.  
The Delegation was not completely clear as to what was contained in that proposal.   

745. The Chair introduced and opened discussion on Proposal 3. 

746. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and  
its Member States, required further clarification on the inclusion of the indigenous panel into the 
formal session of IGC.  Would that be considered an informative panel or an advisory panel? 

747. The Delegation of FAIRA supported Proposal 3 insofar as having interactive dialogues 
rather than panels in their current formats.  Such interactive dialogues should have been 
included as formal parts of the meetings rather than informal, as well as centered on relevant 
topics of the agenda of the IGC.  By virtue of the fact that speakers would be discussing 
relevant issues both to themselves and to the States, the representative suggested that 
panelists participate in the interactive dialogues and the full duration of sessions.  

748. The representative of Hokotehi Moriori Trust stated that indigenous peoples should have 
enhanced engagement within the process in accordance with the policies set out in the 
statement of Indigenous Caucus.  He recommended that a joint working party between 
Indigenous Caucus and the Secretariat be developed towards more effective and enhanced 
engagement between indigenous peoples and the IGC. 

749. The representative of CISA believed that enhancing engagement of indigenous peoples 
should be directly with States and not with the Secretariat.  It could include establishment of a 
committee or some other form of engagement so that when indigenous peoples consulted with 
States their proposals could be sent directly to capitals.  Indigenous peoples wished to have 
direct engagement between themselves and States throughout the process leading up to the 
General Assembly level and through the process of ratifying or finalizing the document.   

750. The Delegation of South Africa associated itself with the statement made earlier by the 
Delegation of Egypt on behalf of the African Group.  The Delegation supported the participation 
of indigenous peoples in the work of the IGC in its national capacity, as it was demonstrated by 
its contribution to the Voluntary Fund.  While noting that paragraphs 37 through 39 of the 
non-paper provided some additional information, the Delegation sought further clarity on 
Proposal 3 in terms of its implementation.  In its understanding, participation of indigenous 
peoples as a part of formal sessions had been proposed in 2004, however, the final decision 
was for it to be outside formal sessions of IGC.  It wished to know what had led to that decision 
in the first place.  The Delegation also inquired how that would be implemented in practice, 
mindful of the current practice captured in paragraph 24 regarding the flexibility of Rule 24 
WIPO General Rules of Procedure. 
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751. The representative of Tupaj Amaru, referring to what was contained in Proposals 2 and 3, 
noted that for the most part it already existed in treaties, conventions and dialogues where there 
had always been “friends of the Chair” groups.  In relation to further strengthening a mutual 
dialogue, he believed that was no dialogue between States and indigenous peoples.  
Indigenous peoples’ proposals were not taken up and they were kept aside from the dialogue, 
therefore it was not a Secretariat mechanism but rather the willingness of States to see 
indigenous peoples as genuine partners in dialogue that was lacking.  He wondered in what 
resolution, international provision, procedure, instrument, or section of jurisprudence it was 
foreseen that a proposal from an indigenous group needed to be supported by a government?  
He disagreed with the Delegation of Pakistan regarding setting up a working group to study the 
issue as that would delay it for another 10 years.  He suggested that a decision be taken on that 
matter of procedure and then submitted to the General Assembly which could pass a resolution 
on the subject. 

752. The Chair introduced and opened discussion on Proposal 4.  

753. The representative of FAIRA expressed his support for the proposal and noted that if any 
real dialogue was meant to be achieved within a two-day meeting it would be important to have 
some reach on national meetings which would be further addressed later. 

754. The representative of Hokotehi Moriori Trust agreed with the concept of a two-day 
meeting of indigenous experts to be convened by the Secretariat prior to each session of the 
IGC.  Such mechanism was to be agreed between Indigenous Caucus and the Secretariat.  
However, he did not support the suggestion for States to be observers at such meetings as it 
was important for indigenous peoples to have time and space to freely discuss and debate the 
nature and content of their interventions prior to IGC, similar to States organizing themselves 
into clusters or groups that did not permit indigenous peoples or organizations to participate as 
observers. 

755. The representative of IPCB associated herself with the representative of Hokotehi Moriori 
Trust and noted that there were two different needs that had to be addressed, namely the 
opportunity for indigenous peoples to consult, strategize and analyze text internally, and the 
opportunity to interact with States.  She believed that the idea of holding an expert meeting prior 
to the IGC was a good one.  However, she also recommended that the meeting be considered 
an open meeting, because if it were only for invited representatives from the regions of the 
world, it would have the result of diminishing rather than increasing the participation of 
indigenous peoples. 

756. The Chair introduced and opened discussion on Proposal 5. 

757. The Delegation of Mexico reported that Mexico had organized a consultation with its 
indigenous groups to cover the items for discussion.  The designated representatives of 16 
indigenous groups representing their own special knowledge in TK, GRs and TCEs with more 
than 600 representatives having been informed of the consequences and the potential results of 
the IGC process for their communities helped to shape the positions that Mexico had put 
forward.  The Advisory Committee of the National Commission for the Development of 
Indigenous Peoples helped to select the representatives.  They represented 68 indigenous 
communities and had been members of the Delegation.  Through such actions, Mexico had 
fulfilled the provisions of the ILO Convention No. 169 in relation to the right of indigenous 
peoples to be consulted.  In such way Mexico ensured direct consultation and reflection of 
indigenous voice in the IGC through incorporation of indigenous peoples’ views in its proposals.  
The Delegation supported Proposal 5. 

758. The Delegation of Colombia considered that the participation of indigenous peoples and 
local communities was essential to the work of the IGC.  It was important to ensure their 
representation and to benefit from their TK.  Therefore mechanisms that States had internally to 
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allow them to express their views were essential.  In Colombia there was a permanent forum for 
indigenous consultation, a high-level group for bringing together the views on matters affecting 
indigenous communities to ensure their effective involvement in developing and presenting 
proposals.  In that sense, the Delegation believed that statements by observers in the plenary 
should be independent of the approval by a State where such internal mechanisms were 
lacking.  The Delegation recognized the importance of the positions of indigenous communities 
and their integration in the deliberations of the IGC.  Therefore, it was important to have an 
independent consultation prior to the meeting with the assistance of foreign ministries so that 
the conclusions of such a meeting could be published in advance and then become a part of 
States’ considerations and discussions with indigenous peoples.  That would enable effective 
involvement of indigenous peoples in the negotiations. 

759. The representative of Tin Hinan emphasized the need for developing and strengthening 
dialogue and awareness-raising at national and local levels.  Although in some regions work 
had been done in that area with indigenous and local communities, nothing had been done in 
case of Africa, with exception of one or two countries.  She recalled that there were a very 
limited number of indigenous participants from Africa, as compared to progress that had been 
made in this area in other regions.  As there were countries that did have the will but did not 
have the means to participate, she suggested that development partners, such as the European 
Union and others, be invited to help Africa out on this issue.  She reiterated that African 
countries should open up partnerships with indigenous communities in their region because 
sometimes, even though there were meetings and consultations at national and regional levels, 
indigenous peoples were excluded from such events.  She wished to see more consultation or 
involvement on the part of OAPI on the issue and referred to her recent participation a workshop 
in New Guinea on the issue of geographical indications where indigenous peoples were not well 
represented, as it often happened in processes which usually took place at governmental and 
institutional levels. 

760. The representative of CAPAJ noted that there was no question that national and regional 
consultations were needed to enrich the proposals that accredited observers would bring to the 
IGC.  As it was the case in other agencies, he suggested that besides the Voluntary Fund 
assisting observers with travel, a separate fund be established to finance regional and national 
consultations and meetings with direct participation of a host country.  Such initiatives might 
come from the indigenous peoples themselves in each of their regions and did not necessarily 
have to be within the sphere of one specific country, as many indigenous peoples were divided 
by borders. 

761. The representative of FAIRA supported Proposal 5 and suggested that instead of the 
words “the IGC may wish to invite Member States to organize national and/or regional 
consultations” that proposal should say “the IGC should ask Member States to organize national 
and/or regional consultations”. 

762. The representative of Tupaj Amaru stated that he was not opposed to dialogues at 
national or regional levels between Governments and indigenous peoples.  That depended on 
the respective country where the indigenous peoples lived.  He referred to the case of 
Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) where the Government had done a great amount of positive 
work to protect GRs and TK of indigenous peoples and there had been a lot of progress.  But, in 
his view, in other countries, such as Colombia, indigenous peoples had been oppressed or, as 
in case of Chile, put in prisons.  He believed it was a contradiction asking those Governments to 
hold consultations.  He concluded that the problem was in promoting dialogue in the 
negotiations, and indigenous peoples were asking for recognition in a constructive dialogue. 

763. The Chair introduced and opened discussion on Proposal 6.  

764. The representative of Hokotehi Moriori Trust supported the call for more Member States to 
contribute to the Voluntary Fund and referred to the recommendations of the Waitangi Tribunal 
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report on the Wai 262 claim that the Government of New Zealand provide support by means of 
financial and other contributions to enable the enhanced and direct participation of Maori in 
national processes.  He thanked for the generous contributions of South Africa, Australia, 
Switzerland and other Member States who had contributed to the Voluntary Fund to date and 
concluded that that had enabled participation of many indigenous peoples who otherwise would 
not have been able to attend those important meetings. 

765. The representative of IPCB observed that indigenous peoples had the opportunity to 
nominate only three members to serve on the Voluntary Fund Advisory Board.  The practice had 
been to share the opportunity to serve in that capacity amongst indigenous peoples and to 
nominate on a regional basis.  She believed it was important for them to have that continued 
flexibility because different indigenous peoples came to different meetings, and it would be hard 
for them to have a fixed position of indigenous participation through the sessions.  She preferred 
to have the flexibility to nominate based on who was present at each meeting. 

766. The representative of INBRAPI believed the proposal regarding amendments to the 
regulations of the Voluntary Fund was excellent.  She thanked all countries who had contributed 
to the Voluntary Fund.  She appealed to Governments who had not yet contributed to do so, as 
it was essential in the context of the negotiations in the IGC.  With regard to paragraph 14, she 
underlined the importance of the fact that in other fora, such as the CBD, Governments could 
include representatives of indigenous communities in their national Delegations.  Brazil, for 
example, was one of the biggest economies of the world but few indigenous people had 
participated in its Delegations to the IGC.  She called upon Governments to pay greater 
attention to that issue and include indigenous peoples in their Delegations. 

767. The representative of CAPAJ noted that while often Governments did not have funds to 
finance travel and accommodation they did have funds for holding meetings in which 
information from the IGC could be disseminated in the field.  And at the same time, information 
could be collected in the field to enrich the discussions in the IGC.  He suggested that the 
possibility of establishing a separate fund to promote consultations and dissemination of 
information be considered.  Regarding paragraph 14 speaking to the inclusion of indigenous 
representatives in official Delegations, he believed the Governments should have been be more 
generous and included indigenous representatives in their Delegations in recognition of their 
expertise on the issues. 

768. The representative of Tupaj Amaru noted that funding was not going to solve the issue of 
the rights of indigenous peoples.  One could invite all indigenous peoples in the world to WIPO 
and pay for their travel but the problem of the rights of indigenous peoples would not be solved.  
It was a question of the political will of States and Governments to treat indigenous peoples as 
peoples with rights, to recognize their right to self-determination.  He was of the view that the 
Voluntary Fund was a mechanism which had given indigenous peoples selective and 
discriminatory treatment.  He believed indigenous people had to be free, independent and be 
able to speak with dignity in international fora. 

769. The Delegation of South Africa sought clarification in relation to paragraph 13 proposing to 
have a standing mechanism for accreditation of observers and further merging of two advisory 
bodies.  The Delegation wished to know how this would unfold given the fact that the Advisory 
Board had its own rules of procedure and composition, and what the implications of such 
merging would be. 

770. The representative of FAIRA supported Proposal 6 if there were a benefit of a two-year 
board in terms of achieving effectiveness in relation to awareness-raising and soliciting funds.  
He also wished to see a majority of indigenous peoples on the board, to cater for a 
representation of the people that it was there to assist.  He supported the invitation to the 
Member States to increase participation of indigenous representatives in official Delegations if 
those were indigenous representatives rather than public servants within Government agencies.  
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771. The representative of CISA referred to the recommendation concerning inclusion of 
indigenous peoples in delegations of the Member States and noted that in accordance with the 
study by Martinez Cobo it was up to States to prove that they had received the consent of 
indigenous peoples through international treaties and other levels of recognition to limit or to 
stop such recognition.  States should have taken into consideration the international status that 
indigenous peoples carried as subjects of international law who had never relinquished that 
status.   

772. The Chair introduced and opened discussion on Proposal 7.  

773. The Delegation of Australia stated that Australia was a strong supporter of indigenous and 
local community participation in the IGC as underscored by its recent contribution to the 
Voluntary Fund.  The Delegation thanked the Secretariat for the proposals for enhancing 
participation of observers in the IGC and stated that it was broadly supportive of the proposals 
but wished to consider them in more detail in the context of the discussion.  The Delegation 
believed that Proposal 7 could be agreed by the Member States at the session and expressed 
its support for it. 

774. The representative of Tupaj Amaru stated that since the beginning of the IGC Indigenous 
Caucus had benefited from the advice of the Secretariat, and all the information prior to the 
meetings had always been very much appreciated.  He believed that Indigenous Caucus should 
have been strengthened, as it was a consultative body to exchange ideas and experiences, as 
well as to foster dialogue with the Chair and the Secretariat. 

775. The representative of FAIRA supported Proposal 7, as it was very important to have 
access to the Secretariat and bring concerns to the Secretariat prior to the session of the IGC, 
as long as that would not detract from the Secretariat's efficiency in providing session papers on 
the website prior to the meetings as it was doing then. 

776. The Chair introduced and the opened discussion on Proposal 8.  

777. The representative of FAIRA suggested that the Secretariat revise the web site and make 
more easily accessible for indigenous peoples. 

778. The representative of Tin Hinan suggested that further collaboration be explored between 
the existing indigenous media and WIPO in that context.  That would help disseminating 
information among and raising awareness of indigenous peoples, as well as other Government 
and civil society actors.  She informed that there was a global media coordination of indigenous 
peoples that covered the five regions and was accessible for every country.  In addition, there 
were other networks managed by indigenous peoples and their organizations world-wide.   

779. The Delegation of Australia supported the intervention by the representative of FAIRA 
regarding the web site.  It also suggested that Proposal 8 be agreed upon at the session. 

780. The representative of Tupaj Amaru noted that logistical support had already been in place 
but could certainly be strengthened.  He explained that there was no Internet, telephone or 
electricity in his community.  He regretted that the question of concern to him had not been 
solved, nor had it been discussed. 

781. The representative of CISA noted that indigenous peoples in some States were national 
security issues and many multinational corporations controlled the media.  In his view, when 
indigenous peoples wished to disseminate information they sometimes talked to journalists who 
were afraid of their reputation being damaged.  He believed it was important to ensure that the 
issues presented by indigenous peoples could also go out to the mainstream media so that it 
was not so controlled by either States through security issues or multinational corporations. 
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782. The representative of Tin Hinan added that other means of communication could include 
CDs and DVDs that would be distributed at the country level.  This could help in promoting 
awareness-raising on the issue. 

783. The Chair introduced and opened discussion on Proposal 9.  

784. The representative of FAIRA supported Proposal 9.  He suggested that the information 
gained from any activities by the Secretariat be brought within the framework outlined in 
Proposals 4 and 7. 

785. The representative of Hokotehi Moriori Trust noted that it was important for the work of 
various UN bodies to be harmonized insofar as it related to natural resources, and cultural and 
intellectual property of indigenous peoples.  He welcomed agreed mechanisms and better 
coordination and harmonization of such efforts by the UN bodies.  He also wished to see further 
engagement between Indigenous Caucus and the Secretariat in implementation of the proposal.   

786. The representative of INBRAPI welcomed the work that had been done by the Secretariat.  
Referring to good practices of the UN agencies working on the rights of indigenous peoples over 
their TK, GRs and biodiversity, she emphasized the need for closer work with the ILO on their 
Convention No. 169.  ILO was one of the first UN agencies to thoroughly research and identify 
the rights and challenges of indigenous peoples.  In addition, the UNPFII was a good example 
for States and other UN bodies because indigenous peoples’ participation in the UNPFII was on 
a basis of equality with States.  This was a good practice that could be adopted by other UN 
agencies.  She also referred to the cooperation between the CBD and the FAO in establishing 
funds for indigenous peoples.  She concluded by underlining the need for greater synergy 
between the work of the CBD and the IGC, particularly in relation to the CBD’s multi-year work 
program on Article 8j and its related provisions, as well as capacity-building programs, such as 
building the network of indigenous women in Latin America. 

787. The representative of the Assembly of Armenians of Western Armenia supported the 
proposal and noted that some States were proposing to UNESCO to register the intangible 
heritage together with the tangible assets, and indigenous peoples did not always have an 
opportunity to use technical means to preserve their heritage. 

788. The representative of IPCB referred to the title of the draft study, the participation of 
indigenous peoples in the IGC processes.  While she understood that there was a need for the 
UN agencies to harmonize with each other, she did not think that that particular proposal was 
one that addressed the issue of indigenous peoples' participation in the IGC in an adequate 
way.  The other fora treated indigenous peoples' participation to different degrees, such as 
some were more restrictive, some were more open, and some were more equal.  In her view, 
that did not answer the question that indigenous peoples were trying to address - the issue of 
indigenous peoples' right to equal participation because the issues in the IGC directly affected 
indigenous peoples’ rights. 

789. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the intervention by the 
representative of IPCB.  The Delegation was of the view that the proposal was somewhat 
different in nature from the other proposals.  It recognized that the Secretariat had an existing 
ability to work with other UN bodies and programs to the extent that their mission was similar 
and hoped that the Secretariat would continue to conduct those sorts of activities.  However, the 
Delegation preferred not to sanction at that point expansion of the Secretariat’s participation in 
such activities the extent and scope of which was not know, especially in the context of a 
document towards enhancing the participation of indigenous and local communities. 

790. The representative of CISA suggested that Indigenous Caucus discuss the proposal and 
give further recommendations.  He noted that Proposal 9 should have taken into consideration 
the complaints from indigenous peoples regarding the Nagoya Protocol and its discriminating 
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effect on indigenous peoples.  He believed that it would be good to look at what other bodies 
were doing or discriminating aspects of the standard-setting they were creating, as indigenous 
peoples could not take their cases to some of those bodies and set jurisprudence because 
some States did not recognize them.  Indigenous peoples were trying to see how they could 
remove those discriminating aspects and ensure their participation with the right to 
self-determination. 

791. The Delegation of Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) believed that it would be a great 
step forward to allow indigenous communities to contribute and to participate in meetings as it 
was happening in the IGC.  Referring to Proposal 9, it noted that was important for the IGC to 
recognize that indigenous peoples were subject to international rights under the United Nations 
system.  The fact that many indigenous peoples did not feel that they were part of represented 
States did not mean that they were losing their human rights.  Often indigenous peoples felt 
victims of the policies of States, and therefore in order to establish good relationships with 
international organizations it must have been recognized that indigenous peoples had 
internationally recognized rights. 

792. The representative of Tupaj Amaru stated that indigenous peoples and their 
representatives were indeed enabled to take part in international fora and in the UN 
mechanisms.  That required accreditation and many indigenous peoples were unaware of the 
procedures involved.  He believed that in relation to the international fora it was important for the 
Secretariat to consider the ILO Convention No. 169 that had been ratified by many Latin 
America States and was the only current binding instrument, and the Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples which was not binding on States.  There was, however, a moral 
obligation for all States to respect the rights of indigenous peoples. 

793. The Delegation Chile made some clarifications in view of the previously made statements 
that had referred to the Government of Chile.  It stated that the Government of Chile 
appreciated the participation of indigenous communities in work of the IGC and the ongoing 
dialogue with various ethnicities that existed in the country.  Their views were taken into account 
in establishing the State policies that affected energy resources and TK.  There was an 
integrated approach to the indigenous communities and it had been reflected in the State 
policies.  Chile was a unitary State and the Delegation participating in the IGC represented the 
views and interests of different sectors of the society.  The Delegation concluded by urging 
various NGOs, and in particular Tupaj Amaru, which had made reference to the Government of 
Chile, to use respectful language because that was the only way in which the IGC could move 
forward in the discussion.  It was in tradition of the Government of Chile to be always open to 
dialogue with all NGOs that might have had proposals or views to put forward in the course of 
the session. 

794. The representative of the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity (SCBD) 
said that it looked forward to developments on the important issue of IP and GRs.  Since the 
adoption of the Nagoya Protocol, on October 29, 2010, at COP10 in Nagoya, Japan, important 
progress had been achieved towards entry into force of the Protocol.  Since its opening for 
signatures in February 2011, 92 countries had become signatories to the Nagoya Protocol and 
two countries, Jordan and Gabon, had deposited their instruments of ratifications.  With respect 
to the particular issue addressed by the IGC, as clearly set out in the Nagoya Protocol, the 
Protocol would be implemented in a mutually supportive manner with other relevant 
international instruments and due regard would be given to the useful ongoing work under such 
international instruments and relevant international organizations, provided that they were 
supportive and did not run counter to the objectives of the Convention and this Protocol.  She 
emphasized that close cooperation between the work of the IGC and the work under the CBD 
remained more than ever necessary to ensure mutual support.  She looked forward to a 
continued excellent working relationship with the WIPO Secretariat and noted that the CBD 
Secretariat stood ready to assist the ongoing process. 
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795. The representative of ARIPO suggested that, in relation to Proposal 9, consideration be 
given to bodies that were not part of the UN system but equally played a significant role in the 
work of the IGC, such as ARIPO and OAPI.  He further suggested that the proposal be 
amended to include international organizations apart from the UN agencies.   

796. At the invitation of the Chair and in response to the questions that had been raised, the 
Secretariat, referring to the word "package" in paragraph 4, noted that it had clearly caused 
some confusion.  The wording had been meant to indicate that the options were not 
alternatives, but rather a series of separate complementary measures.  Referring to the 
question on the rules of procedure in relation to Proposal 2, the question should be addressed 
by the Legal Counsel of WIPO.  In the Secretariat’s interim understanding, however, the rules of 
procedure did not exclude, and neither did they envisage, observers forming parts of groups of 
Friends of the Chair or co-chairing drafting groups or sub-working groups.  Regarding 
Proposal 3 suggesting that the current panels be transformed into an interactive dialogue, the 
Secretariat noted that panels had originated from 2004 when the Delegation of New Zealand 
had made a number of suggestions for improving observer participation in the IGC, and at that 
time a similar discussion had been held.  The suggestion in paragraph 9 was essentially to keep 
the panel the way that it was but to make two small changes to the format, namely the theme for 
the panel would be selected by the IGC itself at the preceding session and, secondly, the panel 
would form a formal part of the session and, subsequently, the discussion taking place at the 
panel would form part of the report of the session.  As for the word "advice" in the paragraph, in 
understanding of the Secretariat, such kinds of interactive dialogues could provide advice, but 
not instructions, to the Member States.  The Secretariat noted the request by the Delegation of 
the Russian Federation to translate the draft study into Russian, and stated that this would be 
done.  With regard to paragraph 13 and the question from the Delegation of South Africa on the 
possibility of merging the proposed intersessional standing mechanisms for accreditation and 
for the Voluntary Fund Advisory Board, the Secretariat noted that it would require more thinking 
through.  If both ideas were to be accepted in principle, there would be two parallel similar 
mechanisms, each requiring their own rules, guidelines and administrative support.  And it 
seemed to make sense, in the interest of cost savings and efficiency, to merge the two 
mechanisms at some stage in the future.  If the idea was broadly acceptable to the IGC, the 
Secretariat could present to the next session of the IGC a more detailed proposal on how it 
would be implemented in practice. However, all the proposals in the draft study were just ideas 
presented to the IGC for comment and their implementation required careful analysis. 

797. The Delegation of South Africa supported the proposal for the Secretariat to elaborate 
further on the merger of advisory mechanisms and wished to see more details on the proposal.   

798. The Delegation of Namibia sought assurance that the comment made at the beginning of 
the discussion regarding a better distinction between those who claim to represent indigenous 
peoples and recognized indigenous nations and peoples would be taken into consideration. 

799. The representative of Akuaipa Waimakat, speaking on behalf of the Indigenous Caucus, 
stated that following constructive dialogue with the Chair and the Secretariat, it had decided to 
reconsider the last paragraph of the statement presented by the Caucus on February 21, 2012.  
It expressed its willingness to once again participate in the discussions based on some 
structured proposals, so as to pave the way to indigenous peoples’ full and active participation 
within WIPO, the IGC and its working groups.  Referring to document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/7, it 
supported paragraph 8 with the addition that there should be at least two participants from 
Indigenous Caucus in each drafting group and group of facilitators at the various levels of work 
on drafting instruments for the IGC.  That would be an example of goodwill and good practice of 
WIPO and the IGC with indigenous peoples, as applied in the IWGs 2 and 3.  It believed that 
accreditation for participation of indigenous peoples in the IGC should have been direct and 
automatic as for delegations or organizations of indigenous peoples in other UN fora.  
Regarding categories of observers in the IGC, the Caucus recommended to consider 
indigenous peoples in a different category from NGOs or industries.  It proposed the 
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establishment of a specific category called “indigenous peoples” on an equal footing with States, 
which would be consistent with the development of the international law for the protection of the 
rights of indigenous peoples.  The Caucus appealed for the mediation and facilitation by the 
Chair for the IGC to respect the international legal frameworks of protecting the rights of 
indigenous peoples under ILO Convention No. 169,  Article 8j of the CBD, the UNDRIP and the 
Nagoya Protocol, and recommended that the General Assembly of WIPO implement further 
mechanisms that would strengthen indigenous peoples’ full participation, as indigenous peoples 
and the Indigenous Caucus, so that indigenous peoples could take decisions and fully express 
their views in the future formal and informal meetings for drafting of the IGC instruments. 

800. The Chair recommended that the specific statement in respect of the reversal of the 
statement of February 21, 2012 by the Indigenous Caucus be taken note of and that the 
elements of the intervention be taken for consideration at the next session of the IGC.  

 
Decision on Agenda Item 8: 
801. The Committee discussed and 
took note of the various proposals 
contained in the “Draft Study on the 
Participation of Observers in the Work 
of the Intergovernmental Committee on 
IP and GRs, TK and Folklore” 
(document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/7) 
(“the Draft Study”) and, with reference 
to that document, took the following 
specific decisions: 

a. With respect to Proposal 1 

(revision of the application forms for 

accreditation to the Committee and the 

establishment of a standing advisory 

mechanism on accreditation 

applications) and Proposal 6 

(establishment of a standing Advisory 

Board for the WIPO Voluntary Fund for 

Accredited Indigenous and Local 

Communities), the Committee 

supported these options in principle 

and requested the Secretariat to 

prepare, for the next session of the 

Committee, a document on the steps 

necessary for their practical 

implementation, including relevant 

draft amendments to the Rules of the 

WIPO Voluntary Fund for the 

Committee’s consideration and, if so 

agreed, transmission by the 

Committee of those amendments to 

the 2012 WIPO General Assembly; 

b. With respect to Proposal 2 

(representatives of observers as 

members of “Friends of Chair” and as 

co-chairs of working and drafting 

groups), the Committee noted that it is 

always within the discretion of the 
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Committee’s Chair, with the 

Committee’s approval and in 

accordance with the Committee’s 

Rules of Procedure, to invite 

representatives of observers to join 

any “Friends of the Chair” groups that 

may be established and/or to co-chair 

working and drafting groups;  

c. With respect to Proposal 3 

(revisions to the format of the 

Indigenous Panel), the Committee 

requested that the document referred 

to in (a) above provide more 

information on the practical 

implementation and procedural 

implications of this proposal to enable 

the Committee to take a decision on 

this proposal at its next session; 

d. With respect to Proposal 4 

(Indigenous expert workshop 

preceding one upcoming IGC session), 

the Committee supported the 

organization of such a workshop as set 

out in paragraphs 10 and 11 of the 

Draft Study; 

e. With respect to Proposal 5 

(enhancing national and regional 

dialogue and awareness-raising), the 

Committee strongly encouraged 

Member States to organize regional 

and national consultations as referred 

to in paragraph 12 of the Draft Study; 

f. With respect to Proposal 7 

(expanding interaction through 

information exchange) and Proposal 8 

(awareness-raising and 

communications tools), the Committee 

agreed with the options in paragraphs 

15, 16 and 17 of the Draft Study.  The 

Committee furthermore requested the 

Secretariat to improve the accessibility 

of the WIPO website devoted to TK, 

GRs and traditional cultural 

expressions.  In this regard, the 

Committee took note that the existing 

website includes a webpage dedicated 

to comments from accredited 

observers, and requested the 

Secretariat to encourage such 

observers to provide comments on 

Committee documents to be made 

available on the webpage concerned 
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and to draw the attention of Member 

States to those comments before each 

session of the Committee;  

g. With respect to Proposal 9 

(strengthening cooperation with other 

United Nations bodies, programs and 

agencies), the Committee welcomed 

the continued cooperation of the WIPO 

Secretariat with other relevant United 

Nations and regional 

intergovernmental bodies, programs, 

organizations and agencies.  

 
AGENDA ITEM 9:  PROPOSED REVISION TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE ON IP AND GRS, TK AND FOLKLORE 

 
802. The Chair opened the floor for discussions on Item 9, and introduced document 
WIPO/GRTKFIC/20/8.   

Decision on Agenda Item 9: 
803. The Committee adopted the 
amendment to the Rules of Procedure 
of the Committee as set out in 
paragraph 5 of document 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/8.  

AGENDA ITEM 10:  ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

 
[Note from the Secretariat:  Following consultations, the IGC agreed that all procedural and 
substantive matters related to the “Joint Recommendation on GRs and Associated TK” (the 
Joint Recommendation) by the Delegations of Canada, Japan, Norway, the Republic of Korea 
and the United States of America “(contained in document WIPO/GRTKF/20/9 Rev.) be 
discussed under Agenda Item 10, “Any Other Business”]  
 
804. The Delegation of the United States of America noted that while the IGC had been 
reflecting upon how to protect GRs, TK and folklore to benefit mankind, there had been a 
number of important milestones, including improved search tools and classification systems for 
patent examiners when they examined patent applications which claimed GRs.  The creation of 
a database that served as a capacity building tool, helped inform the policy debate, and 
provided illustrative examples of MATs concerning ABS and draft materials on guidelines for  
IP aspects of equitable benefit-sharing arrangements.  In addition, mindful of the concerns 
addressed at the IGC, the PCT Working Group established additional tools to improve the 
information available to patent examiners.  Those tools included a supplemental international 
search mechanism and a mechanism for third parties to submit prior art to be considered  
during the international search and preliminary examination.  Furthermore, the International 
Authorities under the PCT decided to expand the list of periodicals that had been part of the 
PCT Minimum Documentation by adding the Korean Journal of TK, the Indian Journal of TK and 
other periodicals.  The PCT Minimum Documentation comprised the patent publications and 
non-patent literature that a patent examiner should search when conducting a search or 
preliminary examination of a PCT application.  National authorities created additional tools, such 
as patent prosecution highways and databases of information related to GRs and of TK 
associated with GRs.  The Delegation noted that although the IGC had not yet finished its work, 
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it had made significant contributions in addressing the shared concerns.  Building upon the work 
already completed and in progress, the Delegations of Canada, Japan, Norway, the Republic of 
Korea and the United States of America proposed a “Joint Recommendation on GRs and 
Associated TK”.  It said that the Joint Recommendation recognized the important economic, 
scientific and commercial value of GRs and associated TK, and the role of the IP system in 
promoting innovation.  Further, the Joint Recommendation stressed the need to prevent patents 
from being erroneously granted, the need for patent offices to have the appropriate resources to 
search the prior art, and the necessary administrative measures to reach the appropriate 
patentability decision.  It understood that the ultimate goal of the work in the IGC was to address 
misappropriation of GRs, TK and folklore.  The Joint Recommendation, if adopted, would have 
been another important milestone of the work of the IGC.  Reaching this milestone would not, 
however, signify that the IGC had reached its ultimate destination.  The Joint Recommendation 
was not intended to prejudice the IGC’s continued work on additional means to address the 
shared objectives.  In that spirit, it hoped that the other WIPO Member States would agree that 
that was the appropriate time to reach another milestone.  Adoption of the Joint 
Recommendation would demonstrate to the international community the IGC’s commitment to 
prevent patents from being erroneously granted, such as by creating and using relevant 
databases and encouraging compliance with relevant ABS and PIC laws and regulations.  The 
adoption of the Joint Recommendation would encourage WIPO Member States to develop 
clear, effective and transparent ABS systems, so that potential users of GRs and TK associated 
with GRs could obtain any necessary PIC and negotiate any necessary MATs.  The Delegation 
concluded that that would be a positive step and welcomed the support of WIPO Member 
States.   

805. The Delegation of Canada, in expressing its support for the Joint Recommendation, said 
that the proposal was inspired by the format and content of the Joint Recommendations on 
Provisions Regarding the Protection of Well-Known Marks and the Protection of Marks and 
Other Rights of Industrial Properties Regarding Designs and Internet, which the Member States 
were invited to consult.  The term “joint” did not refer to the sponsors but to the fact that the 
Recommendation originated from the General Assembly and the IGC.  The Joint 
Recommendation recommended to the Member States a coherent set of specific approaches to 
implement principles stipulated in the said recommendation and the preamble.  Although the 
discussions in the session had shown different opinions, the joint objectives, particularly patent 
recommendations, should not be forgotten.  The prevention of erroneous granting of patents 
was based on the existing capacity of patents, as shown in the joint opinions presented for 
consideration by the Member States.  

806. The Delegation of Norway, as one of the co-sponsors of the Joint Recommendation, 
hoped that the proposal could form the basis for a positive and concrete outcome on some of 
the elements discussed in the IGC.  It’s intention was to contribute to a focused and text-based 
progress of the IGC’s important work.  The proposal contained important objectives and 
principles that, the Delegation hoped, could have consensus.  The proposal also included 
recommendation text that would implement Clusters A and C options.  It underlined that the 
proposal represented a first step and it considered Cluster A, B and C as complementary.  It 
said that it remained a priority that the IGC reach agreement on the introduction of a disclosure 
requirement. 

807. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea expressed its full support for the proposal made 
by the Delegation of the United States of America on the Joint Recommendation.  The 
Delegation was convinced that the Joint Recommendation was very timely as it addressed 
pending issues such as preventing erroneously granted patents and the protection mechanism 
for GRs and TK associated with GRs.  It  would be able to provide practical solutions to prevent 
erroneous patents from being granted regardless of the result of the IGC negotiations.  
Accordingly, indigenous peoples and local communities that had grave concerns about the 
protection of their GRs could be protected from the limitation of traditional use of their GRs and 
TK associated with GRs that might have resulted from the erroneous patenting thereof.  The 
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Joint Recommendation would also enable patent offices to make informed decisions on granting 
patents by enabling them to have the appropriate available information on GRs and TK 
associated with GRs.  It said that the Joint Recommendation was designed within the principle 
of the global patent system which encouraged innovation by providing incentives for limited 
time.  The Delegation also highlighted the idea of opposition measures which would allow third 
parties to challenge or dispute the validity of patents by submitting prior art with regard to any 
inventions related to GRs and TK associated with GRs so that the rights and ownership of GRs 
would not be taken away by others who filed patent applications either mistakenly or in bad 
faith.  In conclusion, it emphasized that the Joint Recommendation was specific and clear in 
terms of describing the efficient and appropriate ways to protect GRs and TK associated with 
GRs.  It was confident that it would be significantly helpful in coming up with better solutions at 
that critical juncture.  

808. The Delegation of Japan, as one of the co-sponsors, believed that the Joint 
Recommendation was useful for the prevention of erroneously granted patents and the 
prevention of misappropriation of GRs, and led to the progress of discussions in the IGC. 

809. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group, noted the limited time 
for reviewing the document and consequently, its views were preliminary and without prejudice.  
The Group had conducted initial discussions on that document for information purposes only 
and had not taken any determination on the document.  In terms of substance, it believed that 
the proposal did not achieve the mandate of the IGC of having an international legal instrument 
to provide effective protection for GRs using the IP systems, and neither did it address or try to 
provide sufficient solutions to the challenges and problems that African countries faced in terms 
of biopiracy and misappropriation of GRs and associated TK and their derivatives.  It noted that 
the document contained some particular options from the single legal text that the IGC had been 
negotiating and that those selected options had been presented in the proposal in order to 
move them forward.  While acknowledging that the IGC needed to make progress on the issue, 
selecting some options while leaving others out could not be satisfactory for all the Member 
States.  It also noted that opposition measures in Item 4 was a new issue since the IGC single 
legal text did not contain that option.  It therefore invited the proponents to insert it as part of 
options in the document of the IGC.   The Delegation further noted that the preamble did not 
contain the principle of sovereignty of States’ rights over natural resources as contained in the 
CBD and the Nagoya Protocol.   The document also failed to address:  the role of IP systems in 
protecting GRs, their derivatives and associated TK through the instruments of PIC, MAT and 
ABS;  and the disclosure requirement, which had been a shared objective by the majority of 
developed and developing countries.  In addition, the Group thought that the nature of the 
proposal was that of recommendations, which as such would not be binding to the WIPO 
Member States.  It also noted that definitions of some terms in the document were not in line 
with the definitions contained in the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol.  The document confirmed its 
position that databases were indeed supporting measures to provide defensive protection for 
GRs, but they were not in themselves primary defense measures.  It called upon the proponents 
of databases as primary defense systems to consider and support the point of view that 
databases were complementary and supporting measures.  This had not been stated in their 
proposal.  While noting that the document tried to address the issue of prevention 
of erroneously granted patents, the proposal did not contain any provisions on enforcement or 
compliance to ensure that one could be able to prevent granting of erroneous patents.  
Everything was left to the discretion of the Member States, and there was no international 
standard in this regard.  It also took note of the proposal previously made by the Delegation of 
Norway, which had been submitted as part of the single legal text but had not been reflected in 
the Joint Recommendation.  It expected that, for purposes of consistency, the document would 
include the previously made proposal, and in that regard, it invited the Delegation of Norway to 
consider doing so.  It concluded that it could not accept the proposal as a basis for future work. 

810. The Delegation of the Russian Federation welcomed the Joint Recommendations and 
thanked the Delegations that had submitted it.  It considered it as being extremely useful for the 
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IGC’s work and for patent offices.  The document contained sections such as:  definitions, 
objectives and principles, prevention of erroneous granting of patents, opposition measures, 
supporting measures, and a proposal on databases.  Those were the aspects which should be 
taken into account by patent offices when drawing up guidelines and, if necessary, 
supplementary legal documents when carrying out examinations of applications that were based 
on GRs and TK associated with GRs.  That was necessary for the prevention of the erroneous 
granting of patents.  It regretted that the document could not be fully discussed that year 
because the next two sessions would deal with other issues.  The document should have been 
kept on the agenda so that it could have perhaps been discussed intersessionally.  The 
Delegation requested the Secretariat to organize an intersessional discussion of the document, 
so that the Delegations could send in comments on the document which could lead to the 
elaboration of guidelines for GRs.   

811. The Delegation of China noted that the document had been submitted rather late, and it 
therefore had not had time to examine it and receive instructions from the capital.  It observed 
that most of the proposals in the document had been taken up in the facilitators’ text.  It believed 
that the proposal could remain on the table and the Member States could make a decision on it 
later.   

812. The Delegation of Iran (the Islamic Republic of) welcomed all proposals made by the 
Member States with the understanding that such proposals would add value.  However, in 
reviewing any proposal, the IGC had to respect the agreed work program under the mandate.  
In accordance with the work program, the Committee should undertake text-based negotiations 
that focused on considering options for a draft legal text.  Based on the work program, all the 
working documents of the session and any new options proposed by the Member States in the 
course of negotiations had set ground for a consolidated text, which was at that time available 
due to the hard work of the facilitators and reflected all views in a balanced way.  Therefore, any 
ideas or proposals had to be taken into account in light of the mandate and agreed work 
program for the IGC.  In its view, all the key elements of the proposal had already been 
incorporated in the single text.  The fact that the sponsors of the Joint Recommendation had 
participated in the working group of the proponents of the various documents on GRs, chaired 
by the Chair, was also an indication that the proposal had been taken into account.  In addition, 
all the concepts in the proposal had previously been proposed in the course of the IGC 
negotiations.  It recalled that the mandate of the WIPO General Assembly was the result of  
10 years of study and deliberations by the Committee and it reflected the pending aspirations of 
all States which were faced with biopiracy and misappropriation of GRs and associated TK.  
The mandate could only be fulfilled with the constructive approach of all the Member States.   
It said that according to the well-established evidences, biopiracy had had adverse effects on 
the economy of all States.  The IGC was entrusted to find an effective and fair solution to the 
existing challenges.  With the current consolidated text that would be sent to the WIPO General 
Assembly, the Delegation believed that the IGC was moving forward in that direction, although 
at a very low speed and several gaps still needed to be bridged.   

813. The Delegation of Venezuela (the Bolivarian Republic of) thanked the co-sponsors of the 
proposal and understood that the proposal would be sent back to the capitals for an in-depth 
review.  It believed that the proposal was based on a mistaken principle and had therefore 
reached erroneous conclusions.  In WIPO there was a euphemistic manner of saying “undue 
appropriation” or “misappropriation” to identify what in the national legislation was referred to by 
a different term.  In addition, in paragraph 2 the proposal talked about important economic, 
scientific and commercial value leaving out aspects that were essential to indigenous peoples 
such as moral and cultural values.  Paragraph 2 spoke about owners and rights-holders but did 
not identify indigenous peoples as such.  PIC did not appear anywhere in the document, and 
the definitions only referred to patent offices, whereas GRs did not only involve patent offices 
but the whole IP system.  It further observed that the proposal did not foresee the possibility of 
indigenous peoples not wanting their knowledge to be patented, and WIPO should be able to 
grant such protection.  Finally, no application had been foreseen in the proposal. 
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814. The representative of OEAB thanked the Delegations that had produced the document.  
She believed the document was a well-structured and logical proposal and was in line with the 
mandate of the IGC on mechanisms for preventing the illegal use of GRs and associated TK.  
The document aimed at preventing the erroneous granting of patents by taking into account, as 
far as possible, prior art and creating comprehensive databases on GRs and TK, which, she 
believed, was extremely important for overcoming the problem.  She supported the position of 
the Russian Federation regarding an intersessional discussion of the document and indicated 
that OEAB would make further comments on the text. 

815. The Delegation of Norway, in response to the question from the Delegation of Egypt, 
noted that the Joint Recommendation contained elements from Clusters A and C.  It did not deal 
with the disclosure requirement issue.  With regard to the disclosure requirement, the 
proponents of the Joint Recommendation did not have a common view and therefore the 
proposal did not deal with that issue.  It clarified that its earlier proposal dealt with the disclosure 
requirement, which was a separate issue that would be dealt with as a complementary 
mechanism to the Joint Recommendation.  

816. The Delegation of Namibia while addressing the proponents of the document and more 
specifically the proponents of databases, recalled the recent scandal caused by publication, on 
WikiLeaks, documents from the diplomatic service of the United States of America, including 
those from the Pentagon.  The Delegation asked the proponents of databases, were such 
databases to be hacked and the information placed in the public domain, would that information 
be treated in the IP system like any other information in the public domain.  And if so, who would 
compensate the owners of the information for the damage?  It believed those were very 
important questions that needed answers before one could even begin to think about making 
databases an important part of the system. 

817. The Delegation of the Philippines acknowledged the efforts of all of the proponents and 
thanked them for the document.  The Delegation said that it reserved the right to provide further 
comments in the future on account of the lack of time to review the document in detail.  
However, bearing in mind the mandate of the IGC, as decided by the 2011 General Assembly, it 
was of the view that a non-binding set of guidelines and recommendations would not ensure the 
effective protection of GRs.  It believed that a legally binding international instrument would be 
the best way to address the issues that had been put forth since 2001. 

818. The Delegation of India thanked the facilitators for their guidance throughout the session, 
which had helped the IGC to make such a substantial progress in developing the text that was 
currently on the table.  It also noted that the text had been developed based on all of the 
submissions, and that was how the IGC had progressed.  Once the compilation was done, the 
Delegations had ample opportunity to comment on the different contextual proposals that the 
LMCs, the African Group and other groupings and countries had made intersessionally.  Those 
proposals were discussed on several occasions.  Some of the proponents of the document 
under consideration also had the opportunity to participate in the facilitators’ meeting and to 
have an in-depth review of the documents.  The Delegation wondered on what basis the IGC 
was going to consider this document at the present session considering that the document had 
not been part of the documents considered for inclusion in the facilitators’ text in the first 
instance.  It believed that the document could be considered at the next session as a proposal 
from the proponents. 

819. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
Member States, thanked the authors of the Joint Recommendation and was of the view that the 
proposal fell within the mandate of the IGC.  It aligned itself with other Delegations in indicating 
the need for more time to study it and discuss it in a future session of the IGC. 

820. The Delegation of Algeria, speaking on behalf of DAG, thanked the Delegations who had 
submitted the draft Recommendations.  However, it considered that the proposal did not fall 
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within the mandate of the IGC.  The Group recalled that the mandate had to lead to a draft legal 
text that would guarantee the effective protection of GRs from misappropriation based on the 
documents on the agenda.  As the proposal had been submitted very late in the session, the 
IGC was unable to review it and make substantive comments on it.  However, it believed that, in 
view of the absence of substantive elements, such as disclosure requirement, specifications on 
sanctions in case of misuse, the proposal represented the point of view of just one Member 
State.  The Group felt that the document should be discussed at the next session without 
prejudice to the negotiations underway.   

821. The Delegation of Cameroon, without prejudice to what the African Group had stated 
earlier, thanked the Delegations that had produced the document.  It noted that, as the 
sponsors had participated in the work of the IGC, they had had the opportunity to be involved in 
the work, and the document contained some repetitions, such as the definitions.  It believed that 
the proposal could be examined and improved upon at subsequent sessions.  With regard to the 
definitions, it noted that the local peoples and communities were the legitimate holders of the 
resources.  In addition, judicial aspects were not mentioned in the document.  Further the 
burden of proof, which was incumbent upon an applicant in the case of IP had been reversed.  
A transfer of the burden of proof regarding the information to be requested would increase the 
work and costs for States that did not have the appropriate technological tools.  The Delegation 
concluded that it would be appropriate to revise the document, as it appeared to be of interest to 
everyone, but adopting such a proposal would mean moving towards an instrument that would 
look very much like a contract, and that would be unbalanced.  

822. The Delegation of the United States of America, in responding to the Delegation of 
Namibia, noted that data on TK or any type of knowledge that was not in the public domain 
would not qualify as prior art under the law of the United States of America, as well as under  
the laws of many other Delegations.  It indicated that it had consistently suggested in the past 
that such information should not be contained in a prior art database.  There were a number  
of other Delegations that had national TK libraries and had experience with maintaining and 
utilizing those databases, and they could be consulted further.  The Delegation, among other 
co-sponsors of the Joint Recommendation hoped that the IGC would adopt the Joint 
Recommendations, as a number of Delegations had requested that discussions of the 
document be continued at the next meeting of the IGC where GRs would be discussed.  Many 
of the Delegations had expressed the need for more time and referred to the lack of time as 
being a reason for taking the proposal up at the next session of the IGC.  It was happy to keep 
the document on the table for discussion at the next IGC meeting that would discuss GRs.  

823. The Delegation of Indonesia, speaking on behalf of the LMCs, believed that the tabled 
proposal was a positive gesture from the proponents in enriching the IGC’s efforts to achieve a 
single draft text of an international legal instrument for the effective protection of GRs.   It 
recalled that the Chair had asked for the assistance from three facilitators and proponents to 
work in a small working group with a view to reaching a solution, and the representatives of the 
proponents of the proposal were represented in the small working groups.  In its view, all the 
representatives of the proponents in the small working group were supposed to see whether 
their positions and concerns had been effectively captured in consolidated document.  
Substantively, there was nothing new in that proposal that had not been reflected in the 
facilitators’ consolidated document.  Prior to opening another long debate on the matter, the 
Delegation wished to ask whether a mere recommendation could ensure the effective protection 
of GRs as mandated.  The LMCs believed that it was imperative for the IGC to move forward 
and to avoid further unnecessary debate.  

824. The Delegation of Brazil supported the previous speakers on the need to move towards 
an international binding instrument.  That was the best way to move forward and to fulfill the 
mandate of the IGC.   
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825. The Delegation of Japan appreciated the intervention made by the Delegation of Namibia 
and the comments regarding the databases made by the Delegation of the United States of 
America.  With regard to the leak of information in the databases, the Delegation believed that 
the general solution to the problem was to keep the security as high as possible.  If the 
information regarding GRs or TK associated with GRs were to be kept in databases, it could  
be kept secret.  If some patents were to be granted erroneously regarding GRs, anyone  
could revoke the patent by submitting some kind of evidence as described in paragraph 4 of  
the Joint Recommendation.  

826. The Delegation of Sri Lanka supported the intervention made by the Delegation of  
South Africa.  It believed that the views expressed by the Delegation of the Russian Federation 
could be a partial solution for that document.  The Delegation also fully endorsed the statement 
made by the Delegation of Iran on behalf of the LMCs.  

827. The Delegation of Kenya thanked the Delegations that had submitted the joint 
recommendation and reiterated what the Delegation of the Philippines had expressed with 
regard to the fact that a legally binding document would be the utmost solution in trying to 
alleviate the pains caused by biopiracy and its related activities.  It reserved the right to 
comment on the document due to lack of ample time to make an informed decision.  It was the 
Delegation’s hope that the document would be discussed at a later session.  The Delegation 
reiterated its commitment to a system that would provide a lasting solution to dealing with the 
challenges of preventing the erroneous granting of patents based on GRs and TK.  It therefore 
supported the inclusion of the mandatory disclosure requirement in the patent system as 
expressed by the African Group and the LMCs.  

828. The Chair summarized that the Delegations still needed to study the proposal in greater 
detail due to common concerns, and it would be sent to the next session of the IGC that would 
be dealing with the issue of GRs. 

829. The Delegation of Egypt noted that, in addition to the summary provided by the Chair, the 
IGC could not make the determination on the document at that stage, and the proponents could 
submit it for the agenda for the next session.  The Delegations’ views should be kept on record 
and conveyed to the next meeting. 

830.  The Delegation of South Africa reiterated that in the summary it should be clear that there 
was only one single text that was going forward as a basis for the IGC’s work, so that the idea of 
forwarding the document would be separated from the recommendation in relation to the 
working document. 

831. The Delegation of Algeria, speaking on behalf of DAG, supported the two Delegations that 
had spoken before it.  It recalled its suggestion that the proposal be examined at a forthcoming 
session without prejudice to the work done so far.  It suggested that it be made clear in the 
Chair’s summary that there was only one single consolidated text. 

832. The Chair, on the basis of statements by the Delegations, concluded that the majority of 
the Delegations were prepared to continue to discuss the document at another session.  The 
Chair proposed that the IGC take note of the proposal by the Delegation of the United States of 
America and the other co-sponsors and invite the proponents to resubmit the proposal if they 
deem fit at the next session dealing with GRs.  The fate of the document the IGC had been 
working on in the session was quite clear, however, it was important to allow all Delegations, as 
it had always done, to submit documents to the next meeting. 

833. The Delegation of the United States of America, as it had previously requested on two 
occasions in the plenary sessions of the IGC, asked the WIPO Secretariat to conduct a study on 
how existing mechanisms fulfilled ABS goals.  It wished to base its positions on data and 
evidence, and therefore asked the International Bureau to gather and provide data on existing 
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mandatory patent disclosure systems relating to GRs.  It was ready to repeat the questions on 
which such data was sought.  It suggested that the Chair conduct informal consultations with 
regional coordinators to set the parameters of the study.  It was the Delegation’s intention that 
the study would proceed in parallel with the IGC and should in no way slow down its work.   
In fact, such a study would facilitate the IGC’s work by informing the deliberations with data.   
In addition to the study in the IGC, the Delegation implored on those countries having the 
mandatory disclosure requirement to share data with the IGC.  Only with such data could the 
Delegation have informed discussions on mandatory disclosure requirements.  As it had been 
noted in the IGC sessions for many years, the Delegation could not support mandatory patent 
disclosure requirements relating to GRs when there was no evidence that they were effective in 
addressing shared objectives.  On the contrary, the only evidence that had been collected and 
which appeared to be growing was that such requirements were harmful. 

834. The Delegation of Egypt thanked the Delegation of the United States of America for 
making the proposal and noted that the IGC proceeded on a sound basis and would always be 
informed by data and knowledge.  The last time the Secretariat was requested to prepare a 
study, the Committee spent three days discussing the terms of reference for it.  It did not think 
that the IGC could do this quickly because there were several ideas on that.  One view of the 
Group was that there were other studies that had been conducted on the issue.  It suggested 
that the IGC request the Secretariat to prepare a list of studies conducted on the issue of 
disclosure and also in relation to biopiracy of genetic materials and associated TK derivatives.  
After receiving such list of studies, the Member States would have time to review them and see 
whether or not they were sufficient to inform the discussion.  IGC could then see if there was a 
need for a conference, a workshop or a symposium that WIPO could organize for the Member 
States to share their national experiences with regard to disclosure and biopiracy.  It concluded 
that at that stage it might not be practical to agree on a study.   

835. The Delegation of Japan supported the intervention made by the Delegation of the  
United States of America.  It believed a factual analysis on the disclosure requirement would be 
very important and helpful to move the discussion forward. 

836. The Delegation of South Africa fully supported the statement made by the Delegation of  
Egypt on behalf of the African Group and wished to include on the list of studies that could be 
done some work on the use of databases as a defensive mechanism.  The Delegation wished to 
keep the discussions focused on the mandate that the IGC had, which did not contain calls for 
studies.  Studies were complementary, but not essential to the work of the IGC.   

837. The Delegation of Namibia supported the interventions by the Delegations of Egypt and 
South Africa.  In its view, one of the problems was that there had not been substantial 
discussions of the real issues pertaining to the disclosure requirement.  It did not believe that 
the study of the existing disclosure system would be useful for a number of reasons, including 
the lack of data from which to extrapolate valid conclusions.  It further noted that what the IGC 
had been advocating was a universal mandatory disclosure requirement which was very 
different from an arbitrary national disclosure requirement and would have a very different effect 
on the uses of GRs and associated TK.  If all users of those resources had to make a disclosure 
at all patent application offices, the desired effect would have been achieved, which was to 
motivate users to get PIC and to conclude MATs.  The argument that the universal mandatory 
disclosure requirement would be a norm-setting exercise to try and learn lessons from the 
implementation of the disclosure requirement in a particular jurisdiction was logically flawed and 
ultimately futile.  It believed there were some issues that could be usefully studied to inform the 
discussion around disclosure in the IGC, including:  (1) mandatory or voluntary, (2) national 
and/or international, (3) triggers or the degree of proximity that would trigger the disclosure 
requirement, (4) acceptable evidence for disclosure, internationally recognized certificate, 
standard material agreement, (5) exceptional cases where the country of origin was truly 
unknown and how to deal with that and (6) administration of such a requirement, (7) additional 
burden on applicants, (8) additional burden on patent examiners, (9) sanctions, (9a) failure to 
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disclose, (9b) formal disclosure, (9c) sanctions within the patent system, (9d) sanctions outside 
the patent system, (9e) preventing publication of a stopped application into the public domain, 
(9f) effective priority date, (9g) the possibility of revocation of patents, (9h) the possibility of 
assignment of rights, (9i) civil sanctions, (9j) criminal sanctions, (10) the changes that would be 
required to the PCT and the PLT through real-life scenarios that could be constructed through 
the information realized through this statement.  It was of the view that if the IGC had technical 
input on that readily available to all the Delegations, it could make some progress because it 
would be talking from a common frame of reference rather than continuing the futile debate that 
had been going on.  If there was going to be a study, the Delegation proposed that rather than 
looking at the few isolated examples that were out there, the IGC should have done a 
theoretical study on this issue and gotten an informed background document that everyone 
could use.  The Delegation further indicated its support for the recommendation by the 
Delegation of Egypt regarding a compilation.  That was a decision by the African Group.   
The Delegation also agreed with the Delegation of South Africa that studies were not included in 
the mandate.  Having taken note of the particular study requested by the Delegation of the 
United States of America and supported by the Delegation of Japan, the Delegation believed it 
would not be a useful study as it was not going to look at what the IGC was trying to achieve, 
which was the universal mandatory disclosure requirement, but rather at isolated national 
requirements with too few data points and too short an experience to draw a valid conclusion.   
It concluded that if indeed it had been the mandate of the IGC to commission studies, it would 
be more useful to study the points that the Delegation listed.  

838. The Delegation of Egypt clarified that the request of the African Group was for Secretariat 
to compile a list of conducted studies on issues of disclosure and biopiracy.  The IGC would 
receive and study them to see if a seminar or symposium would be necessary taking into 
account WIPO budget resources. 

839. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea was of the view that it was necessary to 
undertake an objective fact-based analysis of whether the disclosure requirement effectively 
addressed the concerns of erroneous patents as well as their misappropriation without reducing 
the incentives to innovate and facilitate benefit-sharing.  The Republic of Korea had experienced 
firsthand the advantages of such patent system and benefited from it in achieving economic and 
social development in a very short period of time.  Accordingly, the Delegation had serious 
concerns regarding the possible outcome of a disclosure requirement because this might 
undermined the long-established global patent system, which aimed to encourage innovation 
through incentives for a limited time.  In addition, this requirement could have negative impact 
on IP administration in each of the Member States.  The Delegation recalled that the 
undertaking of a fact-based objective analysis or impact study was a normal procedure in 
WIPO.  In this regard, it believed that it was especially necessary in the norm-setting work, for 
Member States to have all the information needed that would allow them to make the most 
informed decision.  It concluded by supporting the proposal made by the Delegation of the 
United States of America. 

840. The Delegation of India supported the suggestions made by the Delegations of Egypt and 
South Africa.  It stated that the IGC needed to look at the evidence that had already been 
produced over a long period of time starting from the 1998 fact-finding missions that WIPO had 
conducted and on the basis of which the IGC had actually been formed.  In addition, in the 
process in the CBD leading up to the international treaty, enormous evidence had been 
generated, as well as the evidence that had been tabled in the WTO when many of the 
developing countries had produced evidence of erroneously granted patents.  The Delegation 
did not wish to give the impression of being against the patent system, but the issue that the 
IGC was discussing was that there were many companies claiming TK as their own and thus 
depriving local communities of their right over the knowledge and the resources.  In that regard, 
the Delegation thought that for the integrity of the patent system itself it was important that such 
patents were not granted.  Thus it was important that all of the evidence of wrong and erroneous 
patents be put on the table and prepared by the WIPO Secretariat within the budgetary 
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resources, and than one could consider the gaps and the additional points that needed to be 
made based on that information. 

841. The Delegation of Australia acknowledged the high relevance of the technical issues 
raised by the Delegation from Namibia to further discussions notwithstanding whether any 
studies did or did not go ahead.  It believed that that was a good summary of the technical 
issues that needed to be explored at some time to move the work forward.   

842. The Delegation of China supported the proposal by the Delegations of South Africa, Egypt 
and India.  It felt that IGC should have adhered to the mandate of the General Assembly.   

843. The Delegation of Zambia supported what the Delegation of Egypt had presented and 
wondered whether it was possible to take such a decision under agenda item “Any Other 
Business” as it would have had implications in terms of finances and resource. 

844. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and  
its Member States, recognized the need for evidence in any policy-making process and 
welcomed any suggestions for studies, including the technical issues raised by the Delegation 
of Namibia.  However, it felt that any suggestions needed to be considered carefully in order to 
assess the added value of the proposals.  Those suggestions should therefore be given full 
consideration at a future session of the IGC which would deal with GRs.  Responding to the 
suggestion by the Delegation of Egypt, if the IGC was going to ask the Secretariat to compile a 
list of studies that had already been completed, then the list should extended to all studies on 
disclosure of origin and not just studies on issues related to biopiracy.   

845. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) supported the Delegation of Egypt and other 
Delegations.  It welcomed the collection of any information for making an informed decision, but 
it should not have distracted the IGC from its main objective, which was to elaborate and put in 
place a mandatory disclosure system.   

846. The Delegation of Brazil supported what had been put forward by the Delegations of 
Egypt, South Africa and India regarding the compilation of existing material so it would prevent 
the IGC from reinventing the wheel on existing material.  It was important to keep the mandate 
which was to proceed with a single legal text with the aim of achieving a mutually supportive 
system between the IP systems, the Nagoya Protocol and the CBD.  It would be easier to find in 
the compilation of such studies prepared by WIPO a number of examples of the lack of 
mandatory disclosure requirements and the concept it had for the countries which held GRs.  
The Delegation referred to cases involving patents related to Brazilian GRs, such as a fruit 
called cupuacu to which some patents were applied in several parts of the world in 1998.  This 
could be simply addressed if there were a mandatory disclosure requirement in place.  Another 
example was that of vegetable called copaiba, which had been used by traditional communities 
for years, and there were also some patent applications on that. 

847. The Delegation of Kenya extended its support for the position of the African Group as 
expressed by the Delegations of Egypt, South Africa and Namibia on having a possible national 
conference or symposium where it was willing to actively participate by sharing its numerous 
practical examples of misappropriation of GRs and associated TK in Kenya and the financial 
losses that had been incurred.  There were no longer arguments as to whether or not a 
knowledge-based economy was the way to go towards achieving developmental goals.  For 
example, the main objective was the alleviation of poverty, and in a country like Kenya which 
was rich in biodiversity it has become the focus to support innovations which involved the 
utilization of GRs and associated TK and thus promoting the creative industries.  It believed that 
the recommendations made by the Delegations should have been considered as one of the 
options that could be used to convince the supporters of the non-disclosure requirement of the 
urgency of including the mandatory disclosure within the patent system.  
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848. The Chair summarized that there was no emerging consensus on the study being a 
matter for decision at that stage.  There was an introduction to a simple proposal for the 
compilation of existing studies with two or three additional elements.  There was also emerging 
consensus on the view that the commissioning of a study with its attendant budgetary 
implications as well as any consideration of a seminar with budgetary implications would need 
to be taken at another session when it would be properly before the Delegations with sufficient 
information to guide them. 

849. The Delegation of the United States of America, referring to the proposal by the 
Delegation of South Africa, was not sure that it fully understood what was contained in that 
particular proposal other than the review of literature.  The Delegation had reviewed the 
literature itself and was not satisfied with what was contained in it.  It stated that it would be 
more comfortable seeing a broader package of studies moving forward in tandem.  It could 
support studies that would look at the national implementation of ABS systems and disclosure 
requirements; however, it could not support studies that would look at theoretical issues.   
It believed that the discussions should have been grounded on national experience and national 
implementation which had been done for a period of more than 10 years at that time.  It also 
could not support a study on amending international agreements at that stage until the 
appropriate way forward had been found.   

850. The Delegation of the Russian Federation supported a factual study on disclosure of the 
origin of GRs.  In its view, it should include the issues as listed by the Delegation of Namibia.  

851. The Delegation of Bolivia (the Plurinational State of) did not wish the study to prejudice 
the progress the IGC had achieved.  It supported the proposal by the Delegations of Egypt, 
India and South Africa.  For 12 years the IGC had been working on hundreds of studies,  
some of which could give some guidance to the Delegation of the United States of America.   
It said that it would be important to consider the compilation of WIPO, WTO and UNCTAD 
studies before the IGC moved onto a new study.  The mandate did not foresee a study as it 
would not be appropriate.  If the IGC were to decide to go ahead with the study, the terms of 
reference should be defined by the Member States and the experts must be appointed by  
the Member States as well. 

852. The Delegation of Sri Lanka expressed its serious concerns regarding the mandatory 
disclosure clause.  It drew attention to Article 17.2 of the Nagoya Protocol as an appropriate 
text.  It endorsed the valuable contributions by the Delegations of Egypt, South Africa and India. 

853. The Delegation of Egypt noted that the idea of the compilation of studies was useful, as 
long as it was not a burden for the Secretariat, and that the IGC could proceed on an informed 
discussion at the next session that would deal with the GRs. 

854. The Chair noted that there was no agreement to proceed with a study at that time.  There 
seemed to be the general view that the question of whether to proceed with the study and the 
elements of such a study should have benefited from further detailed submission by proponents.  
The Chair suggested that that be done for submission to the next session of the IGC that would 
deal with GRs.   

 
Decision on Agenda Item 10: 
855. The Committee noted  
the submission of a “Joint 
Recommendation on GRs  
and Associated TK” 
(WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/9 Rev.) and 
invited the proponents to resubmit the 
proposal, if they deem fit, at the next 
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session of the Committee dealing with 
the theme of GRs. 

856. The Committee noted a number 
of proposals for studies, literature 
reviews and meetings concerning IP 
and GRs, and took further note of the 
Chair’s recommendation that the issue 
could be considered again at the next 
session of the Committee at which the 
theme of GRs is discussed. 

AGENDA ITEM 11:  CLOSING OF THE SESSION 

857. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and  
its Member States, agreed with the decision to transmit the facilitators’ text as a working 
document to the General Assembly, commenting that the text contained divergent options, was 
still a work in progress and needed further work and consolidation.  It recalled that a detailed 
explanation of its proposal for disclosure of origin was contained in document 
WIPO/GRTKF/20/INF/8.  It added that all three topics discussed in the Committee, namely TK, 
TCE and GRs, should be treated in an equal manner and that their results should considered 
jointly in a recommendation to the General Assembly to be prepared at the 22nd Session of the 
Committee.  It flagged that it was reluctant to agree on future extended sessions as it was 
difficult for all experts to participate fully in such lengthy meetings. 

858. The Delegation of Egypt, speaking on behalf of the African Group, expressed the hope 
that the discussions on TK and TCEs would find soon a speedy outcome and achieve the 
objective of ensuring a legal instrument or instruments for GRs, TK and TCEs.  It highlighted 
that those issues were of great importance to African countries and that there was a need to 
remain engaged. 

859. The Delegation of South Africa joined the Delegation of Egypt in expressing faith and 
reiterating commitment to the process.  It also thanked the Secretariat for having made sure that 
the documentation was available on time and captured the information rightly. 

860. The Delegation of Zimbabwe concurred with the comments of both African delegations. 

861. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of), speaking on behalf of the Asian Group, and 
the Delegation of Algeria, speaking on behalf of the Development Agenda Group (DAG), 
expressed their appreciation for the progress made during the session. 

862. The Delegation of Sri Lanka thanked, among others, indigenous and local communities 
representatives for their participation in the present session of the Committee. 

863. The Delegation of the United States of America commended the Chair for a firm 
guidance on the procedure that, with the assistance of the three facilitators, had produced a 
draft consolidated document ready to be passed on to the General Assembly.  It expressed its 
commitment to continue to participate actively in the negotiations. 

864. The Delegation of Italy, speaking on behalf of Group B, reassured the Chair on the 
constructive engagement of the Group. 

865. The Delegation of Paraguay, speaking on behalf of GRULAC, restated its approval of the 
text provided by the facilitators and commented that it was very important to have a single 
document on GRs. 
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866. The above Delegations and the Delegations of Jamaica, China and Hungary also 
thanked the Chair, Vice-Chair, facilitators, other delegations, the Secretariat and interpreters. 

867. The Chair expressed his gratitude to all Delegations for the constructive work that had 
enabled the Committee to follow its mandate and present a single text for submission to the 
General Assembly.  He also acknowledged the contribution made by the indigenous and local 
community representatives.  He took note of the constructive suggestions of several delegations 
on how to advance the work, from the suggestions regarding technical elements made by the 
Delegation of Namibia to other observations.  He invited Delegations to also consult during the 
intersessional period, so as to help make final and decisive progress.  He expressed his 
commitment to remain at the disposal of Delegations during this period as well as during 
sessions for consultations and exchanges.  He also thanked the Secretariat and said that his 
contacts would be available through the Secretariat.  

 
Decision on Agenda Item 11: 
868. The Committee adopted its 
decisions on Agenda Items 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 on February 22, 2012.  
It agreed that a draft written report, 
containing the agreed text of these 
decisions and all interventions made to 
the Committee, would be prepared and 
circulated before March 31, 2012.  
Committee participants would be 
invited to submit written corrections to 
their interventions as included in the 
draft report before a final version of the 
draft report would then be circulated to 
Committee participants for adoption at 
the Twenty-Second Session of the 
Committee. 

[Annexes follow]  
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Knowledge Systems Office, Pretoria 

Elena ZDRAVKOVA (Ms.), Senior Manager, Registrar of Patents and Designs, Department of 
Trade and Industry, Pretoria 

Mandixole MATROOS, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

ALGÉRIE/ALGERIA 

Abdelhamid HEMDANI, sous-directeur, Département de la protection du patrimoine, Ministère 
de l’agriculture et du développement rural, Alger 

Mohamed BOUDRAR, directeur général, Office national des droits d’auteur et droits voisins 
(ONDA), Ministère de la culture, Alger 

Boumediène MAHI, conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 

Ahlem Sara CHARIKHI (Mlle), attaché, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

ALLEMAGNE/GERMANY 

Tilmann Andreas BUETTNER, Desk Officer, Federal Ministry of Justice, Berlin 

Ursula MONNERJAHN (Ms.), Desk Officer, Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer 
Protection, Berlin 

Heinjoerg HERRMANN, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

ANGOLA 

Manuel LOPES FRANCISCO, Director General, National Institute of TK, Luanda 

Zacarias JAMBA SACAWANGA, Head, National Institute of TK, Luanda 

Eva Maria CHITAS DE BESSA TEIXEIRA (Ms.), Legal Section, Angolan Institute of Industrial 
Property (IAPI), Ministry of Industry, Luanda  
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ARABIE SAOUDITE/SAUDI ARABIA 

Ibrahim ALMUTAIRI, Examiner, Industrial Property Department, King Abdulaziz City for Science 
and Technology, Riyadh 

Majed ALGHAMDI, Examiner, Industrial Property Department, King Abdulaziz City for Science 
and Technology, Riyadh 

 

ARGENTINE/ARGENTINA 

Rodrigo BARDONESCHI, Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

AUSTRALIE/AUSTRALIA 

Ian GOSS, General Manager, Business Development and Strategy Group, IP Australia, 
Canberra 

Steven BAILIE, Assistant Director, International Policy and Cooperation Section, IP Australia, 
Canberra 

Clinton DENGATE, Executive Officer, International IP Section, Department of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade, Canberra 

David KILHAM, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

AUTRICHE/AUSTRIA 

Hildegard SPONER (Ms.), Technical Department 2A – Mechanical Engineering, Austrian Patent 
Office, Vienna 

Tanja WALCHER (Ms.), Legal Department, Austrian Patent Office, Vienna 

 

AZERBAÏDJAN/AZERBAIJAN 

Sara RUSTAMOVA (Mrs.), Chief Examiner, State Committee on Standardization, Metrology and 
Patent, Baku 

 

BAHREÏN/BAHRAIN 

Budoor AHMED (Ms.), Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

BANGLADESH 

M. Shahinoor RAHMAN, Professor, Jahangirnagar University, Dhaka 

Nazrul SLAM, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

BARBADE/BARBADOS 

Corlita BABB-SCHAEFER (Mrs.), Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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BELGIQUE/BELGIUM 

Natacha LENAERTS (Mme), attaché, Office de la propriété intellectuelle, Service public fédéral, 
économie, Bruxelles 

 

BÉNIN/BENIN 

Fadilou MOUTAIROU, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Charlemagne DEDEWANOU, Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

BOLIVIE (ÉTAT PLURINATIONAL DE)/BOLIVIA (PLURINATIONAL STATE OF) 

Horacio Gabriel USQUIANO VARGAS, Jefe de Unidad, Viceministerio de Comercio Exterior e 
Integración, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, La Paz 

Alejandra GASTELU SOTOMAYOR (Srta.), Funcionaria de la Unidad de Derecho Económico 
Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores e Integración, La Paz 

Ulpian LÓPEZ GARCÍA, Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

BRÉSIL/BRAZIL 

Carlos Potiara CASTRO, Adviser, GRs Department, Ministry of Environment, Brasilia 

Carlos Adriano DA SILVA, Foreign Trade Analyst, Secretariat for Innovation, Ministry of 
Development, Industry and Foreign Trade, Brasilia 

 

BRUNÉI DARUSSALAM/BRUNEI DARUSSALAM 

Kasmirhan TAHIR, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Hjh Hassanah Haji HASSAN (Ms.), Deputy Registrar, Intellectual Property Division, Attorney 
General’s Chambers, Bandar Seri Begawan 

Farah Atiyah ZAINAL ABIDIN (Ms.), Officer, Patent Registry Office, Brunei Economic 
Development Board, Bandar Seri Begawan 

 

BULGARIE/BULGARIA 

Andreev ALEKSEY, Consultant, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

BURKINA FASO 

Sibdou Mireille SOUGOURI KABORE (Mme), attachée, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

BURUNDI 

Silvère NSHAGIRIJE, secrétaire permanent, Ministère de la jeunesse, des sports et de la 
culture, Bujumbura 

Espérance UWIMANA (Mme), deuxième conseillère, Mission permanente, Genève 
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CAMEROUN/CAMEROON 

Rachel-Claire OKANI ABENGUE (Mme), enseignante, Faculté de sciences juridiques et 
politiques, Université de Yaoundé II, Yaoundé 

 

CANADA 

Nicolas LESIEUR, Senior Trade Policy Officer, Intellectual Property Trade Policy Division, 
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Trade, Ottawa 

Sara AMINI (Ms.), Senior Policy Analyst, Copyright and International Intellectual Property Policy 
Directorate, Department of Industry, Ottawa 

Sophie GALARNEAU (Ms.), Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

CHILI/CHILE 

Maria Catalina OLIVOS BESSERER (Srta.), Abogada, Departamento de Políticas Públicas y 
Estudios, Instituto Nacional de Propiedad Industrial (INAPI), Ministerio de Economía, Fomento y 
Turismo, Santiago 

 

CHINE/CHINA 

Yaning ZHANG (Ms.), Official, Division II, International Cooperation Department, State IP Office 
(SIPO), Beijing 

Zhao LI (Ms.), Official, Division III, Legal Affairs Department, State IP Office (SIPO), Beijing 

 

CHYPRE/CYPRUS 

Myrianthy SPATHI (Ms.), Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Yiangos-Georgios YIANGOULLIS, Expert Legal Affairs, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Christina TSENTA (Ms.), Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

COLOMBIE/COLOMBIA 

Eduardo MUÑOZ GOMEZ, Embajador, Representante Permanente, Misión Permanente ante la 
Organización Mundial del Comercio (OMC), Ginebra  

Liliana ARIZA (Sra.), Asesora, Dirección de Inversión Extranjera y Servicios, Ministerio de 
Comercio, Industria y Turismo, Bogotá D.C. 

Andrea Cristina BONNET LOPEZ (Sra.), Asesora, Dirección de Asuntos Económicos, Sociales 
y Ambientales Multilaterales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Bogotá D.C. 

Juan Camilo SARETZKI, Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

Maria Catalina GAVIRIA BRAVO (Sra.), Consejera Comercial, Misión Permanente ante la 
Organización Mundial del Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
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CONGO 

Jean-Baptiste MIAYOUKOU, chef, Service de la valorisation, Direction de l’antenne nationale 
de la propriété industrielle, Brazzaville 

Celestin TCHIBINDA, secrétaire, Ministère des affaires étrangères et de la coopération, Mission 
permanente, Genève 

 

CÔTE D’IVOIRE 

Yohou Joel ZAGBAYOU, attaché, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

CUBA 

Mónica RODRÍGUEZ GUTIERREZ (Srta.), Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

DANEMARK/DENMARK 

Niels HOLM SVENDSEN, Chief Legal Counsellor, Danish Patent and Trademark Office, 
Ministry of Business and Growth, Taastrup 

Heidi BECH LINAA (Mrs.), Special Legal Adviser, Danish Patent and Trademark Office, Ministry 
of Business and Growth, Taastrup 

 

ÉGYPTE/EGYPT 

Hisham BADR, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva  

Karima AHMED HUSSEIN, (Mrs.), Officer, Egyptian Patent Office, Cairo 

Mokhtar WARIDA, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

EL SALVADOR 

Martha Evelyn MENJIVAR (Srta.), Consejera, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

ÉMIRATS ARABES UNIS/UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 

Ahmed Ali MOHAMED AL KHADIM, Officer, Ministry of Culture, Youth and Community 
Development, Abu Dhabi 

 

ÉQUATEUR/ECUADOR 

Luis GALLEGOS CHIRIBOGA, Embajador, Representante Permanente, Misión Permanente, 
Ginebra 

Juan Carlos SANCHEZ TROYA, Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
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ESPAGNE/SPAIN 

Luís SANZ TEJEDOR, Jefe, Área de Patentes y Mecánica Aplicada, Departamento de Patentes 
e Información Tecnológica, Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas (OEPM), Madrid 

Xavier BELLMONT, Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

Xavier VILASECA, Colaborador, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

ESTONIE/ESTONIA 

Raul KARTUS, Counsellor, Legal Department, Estonian Patent Office, Tallinn 

 

ÉTATS-UNIS D’AMÉRIQUE/UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Paul SALMON, Senior Counsel, Office of Intellectual Property and Enforcement, United States 
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 

Dominic KEATING, Director, Intellectual Property Attaché Program, External Affairs 
Department, United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), Department of Commerce,  
Washington, D.C. 

Deborah LASHLEY-JOHNSON (Mrs.), Attorney-Advisor, Office of Policy and External  
Affairs, United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), Department of Commerce, 
Washington D.C. 

Joseph M. RIPLEY, Chief, Ecology and Conservation Office, Bureau of Oceans, Environment 
and Science, Department of State, Washington D.C. 

Karin L. FERRITER (Ms.), Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Todd REVES, Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva  

Pierre HEUZÉ, Intern, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

ÉTHIOPIE/ETHIOPIA 

Minelik Alemu GETAHUN, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, 
Geneva 

Berhanu ADELLO, Director General, Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office (EIPO), Addis Ababa 

Ayehu GIRMA KASSAYE, Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

FÉDÉRATION DE RUSSIE/RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

Larisa SIMONOVA (Mrs.), Deputy Director, International Cooperation Department, Federal 
Service for IP (ROSPATENT), Moscow 

Natalia BUZOVA (Ms.), Deputy Head of Legal Division, Federal Institute of Industrial Property, 
Federal Service for IP (ROSPATENT), Moscow 

Alexey AVTONOMOV, Chief Research Fellow, International Law Section, Institute of State and 
Law, Russian Academy of Science, Moscow 

Irina GAVRILOVA (Mrs.), Chief Research Fellow, Institute of Sociology, Russian Academy of 
Science, Moscow 
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FINLANDE/FINLAND 

Mika KOTALA, Senior adviser, Business Law, Ministry of Employment and the Economy, 
Helsinki  

Liisa HUNTALA (Mrs.), Counsellor, Business Law, Ministry of Employment and the Economy, 
Helsinki 

 

FRANCE 

Daphné DE BECO (Mme), chargée de mission, Service des affaires européennes et 
internationales, Institut national de la propriété industrielle (INPI), Paris 

Olivier HOARAU, Juriste, Institut national de la propriété industrielle (INPI), Paris 

Katherina DOYTCHINOV (Mme), premier secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

GÉORGIE/GEORGIA 

Ketevan KILADZE (Mrs.), Senior Legal Officer, Intellectual Property Office, Tbilisi 

 

GRÈCE/GREECE 

Despoina SAREIDAKI (Mrs.), Intern, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

HAÏTI/HAITI 

Blenda MALANDE (Mme), responsable, Département de relations publiques, de la 
communication et de la culture, Bureau haïtien du droit d’auteur (BHDA), Port-au-Prince 

Pierre Joseph MARTIN, ministre-conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 

Pierre Mary SAINT-AMOUR, conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

HONDURAS 

María BENNATON (Sra.), Embajadora, Representante Permanente, Misión Permanente, 
Ginebra 

Manuel Antonio SIERRA DONAIRE, Viceministro, Ministerio de Cultura, Artes y Deportes, 
Tegucigalpa 

Roberto FLORES BERMÚDEZ, Representante Permanente, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

Mauricio PÉREZ, Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

HONGRIE/HUNGARY 

Krisztina KOVACS (Ms.), Head, Industrial Property Law Section, Hungarian IP Office, Budapest 

 

INDE/INDIA 

Biswagit DHAR, Director General, Department Research and Information System, New Delhi  

Chandni RAINA (Ms.), Director, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP),  
New Delhi 
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INDONÉSIE/INDONESIA 

Dian Triansyah DJANI, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanente Mission, Geneva 

Bebeb A. K. N. DJUNDJUNAN, Director, Economic, Social and Cultural Treaties, Directorate 
General of Legal Affairs and International Treaties, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Jakarta 

Andos TOBING, Staff, Directorate of Trade Industry and Intellectual Property, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Jakarta 

Willyam SAROINSONG, Staff, Directorate of International Treaties on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Jakarta 

Nina DJAJAPRAWIRA (Ms.), Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Bianca SIMATUPANG (Ms.), Third Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

IRAN (RÉPUBLIQUE ISLAMIQUE D’)/IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF) 

Seyed Mohammad Reza SAJJADI, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent 
Mission, Geneva 

Alireza KAZENI ABADI, Deputy Minister, Ministry of Justice, Tehran 

Nabiollah AAMI SARDUI, Expert, Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tehran 

Ali NASIMFAR, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

IRAQ 

Alaa Abo Alhassan ESMAIL, Director General and Head, National Center for the Protection of 
Copyrights and Related Rights, Ministry of Culture, Baghdad 

Bashar Salih Ibrahim AL-NUAIMEE, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

IRLANDE/IRELAND 

Gerard CORR, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Imelda HARDIMAN (Ms.), Assistant Principal, IP Unit, Department of Jobs, Enterprise and 
Innovation, Dublin 

Cathal LYNCH, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

ISRAËL/ISRAEL 

Moshe LEIMBERG, Patent Examiner, Israeli Patent Office, Ministry of Justice, Jerusalem 

 

ITALIE/ITALY 

Vittorio RAGONESI, Legal Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Rome  

Pierluigi BOZZI, Delegate, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Barbara BIANCHI (Mrs.), Delegate, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Tiberio SCHMIDLIN, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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JAMAÏQUE/JAMAICA 

Wayne McCOOK, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Lilyclaire BELLAMY (Ms.), Deputy Director, Legal Counsel, Jamaica IP Office (JIPO), Kingston 

 

JAPON/JAPAN 

Hiroki KITAMURA, Director, Multilateral Policy Office, International Affairs Division, General 
Affairs Department, Japan Patent Office (JPO), Tokyo 

Kenji SAITO, Deputy Director, Intellectual Property Affairs Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Tokyo 

Kenji SHIMADA, Deputy Director, International Affairs Division, General Affairs Department, 
Japan Patent Office (JPO), Tokyo 

Satoshi FUKUDA, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

JORDANIE/JORDAN 

Khaled ARABEYYAT, Director, Industrial Property Protection Directorate, Ministry of Industry 
and Trade, Amman 

 

KENYA 

Helen KOKI (Mrs.), Deputy Chief, Legal Counsel, Kenya Copyright Board, Nairobi 

 

KIRGHIZISTAN/KYRGYZSTAN 

Torgogul AZYKOV, Head, Selection Achievement and Traditional Knowledge Section, State IP 
Service of the Kyrgyz Republic (Kyrgyzpatent), Bishkek 

 

KOWEÏT/KUWAIT 

Hussain SAFAR, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

LETTONIE/LATVIA 

Ilva KASE (Ms.), Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

LIBAN/LEBANON 

Omar HALABLAB, Director General, Ministry of Culture, Beirut 

Bachir SALEH AZZAM, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

LIBYE/LIBYA 

Suad ANBAR, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

LITUANIE/LITHUANIA 

Rimvydas NAUJOKAS, Director, State Patent Bureau of the Republic of Lithuania, Vilnius 
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MALAISIE/MALAYSIA 

Adrian ABDUL GHANI, Vice President, Malaysian Biotechnology Corporation, Ministry of 
Science, Technology and Innovation, Kuala Lumpur 

Kamal KORMIN, Head, Patent Examination Section Applied Science, IP Corporation of 
Malaysia (MyIPO), Ministry of Domestic Trade, Co-operatives and Consumerism, Kuala Lumpur 

Maria AHMAD (Ms.), Manager, Regulatory Affairs, Malaysian Biotechnology Corporation, 
Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, Kuala Lumpur 

Sukri MOHD NOR, Patent Examiner, Patent Examination Section Applied Science, IP 
Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO), Kuala Lumpur 

Ismail MOHAMAD BKRI, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

MAROC/MOROCCO 

Omar HILALE, ambassadeur, représentant permanent, Mission permanente, Genève 

M. Mohamed EL MHAMDI, ministre, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

MEXIQUE/MEXICO 

Ulises CANCHOLA GUTIÉRREZ, Embajador, Representante Permanente, Misión Permanente, 
Ginebra 

Elleli HUERTA OCAMPO (Sra.), Directora de Recursos Biológicos y Genéticos, Comisión 
Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso de la Biodiversidad (CONABIO), México D.F. 

Gabriela GARDUZA ESTRADA (Sra.), Directora de Asuntos Internacionales, Comisión 
Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas (CDI), México D.F. 

Laura Sofía GÓMEZ MADRIGAL (Sra.), Directora, Oficina de Propiedad Intelectual, 
Universidad de Colima, México D.F. 

Emelia HERNÁNDEZ-PRIEGO (Sra.), Subdirectora de Examen de Fondo, Dirección de 
Patentes, Instituto Mexicano de la Propiedad Industrial (IMPI), México D.F. 

Lucila NEYRA GONZÁLEZ (Sra.), Jefa de la Gestión de Proyectos de Recursos Biológicos 
Colectivos, Comisión Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso de la Biodiversidad (CONABIO), 
México D.F. 

Juan Carlos MORALES VARGAS, Especialista en Propiedad Industrial, Dirección de 
Relaciones Internacionales, Instituto Mexicano de la Propiedad Industrial (IMPI), México D.F. 

José R. LÓPEZ DE LEÓN, Segundo Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

MONACO 

Carole LANTERI, représentant permanent adjoint, Mission permanente, Genève 

Gilles REALINI (Mme), deuxième secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

MOZAMBIQUE 

Felisbela GASPAR (Ms.), Director, National Institute of Traditional Medicine, Ministry of Health, 
Maputo 

Miguel Raul TUGADZA, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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MYANMAR 

Lynn Marlar LWIN (Ms.), Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Mya SANDAR (Ms.), Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

NAMIBIE/NAMIBIA 

Pierre DU PLESSIS, Senior Consultant, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Windhoek 

Simon M. MARUTA, Head of Delegations, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

NÉPAL/NEPAL 

Dhruba Lal RAJBAMSHI, Director General, Department of Industry, Kathmandu 

 

NICARAGUA 

Erwin RAMÍREZ COLINDRES, Subdirector General, Dirección General del Registro de la 
Propiedad Intelectual, Ministerio de Fomento, Industria y Comercio, Managua 

 

NIGER 

Amadou TANKOANO, professeur de droit de propriété industrielle, Faculté des sciences 
économiques et juridiques, Université de Niamey, Niamey 

 

NIGÉRIA/NIGERIA 

Eno-Obong Young USEN, Senior Assistant Registrar, Federal Ministry of Trade and Investment, 
Abuja  

 

NORVÈGE/NORWAY 

Magnus Hauge GREAKER, Legal Adviser, Legislation Department, Ministry of Justice, Oslo 

Maria DUNA (Mrs.), Legal Director, Legal and International Affairs Department, Norwegian 
Industrial Property Office (NIPO), Oslo 

Christian ELIASSEN, Intern, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE/NEW ZEALAND 

Warren HASSETT, Senior Policy Analyst, Competition, Trade, and Investment Branch, Ministry 
of Economic Development, Wellington 

 

OMAN 

Khamis AL-SHAMAKHI, Director, Cultural Affairs Department, Ministry of Heritage and Culture, 
Muscat  

Nadiya AL-SAADY, Program Director, Plant and Animal GRs Department, The Research 
Council, Muscat 
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OUGANDA/UGANDA 

Eunice KIGENYI IRUNGU (Mrs.), Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva  

 

PAKISTAN 

Sajjad AHMAD, Director General, Intellectual Property Office (IPO), Islamabad 

Ahsan NABEEL, Third Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

PANAMA 

Zoraida RODRÍGUEZ MONTENEGRO (Srta.), Consejera Legal, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

PARAGUAY 

Agustín SAGUIER, Director, Dirección General de Propiedad Intelectual (DGPI), Ministerio de 
Industria y Comercio, Asunción 

Raúl MARTÍNEZ, Segundo Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

PAYS-BAS/NETHERLANDS 

Margreet GROENENBOOM (Ms.), Policy advisor, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 
Innovation, The Hague 

Richard ROEMERS, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

PHILIPPINES 

Josephine M. REYNANTE (Ms.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Marivil VALLES (Ms.) Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

PÉROU/PERU 

Sergio Gilberto RODRÍGUEZ SORIA, Subdirector, Dirección de Invenciones y Nuevas 
Tecnologías, Instituto Nacional de Defensa de la Competencia y de la Protección de la 
Propiedad Intelectual (INDECOPI), Lima 

Giancarlo LEON COLLAZOS, Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 

 

POLOGNE/POLAND 

Ewa LISOWSKA (Ms.), Senior Policy Advisor, International Cooperation Division, Patent Office 
of the Republic of Poland, Warsaw 

 

PORTUGAL 

Cidália GONÇALVES (Mrs.), Executive Officer, International Relations Department, National 
Institute of Industrial Property (INPI), Ministry of Justice, Lisbon 
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RÉPUBLIQUE DE CORÉE/REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

CHOI Joonghwan, Patent Examiner, Biotechnology Examination Division, Korean IP Office 
(KIPO), Daejeon 

SONG Kijoong, Deputy Director, Korean IP Office (KIPO), Daejeon 

LEE Chul-Nam, Adviser, Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Daejeon 

CHANG Young-Hyo, Team Leader, Korean Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology, 
Daejeon 

 

RÉPUBLIQUE DE MOLDOVA/REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA 

Maria ROJNEVSCHI (Mrs.), Director, Promotion and Publishing Department, State Agency on 
IP (AGEPI), Chisinau 

Roman CAZAN, State Secretary, State Agency on IP (AGEPI), Chisinau 

 

RÉPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE DÉMOCRATIQUE DE CORÉE/DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

Tong Hwan KIM, Counselor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

RÉPUBLIQUE TCHÈQUE/CZECH REPUBLIC 

Marcela HUJEROVÁ (Mrs.), Deputy Director, International Department, Industrial Property 
Office, Prague 

Jan WALTER, Third Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

RÉPUBLIQUE-UNIE DE TANZANIE/UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

Esteriano Emmanuel MAHINGILA, Chief Executive Officer, Business Registrations and 
Licensing Agency, Dar es Salaam 

Pili MUTANI MAGESA (Ms.), Minister, Permanent Mission, Geneva  

 

ROUMANIE/ROMANIA 

Gábor Alexandru VARGA, Director General, State Office for Inventions and Trademarks 
(OSIM), Bucharest 

Mirela GEORGESCU (Mrs.), Head, Chemistry-Pharmacy Division, State Office for Inventions 
and Trademarks (OSIM), Bucharest 

Cornelia Constanta MORARU (Ms.), Head, Department of Legal and International Affairs, State 
Office for Inventions and Trademarks (OSIM), Bucharest 

Oana MARGINEANU (Mrs.), Legal Advisor, State Office for Inventions and Trademarks (OSIM), 
Bucharest 
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ROYAUME-UNI/UNITED KINGDOM 

Miranda DAWKINS (Ms.), Head, Trade Policy Team, Intellectual Property Office (IPO), Newport 

Hywel MATTHEWS, International Institutions Officer, Intellectual Property Office (IPO), Newport 

John Richard McGEE, Policy Advisor, Intellectual Property Office (IPO), London 

Beverly PERRY (Ms.), Policy Advisor, International Policy Department, Intellectual Property 
Office (IPO), Newport 

Jonathan JOO-THOMPSON, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Nicola NOBLE, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

Selby WEEKS, Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 

 

SAINT-SIÈGE/HOLY SEE 

Carlo Maria MARENGHI, attaché, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

SÉNÉGAL/SENEGAL 

Ndèye Fatou LO (Mme), deuxième conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 

 

SERBIE/SERBIA 

Jelena TOMIĆ KESER (Mrs.), Senior Counsellor, Patent Department, IP Office, Belgrade 

 

SOUDAN/SUDAN 

Salma BASHIR (Ms.), Senior Legal Advisor, Intellectual Property Department, Ministry of 
Justice, Khartoum 

Salma Mohamed OSMAN (Ms.), Legal Advisor, Intellectual Property Department, Ministry of 
Justice, Khartoum 

 

SRI LANKA 

Peiris NEWTON ARIYARATNE, Advisor, Ministry of Indigenous Medicine, Colombo 

 

SUÈDE/SWEDEN 

Patrick ANDERSSON, Senior Examiner/Patent Expert, Swedish Patent and Registration Office, 
Stockholm 

 

SUISSE/SWITZERLAND 

Martin GIRSBERGER, chef, Propriété intellectuelle et développement durable, Institut fédéral 
de la propriété intellectuelle (IPI), Berne 
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Research in Law of the Intangible (CERDI) 
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Centre d’études internationales de la propriété intellectuelle (CEIPI)/Centre for International 
Intellectual Property Studies (CEIPI) 
François CURCHOD (chargé de mission, Genolier) 

Centre international pour le commerce et le développement durable (ICTSD)/International 
Center for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD) 
Ahmed ABDEL LATIF (Senior Programme Manager IP and Technology);  Daniella ALLAM (Ms.) 
(Junior Programme Officer, Geneva);  Alessandro MARONGIU (Program Assistant, Geneva);  
Denis OMUNBWA (Assistant, Geneva) 

Chambre de commerce internationale (CCI)/International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) 
Timothy W. ROBERTS (Consultant, London);  Jennifer BRANT (Ms.) (Consultant, Geneva) 

Civil Society Coalition (CSC)  
Marc PERLMAN (Fellow, Providence) 
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Comisión Jurídica para el Autodesarrollo de los Pueblos Originarios Andinos (CAPAJ) 
Tomás Jesús ALARCÓN EYZAGUIRRE (Presidente, Abogado, Tacna);  Rosario GIL LUQUE 
(Sra.) (Investigadora, Tacna);  Gawan MARINGER (Representative, Vienna) 

Comité consultatif mondial des amis (CCMA)/Friends World Committee for Consultation 
(FWCC) 
Jonathan WOOLLEY (Director, Geneva);  Caroline DOMMEN (Ms.) (Representative, Global 
Economic Issues, Geneva) 

Coordination des ONG africaines des droits de l’homme (CONGAF)/Coordination of African 
Human Rights NGOs (CONGAF) 
Biro DIAWARA (chargé de programmes, Genève) 

CropLife International  
Dominic MUYLDERMANS (Senior Legal Consultant, Brussels);  Tatjana SACHSE (Ms.) (Legal 
Advisor, Geneva) 

Culture of Afro-indigenous Solidarity (Afro-Indigène) 
Ana LEURINDA (Mrs.) (President/Founder, Geneva) 

Fédération ibéro-latino-américaine des artistes interprètes ou exécutants (FILAIE)/ 
Ibero-Latin-American Federation of Performers (FILAIE) 
Miguel PÉREZ SOLÍS (Asesor Legal, Madrid) 

Fédération internationale de la vidéo (IFV)/International Video Federation (IVF) 
Benoît MÜLLER (Legal Advisor, Brussels) 

Fédération internationale de l’industrie du médicament (FIIM)/International Federation of 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associations (IFPMA) 
Andrew P. JENNER (Director, IP and Trade, Geneva);  Guilherme CINTRA (Manager, IP and 
Trade, Geneva);  Chiara GHERARDI (Ms.) (Policy Analyst, IP and Trade, Geneva) 

Fédération internationale des semences (ISF)/International Seed Federation (ISF) 
Marcel BRUINS (Secretary General, Nyon) 

Foundation for Aboriginal and Islander Research Action (FAIRA) 
Les MALEZER (Researcher, Brisbane);  Phillip MILLS (Researcher, Brisbane);  Syreeta MILLS 
(Ms.) (Researcher, Brisbane);  Jim WALKER (Researcher, Brisbane) 

GRs, TK and Folklore (GRTKF Int.) 
Eung-Gi JEONG (Senior Researcher, Rural Development Administration, Suwon City) 

Health and Environment Program 
Pierre SCHERB (consultant, Genève) 

Incomindios Switzerland 
Sharon VENNE (Ms.) (Legal Advisor, Edmonton);  Angelea SELLEK (Ms.) (Trainee, Zurich);   
Erich KOFMEL (Member UN working group, Zurich);  Philippa MUND (Ms.) (Scientific 
Contributor, Zurich);  Doris Milena ZINGG (Ms.) (Observer, Frauenfeld);  Rebecca ROHNER 
(Ms.) (Scientific Contributor, Zurich) 

Indian Council of South America (CISA) 
Ronald BARNES (Representative, Alaska);  Tomás CONDORI (Indigenous Human Rights 
Representative, Bolivia);  Irene WATSON (Mrs.) (University of South Australia, Australia) 

Indian Movement “Tupaj Amaru” 
Lázaro PARY ANAGUA (General Coordinator, La Paz) 
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Indigenous Peoples’ Center for Documentation, Research and Information (doCip) 
Pierrette BIRRAUX (Mme) (conseillère scientifique, Genève);  José Ignacio COELHO  
MENDES (Interpreter, Canada);  Patricia JIMENEZ (Mme) (coordinatrice, Genève);   
Claudinei NUNEZ DE SILVA (Ms.) (Interpreter, Geneva);  Samantha PELLMANN (Ms.) 
(Interpreter, Germany);  Paula SANCHEZ (Ms.) (Coordinador, Madrid);  Laura SEGURA (Mme) 
(délégué, Genève) 

Indigenous Peoples’ Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB) 
Debra HARRY (Ms.) (Executive Director, Nixon) 

Institut du développement durable et des relations internationales (IDDRI) 
Claudio CHIAROLLA (Member, Paris) 

Instituto Indígena Brasileiro para Propriedade Intelectual (INBRAPI) 
Lucia Fernanda INACIO BELFORT (Ms.) (Executive Director, Chapecó) 

IP Owners Association (IPO) 
Manisha DESAI (Ms.) (Assistant General Patent Counsel, Eli Lilly and Co., Indianapolis) 

International Indian Treaty Council (IITC) 
Estebancio CASTRO DÍAZ (Executive Secretary, Panama) 

International Trademark Association (INTA) 
Bruno Machado (Representative, Geneva) 

Knowledge Ecology International, Inc. (KEI)/Knowledge Ecology International, Inc. (KEI) 
Thiru BALASUBRAMANIAM (Representative, Geneva) 

Nepal Indigenous Nationalities Preservation Association (NINPA) 
Cheten Wangchu SHERPA (Member, Kathmandu);   

Nigeria Natural Medicine Development Agency (NNMDA) 
Tamunoibuomi OKUJAGU (Director General, Chief Executive, Victoria Island Lagos) 

Pacific Islands Museums Association (PIMA) 
Tarisi VUNDILO (Ms.) (Secretary-General, Port Vila) 

Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON) 
Rodion SULYANDZIGA, (Representative, Moscow) 

Tin-Hinane 
Saoudata WALET ABOUBACRINE (Mme) (président, Ouagadougou) 

Traditions pour Demain/Traditions for Tomorrow  
Christiane JOHANNOT-GRADIS (Mme) (secrétaire générale, Rolle);  Marie BOILLAT (Mme) 
(collaboratrice, Rolle);  Leïla GHASSEMI (Mme) (délégué, Rolle);  Cyril GRADIS (délégué, 
Rolle);  Lara MILOSEVIC (Mme) (délégué, Rolle) 

Union mondiale pour la nature (UICN)/The World Conservation Union (IUCN) 
Igor CARDELLINI (Intern, Global Policy Unit, Gland);  Sonia PEÑA MORENO (Mrs.) (Senior 
Policy Officer- Biodiversity, Gland) 

World Trade Institute (WTI) 
Hojjat KHADEMI (Research Assistant, Innovation and Creativity, Bern) 
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V.  GROUPE DES COMMUNAUTÉS AUTOCHTONES ET LOCALES/ 
 INDIGENOUS PANEL 

 

Alejandro ARGUMEDO, Associate Director, Quechua-Aymara Association for Sustainable 
Livelihoods (ANDES), Cusco, Peru 

Sreedharan Nair RAJASEKHARAN, Scientist, Head, Division of Ethnomedicine and 
Ethnopharmacology Tropical Botanic Garden and Research Institute (TBGRI), Kerala, India 

Maui SOLOMON, General Manager, Hokotehi Moriori Trust, Porirua, New Zealand 
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VI.  BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DE L’ORGANISATION MONDIALE 

 DE LA PROPRIÉTÉ INTELLECTUELLE (OMPI)/INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF THE  
WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO) 

 

Francis GURRY, directeur général/Director General 

Johannes Christian WICHARD, vice-directeur général/Deputy Director General 

Konji SEBATI (Mlle/Ms.), directrice, Département des savoirs traditionnels et des défis 
mondiaux/ Director, Department for Traditional Knowledge and Global Challenges  

Wend WENDLAND, directeur, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Director, Traditional Knowledge 
Division 

Begoña VENERO (Mme/Mrs.), chef, Section des ressources génétiques et des savoirs 
traditionnels, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Head, GRs and Traditional Knowledge Section, 
Traditional Knowledge Division 

Simon LEGRAND, conseiller, Section de la créativité, des expressions culturelles et du 
patrimoine culturel traditionnel, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Counsellor, Traditional 
Creativity, Cultural Expressions and Cultural Heritage Section, Traditional Knowledge Division 

Brigitte VEZINA (Mlle/Ms.), juriste, Section de la créativité, des expressions culturelles et du 
patrimoine culturel traditionnel, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Legal Officer, Traditional 
Creativity, Cultural Expressions and Cultural Heritage Section, Traditional Knowledge Division 

Gulnara ABBASOVA (Mlle/Ms.), consultante, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Consultant, 
Traditional Knowledge Division 

Fei JIAO (Mlle/Ms.), consultante, Section des ressources génétiques et des savoirs 
traditionnels, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Consultant, GRs and Traditional Knowledge 
Section, Traditional Knowledge Division 

Mary MUTORO (Mlle/Ms.), consultante, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Consultant, 
Traditional Knowledge Division 

Daphne ZOGRAFOS JOHNSSON (Mme/Mrs.), consultante, Division des savoirs 
traditionnels/Consultant, Traditional Knowledge Division 

Jennifer TAULI CORPUZ (Mme/Mrs.), boursière en droit de la propriété intellectuelle à 
l’intention des peuples autochtones, Division des savoirs traditionnels/WIPO Indigenous 
Intellectual Property Law Fellow, Traditional Knowledge Division 

 

[Annex II follows] 
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Chairman’s Note 
 
This text represents the results, at the conclusion of the IGC’s 20th session, in accordance 
with the mandate of the WIPO General Assemblies (contained in WO/GA/40/7). It 
represents a work in progress and is without prejudice to the positions of the participants. 
 
Where one or more options are presented on any issue it is understood that the possibility 
remains for there to be a no option or additional options on the issues. 
 
The titles by the facilitators1 that are used are indicative of the content only and they do not 
form a framework for the document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1  Facilitators titles are boxed. 
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE PROTECTION OF GRS [THEIR DERIVATIVES] AND 
ASSOCIATED traditional knowledge:  NEGOTIATING TEXT 

 

 
LIST OF TERMS 

 

[Associated traditional knowledge] / [traditional knowledge Associated with genetic 
resources] 

Option 1.  “Associated traditional knowledge” means knowledge which is dynamic and evolving, 
generated in a traditional context, collectively preserved and transmitted from generation to 
generation including but is not limited to know-how, skills, innovations, practices and learning, 
that subsist in genetic resources. 

Option 2.  “traditional knowledge” means the content or substance of knowledge that is the 
result of intellectual activity and inside a traditional context and includes the know-how, skills, 
innovations, practices and learning that form part of traditional knowledge systems. 

Option 3.  “traditional knowledge related to genetic resources” as it is understood in the CBD 
and related instruments and the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and 
Agriculture of the Food and Agriculture Organization (ITPGRFA).  As a measure under patent 
law, the focus is on traditional knowledge that can give rise to a technical invention.] 

 

Biotechnology 

“Biotechnology” as defined in Article 2 of the Convention on Biological Diversity means any 
technological application that uses biological systems, living organisms or derivatives thereof, to 
make or modify products or processes for specific use. 

 

Country of Origin 

Option 1.  “Country of origin” is the country which possesses those genetic resources in in-situ 
conditions. 

Option 2.  Country Providing/Providing Country - In accordance with Article 5 of the Nagoya 
Protocol on Access to genetic resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising 
from their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity, a “providing country” is the 
country of origin or that has acquired the genetic resources and/or that has accessed the 
traditional knowledge in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity. 

Option 3.  “Country providing genetic resources” is the country supplying genetic resources 
collected from in-situ sources, including populations of both wild and domesticated species, or 
taken from ex-situ sources, which may or may not have originated in that country. 

 

[Derivative 

“Derivative” means a naturally occurring biochemical compound resulting from the genetic 
expression or metabolism of biological or genetic resources, even if it does not contain 
functional units of heredity.]  

 

Genetic Material 

“Genetic material” means any material of plant, animal, microbial or other origin containing 
functional units of heredity. 
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Genetic resources 

Option 1.  “Genetic resources” are genetic material of actual or potential value. 

Option 2.  ”Genetic resources” as it is understood in the CBD and related instruments and the 
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture. 

 

In situ conditions 

“In situ conditions” means conditions where genetic resources exist within ecosystems and 
natural habitats, and, in the case of domesticated or cultivated species, in the surroundings 
where they have developed their distinctive properties [Article 2, CBD]. 
 

Internationally Recognized Certificate of Compliance 

[(j) Internationally recognized certificate of compliance shall mean the instrument foreseen in 
Article 17.2 of the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable 
Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity.]  

 

Physical Access 

“Physical access to the genetic resource” is its possession or at least contact which is sufficient 
enough to identify the properties of the genetic resource relevant for the invention. 

 

Source 

Option 1.  “Source” refers to any source from which the applicant has acquired the genetic 
resource other than the country of origin, such as a research center, gene bank or botanical 
garden. 

Option 2.  “Source” should be understood in its broadest sense possible: 

(i) Primary sources, including in particular [Contracting Parties] [Countries] providing genetic 
resources, the Multilateral System of ITPGRFA, indigenous and local communities;  and 

(ii) Secondary sources, including in particular ex situ collections and scientific literature 

 

Utilization 

Utilization of genetic resources” means to conduct research and development including 
commercialization on the genetic and/or biochemical composition of genetic resources, [their 
derivatives and associated traditional knowledge] including through the application of 
biotechnology] [as defined in Article 2 of the Convention on Biological Diversity]. 
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POLICY OBJECTIVES 
 
OBJECTIVE 1: Compliance with International/National laws relating to prior informed 
consent, mutually agreed terms, ABS laws and disclosure2 

 
1. Ensure [applicants for intellectual property rights [patents] involving the utilization of 
genetic resources [their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge] [those accessing 
[and/or using]] genetic resources [,their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge 
comply with [international rights and national legislations [national law and relevant conditions 
for [requirements3 of the country providing4 for prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms, 
fair and equitable] access and benefit-sharing [and disclosure of origin.] 
 
Guiding Principles Objective 1 
 

1.1.  Roles and Rights of [States, Nations, Indigenous Peoples, Local Communities 
and right owners].  

 
1.1.1 Option 1.  Recognize [the wide variety of kinds of [ownership] arrangements 
pertaining to] [sovereign rights of States] over genetic resources [, their derivatives] and 
associated traditional knowledge [, including the sovereign rights of [States] nations and 
peoples, the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities, [as well as private property 
rights]] in accordance with domestic legislation [in patent applications]. 
 
1.1.2 Option 2. [Sovereign States have the authority to determine access to genetic 
resources in their jurisdiction. Subject to national legislation, persons accessing traditional 
knowledge associated with genetic resources from the knowledge [holder(s)] [owners] and 
applying that knowledge in the development of an invention should obtain approval from the 
knowledge [holder(s)] [owners] and seek their involvement.]  
 
1.1.3 Option 3.  To ensure respect for [the sovereign rights of peoples partially or entirely 
under occupation] over their genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, including 
the principle of prior informed consent and mutually agreed terms and total and effective 
participation.  
 
1.2 Respect for Rights of Indigenous Peoples and Local communities. 

 
[Ensure respect for the principle of self determination of indigenous peoples and local 
communities, [including] as well as peoples partially or entirely under occupation] and their 
rights over genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, including the principles of 
prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms, and full and effective participation, noting the 
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.]  
 
1.3 Procedural Burden. 
 
[To ensure that patent applicants are not burdened with unreasonable procedures for relevant 
conditions for access, use and benefit-sharing under national law] when seeking patent 
protection.]  
 
 
 

                                                
2  Boxed and/or bolded headings are Facilitators text to enhance clarity in the document. 
3  National law and requirements include customary norms. 
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1.4 [Transparency in ABS. 
 
A requirement in national and international patent applications to disclose the source would 
increase transparency in access and benefit sharing with regard to genetic resources and 
traditional knowledge].  
 
 
OBJECTIVE 2: Prevent [intellectual property rights] [patents] from being granted in error 
[in bad faith]. 

 
2.1 Prevent [intellectual property rights] [patents] involving the access and utilization of 
genetic resources, [their derivatives] and/or associated traditional knowledge from being granted 
[in bad faith]: 
 

(a) [ [in error for inventions that are not novel [new] or inventive] [that do not satisfy 
the patentability criteria]; 

(b) [where there is no prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms [and [/or] fair 
and equitable benefit-sharing, and disclosure of origin] or related national law 
and requirements are not satisfied; and  

(c) [or that was granted in violation of the inherent rights of the original   owners].  
 
Guiding Principles Objective 2 
 
2.2. Certainty of Rights.  
 
2.2.1 Option 1.  The [intellectual property] [patent] system should provide certainty of rights 
for legitimate users5 and providers of genetic resources, [their derivatives] and/or associated 
traditional knowledge.  
 
2.2.2 Option 2.  The patent system should provide certainty of rights for users of genetic 
resources and traditional knowledge and shall not impose requirements that detract from legal 
certainty such as mandatory disclosure requirements relating to genetic resources and 
traditional knowledge.  
 
2.3 Compliance with Patentability Requirements. 

 
Patent applicants should not receive exclusive rights on inventions that are not new or inventive. 
 
2.4 [Compliance with disclosure, prior informed consent and fair and equitable 
benefit sharing requirements.   

 
intellectual property rights applicants should not receive exclusive rights where free, prior and 
informed consent and fair and equitable benefit-sharing requirements for accessing and using 
genetic resources [and their derivatives] [and their associated traditional knowledge] have not 
been met [ensuring free prior informed consent and fair and equitable benefit-sharing for 
indigenous peoples and local communities]] 

                                                
5  This requires a definition. 
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2.5 [Disclosure Requirements.  
 
Persons applying for [intellectual property rights] [patents] involving the use of genetic resources 
and/or associated traditional knowledge have a duty [of good faith and candor] to disclose in 
their applications [all background information] all relevant [known] information relating to the 
genetic resources [, their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge, including the 
country of [source or] origin.] 
 
2.6 Mutual Trust.  
 
[The disclosure of the source would increase mutual trust among the various stakeholders 
involved in access and benefit sharing.  All of these stakeholders may be providers and/or users 
of genetic resources and traditional knowledge.  Accordingly, disclosing the source would build 
mutual trust in the North – South – relationship.  Moreover, it would strengthen the mutual 
supportiveness between the access and benefit sharing system and the patent system.] 
 
2.7 Patents on Life Forms6   

 
2.7.1 Option 1.  Ensure that no patents on life and life forms are granted for genetic 
resources and associated traditional knowledge. 
 
2.7.2 Option 2.  Enhance the availability of patent protection for life forms and new uses for 
known substances in order to create benefits and support benefit-sharing from the use of 
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. 
 
 

OBJECTIVE 3: Ensuring intellectual property [patent] offices have the required 
information to make proper decisions in granting intellectual property [patent] rights.  

 
3. Ensure that [[intellectual property] [Patent] offices] the office that has responsibility for 
[processing and/or management of] examining [intellectual property and] [patent] applications 
[should] have [access to] [all] the appropriate information [on genetic resources, [their 
derivatives] and/or associated traditional knowledge] needed to make proper and informed 
decisions in granting [intellectual property rights] [patents].   
 
Guiding Principles Objective 3 
 
3.1 Prior Art.   

 
[Intellectual property] [Patent] offices should [must] consider all relevant prior art [[as far as 
known to the applicant] relating to genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated 
traditional knowledge] when assessing [the eligibility for grant of [intellectual property rights]] 
[the patentability of an invention] [a patent]. 
 
3.2 Applicant(s) Disclosure Requirement. 

 
3.2.1 Option 1.  [Intellectual property] [Patent] an applicant[s] [should] must disclose all 
background information of genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional 
knowledge relevant for determining the eligibility conditions.  Such information shall include 
confirmation through the mandatory disclosure requirements that prior informed consent has 

                                                
6  Where one or more options are presented on any issue it is understood the possibility remains for there to be 
a no option on the issue 
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been obtained and access has been granted on mutually agreed terms which can be made 
through an internationally recognized certificate of compliance. 
 
3.2.2 Option 2.  Technical prior art:  Disclosing the source of genetic resources and 
traditional knowledge in patent applications would assist patent examiners and judges in the 
establishment of prior art with regard to inventions that somehow relate to these resources or 
this knowledge, including use of databases of traditional knowledge that is prior art. 
 
3.2.3 Option 3.  Promoting transparency and dissemination of information by disclosing 
country of origin and publishing and disclosing technical information related to new inventions, 
where appropriate and where publicly available, so as to enrich the total body of technical 
knowledge accessible to the public. 
 
3.3 Traceability. 
 
Disclosing the source in patent applications would allow the providers of genetic resources and 
traditional knowledge to keep track of the use of their resources or knowledge in research and 
development resulting in patentable inventions. 
 
3.4 Rights of traditional knowledge holders. 

 
There is a need to recognize that some holders of traditional knowledge may not want their 
knowledge documented. 
 
 
OBJECTIVE 4: Relationship between international, [regional] agreements, instruments 
and treaties 
 
4.1 Option 1.  [Establish a] [Recognize] the coherent and mutually supportive [system] 
relationship between [intellectual property rights] [patents] involving the utilization of genetic 
resources, their [derivatives] and/or associated traditional knowledge and [existing] relevant 
international [and regional] [agreements and treaties] instruments, [including ensure consistency 
with international legal standards in the promotion and protection of the [collective] rights of 
indigenous peoples.]  
 
4.2 Option 2.  [Promote a mutually supportive relationship] [Promotion of cooperation] 
with relevant international agreements [and processes]. 
 
Guiding Principles Objective 4 
 
4.3 Respect and Consistency. 
 
4.3.1 [Promote respect for [and seek consistency with] other relevant international [and 
regional] instruments [and processes].  
 
4.3.2 The work of the IGC should not prejudice the work pursued in other fora.] 
 
4.4 Cooperation, Awareness and Information Sharing/Linkage CBD/ITPGRFA. 

 
Promote [cooperation] [awareness and information sharing] with relevant international [and 
regional] instruments [and processes] [and support, in particular, the implementation of the 
Convention on Biological Diversity and the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources 
and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits arising from their Utilization to the Convention of 
Biological Diversity and ITPGRFA.] 
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OBJECTIVE 5:  Role of intellectual property System in promoting innovation and 
knowledge, technology transfer. 

 
5.1 Recognize [and maintain] [strengthen] the role of the [intellectual property] [patent] 
system in promoting innovation, transfer and dissemination of technology [, to the mutual 
advantage of stakeholders, providers, holders and users of genetic resources, their [derivatives] 
and[/or] associated traditional knowledge [in a manner conducive to social, cultural and 
economic welfare wellbeing and development [while]: 
 

(a) [contributing] ensuring to the protection of genetic resources, [their derivatives] 
and[/or] associated traditional knowledge. 
 
(b) preventing the adverse effects of the [intellectual property] [patent] system on the 
[indigenous peoples] indigenous and local communities’ [customs, beliefs and rights, 
traditional knowledge] laws, practices, knowledge systems and rights with the aim of 
recognizing and protecting the rights of [indigenous peoples] indigenous and local 
communities to use, develop, create and protect their knowledge and innovation in 
relation to genetic resources]. 

 
Guiding Principles Objective 5 
 
5.2 Maintaining Incentive for Innovation  

 
[Maintain the incentives for innovation provided by the intellectual property system.] [Recognize 
and maintain the role of the intellectual property system in promoting innovation, noting the 
relationship with genetic resources, [their derivatives] and/or associated traditional knowledge 
[and in the protection of traditional knowledge, genetic resources, [their derivatives] and/or 
associated traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions and fair and equitable 
sharing of benefits arising from their use.] 
 
5.3 Legal Certainty.   

 
[Promote] To [strengthen legal] certainty and [clarity] [scope] of intellectual property rights  
[, noting the relationship with genetic resources, [their derivatives] and/or associated traditional 
knowledge and obligations with respect to the protection of traditional knowledge [beneficiaries] 
[of indigenous peoples and local communities], genetic resources, [their derivatives] and/or 
associated traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions and certainty and clarity for 
prior informed consent and fair and equitable benefit-sharing]. 
 
5.4 Protect Creativity and Reward for Investment. 
 
5.4.1 Option 1. To protect from national and international biopiracy, creativity, reward 
investments and ensure prior informed consent and fair and equitable benefit-sharing with the 
[indigenous peoples and local communities, [and] traditional knowledge [holders] [owners]] 
[traditional knowledge beneficiaries]. 
 
5.4.2 Option 2.  Protect creativity and reward [public, private and community] investments 
[and ensure prior informed consent and fair and equitable benefit-sharing, mutually agreed 
terms] [made in developing a new invention [which has been developed in full compliance with 
national laws and requirements, including the principles of prior informed consent, fair and 
equitable benefit-sharing, mutually agreed terms]. 
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5.5 Transparency.  

 
Promote transparency and dissemination of information [by disclosing country of origin of 
genetic resources] [, where not in contrast with public morality and/or order public,] [and 
providing sufficient protection] by: 
 

(a) [publishing and disclosing technical information related to new inventions, so as to 
enrich the total body of technical knowledge accessible to the public; 

(b) disclosing country of origin and publishing and disclosing technical information 
related to new inventions, [where appropriate and where publicly available], so as 
to enrich the total body of technical knowledge accessible to the public; and  

(c) increase legal certainty and trust between users and providers of genetic resources 
and traditional knowledge through a mandatory disclosure of origin or source.] 

 
 

[ARTICLE 1]  
[[SUBJECT MATTER OF PROTECTION] 

[OBJECTIVE] 
 
1.1 [[Protection] this instrument shall [extend] apply to any [utilization of] intellectual property 
right derived from genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge.] 
 

 
 

[ARTICLE 2]  
[[BENEFITS] / BENEFICIARIES [OF THE PROPOSALS]] 

[OBJECTIVES] 
 
OPTION 1 
 
2.1 Measures related to the compliance with existing rules of access and benefit-sharing 
derived from the utilization [for the protection] of genetic resources,[ their derivatives] and 
associated traditional knowledge shall be for the benefit of country providing such resources 
and knowledge [of origin of genetic resources]. 
 
2.2 Parties shall respect the rights of indigenous and local communities in the traditional 
knowledge associated with genetic resources, [their derivatives] in accordance with the 
[domestic]/national legislation and existing international agreements and treaties, in particular 
the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic 
Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the 
Convention on Biological Diversity and ITPGRFA. 
 
2.3 The beneficiaries of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge under this 
instrument shall have the following exclusive rights that: 
 

(a) arise out of the existence of knowledge (de facto rights); 
(b) are inalienable and in perpetuity as long as knowledge exist; 
(c) are intergenerational, i.e., passed on to future generations;  and 
(d) to authorize or deny access to the use of genetic resources and associated 

knowledge.  
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OPTION 2 
 
2.4 A global and compulsory system creates a level playing field for industry and the 
commercial exploitation of patents, and also facilitates the possibilities under Article 15(7) of  
the CBD for the sharing of the benefits arising from the use of genetic resources. 
 
 

[ARTICLE 3]  
[SCOPE [OF [LEGAL] PROTECTION]] 

[[MANDATORY] DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS] 
 

LEGAL PROTECTION 

 
3.1 [The [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall provide legal protection to genetic resources 
and associated traditional knowledge as a unique knowledge system that has the following 
characteristics:  
 

(a) traditional knowledge, genetic resources, landscapes, cultural and spiritual 
values and customary laws, are inextricably linked and together maintain the 
integrity of knowledge systems. 

(b) genetic resources and biodiversity cannot be separated from traditional 
knowledge as intangible and tangible components cannot be separated.  

(c) genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge is part of the collective, 
ancestral, territorial, spiritual, cultural and intellectual heritage. 

(d) genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge is transmitted from 
generation to generation in diverse forms and is inalienable, indivisible and 
imprescriptible. 
 

3.2 No registration of knowledge is required for rights to be legally recognized].  
 

DISCLOSURE PROTECTION 

 
OPTION 1  
 
3.3 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall provide in [their national intellectual property] 
[patent] legislation a mandatory disclosure requirement.  The disclosure requirement should be 
mandatory.  This implies that it should be implemented in a legally binding and universal 
manner. 
 
3.4 Check Point: 
 

(a) Option 1.  [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall appoint national intellectual 
property offices as a checkpoint for disclosure of the country of origin and source 
of genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge 
[and for their monitoring.] 

(b) Option 2.  The patent system must provide for a mandatory disclosure 
requirement ensuring that the intellectual property Offices becomes a key 
checkpoint for disclosure [and monitoring] of the utilization of genetic resources 
and/or associated traditional knowledge (in line with Article 17 of the CBD 
Nagoya Protocol). 
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OPTION 2 
 
3.5 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] may provide in their national patent legislation a 
mandatory disclosure requirement. 
 
OPTION 3 
 
3.6 Patent disclosure requirements shall not include a mandatory disclosure relating to 
genetic resources [, their derivatives and associated traditional knowledge] unless such 
disclosure is material to the patentability criteria of novelty, inventive step or enablement.  
 
3.7 Patent applicants shall be under no requirement to disclose the source, origin or other 
information relating to genetic resources [unless such information is material to the patentability 
requirements of novelty, inventive step or enablement. 
 

Types of [intellectual property] [patent] right applications relevant to disclosure 
requirements/[Trigger points]  

 
Sub-option 1 
 
3.8 The invention must be directly based on the specific genetic resources. [in the claimed 
invention and] In such circumstances: 
 

(a) The invention must make immediate use of the genetic resource, that is, depend 
on the specific properties of this resource; 

(b) The inventor must have had physical access to this resource, that is, its 
possession or at least contact which is sufficient enough to identify the properties 
of the genetic resource relevant for the invention; and [or] 

(c) [If the applicant is aware that the invention is directly based on traditional 
knowledge associated with genetic resources, that is, the inventor must 
consciously derive the invention from this knowledge]. 

 
Sub-option 2 
 
3.9 The application involves genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional 
knowledge. 
 
Sub-Option 3 
 
3.10 A patent disclosure requirement related to genetic resources [their derivatives] and 
associated traditional knowledge shall not apply to the following:  
 

(a) all human genetic resources including human pathogens; 
(b) derivatives; 
(c) commodities; 
(d) traditional knowledge in the public domain; 
(e) genetic resources found outside of national jurisdictions; and 
(f) all genetic resources acquired before the national implementations of the 

Convention on Biological Diversity and the Nagoya Protocol on Access to genetic 
resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their 
Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity.  
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Sub-Option 4 
 
3.11 The disclosure requirement shall apply to invention that concerns or uses genetic 
resources and/or associated traditional knowledge.  For genetic resources, the disclosure 
requirement shall apply even where the inventor has altered the structure of the received 
material. 
 

Content of the Disclosure 

 
Sub-option 1 
 
3.12 Parties shall require applicants to disclose the country providing such resources and the 
source in the country providing the genetic resources and/or [their derivatives] and associated 
traditional knowledge.  
 
3.13 Parties shall also require that applicants provide a copy of an internationally recognized 
certificate of compliance (IRCC).  If an IRCC is not applicable in the providing country, the 
applicant should provide relevant information regarding compliance with prior informed consent 
and access and fair equitable benefit-sharing as required by the national legislation of the 
country providing the genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge, that is, the 
country of origin of such resources or a country that has acquired the genetic resources and/or 
associated traditional knowledge in accordance with the Convention on Biological Diversity.  
 
Sub-option 2 
 
3.14 Mandatory disclosure of information in the patent application of the following: 
 

(a) The applicant should declare the country of origin, or if not known, the source of 
the specific genetic resource to which the inventor has had physical access and 
which is still known to him.  

(b) In the exceptional case that both the country of origin and the source are 
unknown to the applicant this should be declared accordingly. 

 
Sub-option 3 
 
3.15 Patent applicants must declare the primary source to fulfill the requirement, if they have 
information about this primary source at hand, whereas a secondary source may only be 
declared if patent applicants have no information at hand about the primary source.  In case the 
source is unknown this must be confirmed by the patent applicant.  
 
Sub-option 4 
 
3.16 Country of origin and source of genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated 
traditional knowledge.  
 
3.17 Prior informed consent, either by the certificate of origin or by any other document issued 
in accordance with the domestic law of country of origin.  In case the country of origin is not 
identifiable even after making reasonable efforts, certificate of evidence issued in accordance 
with the domestic law of country providing the genetic resources. 
 
3.18. Evidence of benefit sharing under mutually agreed terms entered with the beneficiaries as 
define in Article 2 in accordance with their domestic legislation.  
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3.19 Written and oral information regarding traditional knowledge associated with genetic 
resources, [their derivatives] for enabling search and examination of the intellectual property 
application including the details of the holder of the traditional knowledge. 
 
Sub-Option 5 
 
3.20 Mandatory disclosure requirements shall be met by providing an internationally 
recognized certificate of compliance as described in Article 17.2 of the Nagoya Protocol on 
Access to genetic resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their 
Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity.  
 
Sub-Option 6 
 
3.21  The patent application shall include information on the country from which the inventor 
collected or received the genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge (the 
providing country).  If it follows from the national law in the providing country that access to 
genetic resources or traditional knowledge shall be subject to prior consent, the application shall 
state whether such consent has been obtained. 
 
3.22 If the providing country is not the same as the country of origin of the genetic resources 
and/or the associated traditional knowledge, the application shall also state the country of origin.  
For genetic resources, the country of origin means the country from which material was 
collected from its natural environment and, for associated traditional knowledge, the country in 
which the knowledge was developed.  If the national law in the country of origin requires that 
access to genetic resources or associated traditional knowledge shall be subject to prior 
consent, the application shall state whether such consent has been obtained. 
 
3.23 If the information set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 is not known to the applicant, the applicant 
shall state the immediate source from which the inventor collected or received the genetic 
resources and/or associated traditional knowledge. 
 
3.24 If access to genetic resources has been provided in pursuance of Article 12.2 and  
Article 12.3 of the ITPGRFA, a copy of the standard material transfer agreement stipulated in 
Article 12.4 of the Treaty shall be enclosed with the patent application instead of the information 
stipulated in the first and second paragraphs.  If the applicant has obtained an internationally 
recognized certificate of compliance as mentioned in Article 17.4 of the Nagoya Protocol on 
Access and Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from the Utilization of Genetic 
Resources to the Convention on Biological Diversity that covers the genetic resources the 
invention concerns or uses, a copy of the certificate shall be enclosed with the patent 
application instead of the information stipulated in the first and second paragraphs. 
 
Actions of the [intellectual property] [patent] office 

 
Sub-option 1 
 
3.25 Put in place an adequate information dissemination system to enable an opportunity by 
relevant authorities from other [Contracting Parties] [Countries], indigenous and local 
communities or any other interested parties to submit information relevant to search and 
examination of an intellectual property application pending before national intellectual property 
offices in order to better assess compliance with the eligibility criteria for the grant of intellectual 
property rights.  
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3.26 That the intellectual property offices while examining the intellectual property application 
ascertain whether the applicant has comply with the mandatory disclosure requirements as per 
clause 1(a) of this Article and take necessary measures as mandated in this instrument in case 
of non compliance. 
 
3.27 That the national [intellectual property] [patent] officers [shall] should not grant patents on 
life forms , or parts thereof, in the form of biological or genetic resources as they are found in 
nature, that are only isolated or characterized as such, as well as [their derivatives] and 
associated traditional knowledge. 
 
Sub-option 2 
 
3.28 Parties shall publish information disclosed jointly with the publication of the application or 
the grant of patent, whichever is made first.  
 
 
Relationship between PCT and PLT7 

 
Sub-option 1 
 
3.29 Amend relevant provisions of the PCT and PLT to include a mandatory disclosure 
requirement of the origin and source of the genetic resources. 
 
Sub-option 2 
 
3.30 Amend relevant provisions of the PCT and PLT, in particular Rules 4.17, 26ter and 51bis, 
to include a mandatory disclosure requirement of the origin and source of the genetic resources, 
[their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge.  The amendments shall also include 
requiring confirmation of prior informed consent, evidence of benefit sharing under mutually 
agreed terms with the country of origin.  
 
Sub-option 3 
 
3.31 Amend the PCT Regulations to explicitly enable the national patent legislation to require 
the declaration of the source of genetic resources and traditional knowledge in patent 
applications (proposals for specific wording are contained in document 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/20/INF/10 Appendix 1).  The proposals thus leave it up to the national 
legislator to decide whether such a requirement is to be introduced in the national patent 
legislation. 
 
3.32 Based on the reference to the PCT contained in Article 6.1 of WIPO’s Patent Law Treaty 
(PLT), the proposed amendment to the PCT would also apply to the PLT. Accordingly, the 
[Contracting Parties] [Countries] of the PLT would also explicitly be enabled to require in their 
national patent laws that the patent applicants declare the source of genetic resources and/or 
traditional knowledge in national patent applications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
7  Where one or more options are presented on any issue it is understood the possibility remains for there to be 
a no option on the issue 
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Sub-option 3 
 
3.33 Amend the PCT and PLT to reflect a mandatory disclosure requirement of the origin of the 
genetic resource, incorporation of the “internationally recognized certificate of compliance” as 
stipulated in the Nagoya Protocol and any other submission that may be tabled by member 
countries. 
 
Sub-option 4 
 
3.34 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] of the PCT shall take steps to amend the guidelines for 
search and examination procedures for patent applications to ensure that they take into account 
the disclosure of the origin of genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional 
knowledge.  The provision is applicable to regional patent authorities as well as the international 
search and examination authorities under the PCT. 
 
 
DEFENSIVE PROTECTION 

 

Data Base Inventory 

 
3.35 [WIPO begin developing an inventory of databases with [requesting] the assistance of 
Member States and information resources on genetic resources and associated traditional 
knowledge but at the same time maintaining protection of indigenous sources where such 
cultural protocols exist to ensure the prior informed consent of the indigenous peoples and local 
communities.] 
 
Information systems on GR for defensive protection 

 
OPTION 1 
 
3.36 Develop a database related to genetic resources and to traditional knowledge accessible 
by examiners worldwide in order to avoid the erroneous granting of patents for genetic 
resources and related traditional knowledge. 
 
3.37 A summary, which has been written in a language which every examiner can understand, 
be attached to documents written in indigenous languages. 
 
3.38 Each country to assess and compile the information concerning genetic resources and the 
related traditional knowledge under its own responsibility. 
 
3.39 An all-in-one consolidated system or multiple systems easily searchable with one click. 
 
3.40 Searchable databases should be in the possession of, and maintained by, each 
participating WIPO member states.  The database will be composed of a WIPO. portal site as 
well as databases of WIPO member states, which are linked to this portal site. 
 
3.41 The WIPO portal site is only accessible to patent offices and other registered intellectual 
property addresses. 
 
OPTION 2 
 
3.42 Collect genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge into databases. 
 
3.43 There is a minimum standard to harmonize the structure and content of these databases. 
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3.44 WIPO administers a system to access the local, regional and national databases of 
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. 
 
3.45 Establishment of an international gateway on traditional knowledge.  
 
OPTION 3 
 
3.46 Make available written and oral information regarding traditional knowledge associated 
with genetic resources, [their derivatives] for enabling search and examination of the [intellectual 
property] [patent] application including the details of the holder of the traditional knowledge.  
 
3.47 Put in place an adequate information dissemination system to enable an opportunity by 
relevant authorities from other [Contracting Parties] [Countries], indigenous and local 
communities or any other interested parties to submit information relevant to search and 
examination of an [intellectual property] [patent] application pending before national [intellectual 
property] [patent] offices in order to better assess compliance with the eligibility criteria for the 
grant of intellectual property rights. 
 
3.48 That the national intellectual property offices [shall] should consider all relevant written 
and oral [information] prior art relating to genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated 
traditional knowledge which is available to them, regardless of the language, from all countries 
when conducting search and examination for determining the eligibility criteria for granting of 
[intellectual property] [patent] rights. 
 
OPTION 4 
 
3.49 Develop databases related to genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated 
traditional knowledge accessible to relevant competent authorities and other parties [indigenous 
peoples and local communities] in order to [ensure the free prior informed consent] avoid the 
erroneous granting of patents for genetic resources and related traditional knowledge and 
ensure transparency, traceability and mutual trust taking into account access and benefit 
sharing arrangements as provided for under the CBD and the Nagoya Protocol. 
 
3.50 Efforts should be made to codify the oral information related to genetic resources, [their 
derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge for the purpose of enhancing the development 
of databases. 
 
[Additional and Complementary Protection Measures/Guidelines or recommendations on 
defensive protection] 

 
OPTION 1 
 
3.51 That the national [intellectual property] [patent] offices [shall] should develop appropriate 
and adequate guidelines for the purpose of conducting search and examination of [intellectual 
property] [patent] applications relating to genetic resource, [their derivatives] and associated 
traditional knowledge considering existing prior art accessible to the examiners, as appropriate 
[and additional information provided by the applicants, as well as accessible to the examiners]. 
 
OPTION 2 
 
3.52 Recommendations or guidelines for search and examination procedures for patent 
applications to ensure that they better take into account the disclosure of the origin of genetic 
resources. 
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3.53 Use of available databases on genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge. 
 

Patents on life forms and naturally occurring genetic resources8 

 
3.54 Option 1. No intellectual property rights shall be granted to genetic resources that 
naturally occur in situ and ex situ. 
 
3.55  Option 2. Enhance the availability of patent protection for life forms and new uses for 
known substances in order to create benefits and support benefit sharing from the use of 
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge.   
 
3.56 Option 3. That the national [intellectual property] [patent] offices [shall] should not grant 
patents on life forms, or parts thereof, in the form of biological or genetic resources as they are 
found in nature, that are only isolated or characterized as such, as well as [their derivatives] and 
associated traditional knowledge. 

 
 

[ARTICLE 4]  
[PROPOSAL ON COMPLEMENTARY] [PROTECTION] MEASURES 

 
OPTION 1 
 
4.1 [Contracting Parties] [countries] may facilitate access to information, including information 
made available in databases, relating to genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated 
traditional knowledge with the intellectual property offices of [Contracting Parties] [countries] to 
this instrument.  
 
4.2 [Contracting Parties] [countries] shall ensure that:  
 

(a) Confidentiality of such information provided to the intellectual property offices as 
stated in clause [1.1.] is maintained by the such offices and the applicants who have 
access to such information, in accordance with [domestic] international rights and 
law national legislation or contractual obligation [, except where the information is 
cited as prior art during the examination of a patent application]. 

(b) Any violation of the same shall be considered as an act of unfair competition and a 
violation of contractual obligations or an infringement of the protection provided in 
this instrument and be subjected to sanction as provided in this instrument.] 

(c) They share information and best practices in tech transfer and contracts related to 
genetic resources through WIPO databases for such information and further develop 
guidelines for model contractual provisions. 

(d)  They share information on intellectual property guidelines for access and equitable 
benefit-sharing and request WIPO to conduct a study on licensing practices on 
genetic resources.  

                                                
8  Where one or more options are presented on any issue it is understood the possibility remains for there to be a no 
option on the issue. 
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OPTION 2 
 
4.3 A simple notification procedure should be introduced to be followed by the patent offices 
every time they receive a declaration; it would be adequate to identify in particular the Clearing 
House Mechanism of the CBD/ITPGRFA as the central body to which the patent offices should 
send the available information.  
 
 
OPTION 3 
 
4.4 Establish a publicly available list of government agencies competent to receive 
information about patent applications containing a declaration of the source of genetic resources 
and/or traditional knowledge. Patent offices receiving patent applications containing such 
declaration could inform the competent government agency that the respective State is declared 
as the source. WIPO could, in close collaboration with the CBD/ITPGRFA, consider the possible 
establishment of such a list of competent government agencies. 
 

 
[ARTICLE 5] 

RELATIONSHIP WITH INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 
 

5.1 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall establish a coherent system and promote mutually 
supportive relationship between intellectual property rights involving the utilization of genetic 
resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge and existing international 
agreements and treaties.  
 
5.2 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall support, in particular, the implementation of the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (including communication with its Clearing House) and the 
Nagoya Protocol on Access to genetic resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits 
arising from their Utilization to the Convention of Biological Diversity, the ITPGRFA and the 
TRIPS Agreement and, as the case may be, of regional agreements. PLT and PCT would need 
to be amended. 
 
5.3 The disclosure of source requirement enables the [contracting Parties] [countries] of 
relevant international agreements, including the CBD/ITPGRFA, the PCT, the PLT and the 
TRIPS Agreement to fulfill their respective obligations. 
 
 

[ARTICLE 6] 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

 
6.1 [Relevant WIPO bodies to encourage Patent Cooperation Treaty members to develop a 
set of guidelines for the [search and examination] administrative disclosure of origin or source 
by the international search and examination authorities under Patent Cooperation Treaty 
including additional information arising from the disclosure requirement as provided in this 
instrument.] 
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[ARTICLE 7] 
TRANSBOUNDARY COOPERATION 

 
7.1 [In instances where genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge associated 
with genetic resources [of indigenous peoples and local communities] is located in territories of 
different [Contracting Parties] [countries], those [[Contracting Parties] [Countries]] countries 
[shall] should co-operate by taking measures that are supportive of and do not run counter to 
the objectives of this instrument.] 
 
 

[ARTICLE 8] 
SANCTIONS, REMEDIES AND EXERCISE OF RIGHTS 

 
OPTION 1 
 

8.1 Sanctions that go to the status of a granted patent right 
 
Sub-Option 1 
 
8.2 Patents granted without disclosing country of origin or source shall be subject to issuing of 
mandatory licenses, as foreseen in Article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement. 
 
Sub-Option 2 
 
8.3 Countries which revoke patents for failure to disclose the source of origin of a genetic 
resource or failure to comply with ABS laws shall pay adequate remuneration to both the 
country of origin and the patent holder. 
 
Sub-Option 3 
 
8.4 Any patent relating to genetic resources or traditional knowledge, the commercialization of 
which is subject to regulatory review, shall be entitled to extension of the term of the patent to 
compensate for delays caused by such regulatory review. Such patent term restoration shall be 
made available for a period that corresponds to the period of delay in commercialization caused 
by the regulatory review.  
 
Sub-Option 4 
 
8.5 Any patent relating to genetic resources or traditional knowledge whose grant is unduly 
delayed by the imposition of a mandatory disclosure requirement relating to the same shall be 
entitled to an extension of the patent term. Such patent term extension, corresponds to any 
period of delay in patent grant caused by the imposition of such mandatory disclosure 
requirements.  
 
Sub-Option 5 
 
8.6 [Contracting parties] [Countries] shall ensure, in accordance with their legal systems, 
adequate criminal, civil and administrative enforcement procedures and dispute resolution 
mechanisms are available under their laws against the willful infringement of the protection 
provided to genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge under 
this instrument. 
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8.7 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall provide that administrative and/or judicial authorities 
have the right to:  
 
 (a) Revoke intellectual property rights;  and 

(b) Render unenforceable intellectual property rights when the applicant has either failed 
to comply with the obligations of mandatory disclosure requirements as provided in 
this instrument or provided false or fraudulent information. 

 
8.8 Where a dispute arises in relation to mutually agreed terms between users, beneficiaries 
and providers of genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated with genetic resources 
each Party may be entitled to refer the issue to an alternative dispute resolution mechanism 
recognized by domestic legislation. 
 
Sub-Option 6 
 
8.9 Countries may take other measures and sanctions, including revocation, against the 
violation of the mandatory disclosure requirements. 
 
Sub-Option 7 
 
8.10 Administration and/or judicial authorities shall have the right to revoke, subject to  
Article 32 of the TRIPS Agreement, or render unenforceable a patent. 
 
Sub-Option 8 
 
8.11 If it is discovered after the granting of a patent that the applicant failed to declare the 
source or submitted false information, such failure to comply with the requirement may only be a 
ground for revocation or invalidation of the granted patent in the case of fraudulent intention 
(Article 10 PLT). 
 
OPTION 2 
 
8.12 Sanctions of an administrative character or that are outside the [intellectual property] 
[patent] system. 
 
Sub-option 1 
 
8.13 The patent system should provide certainty of rights for users of genetic resources and 
traditional knowledge and shall not impose requirements that detract from legal certainty. 
 
Sub-option 2 
 
8.14 [Contracting parties] [Countries] shall ensure, in accordance with their legal systems, 
adequate criminal, civil and administrative enforcement procedures and dispute resolution 
mechanisms are available under their laws against the willful infringement of the protection 
provided to genetic resources, [their derivatives] and associated traditional knowledge under 
this instrument. 
 
8.15 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall provide that administrative and/or judicial authorities 
have the right to:  
 

(a) Prevent the further processing of the intellectual property applications.  
(b) Prevent the granting of intellectual property rights. 
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Sub-option 3 
 
8.16 Patent applications shall not be processed without completion of such requirements. 
 
Sub-option 4 
 
8.17 Countries shall impose sanctions, which shall include administrative sanctions, criminal 
sanctions, fines and adequate compensation for damages. 
 
Sub-option 5 
 
8.18 Where it is proved that the patent applicant has disclosed incorrect or incomplete 
information, effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions outside the field of patent law 
should be imposed on the patent applicant or holder.  If the applicant provides supplementary 
information during the processing of the application, the submission of this supplementary 
information should not affect the further processing of the application.  For reasons of legal 
certainty, the submission of incorrect or incomplete information should not have any effect on 
the validity of the granted patent or on its enforceability against patent infringers. 
 
8.19 It must be left to the individual [Contracting State] country to determine the character and 
the level of these sanctions, in accordance with domestic legal practices and respecting general 
principles of law.  Both within WIPO as in other international fora means could be discussed to 
develop such sanctions. 
 
Sub-option 7 
 
8.20 Administration and/or judicial authorities shall have the right to prevent (a) the further 
processing of an application or (b) the granting of a patent 
 
Sub-option 8 
 
8.21 [Contracting Parties] [Countries] shall, in accordance with their national legal systems, 
provide for adequate measures for the refusal of patent applications on the grounds of non 
compliance and willful infringement of the protection of genetic resources, [their derivatives] and 
associated traditional knowledge, in pursuance of the applicable provisions of these regulations. 
 
Sub-option 9 
 
8.22 If the national law applicable by the designated office requires the declaration of the 
source of genetic resources or traditional knowledge, the proposed amended Rule 51bis.3(a) of 
the PCT regulations requires the designated office to invite the applicant, at the beginning of the 
national phase, to comply with this requirement within a time limit which shall not be less than 
two months from the date of the invitation.  [Appendix I of 20/INF/10. ] 
 
8.23 If the patent applicant does not comply with this invitation within the set time limit, the 
designated Office may refuse the application or consider it withdrawn on the grounds of this 
non-compliance. 
 
8.24 Furthermore, if it is discovered after the granting of a patent that the applicant failed to 
declare the source or submitted false information, such failure to comply with the requirement 
may not be a ground for revocation or invalidation of the granted patent.  However, other 
sanctions provided for in national law, including criminal sanctions such as fines, may be 
imposed. 
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Sub-option 10 
 
8.25 There shall be no sanction within the patent system for failure to meet any mandatory 
disclosure requirement relating to genetic resources or traditional knowledge nor shall failure to 
meet such requirements cause delay in processing or grant of the patent. 

 
OPTION 3 
 
8.26 If it is discovered after the grant of a patent that the applicant failed to disclose the 
information required or submitted false and fraudulent information, or it is demonstrated by the 
evidence that the access and utilization of genetic resources and/or associated traditional 
knowledge violated the relevant national legislation of the country providing genetic resources 
and/or associated traditional knowledge, that is, the country of origin of such resources or a 
country that has acquired the genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge in 
accordance with the CBD/ITPGRFA, [parties] Countries shall impose sanctions, which shall 
include administrative sanctions, criminal sanctions, fines and adequate compensation for 
damages. [Parties] Countries may take other measures and sanctions, including revocation, 
against the violation of the mandatory disclosure requirements. 
 
 

[ARTICLE 9] 
[TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, COOPERATION AND CAPACITY BUILDING 

 
9.1 Relevant WIPO bodies shall develop modalities for the creation, funding and 
implementation of the provisions under this instrument. WIPO shall provide technical 
assistance, cooperation, capacity building and financial support for developing countries in 
particular the least developed countries to implement the obligations under this instrument. 
 
 

[End of Annexes and of document] 
 


